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When we designed the ADM1 
Display TerrlWldl, we knew that OEMs 
and t:ncJ U~r.::rs werf;; conscious of thc~ 
rnolley U lJrldl. So we designed the 
termlflCiI tu st:11 for half the price of 
other uniL, without sacrificing 
performance. 

We didn't realize then that 
another primary benefit of the ADM-1 
would be its low power consumption. 
At 92 watts, the terrninal uses less 
power than d lOO-watt light bulb, so 
we also rlelped alleviate some of the 
energy crunch. 

Now that's t'l"O good reasons 
to invest in the l_ear Siegler ADM-1. 

Here are a few more: it utilizes a 600 
n sec rnicrocontroller to provide all 
the performance you'll need for years 
dhead, it Incorporates a full 53-key 
i TY keyboard and a 12" screen dis
fJlayin9 up to 1920 characters; tor 
simpler servicing, the ADM-1 circuits 
are all on one, single board with 
socketed Ie's; spare parts require 
only 4 discrete packages; the dual 
intensity protect mode is a standard 
feature, and a full editing capability 
IS optional. 

Now, do you see why we say 
yuu Cem afford twice the terminal 
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capacity with the ADM-1. It's twice 
the machine. 

Write for our new ADM-1 
brochure. 
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Xerox introduces 
a rapid transit system· 

. for computers. 

You ride it with a Xerox 530 computer. 

And you really move data from where it is to where it's needed. 
(Like branch offices to headquarters. Or vice versa.) 

Introducing IDEN: Interactive Data Entry Network. Our sophisticated new 
system of distributed information processing. ;Probably the quickest and most 
flexible way to get pre-edited, clean data available today. 

IDEN is so advanced that it provides you with a framework to handle a 
myriad of jobs concurrently-data entry, inquiry/response and intelligent 
remote batch processing, to name a few. Yet IDEN is so simple to use that an orde~ 
entry clerk can become an information processing pro in one day. 

It's economical enough to meet your information requirements for today. 
And flexible enough to handle the growth you plan for tomorrow. 

If your company has a long range plan for information management, IDEN is 
the rapid transit system that can take you there. All you have to do is climb aboard~ 

We can show you in detail what all this can mean for your company. Call us 
-at (800) 421-6882. In California call (213) 679-4511, ext. 950. Or write Xerox 
Corporation, Dept. I 5-10, 701 S. Aviation Blvd'., El Segundo, California 90245. 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION XEROX 
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Mohawk Dala. 
A Network Approach 
. to data entry • .. 

The Network Approach 
to data entry. -

It's really a natural from 
Mohawk Data. Because 
we're recognized 
everywhere as 
a very powerful . 
force in data en try. 

Today, that 
includes all forms 
of data gathering 
and preparation. 
Including communications. 

Our gear spans the broad reach from 
stand-alone terminals through sophisticated 
key-to-disk. And from document preparation 
to data collection networks and systems. 

Which means we can look at your data 
entry problems in their totality. And offer 
an objective solution. 

In fact, the data entry needs of 
all your EDP locations--central, remote, 

large or small--can be met by a single network 
of MDS systems. 

The Network Approach. 
Each system compatible with 

the others, with interchangeable 
media. Each capable of working with 
the others, with comm.on languages. 

_ Each conveniently compatible with the 
major mainframes. 

The Network Approach. It works. 
Our new 2300 terminal and document 
processing systems. Our 2400 with 

key-to-disk, RJE, 
conversion, 
prin ting and 
concurrent 
combinations. 
And our 4400 
data collection 
system. 

To find 
out more, 

call an MDS representative now about 
our Network Approach to data entry. 
Or write for our descriptive brochure. 
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp., 
Utica, New York 13503. r-vl 
315-792-2424 LlLAJS® 

Mohawk Data Sciences 
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L. C. HOBBS and RICHARD A. MC LAUGHLIN. Compar- PHILIP H. DORN. People will come to warm, sunny. 
ing DEC, Data General, Varian and 20 other makes. charming Stockholm in August to talk about things 

like data bases and networking. 

The Negative Aspects of 97 Japanese Aim for World Markets 
Microprogramming EDWARD K. YASAKI. Joint ventures and acquisitions 
TERRY L. DOLLHOFF. A minor change in the micro- will precede end-user sales. 
code can have major repercussions in operating sys-

102 Some Tools for Data Base terns, compilers, and user programs. 
Development 

Avoiding Hassles With. Vendors ROBERT M. CURTICE. Help for those installations con-

ROBERT A. BUCCI. After the letter-writing and finger-
structing data base systems. 

pointing contests, the vendor plays a game called 110 Structured Programming. in 
"plugmanship" while the user figures his losses in FORTRAN 
"cool millions." It doesn't' have to happen. TED TENNY. It's not the ideal language for it, but it 

can be done. 
An Automatic Scheduling System 

116 News in Perspective 
w. c. HOFFER. Scheduling computer time can be less 
of a headache if the machine is allowed to do some BANKING •••••••.. 116 MINICOMPUTERS .. 131 
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Public Packet-Switched Networks 
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BARRY D. WESSLER and RICHARD B. HOVEY. In a couple 168 The Forum 
of years, data processing users will have an alterna- MARTIN A. GOETZ. It still may not be too late to intro-
tive means for data transmission, one that promises duce competition into the next generation of operat-
speed, reliability, flexibility, and maybe even low cost. ing systems . 
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Calendar 8 People 11 Look Ahead 17 Our survey art is reproduced from "Spatial 
Metaphor No. 38381", a serigraph in five colors 
by Edward Zajec (Italy) from the "SDL 
Collectionl

', a portfolio of nine original computer 
art prints. Commissioned by Systems Dimensions 
Limited, a leading Canadian-owned company 
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in the information industry, the portfolio was 
coordinated and produced by Editions Gilles 
Gheerbrant, 2130 Crescent, Montreal H3G 2B8, 
Canada. More of Mr. Zajec's work appears 
elsewhere in this issue. 
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Your computer 
is only as good as 

its cassette. 

Introducing 
the Maxell DC-300. 
Don't blame your computer for dropouts, read-errors or write-errors. Blame 

the cassette. 
Or, better still, replace it with a Maxell DC -300. 
We subjected the DC -300 to a comprehensive inspection on the working tracks 

on all reels, one-by-one, according to standard specifications. 
The results: The DC -300 proved to be completely free of read-errors and, write

errors over an extended testing period. 
Maxell also developed a special binder for the DC -300 that has resulted in a 

radical decrease in drop-outs. And by finishing the binder to a mirror-like surface 
the tape is now in closer contact with the head. 

Another feature of the DC-300 that will upgrade your computer system is the 
enhanced recording density of the magnetic tape. -

In addition, we created a cassette shell that is stronger and more durable than 
any other on the market. Four carbon-impregnated guide rollers-instead of two 
of ordinary plastic-reduce torque for tension and static-free operation at high 
speeds. Forget about having your tape jamming or becoming ripped and inop
erative. 

In other words, the new Maxell DC-300 is the finest data cassette on the mar-
ket today ... and tomorrow. II 

And if you don't believe us, ask your computer. m axe 
Or write us for technical data. ® 

The answer to all your tape needs. 
Maxell Corporation of America. 130 West Commercial Ave" Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 
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Our brand new Sycor-developed 
Hard Disk Drive. * 

Its elephant-sized memory 
extends the capabilities of our 
Sycor 340 intelligent terminal 
into exciting new realms. 

For one thing, you can now 
manage your own 2V2 million 

. character data base in remote 
branch offices. At an average 
access timeof just 80 msec. * * 
This new, larger memory reduces 
keyboard operations for better 
throughput and takes a load off 
the mind of your CPU. 

And it's available for only $165 
a month, including maintenance, 
on a two-year lease. 

If yo-ur needs don't call for 2V2 
million characters of memory, 
our Sycor 340 with the fastest 
Flexible Disk Drive* on the 
market might be just the ticket. 
With 500,000 characters of 
memory and an average access 
time of 176 msec, * * it's ideal for 
order entry applications involving 
small to medium size customer, 
salesman and product/price files. 

Finally, there's our popular 
Sycor 340 with one or two . 
cassettes (each containing 
200,000 characters). It's still the 
lowest priced intelligent terminal. 

Whatever your needs in 
distributed data processing, 
you'll find an intelligent Sycor 
340 right for your company. Ask 
your Sycor representative about 
our Model 340 and its wide range 
of peripherals-like its three 
speeds of printers, a card 
reader and magnetic tape drives. 

And don't forget to ask about 
the new Hard Disk Drive. The 
elephant-sized memory that 
works for peanuts. 

SYCOR 
*Patents applied for **Includes latency time 
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Announcing 
"take-along" 
computer power. 

That's right, now you can have 
access to your central computer 
wherever you go. You can be on
line from the plant across the street 
or from a hotel room across the 
country. Weighing just 30 Ibs., the 
portable NCR 260 KSR Thermal 
Printer Terminal is as easy to trans
port as your attache case. 

Besides portability, the NCR 260 KSR Thermal Printer provides all the 
functions required to send and receive numeric and alphanumeric 
data. Included is an integrated modem with an acoustic coupler, 
a thermal printer, and an alphanumeric keyboard with an imbedded 
numeric pad. And even the cabinet is functional. It opens and 
becomes a nesting place for the terminal.· 

Equipped with a 30-character per second printing rate and non
impact printing mechanism, the NCR 260 KSR is the quicker, quieter 
way to transmit and receive data. 

Portability remains the key, though. This advantage provides you 
with much more efficient use of computer time. And increased 
efficiency adds up to a better return on your computer dollar. 

As with all NCR products, the NCR 260 KSR thermal printer is 
backed by the entire network of NCR support systems. With more 
than 7000 field engineers in more than 480 field offices, you are 
assured of fast, complete service when needed. 

The portable NCR 260 KSR is a terminal you'll want to know 
more about. To get additional information just contact your local 
NCR representative. Or write to NCR, Dayton, Ohio 45479. 

Complete Computer Systems 

CIRCLE 32 ON READER CARD DRTRMRTION 
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Safe storage and handling 
of disk packs is provided 

in Disk Pack Library Units 
with full-suspension roll out 

shelves. Cabinets may be 
configured for mixed 

media as shown. 

Data Bank Safes provide 
protection for magnetic 
media. Units with UL 
150 0 4 hr., 2 hr. and 
1 hr. labels are available. 
Flexible interiors may 
be configured for 
mixed media. Special 
brochure available. 

. .. . 

computer room operations 
media management systems 

Properly managing the storage, flow and handling of input and output 
media allows you to take full advantage of the high speed processing 

capability of the computer. Wright Line systems are based on over 
forty years of specialization in computer media systems. 

Maximum tape storage 
capability in minimum 
floor space is achieved 
with Tape-Seal Library 
Units which provide 
hanging· storage for 
reels with Tape-Seal 
Belts or Self Threading 
Cartridges with Hooks. 

Our new brochures show numerous 
examples along with Wright Line 
equipment. For copies, circle the 
readers' service number or write to 
Wright Line, a Division of Barry Wright 
Corporation, 160 Gold Star Boulevard, 
Worcester, Massachusetts '01606. 

Proper tape storage and handling in the computer room speeds 
throughput. Wright Line systems include Tape-Seal Belts, Self Threading 
Cartridges with Hooks, Storage Cabinets, Staging Racks and Trucks. 

CIRCLE 79 ON READER CARD 7 



calendar 
AUGUST , 
IFIP Congress 74 and MEDINFO 74, Aug. 5-10, Stock- i 

holm. The sixth triennial conference of the International 
Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) is a major dp 
event. Presentations will be in the categories of: computer 
hardware and architecture, software, mathematical aspects 
of information processing, technological and scientific ap
plications, applications in the social sciences and the hu
manities, systems for management and administration, and 
social implications of computers. An exhibition of computer 
equipment, from more than 100 organizations in about 15 
countries, will complement the program. Held in conjunc
tion with IFIP will be MEDINFO 74, a conference and exhibit 
focusing on the expanding field of information processing in 
medicine and public health. Technical, financial, human, 
ethical, and political aspects will be considered. Fee for both 
conferences· is Skr 475.00, or Skr 450.00 each. Contact: 
Stockholm Convention Bureau, Strandvagen 7 c, S-114 56 
Stockholm, Sweden. 

ICCC-74-lnternational Conference on Computer Com
munications, Aug. 12-14, Stockholm. This second interna
tional conference aims to analyze aspects of computer com
munication in an interdisciplinary fashion. Lectures and 
invited papers will deal with fundamentals, interactive 
aspects, technical aspects, and applications. Fee: about 
$100. Contact: Edward E. Boyar, 1860 Wiehle Ave., Res
ton, VA 22090; or Iccc-74, Central Administration of 
Swedish Telecommunications (Gdk), S-123 86 Farsta, 
Sweden. 

SEPTEMBER 
Sixth International C'onference on Urban Transportation, 
Sept. 8-10, Pittsburgh. This conference will focus on current 
problems and new developments associated with urban mass 
and rapid transit systems. Among the speakers will be San 
Francisco's Mayor Joseph Alioto, who will give a presenta
tion on BART, America's newest rapid transit system. There 
will be approximately 30 exhibits at the conference. Fee: 
$125. Contact: Sixth International Conference on Urban 
Transportation, P.O. Box 2149,Pittsburgh, PA 15230. 

INFO 74, Sept. 9-12, New York. The aim of this confer
ence is to bring together corporate management and infor
mation systems execs. The conference will emphasize the 
use, rather than the technological aspects, of information 
systems. Twelve "mini" conferences within the general pro
gram will assist specialized audiences; among these will be 
special sessions for edp managers and technologists and 
courses for management executives who want an under
standing of the fundamentals of information systems. Case 
studies, lectures, workshops, seminars, and roundtables will 
be among the formats used. Exhibits will feature demonstra
tions of equipment, supplies, and services. The emphasis 
here, as throughout the conference, will be on creating and 
adapting new applications for information systems. The fees 
range from $35-100 for AMA (American Management 
Assns.) members and from $45-120 for nonmembers, de
pending on the number of days attended. For a "Visitor's 
Guide to INFO 74," write to: Clapp & Poliak, Inc., 245 Park 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. For ,general conference infor-
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mation, contact: Vern Lautner, AMA, 135 W. 50th St., New 
York, NY 10020. 

COMPCON 74, Sept. 10-12, Washington, D.C. The pro
gram for this conference focuses on applications and design 
of microcomputers and minicomputers. Topics include: 
embedded micros, virtual machines, and minis in communi
cations, business, manufacturing, health care, and pos. The 
day before the conference there will be a tutorial covering a 
mix of hardware, software, and applications designed to 
appeal to those needing acomprehensive understanding of 
the major elements of minicomputers. Fee: $60, members; 
$75, others; $60 for the tutorial. Contact: Harry Hayman, 
IEEE Computer Society, P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 
20901. 

WESCON"74, Sept. 10-13, Los Angeles. The 1974 Western 
Electronic Show and Convention will feature over 500 
exhibit booths representing approximately 280 companies. 
A professional program is being held in conjunction with 
the exhibition. This will consist of 28 half-day sessions 
including some on microprocessors, charge-coupled devices, 
data transmission, and computer security. The $5 admission 
fee covers the exhibits and the professional program for all 
four days. Contact: Don Larson, WESCON, 3600 Wilshire 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010. 

Sixth Annual Conference of the Society for Management 
Information Systems, Sept. 11-13, San Francisco. The 
theme of this conference is "Man in Systems-The Human 
Element in MIS (Management Information Systems)." The 
conference objective is to bring attendees face-to-face with 
cultural and communications gaps in MIS design. Prof. 
Marshall McLuhan will be one of the speakers. A full day of 
the society's workshop seminars will precede the conference. 
Fee: $200, members; $230, others. Contact: Patrick F. 
Cannon, SMIS, 221 N: La Salle St., Chicago, IL 60601. 

International Symposium on Economics of Informatics, 
Sept. 15-20, Mainz, Germany. The three categories which 
comprise the framework of this program are: economic 
considerations of national policy plans, effectiveness of in
formation systems, and efficiency of information systems. 
Areas for discussion include: theoretical foundations of 
information processing, hardware and systems, computer 
software, appiicati~ns, and education. Fee, after Aug. 1: 
600 DM. In the U.S. contact: Dr. Malcolm Gotterer, Dept. 
of Mathematical Science, Florida International Univ., 
Tamiami Trail, Miami, FL 33144. European cO,ntact: IBI
ICC Hq., P.O.B. 10253,00144 Rome-EuR., Italy. 

25th SICOB. Sept. 19-27, Paris. This international show for 
top 'management will feature: an exhibition of business 
machines and equipment, with emphasis on data processing 
and communications systems; demonstrations of advanced 
techniques; roundtable meetings, and seminars. Fee: 5.00 
FFr.; free for foreign visitors. Contact: SICOB, 6, place de 
Valois, 75001 Paris, France. 

Fourtb INTERNET Congress, Sept. 30-0ct. 3, Paris. The 
theme' here will be "Project Management in the Seventies." 
Topics will include: network techniques, cost estimating and 
cost control, stochastic tools, and on-line systems. Fee, after 
Aug. 1: 1 400 FFr. Contact: AFCET, C.U.D., avenue de 
Pologne, 75775 Paris-Cedex 16, France. 

Conferences are generally listed only once. Please 
.check recent issues of DATAMATION for addi
tional meetings sche~uled during these months. 
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s~\Vhenour 
customers install htcotenn tenninals, 
we install htcotenn people. 

, The PBW Stock Exchange, like most Incoterm custom
ers, has a sophisticated terminal system - the first ever to 
use intelligent terminals to automate floor trading, 
quotations, order handling, reporting and clearing of 
stock trades. 

many intelligent people to support them. 
Whether it's a remote batch unit at a railroad freight 
yard, a correspondent bank device in a small town, an 
airline ticketing ht 
ter:r.ninal.in a metro- 'cotenn · 
pohtan aIrport, or a . • 

~:~~;_ta More power 
It is the kind of system that requires sophisticated cus
tomer service. Service that is readily available. Service 
that can solve software problems, hardware problems, 
line problems, computer interfacing problems, printer 
problems.' 
At Incoterm, , one-third of our entire organization is 
engaged in customer support activities. We maintain 

, change, you can be sure that with to your 
Incoterm products, you get the 
Incoterm people to make them • al 

36 service offices in the u.S. alone. But then, when you 
have almost 8,000 intelligent terminals in use, you need 

perform. We take care temnn . 
of our own. , • 

Incoterrn service centers are located in Akron, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Colwnbus, 0., Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Honolulu, Houston, Kansas 
City, Lincoln, Neb., Los Angeles, Memphis, Miami,Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., Richmond, 
San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Tampa, Toledo, Washington and Winston-Salem. Additional Incotenn customer service coverage available in major cities in Canada, United Kingdom 
and continental Europe, and in selected cities in Africa and Asia. 

- //vCOTERAd 
~'CORPORAT/ON 
6 Strathmore Road 
Natick, Massachusetts 01760 
16171655-6100 
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ITEL squeezes more out 
of your computer dollar than Brand X. 

Now you can get a whole computer. system from 
ITELfor less than what IBM charges for just a central 
processing unit. 

The numbers speak for themselves: 
For $51,238 a month, IBM rents you a single 370/158 

CPU (includes two extra shifts). But for $48,406, ITEL 
leases you that same 370 CPU with ITELMonolithic 
Memory, 24 ITELdisk drives plus theircontrollers~as 
well as 24 ITEL tape drives with their controllers. 

To put it another way, if you were to rent a compar,;. 
able system from I BM,it would cost you $81,846 a month. 
Almost double our price. 

. Furthermore, we'll lease any kind of 370 computer 
package at proportional savings. And we,'11 make sure 
that all terms and provisions are custom~tailored to meet 
your exact financial objectives. 

AtITEL,wecould~'t have acquired over half a billion 
dollars in IBM computer leasing experi-
encewithout doing more for your money .. < XTEL 

· Your financial·alternative. ,~ 
One Embarcadero'Center, San Francisco, California 94111, Phone: (415) 983-0000 
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people 
THE SHIP WAS 
THE ENTIRE u.s. 
Scientists -turned -en trepreneurs often 
long for the less distracting careers in 
laboratories. As a founder and execu
tive vp of Standard Computer Corp., 
Santa Ana, Calif., Laszlo L. Rakoczi, 
39, logged more than 100,000 miles a 
year directing the company's time
sharing and computer leasing opera
tions in Minneapolis and New En-

Laszlo L. Rakoczi 

gland. Said Rakoczi, who this spring 
left Standard for Tymshare, Inc., in 
Cupertino, Calif.: "I was like the 
executive officer on a ship, going from 
one end to the other, only the ship was 
the entire U.S." 

So, when former GE associates Tom 
O'Rourke and Warren Prince of Tym
share began talking, Rakoczi listened. 
"I'll still be traveling, but not as 
much," said the dark-haired Hun
garian-born scientist of his new post as 
corporate vp and general manager of 
Tymshare's technical research and de
velopment division. 

Rakoczi left General Electric's com
puter department in Phoenix in 1965 
with a fellow GE associate, Dave 
Keefer, to form Standard, whose 
product was a language-independent 
"fourth generation" computer. The 
machine incorporated Rakoczi's mi
croprogramming concepts-he held 
the basic patent for microprogram
ming until selling it to Standard-to 
emulate older generation machines. 
Thirty-four machines were built-the 
IC 4000, IC 7000, and IC 9000-and· all 
but three are still installed, 14 with 
customers, others in Standard's time
sharing operation. Although company 
literature called it a "pioneering" in
vention, Rakoczi now thinks "we were 
missionaries, not pioneers," probably 
because the company survived the fatal 
arrows so often associated with pio
neers, saving itself during the money 
crunch of the early '70s by acquiring 
Call-a-Computer, the Minneapolis time
sharing company which was one of 
Standard's first customers. Later, Stan
dard acquired Computer Trade Corp., 
a Newport Beach, Calif., computer 
leasing company which now accounts 

for about 40% of Standard's revenues. 
The rest is in time-sharing. 

Surprisingly, Rakoczi doesn't hold a 
degree, although while with RCA in 
1958-60 he was accepted at the Univ. 
of Pennsylvania's Moore School of 
Engfneering to follow graduate courses 
in computer science. His undergrad
uate studies in electrical engineering 
at the Technical Univ. of Budapest 
were interrupted when he fled the 
country in 1956 after Soviet armies 
crushed the Freedom Fighters revolu
tion. Rakoczi and his wife Katalin, 
who then was his fiance, dodged Rus
sian army patrols 14 days in the 100-
mile escape journey in the cold of De
cember from Budapest to the Austrian 
border. Their party of two grew to 40. 
"We were well-organized for so large a 
group," he recalls. "We scattered in
stantly into groups of four when Rus
sian mobile patrols were detected." 

Rakoczi envisions many oppor
tunities for time-sharing as the com
panies enhance their specialties. "It's 
becoming a field of specialties, ours 
being networks." A possible wave of 
the future will be the increased use of 
communications technology to move 
jobs back and forth to computers most 
suited for these jobs, "polarizing our 
machines to do certain jobs by moving 
data over high speed lines (5 OKB ) ," 
probably through satellite communica
tions, if not over telephone lines. 

"And, at least among the leaders, 
there has been one big change from 
time-sharing of the late '60s and early 
'70s: we're keeping our customers. The 
industry isn't killing each other off 
stealing each other's customers any
more." D 

ON THE STREET WHERE HE LIVES 
In late 1968 when Art Speckhard, along with Jim Halverson 
and Tom Woods, set out to form a time-sharing company, 
their first efforts went into securing outside finanCing. They 
got it, survived what Speckhard called the "scary days," and 
launched Intranet Industries and a proprietary time-sharing 
system. 

Late last year, Speckhard, 43, again founded a company, 
this one Granvia, Inc., formed to develop proprietary prod
ucts in computer architecture, microprogramming, and 
computer logic. This time the approach is different. "One 
thing I am not looking to at the moment," he· said, "is 
bringing in outside capital." 

Intranet was a victim of its times. Both its biggest cus
tomer and its underwriter went under. Intranet itself went 
into Chapter XI in late 1970. It got off the bankruptcy rolls 
in late 1972 and is a going concern today, but not as a time
sharing firm. It's a producer of medical instrumentation and 
proprietary memory systems. 

Speckhard last May severed all relationships with the firm 
he'd helped found and had once headed as president. He 
resigned as a director and sold his stock, which amounted to 
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roughly 10% of what was then outstanding. "I finally made 
some money out of the company." 

His new company has· 
a working prototype of 
its first product, an in
teractive terminal de
signed to compete with 
the Teletype Model 33. 
Like the Teletype unit, 
it produces. hard copy, 
but at a faster speed, 30 
characters per second 
vs. 10 characters per sec
ond. The second prod
uct, Speckhard said, will 
be a microprocessor, 
and it already exists on 
paper. He said he did 
most of the design work 
himself, having had ex-
perience in designing a Art Speckhard 
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microprocessor which is incorporated in Intr~net's latest 
controller. 

The president of Granvia warits to keep it small for a 
while, sticking to development work' and seeking others to 
do the manufacturing, marketing, and servicing. "In this 
area there are many manufacturers looking for a product. 
I'd like to work on a royalty or licensing basis." 

Speckhard's data processing career spans 22 years. He 
started with Gilfillan Brothers, Inc. as a field project man
ager'in analog systems fQr missile guidance programs. Sub-

, sequently he was with. IBM ,as a special marketing and 
technical representative; with Bellcomm, Inc., an AT&T sub
sidiary, where he established a data 'processing department 
and directed development of time-sharing software; and 
with Computer Sciences Corp. as director of Northwest 
Operations, as head of a European subsidiary, and as a 

A FETI$H FOR PLANNING 

leader in the formative stages of Infonet., , 
Despite what happened at Intranet, Speckhard. hasn't 

soured on time-sharing. "It (time-sharing) faced, arough 
world in the recession of 1970, but it still has asubstaritial 
future. It's beginning to rriatureand is, changing', m'ote 
gradually than in the hectic early days." He cited Standard 
Computer Corp. for which he is' a director. /~Standard, 
moved from hardware into time-sharing, opposite oithe 
route taken by Intranet, and is doing relatively well. " , ' 

Speckhard sees a trend among~time-sharing compa~ies 
toward "building more of their own 'things and doing much, 
of their own equipmen't maintenance." He also feels t-s firms 
are tending to keep their equipment for longer periods of 
time. ' 

And for Granvia, he banks on "the diversity of products 
that can be built around microprocessors." It could payoff. 
After all, he named the company for the street on which he 
'Iives-Granvia Altamira which, roughly translated, means 
"great street with a high view." '0 

Joseph F. Kruy, president of Cam
bridge Memories, has a fetish for plan
ning. Ask him what's going to happen 
in virtually any segment of the com
puter or semiconductor industries, and 
he has a strong idea about what he 
thinks is going to happen and where he 
wants his company to be when it does 
happen. 

Hungary, of course, is famed for its 
mathematicians. Kruy observes that 
most become teachers. "Hungary was 
a 'cemetery as far as a future in a 
technical business was concerned," he 
recalls. "It was an agricultural country. 

When he arrived in the U.S., he found 
that nobody ever asked him for' his 
degree, though. He worked for Honey
well for 10 years until he formed Cam
bridge Memories in 1968. 

His mathematics background may 
have something to do with Kruy's fet
ish for planning. "Mathematics teaches 
you to think things out from the begin
ning to the end," he notes. "There is no 
monkey business in mathematics, no 

It wasn't always so, though. While 
Kruy was a lecturer in mathematics at 
the Technical Univ. of Budapest dur
ing the Hungarian revolution, he de
cided to make a break for the West. He 
had a plan and he thought he had his ' 
escape route all worked out. 

Unfortunately, he took the wrong 
route and he left Hungary under fire. 
"I just picked the wrong place," says 
Kruy. "If I had been right, we might 
have been met by a band and cheering 
at the border ,instead of a few bullets." 

cheating." ' 

Kruy returns to his native Hungary 
for trips now and then and to visit 
relatives (one of his brothers was the 
wrestling coach of the Hungarian 
Olympic team). Kruy even thinks that 
Hungary one day might be a good 
market for his growing computer 
memory company. 

Joseph F. Kruy 

Technicians who wanted to go into 
business usually wenUo Germany." 

And what are Kruy's plans for his 
company's future? Cambridge Memo
ries, which is located in Bedford, 
Mass., is chiefly in the business of add-:
ing on memories to IBM 370s and to 
minicomputers. He sees that business 
holding up and, further down the line, 
he sees Cambridge being a factor in the 
whole business of what he calls mem
ory hierarchy. While Cambridge's 
chief memory business is in cores and 
semiconductors, the company has re
ceived widespread attention for" its 
moving magnetic domain memory 
called DOT. Kruy believes it could be 
the wave of the future in the memory 
business. '0 

When he crossed the border, Kruy's 
earthly possessions consisted of the suit 
on his back and his university degree. 

WILLIAM S. ANDERSON, president of, NCR Corp., was 
elected chairman of the board and chief executive officer 
. ' .. FREDERICK R. ADLER was elected chairman of the 
board for Intersil, Inc., Cupertino, Cal it ... FREDERICK 
B. SCHUDEL was appointed a senior vice president of 
California Computer Products, Inc. with responsibility for 
manufacturing, material, and facilities. . . CHARLES S. 
GIORDANELLA is the new executive vice president and 
chief operating officer of TBS Computer Centers, New York 
City, a division of National css, Inc .... ARTHUR MINTZ 
was named assistant general manager for the Data Products 
Div. of Lockheed Electronics Co., Los Angeles. 
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WILLIAM H. ABBOTT, formerly with Hewlett-Packard, 
joined Spectra'-Physics, Mountain View, Calif., to head a 
new department formed to produce an electronic ,label 
reader ... W. E. (BILL) WALKER was named marketing 
manager for Remex, a Santa Ana, Calit mini peripheral 
manufacturer ... R. LEE PAULSON was named corporate 
vice president of management information systems for Al
lied Supermarkets, Inc .... LEONARD E. MIKUS is the 
new president and chief executive officer of Intercomputer 
Communications Corp., Phoenix, succeeding KARL 
WENK, who remains as a director and financial consultant. 

DATAMATION 
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Some people get th~ 
picture quicker than others . 

. Thanks to graphics. 

How? Take a look at our 4010 
family of low-cost graphic ter
minals. We'll show you how they 
cut endless hours of plotting ... 
how fast they convert mounds 
of data into understandable 
charts, maps and drawings. 

Applications? By the hundreds! 
Today, our graphic terminals . 
are giving new, quick insights to 
leaders in research, education, 
business, math and science. 

And getting the picture doesn't 
have'to be costly. You can move 
up to graphics for as little as 
$3,995. 

There's more. Thanks to our 
CRT direct view storage screen, 
you can see clear graphics and 
alphanumerics in standard 
ASCII and APL on either 11" or 
high resolution 19" screens. In 
minutes they plug into most 
computers and minis. And oUr 
broad-ranging software support 
turns them on. Copy your results 
on 'our dry process, grey scale 
hard copy unit. Add to that dis
plays, monitors, and paper 
tape units that enhance your 
graphics power. 

Business forms are programmed 
and ruled fast with our 4023, the 
first alphanumeric terminal wJth 
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upper and lower case and 
optional forms ruling. 

No matter who you ,are or where 
you are, our worldwide Tektronix 

, service backs you up. Which is 
another reason you should get 
our picture ... and we should 
get acquainted. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Information Display Division 
P.O. Box 500 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

Ifli 
TEKTRONIX® 

ORTRMRTICN 



~LOOKAhEAD 
"WE WANT SOMEBODY TO ARGUE WITH US II 
Only specific response so far to The Computer Industry Assn. 's offer 
to put up $50,000 to start up an independent user group, if two 
other groups would make matching offers, has been negative. "CBEMA 
(Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn.) turned us 
down," said CIA executive director, A. G. W. (Jack) Biddle. But CIA 
hasn't given up. "Users will be severely impacted by any restructur
ing and/or regulation of the industry," said Biddle. "The problem 
is, the people who should know, don't know and these are the manage
ment executives responsibl~ for data processing." He said current 
data privacy legislation being considered could have "horrendous 
impact on the industry and there is no input from users. For them 
to rely on suppliers for this is ludicrous." He referred also to 
"inquiries of the FCC into interconnect where nobody is presenting 
to the user the major issues." 

Biddle noted that it has been suggested that "with the right person 
to run it," the $50,000 CIA has offered to put up would be enough to 
get a user group going. "We don't think so," he said. "It has been 
our experience that $50,000 isn't enough and we don't want an 
independent user group being restricted by the label 'a puppet of 
the CIA.' We want somebody to argue with us." 

SYSTEM 2 DELAYED BY DEBATE 
The System 2 has been one of IBM's most widely-heralded unannounced 
machines. But what happened to it? We understand there was a dis
agreement between the field and headquarters over software support 
for the low-end business-oriented smart accounting machine. In 
brief, headquarters wanted to have many industry-oriented applications 
packages, a la Burroughs. But the men in the field wanted something 
that would offer customers more opportunities to customize software: 
perhaps something like the System/3 applications customizer, which 
has been a valuable tool for System/3 people. 

It's understood the issue has been settled in favor of headquarters 
and the industry-oriented packages, probably resident on cartridges 
or floppy discs, will be offered when the machine is unveiled this 
fall carrying a price tag of from $800 to $1,000 a month. 

HONEYWELL: PLUGGING THE GAPS 
When Honeywell Information Systems wrapped its multiple machine lines 
up in the Series 60, some discerning users detected a gaping hole in 
the package--between the 64/20 and the 66/20. There is a 64/40 
partially plugging the hole for European users and it may be 
announced soon in the U. S. Production should be in the Boston area. 
Moreover, it could be the first of Honeywell's "attack" machines. 
It's been laboring for years on such machines--that is, machines 
aimed at taking away business from other mainframe manufacturers 
rather than just another play in the upgrade game.' 

Even with the 64/40, there remains a gap in the line--roughly 
equivalent to IBM's 370/135 and 360/40. It's only logical to assume 
that Honeywell will announce something in that range, but that will 
be in the more distant future. 

In the meantime, Honeywell is moving its medium range 200 and 2000 
users up the 2000 ladder, which makes eminent business sense, because 
Honeywell won't have to absorb waves of equipment coming off lease. 
As for the Series 60 equipment itself, Honeywell says it shipped its 
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first machine in the line--a 62/40 to a Milan insurance company. 
Generally, the whole line is moving better in Europe than in the 
U. S. 

BURROUGHS: LOCKING OUT IBM 
Though some are flexible, most non-IBM mainframers jealously guard 
their markets against intrusions by makers of foreign attachments 
(page l20)--often to the frustration of innovative customers. 
Stanford Research Institute sought unsuccessfully to hook an IBM 
1403 chain printer on to its Burroughs 6700. By using over-striking 
techniques, SRI felt it could use a total of 600 different characters 
for publishing computer-generated technical manuals. When SRI asked 
Spur Products of Los Angeles to build the interface, Burroughs 
refused to turn over technical details unless Spur agreed not to use 
the information to sell interfaces to other Burroughs users. 

A one-shot job, with no chance of re-selling, would have cost SRI 
$50,000 to $60,000, says Ray Lorenz of Spur who instead supplied a 
1403 interface for SRI's CDC 6400. Fledgling Spur Products has 
installed seven 1403's on DEC, General Automation and Xerox mainframes 
"with full cooperation of the mainframers," but its Burroughs pros
pects meet severe resistance regardless of their clout. One mid
western Burroughs installation, with more than a dozen B3500's, was 
spurned by Burroughs when it sought to add IBM 1403 printers and card 
readers to its equipment. It's too bad, says Lorenz, because his 
inquiries from Burroughs users exceed those of others four to one. 

FEDERAL NETWORK STILL IN TROUBLE 
"Son of Fednet," GSA's amended but still controversial RFP encompass
ing a big on-line dp system, was in dire peril at press time. The 
House Appropriations Committee has blocked funds for the bulk of the 
system to be used by the Dept. of Agriculture, and the committee was 
considering a similar cut-off for the remainder, which GSA would 
operate. The Senate Appropriations Committee was also considering 
a cut-off. Meanwhile, at a June 20 hearing, convened by members of 
the Senate Judiciary and Government Operations Committees, Clay 
Whitehead, Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, said 
the "character" of the project "has not been substantially changed" 
--i.e. it still poses a privacy threat. It was this threat that 
galvanized Congressional opposition to the original Fednet project. 

NOV AR FOUNDERS TO MAKE NEW MARQUE 
A new company with a line of medium-speed printers has been formed 
by the people who earlier brought you Novar Corp. Bill Bennett and 
his management staff from the terminals company, continuing a business 
association that dates back as much as 20 years, have formed Hydra 
Corp. in Mountain View, Calif. They've scheduled a fall announcement 
of a family of impact printers for the oem market. 

A GAS SHORTAGE FOR THE GOOSE; EXTRA STEAM FOR THE GANDER 
Computer Shopping, Inc., a Washington D.C. company which had developed 
and is trying to sell a computer-based in-home shopping system to 
supermarkets, received a lot of attention during the "energy crises" 
with claims that widespread implementation of its system could save 
more than 600,000 barrels of gasoline per day (March, p. 129). It 
seems to have run low on gas since then. It's still without a pilot 
system. But another company with a similar offering has been quietly 
picking up steam. 

(Continued on page 138) 



This $129,500* timesharipg system 
. gives you better BASIC than 
any other minicomputer system. 
With batch at the same time. 
HP's 3000 Model 100 lets you do more with BASIC than 
ever before. You can intermix integer, real, long precision 
and complex numbers. Share resources with any kind of 
peripheral. Call subroutines compiled in FORTRAN, 
COBOL, and our Systems Programming Language. 
In batch you get complete multi-language capability 
concurrently. And a file system identical to the one 
used from terminals. 
This innovation works for a living. 
You do. So call us. 

HP minicomputersi . 
They work fora living. 
HEWLETT~~PACKARD 
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 *Domestic USA price only, 22416 
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At 9:30 am, you learn you've 
got to get that shipment to your 

customer 2000 miles away. .. byevenirig. 
How? 

By United Small Package Dispatch. 

WHAT CAN YOU SEND? 
Film, computer tape, 
medicine, advertising 
material, machine parts
or anything you forgot. 

';\;5~~~~\/~ Sample price: Chicago to 
New York, $20. 

! 

HERE'S ALL YOU DO: 
1. Take your small.package 
to United's passenger 
check-in counter 30 minutes 
before flight time. Pay the 
charges. 

2. Phone your addressee. 
Give him the flight number, 
arrival time, and receipt 

number. 

3. Thirty minutes after 
arrival, the package can be 
picked up at the baggage 
claim area. 

HOW BIG CAN IT BE? 
Up to 50 pounds in weight. 
Size: 90 inches in total 

dimensions (length, plus 
,plus height). 
Package Dispatch

to our 113 cities! 

United Air ~inesJet Freight 
No~l ill the u.s. sky . 
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This $66,950* timesharing system 
gives you two processors and 
fast response for 32 users. 
HP's 2000/ F Timeshared Data System has one processor for 
data communications. Another for our operating system and 
your on-line data management and computation applications. 

Your program segments can run up to 20K bytes long 
for each of 32 users. High-speed, on-line disc is expandable 
to 180 million bytes. And you get a BASIC language 
tailored for interactive use. 

By itself or with your existing large system, 
this innovation works for a living. 

YOL! do. So call us. 

HP minicomputers. 
They work for a living. 

HEWLETT tpl PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 
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How 89 . Different Banks, 
with 1200 Branches, Carryon Exchange. 

Most people don't know it, but April 

9, 1973 marks a very important day 

in the history of banking. On that day, 

in Japan, the first truly nationwide, 

inter-bank computer "message switch

ing system" went into. operation. 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 To he I p "rat i 0 na Ii ze" the 
FACOM handling of exchange trans-

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 action between 89 differ-

ent banks and their 7,200 branches, 

FACOM computer played a major role 

in the creation of this gigantic data 

communication system for banking. 

At the heart of the system are si x 

Central Processing Units. By means of 

a "divided installation" system and a 

load sharing system, these processing 

units are connected with two or more 

terminals installed in individual banks 

by way of special computers. 

FUJITSU LIMITED 
CommunicationJ and GlectronicJ 

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan 

This is just of1e contributiqn our.:. 

FACOM computers, with more. \than 

dozen models ranging from large/to 

small, have made to banking. If the 

task involves highly sophisticated data 

processing techniques in every field 

from business calculation to scientific 

computation, then you can rely on 

FACOM from Fujitsu' - a pioneer and 

developer in electronics and communi-, 

cations the world over. 

MAIN PRODUCTS 0 Telephone Exchange Equipment 0 Carrier Transmission Equipment 0 Radio Communication Equipment 0 Space Electronics Systems 0 Electronic 
Computers & Peripheral Equipment (FACOM) 0 Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment 0 Remote Control & Telemetering Equipment 0 Electronic Components 
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This $34,950*tiniesharing system 
gives 16 users low cost 
p'er terminal and the fastest 
aisc in its class. 
The HP 2000/ E Timeshared Data System is small 
in price only. Each user gets an 8300 byte program 
segment area and instant response for all users. 
(Ask us to benchmark your programs.) 

Microprogrammed floating point hardware cuts 
computation time. And conversational Timeshared 
BASIC/2000 ensures rapid solutions to problems. 

You can easily expand to our two prpcessor 
HP 2000/ F system and support 32 users. 

This innovation works for a living. 

You do. So call us. 

HP minicompute;rs. 
They work for a living. 
HEWLETT~~PACKARD 
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 *Domestic USA price only. 22420 
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This 
$4,000,000 baby 

is not paid to 
lie around. 

Insist on ACE-SIC rubber battery separators. 

When a $4,000,000 computer ~~goofs

off" you've got problems. People scream. Every
thing backs up. And the cost of downtime can 
keep you awake at night. Sure, some computers 
are backed up by fail-safe standby systems. But, 
unfortunately, a standby system is only as good as 
its. batteries. And a battery is only as good as its 
separator. 

. That's why most premium battery-makers 
choose Ace-Sil microporous rubber separators for 
critical applications. Their highly uniform micro
porous structure permits freer flow of acid ions 

between plates. Electrical resistance is consistently 
low. The separators function efficiently over wide 
temperature ranges and variations in acid concen
tration. And short circuits are forestalled because 
the separators are shock-proof and abrasion
resistant. How long do these properties last? 
Throughout the longest possible battery life. 

Wouldn't it be silly to have a $4,000,000 
computer lie down on the job because of a 40¢ 
,separator? If you're concerned abou~ your Hfail_ 
safe" system write us now for full inform~tion. 
Ace-Sil. Performance-tested for over 20 years. 

~l MICROPOROUS L/ U PRODUCTS DIVISION 
amerace ~ ______ -..J 

Amerace Corporation 
Microporous Products Division, Ace Road, Butler, N.J. 07405 
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letters 
Not merely enough 
Your correspondent reviewing the 
V.K. General Elections (April, p. 
154) missed the main action, and in 
particular the terminals, when she 
stated that the computer used by Inde
pendent TelevisiQn News (ITN) during 
its election results programmes "was a 
mere PDP-l1." In fact, fourteen termi
nals were installed in ITN'S London 
Studio and these were linked direct to a 
powerful ICL 1905F computer run by 
Baric Computing Services Limited in 
Manchester (200 miles away) as a ter
minal time-sharing service. 

As each result was received in the 
studio, brief details were fed via a ter
minal to the 1905F, which expanded 
the results and returned them to the 
studio for transmission to viewers. The 
1905F was also used to calculate 
swings and turnout, up-date a results 
"score-board" and predict the final re
sult, provide analyses and voting trends 
for studio commentators, and generate 
input. data for a graphic display unit. 
The PDP-II was used "merely" to drive 
this graphic display. 

This was the fourth successive time 
that Baric, the leading British Comput
er Service Bureau, had assisted ITN 

during its television coverage of the 
V.K. General Election results. Baric is 
currently modifying the program in 
the light of operational experience, in 
readiness to assist ITN at the next elec
tion. 

K.G.HoWE 
Press Officer 

Baric Computing Services Ltd .. 

Computer services 

London 
England 

By 1983, perhaps the writers of "The 
Computerization of the ABC Widget 
Co." (April, p. 71) will have learned 
that there exists a substantial and 
growing computer services business in 
the V.S. Thus they can write another 
article showing how ABC Widget used 
computer services to solve some or all 
of their dp application problems. 

Fortunately, many edp users know 
this now. In fact, since as far back as 
1953, V.S. businesses, particularly 
small businesses such as ABC Widget, 
have found computer services vendors 
a viable alternative or supplement to in
house· processing. Computer services 
embrace processing as well as pack
aged software sales. 

The hard, complex planning work 
and acquisition of trained, talented 
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staff the authors say are necessary ele
ments in developing computer-based 
systems often can be accomplished 
more economically and effectively on a 
shared service basis, rather than on a 
standalone in-house basis. 

Two-bit bite 

DAVID C. JUNG 

Vice President 
Quantum Science Corp. 

Palo Alto, California 

We have been vexed (or is it hexed?) 
by the access problems of rectangular 
memories for some time. After much 
correspondence with, and several visits 
to, Caligari Systems Laboratories, we 
were convinced that the Marks 2 
(April, p. 175) was the solution to 
our problems, and became the first us
er of that system. We have since made 
several enhancements to the software 
provided and have recently replaced 
the Management Indecisions Simula
tion System (April, p. 183), which we 
had been using with our own Virtual 
Assembly Management Package for 
Iterative Regressive Emulation. We are 
currently using this package to validate 
the Inverse Peter Principle (April, p. 
123) in conjunction with its discover
er, Mr. A. Nonymous. 

Contrary to many opinions, we do 
not find the two-bit bite ( called a 
fang) to be a disadvantage, but rather 
have used its unusual deepness to great 
advantage in several penetrating prob
lems. We have also solved the problem 
of the 28 day recycle time through the 
use of our Moon Orbit Reconstruction 
with Biased Integral Display system. 

We are greatly impressed with the 
performance of the Marks 2 and have 
many plans for its use. 

J. A. RAGE 

Senior Member 
Information Systems Staff 

Western Electric 
Columbus, Ohio 

Programmer productivity 
I fDund Dr. Scott and Dr. Simmons' 
article on "Programmer Productivity" 
(May, p. 71) extremely interesting, al
thDugh I must point Dut that I feel that 

the authors have completely left out 
one major aspect of programmer pro
ductivity. They measure the prDductiv
ity in terms of "implemented object 
instructions per unit of time," without 
distinguishing between productivity re
lated to writing new development pro
grams (development productivity) and 
the productivity related toO modifying 
and maintaining existing programs 
(maintenance productivity). Obvious
ly there is a great deal of difference 
between these tWD, since a given pro
grammer's maintenance productivity 
will be lot less than his development 
productivity. This also means that not 
only the kinds of variables affecting 
each will be different but also the de
gree of effect each variable will have 
on these two productivity rates will be 
different. I feel that more meaningful 
results could have been obtained if the 
authors had distinguished between the 
two productivity rates and studied the 

d~gree of effect of variables on each 
separately. In these times when more 
than 50% of the programming re
sources are being spent on mainte
nance . of existing applications pro
grams, the maintenance productivity 
factor cannot possibly be ignored. 

This also might explain why the 
"structured programming" got such a 
low rating. During development stages, 
structured programming will have an 
adverse effect on productivity, since 
extra efforts are needed on the part of 
the programmer to make a program 
structured; but Dnce a program is writ
ten in a "structured" fashion, it is lot 
easier to understand, maintain, and 
modify, and so structured program
ming will have a significantly positive 
effect ,on the "maintenance productiv
ity" but a negative effect on "develop
ment productivity." This means that 
the effect of structured programming 
on programmer productivity could not 
be studied unless a distinction is made 
between the two productivities. 

The same thing is also true about the 
number of unconditional branch state-
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ments in a program. Had the authors 
Df this article mentiDned "maintenance 
productivity," this particular variable 
wDuld have ranked very high. ThDse 
readers who. have had the pleasure (?) 
of modifying "bDwl-Df-spaghetti" 
COBOL programs wDuld testify to that. 
As it turned out, the survey contribut
Drs must have assumed "develDpment 
prDductivity" and ranked it very low, 
as it shDuld be. This dDes pDint Dut the 
need fDr separate productivity studies. 

Incidentally, nDW that the consensus 
of the survey ranks "the chDice of pro
gramming language" as DneDf the var
iables having mDst pDsitive effect Dn 
programmer productivity, I wDnder 
hDW long the prDgramming cDmmunity 
can affDrd to. ignDre the ADPAC lan
guage, which results in tWD- to. three
fDld increase in prDgrammer produc
tivity, as reported by Dver a hundred 
installatiDns? And I do. mean "deveIDp
ment productivity," as well" as "main
tenance productivity." 

MANOHAR D. APTE 

Cal-Farm Insurance Co. 
Berkeley, California 

The article by Dr. ScDtt and Dr. Sim
mOQs presented an interesting ap
prDach to. assessing the prDblem Df hDW 
to. produce better sDftware and im
prove programmer effectiveness· and 
prDductivity. I find, hDwever, that the 
assumptiDn has been made that the 
"experts" pDlled in the Delphi sur
vey(s) are in a pDsitiDn to effectively 
evaluate the significance Df all Df the 
questiDns Dn the survey. I am riDt sure 
that this is the case. If it were, then I 
wDuld like to. knDw the reaSDn that the 
ideas these "experts" emplDy do. nDt 
result in better sDftware than they prD
duce. We have a CDnsensus, but what is 
its value? In additiDn, the survey CDn
tained ambiguities. FDr example, from 
the infDrmatiDn provided in the article, 
it seems that item number 6 in Table 1 
(system respDnse time) may be inter
preted such that the scale is increasing 
Dr decreasing. At any rate; I feel that 
the study is valuable, but· far frDm 
practically cDnclusive Dr applicable. 

DENNIS J. McLEDD 

Data Management Consultant 
Research Department 

Forest Hospital 
Des Plaines, Illinois 

DATAMATION welcomes cor
respondence about the compu
ter industry. Write to 1801 S. La 
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 
90035. 
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Notes and observations from IBM which may prove of interest to data processing professionals. 

DP DIALOG appears regularly in these pages. As its name suggests, we hope DP DIALOG will be a 
two-way medium for DP professionals. We'd like to hear from you. Just write: Editor, DP DIALOG, 
IBM Data Processing Division,White Plains, N.Y. 10604. 

Mana~ement of d two biliion dollar constructi~~ p'rogram-including 
new nuclear power stations like this one in Waterford, Connecticut-is one of the 

applications under development at Northeast Utilities, a VS2user. 

Peak Computing Power 
for Northeast Utilities 

To meet the growing demand for 
energy among its customers, Northeast 
Utilities, serving Connecticut and Mas
sachusetts, will invest $2 billion in cap
ital construction over the next 6 years. 

To meet its own growing demand 
for computing power, and accommo-
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date an ambitious information systems 
development plan, Northeast has al
ready invested in dual System/370 
Model 158's with OS/VS2, the virtual 
operating system which is the compati
ble extension of as /MVT. 

Through its three major operating , 

subsidiaries, Connecticut Light and 
Power, Hartford Electric and Western 
Massachusetts Electric, Northeast 
serves nearly 1.2 million customers. A 
fourth subsidiary-Northeast Utilities 
Service Company-provides such serv
ices as personnel, purchasing, engi
neering and data processing to the 
operating units. 

Explaining the selection of VS2, 
data processing manager Albert Schmitz 
says: "Since the compaI)y has been 
formed out of several separate entities, 
one important consideration was the 
need for a common, company-wide 
operating system capable of absorbing 
a variety of application programs and 
steadily increasing workload, while 
providing a foundation for growth." 

The two Model 158's, which form 
the nucleus of Northeast's data process
ing operations, were both installed as 
VS2 systems. Installation of the first
over Veterans' Day weekend in 1973-
coincided with the move into a new 
datacenter. The second was installed 
last February. 

"The initial conversion was rela
tively trouble-free," Schmitz recalls. 
"Before the conversion, we spent sev
eral months testing application pro
grams on a VS2 system at IBM's Boston 
datacenter. When, the actual change
over occurred, we were able to ~n pro
duction work immediately-and we 
haven't looked back since." 

"One of the most important advan
tages of VS2," Schmitz notes, "is better 
memory management. Where once we 
had to carefully weigh memory size, 
the number of tapes and availability of 
disk bef9re running a job, operators 

(continued on next page) 
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Data Security: Wliat IBM is doing 
The evidence is clear: in the halls 

of Congress, in the editorial pages, in 
the proposals of public interest groups, 
and in the appointment of Vice Presi
dent Gerald Ford to a top-priority Do
mestic Council Committee. There is a 
n,ew urgency surrounding a timeless 
question: how to safeguard the right to 
individual privacy. 

Defining what information is to be 
collected and who is to have access to 
it is the province of citizens acting 
through their government. But con
gressmen, citizens and the data proc
essing community all recognize that 
data security as a day-to-day practice 
can make a major contribution to the 
protection of privacy as a social and 
legal principle. If the computer's in
credible speed and prodigious. ca
pacity have the potential for mis-
use, that same technology also 
holds out the promise of 
protecting data far more 
effectively than any 
manual record-keeping 
system. 

In 1972, IBM made 
a public financial com
mitment to the continuing 
study of data security and 
development of appropriate 
safeguards for its products. 

Part of that i~vestment 
went for a two-year joint 
study with three outside 
users; IBM· also enlisted 
the help of its own Fed
eral Systems Division, 
which served as an ex
perimental control point. 
The groups completed 
their work this spring 
and the results will be 
placed in the public domain. The pub
lications which will be available through 
IBM branch offices include six volumes: 
an Introduction and Overview of gen
eral interest; Study Summary; and in
depth technical papers from each of 
three principal study sites which will 
be of specific interest to particular 
audiences. 

With their findings the study groups 
helped to advance data security from 
dialog to disciplined study and docu-' 
mentation, an essential step in finding 
workable solutions. In addition to a 
basic contribution to the literature on 
the subject and a foundation for future 
data security research and develop
ment, the studies also provide some 
practical, field-tested guidelines for im
mediate use. 

At the State of Illinois, the empha
sis was on detailed guidelines that 
other users can apply. A privacy action 
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plan, for example, advises senior execu
tives to establish what data is being 
collected, identify who needs it and 
why; assign an economic value to the 
data and qualify its worth to outsiders; 
review the probabilities of disclosure; 
and budget accordingly for security
related costs. 

TRW Systems reported on a list of 
187 requirements which could be used 
as a guide to determine whether a sys
tem is acceptably secur~. They include 
five major areas: separation of pro
grams and data, controlled access, 
identification, surveillance, and hard
ware and software integrity. 

Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology considered the problem of au
thorization and delegation. While each 

study site installed IBM's exper
imental Research Security Sys

tem, a software addition which 
made their operating sys

tems more secure, MIT 
modified a procedure 
that previously allowed 
only a security officer 

to decide who could use 
or alter a particular set 

of data. By giving much 
of this authority to the cre

ator of the data set, MIT was 
able to accommodate con
stantly changing relation
ships between users and 
data while enhancing se
curity in their time shar
ing system. 

At the same time, 
IBM has continued to 
work to make available 
a number of data secur
ity and integrity safe
guards designed into 

system architecture and built into 
equipment itself. They range from spe
ciarfeatures like keylocks on terminals 
and other devices, to magnetic-stripe 
card or password identification, to high
level integrity in IBM's most advanced 
operating system, VS2 Release 2. Fu
ture IBM products will continue to 
stress provisions for data security as a 
formal engineering and design criterion. 

Such safeguards are only tools, how
ever. As Dr. Lewis Branscomb, IBM's 
chief scientist, noted in testimony be
fore a special congressional committee, 
to be effective, they must be part of an 
over-all commitment to data security 
on the part of the data processing user, 
beginning with such fundamentals as 
locked doors, trustworthy people and 
conscientious supervision, and includ
ing controls like division of responsi
bility and periodic audits. 

"There is no such thing as perfect 

Data Security 
Information from IBM 

Iif addition to the six study vol
umes, the following IBM brochures, 
available through local IBM branch 
offices, may also be helpful in devel
oping and reviewing physical and 
data security measures. 
l. Considerations of Data Security 
in a Computer Environment 
( G520-2169) 
2. Considerations of Physical Security 
in a Computer Environment 
( G520-2700 ) 
3. 42 Suggestions for Improving 
Security in Data Processing 
Operations (G520-2797) 
4. The fire and after the fire ... 
( G520-2741 ) 
5. The IBM Controlled Access 
System (G520-2540) 
6. IBM Data Securjty Symposium
April, 1973 (G520-2838) 
7. Management Control of Electronic 
Data Processing (GF520-0006) 

security," IBM's chief scientist cau
tioned. "But," he added, "an appro
priate level of protection can be 
achieved." IBM 

Northeast Utilities 
( continued from page one) 

now can concentrate on tape allocation. 
We've been able to open up the system 
and let the flood pour through. Over 
the first few months, throughput went 
up 50%, to 15,000 jobs." 

In addition to current production 
work in payroll, personnel, purchasing 
and general . financial applications, 
Northeast is also engaged in develop
ing a comprehensive, company-wide 
information system. Understandably, 
construction management is a primary 
objective; so are an on-line customer 
service system and financial modeling 
capability. 

Schmitz notes, "VS2 also offers our 
systems programmers much greater 
flexibility. They can now page libraries 
in and out and make modifications 
without affecting production.". 

"And our development program
mers, who work with RJE, say they've 
never seen turnaround like it. Before, 
they counted their blessings with a 
once-a-day test ~~ot. Now, they're used 
to once an hour. 

Don Anderson, Northeast's director 
of systems and processing concludes: 
"VS2 is an effective way to handle the 
growth we anticipate-as a company 
and a data processing organization 
serving that company. We're confident 
it will make the progress of both a lot 
smoother and easier in the long run." 

IBM 
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First System/370 Model 115 to Ski Distributor 
Beconta Inc. of Elmsford, N.Y., the largest privately 

owned importer and distributor of ski equipment in the' 
United States, has become the first in the nation to install the 
System/370 Model 115, the smallest member of the 370 
line. 

"The growth of our business in recent years is the main 
reason for our installation of a Model 115," says president 
James Woolner. "We needed a versatile system that would 
help us respond to customer demand for the quality lines we 
distribute." 

Karl Wallach, treasurer and chairman of the board, 
adds: "We feel we're building for the future since the Model 

DP manager Dennis Hickey and controller 
Catherine Thomas confer on orders for the ski equipment 

their company distributes. 

115 gives us room to grow. This flexibility is something that 
only a virtual system can provide." 

The firm is the U~S. distributor for such products as 
Nordica ski boots, Volkl skis, Look ski bindings and Puma 
footwear. In addition to its own headquarters and distribu
tion center in Elmsford, Beconta operates distribution facili-

ties in South San Francisco, Denver and Waco, Texas. 
The Model 115, installed at Beconta in early April, re

pl~ces a Mode120. Woolner reports, "We can now take care 
of current business quickly and efficiently in addition to 
pla~ning for other applications which would have been im
possible before." 

Beconta is using the Model 115 for such tasks as ac
counts receivable, accounts payable and inventory for part 
of the firm's sales line. In the future the company hopes to 
use the system for credit transactions, inventory of the entire 
sales line and sales forecasting. 

Because Beconta's business is seasonal and international, 
the job of collecting and analyzing information is more com-
plicated than in many other businesses. . 

The ordering cycle typically starts in late winter or early 
spring when buyers attend trade shows and place orders. 
Ski shops in metropolitan areas generally receive delivery of 
merchandise from July through September-those in ski 
areas from October through December. 

Catherine Thomas, Beconta's controller, emphasizes: 
"It's very important we take these delivery times into con
sideration along with production schedules in the countries 
producing the goods. At the same time we have to calculate 
fluctuations in exchange rates." 

"Another area we hope to get into. is forecasting," she 
says. "We do a good job of it now, but we expect to do even 
better when we can develop on the computer a detailed his
tory of past buying patterns." 

Installation of the Model 115 went "as smooth as silk," 
according to Dennis Hickey, Beconta's data processing man
ager. "Conversion was impressive in both speed and ac
curacy. The task-involving the transfer of data from disk to 
tape to disk-took about three hours from start to finish." 

"The way things went, we feel confident we can add 
additional applications just as readily. We look to the day 
when we will have an integrated management information 
system up and running." IBM 

10,000 Equations, and 15 Hours Later 
It usually takes microseconds-perhaps as long as several 

seconds-for the computer to solve most problems. However, 
Dr. David Sayre of IBM waited almost 15 hours as a 
System/360 Model 91 computed the answer to his particular 
problem-a problem a team of scientists once worked two 
years to complete. 

A mathematician at the T. J. Watson Research Center, 
Sayre has been engaged in refining the structure of a protein 
called rubredoxin. Beginning with an X-ray map at a resolu
tion of 2.5 angstroms, Sayre used the Model 91 to process a 
complex system of more than 10,000 non-linear equations
one of the largest equation systems ever programmed for 
computer solution. A critical technique he employed, called 
conjugate gradients, was developed by Professor Magnus 
Hestenes of UCLA and was adopted by Sayre at the sugges
tion of a research center colleague, Dr. Philip Wolfe. 

With the computation completed, and the resolution 
mathematically refined to 1.5 angstroms-about the distance 
between the centers of neighboring atoms-Sayre was able 
to identify some 400 of the protein's 424 non-hydrogen 
atoms. 

In significantly reducing the computation time required 
for such high-resolution studies, Sayre's work may lead to 
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improved understanding of molecules like DNA and RNA, 
key elements in the reproduction of human c'ells. IBM 

Dr. Sayre examines the structure of the protein, rubredoxin, 
on this electron-density map. 
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ComputersAid Scientific Study Groups Worldwide 
In countries around the world, IBM Scientific Centers 

are experimenting with new ways of applying the computer 
... to the solution of social, economic and technical problems. 

In forming unique study groups with academic and gov
ernment partners, the centers provide facilities and people 
with computer and scientific skills; the study partner pro
vides experts of its own. Together, they decide what proj
ects are most important and which will help the greatest 
number of people. Among those underway: studies of air 

Breathing Easier in Manhattan 
Curbing air pollution in New York City and other large 

industrial urban areas is an unending battle. But IBM scien
tists have enlisted the help of the computer in the fight. 

This is a computer-generated picture of the sulphur 
dioxide buildup over Manhattan at 6:00 p.m. when it's at 
peak concentrations. When data on pollutants in the air is 
combined with values for every known atmospheric condi
tion, the result is a numerical picture of air above the city. 

Thousands of such pictures, calculated by the computer 
as a changing flow of information, make it clear where air 
pollution is coming from and where it is going. 

The Manhattan air pollution model is a prototype devel
oped by the Palo Alto Scientific Center in California. 
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pollution in New York, a sinking lagoon bed in Venice, feed-
ing a growing population in Mexico. . 

Advanced approaches and ideas are already at work for 
business and industry. Today international scientists are 
applying the same powerful instrument, the computer, in 
coping with the more subtle problems of people and in keep
ing pace with the rapid changes which are shaping our 
future. 

The Future of Venice 
A study team with members drawn from IBM and 

Italy's National Research Council is preoccupied-as are 
many people-with the future of Venice. 

Aqua Alta, or high water, is a phenomenon that plagues 
the City of Canals. A product of storms in the Adriatic, Aqua 
Alta floods the Venetian lagoon many times each year. The 
problem is further complicated because the lagoon bed on 
which Venice rests is sinking year by year. 

To study the complex interaction of wind and water arid 
tides, a seagoing laboratory belonging to the National Re
search Council is collecting data the study partners can in
corporate into a computer model of the problem. With a 
mathematical substitute for the real situation, team members 
can test different theories and hypotheses. 

One paradox has already been resolved: Venice is sinking 
because water is disappearing beneath it-d~awn off by the 
fresh-water wells which supply a nearby industrial area. 

It is not likely that the sinking will soon stop, or that 
Aqua Alta will cease to be a threat. But the study is giving 
scientists a clear analysis of the forces at work on Venice. 

More Food for Mexico's Millions 
Like many other developing nations,. Mexico is faced 

with the problem of feeding a growing population while also 
cultivating crops f6r export. 

Collaborating with the National Agricultural College, 
the IBM Scientific Center in Mexico City has tackled the job 
of developing a computer model of the agricultural economy. 
Its purpose is to allow planners to see the results of their 
decisions before they are committed to action. Among the 
"what if" questions they are attempting to answer: what are 
the implications of planning for more machinery in a certain 
area; what is the effect of substituting a crop for export, like 
an oil seed, for the basic staple of the local diet-corn. 

These are important questions, and the computer is 
helping researchers to get accurate answers. 

IBM. 74-4 
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· source data 
SOURCE DATA is a new department 
through which. we will provide infor
mation on literature, books, films, 
courses, bibliographies, products, ser-

. vices, and other aids to professional 
development. Information on this ma
terial is welcome. 

The Origins of Digital Computers
Selected Papers 
Brian Randell, ed. 
Springer-Verlag, New York, Inc. 
464 pp. $21 .60 

If a computer professional or stu
dent wants a good solid broadly-based 
background on the history and heri
tage of his profession, and can afford 
but a single book on the subject for his 
library, I would recommend this as 
that single book. 

That is a strong endorsement for a 
book which, as the author is very care
ful to point out, is not technically a 
true history of computers, but merely a 
collection of 32 original source papers 
and manuscripts. The endorsement, 
however, reflects both the quality of 
the work done in assembling this book' 
and the paucity of good books in this 
field. Only Herman Goldstine's The 
Computer from Pascal to von Neu
mann (Princeton), is a potential chal
lenger. However, despite its broad title, 
it concentrates primarily upon the· 
thread of evolution in which Goldstine 
was personally involved. Mo~t other 
books available in English are either 
coffee-table non-books, like the very 
fine pictorial A Computer Perspective 
of Charles and Ray Eames (Harvard), 
or inadequate journalistic hackwork 
such as Rosenberg's. The Computer 
Prophets (MacMillan). 

This book starts with a previously 
unpublished 1837 paper by Charles 
Babbage on his analytical engine and 
finishes with two 1949 papers on the 
ED SAC. Along the way there are origi
nal papers by Aiken, Atanasoff, Couf
fignal, W. J. Eckert, Goldstine, Hol
lerith, Mauchley, Schreyer, Stibitz, von 
Neumann, Zuse and others. 

The papers are organized into eight 
chapters, each containing, in addition 
to the papers, a brief but informative 
and well-thought-out introduction to 
the topic area covered in that chapter. 
A good half of the papers are previously . 
unpublished, or have been available 
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only in an obscure source, possibly in a 
foreign language. Though it is not hard 
to identify gaps or weaknesses in cov
erage, the papers are well-chosen and, 
taken as a whole, give a far more com
prehensive view of developments than 
one would normally expect from a 
source book of original papers. 

Though the book contains 120 fig
ures and pictures, it does not provide 
anything near to a satisfactory pic
torial history of computer develop
ments. However, this should not be 
surprising; the fi,gures and pictures 
were all parts of the original papers 
and are not pictures chosen for their 
present-day, historic interest. The great 
strength of this book is that it lets those 
who made significant contributions ex
plain what they were doing in their 
own words-words not chosen today to 
support a thesis that this man or that 
was the most important or the "true 
inventor of the modern computer," but 
words that the individual used to com
municate his ideas to his contem
poraries at the time he was making the 
contribution. 

No matter what your prior back
ground in computer history, after read
'ing this book carefully you should be 
well-qualified to engage in a meaning
ful, and perhaps even scholarly, discus
sion of issues such as those recently 
raised in DATAMATION'S article (Feb., 
p. 84), "Will the Inventor of the First 
Digital Computer Please Stand Up?" 

-Col. William F. Luebbert 
Colonel Luebbert, an instructor at the 
U.S. Military Academy at West POint, 

is chairman of the AFIPS Computer 
History Project. 

Concepts of Programming Languages 
by Mark Elson 
Science Research AssOCiates, Inc., 

Chicago, 1973 
333 pp. $12.95 

The classical approach to becoming a 
programmer in the United States has 
been to learn in detail a particular pro
gramming language (e.g., FORTRAN) 
that has a compiler available on the 
computer at hand. This approach is 
perhaps expedient but has produced a 
breed of technicians who equate pro
gramming with application of their pet 
language. Oilly recently, due in no 
small measure to the influence of the 
European school of programming 
(e.g., Dijkstra), has there been a shift 

. from preoccupation with specific syn
tax to concern for semantic expressibil
ity. This text represents a significant 
step by an American author to get 

away from the depressing "program;. 
mer's manual" approach to language 
study and programming by discussing 
concepts rather than syntactic detail. 

While it is perhaps an overstatement, 
one is prompted to label this book 
unique. Older books on languages such 
as the comprehensive digest Program
ming Languages: History and Funda
mentals, by J. Sammet, and the an
thology put together by S. Rosen, Pro
gramming Systems and Languages, are 
reference books more than texts. El
son's book has some resemblance to P. 
Wegner's book, Programming Lan
guages, Information Structures and 
Machine Organization, but is less con
cerned with machines and implementa
tion and has a less detailed, more top
down flavor. The book A View of Pro
gramming Languages by B. A. Galler 
and A. J. Perlis is somewhat more 
theoretically oriented. Coming closer is 
M. C. Harrison's Data Structures and 
Programming, but in that book the 
emphasis is more on specific ap
proaches to algorithms than on the 
general structure and ideas of pro
gramming languages. In my opinion 
the uniqueness of Elson's book derives 
mainly from the degree of abstraction 

achieved without sacrifice of readabili
ty and without undue isolation from 
the real world of programming. 

The book has eighteen chapters or
ganized into three sections followed by 
five appendices. Section I is a short 
introduction to the specific languages 
FORTRAN, ALGOL 60, PL/l and APL. 
Section II 0 discusses basic concepts 
such as information binding, data 
structures, and control structures. Sec
tion III covers more specialized con
cepts such as recursion, multiprocess
ing, and language extensibility. The 
phrase "structured programming" does 
not appear in the text; but there is a 
very short discussion of GO TO avoid
ance in the section on control struc
tures. We mention as an aside that 
Elson's presentation of iteration in that 
section is classical and might find dis
favor with some of the more avid fol
lowers of Dijkstra. 

A noticeable omission is any men
tion of set-theoretic data structures 
such as appear in the languages MAD
CAP, PASCAL and SETL. Elson may have 
felt that it was too early to discuss this 
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TermiNet 
Receive Only Printer 

Terminal requirements in your data communication 
systems take on all kinds of sizes and shapes. There 
are different data distribution patterns. Volume changes 
from one application to another. Speed, function and 
configuration requirements are seldom the same. 
That's why General Electric will continue to expand its 
line of quiet, high-speed printers and options. Our 
objective: Offer you diversified products with common
ality 'of components from a single source to meet an 
ever increasing variety of data qommunication 
objectives and eliminate retraining .• 

TermiNet 300 Printer - 10, 15, 30 CPS. Quieter than a 
typewriter. The work horse of the line. Designed to give 
maximum reliable operation. 

TermiNet 1200 Printer - 10,30, 120 CPS. Designed to 
handle high volume traffic economically. Up to 1200 
baud transmission rate optimizes use of public and 
private lines. 

TermiNet 300 Split-Platen Printer - 10, 15, 30 CPS. 
Two platens operate independently. For any system 

requiring hard copies for parallel but 
dissimilar information. Is Joor needs 

diversif -So do II 
Ter ® printers 

TermiNet Receive Only Printer -
A receive only version of the 
TermiNet 300, 300 SP, and 1200 
printers are available for printing 
of received data. 

TermiNet Pedestal- Available 
for the TermiNet 300, 300 SP 
and 1200 printers. Compact and 
accessible units offer major 
savings on premium floor space. 

TermiNet 1200 Printer 

TermiNet Desk Mounted Printer - Convenient work 
station providing reader and punch operator controls 
with built-in power supply. 

Numerous options are available to match your 
exact needs of today and your changing needs of 
tomorrow. Most can be added or deleted by simply 
inserting an optional plug-in module: 
1200 Baud Magnetic Tape Cassette, Numeric Cluster, 
Answer Back, Horizontal Tabulation, Form Feed and 
Vertical Tabulation, Parity Error Detection, External 
Paper Handler, Transparency Switch, Selective 
Addressing, Automatic Motor Control, Line Control, 

. Form Tray and Restacking Shelf, 1200 Baud 
Rate Switch, 300 Baud Integral Modem, 
Current Interface (DATI) 

For'more information on anyone GE TermiNet printer or 
the complete line, write on your letterhead to Section 794-11, 
P. O. Box 4197, Lynchburg, Virginia 24502, or let us help you 
match the right GE TermiNet with your specific data objective, 
call us collect - (703) 942·8161. 

GE TermiNet printers 
Fast -Quiet- Reliable 
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source data 
emerging concept. However, this im
portant idea is examined in Harrison's 
book. 

Elson expresses the view, which the 
reviewer currently also shares, that 
"language extensibility is the bright 
hope for the future of programming 
languages." In the relevant chapter, he 
presents the basic notions of language 
extensibility without reference to spe
cific languages such as SIMULA 67, 
ALGOL 68, etc. One gets the impression 
that he would like to design a language 
himself with the features as he 'presents 
them .. Actually, the style of presenta-

tion used here, in which constructs are 
introduced or invented as needed to 
allow for particular concepts arising 
naturally in the discussion, is used 
effectively throughout the text. 

The book is attractively set in 9/ 11 
Helvetica body type. However, certain 
lowercase letters look exactly like min-' 
iature versions of their uppercase 
counterparts. This does occasionally 
cause momentary confusion, especially 
in the appendix on theories of compu
tation. A classical notational inconsis
tency of a different kind. occurs with 
regard to the difference between text 
and program. For instance, at one 
point an asterisk is used for multiplica
tion in a formula of the text that con-
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tains true subscripts and other mathe
matical notations that occur, in very 
few programming languages. "The 
point is that if, as Elson says, "We are, 
after all, dedicated by this time in 
computer evolution to aiding the user 
rather than the implementor," then a 
more serious effort should be made to 
incorporate natural mathematical no
tations into programming languages 
and invers~ly to avoid use of special
ized programming language notations 
in general mathematical text. This is 
not meant as a special indictment of 
this book, but of today's typical com
puter scientist; in fact Elson does an 
excellent job of distinguishing program 
from text by propitious use of display 
and a small uppercase font. 

In conclusion, this is a quite read
able account of most of today's impor
tant programming language concepts. 
It would be a pleasure to teach a 
course on programming languages 
from this text. 

-Mark B. Wells 
Mr. Wells is a staff member of the 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory I 

which is affiliated with the Univ. of 
California. 

Learning Hexadecimal 
This free fill-in-the-blank workbook on 
Understanding Hexadecimal Notation 
is actually a 16-page programmed 
course. The course . includes 63 
"frames" of information which lead to 
a working knowledge of the base-16 
number system. It sounds just great for 
trainee programmers, machineop
erators, and others learning how to 
deal with IBM cpu's. FISHER CONTROLS 

CO., Marshalltown, Iowa. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 272 ON READER CARD 

Standards Catalog 
The 1974 catalog of American N a-
tional Standards and International 
Standards is available free from the 
American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI). The 176-page listing includes 

ings, terminology and symbols, test 
methods, and performance· and safety 
requirements in 26 technical fields. 
The catalog also includes a 25-page 
index to the standards, with informa
tion on how to order their documenta
tion, as well as a list of ANSI publica
tions of interest'to those working in the 
field of standardization. AMERICAN 

NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE, New 
York, N.Y. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 273 ON READER CARD 

CODASYL Report 
The CODASYL Data Description 
Language-Journal of Development 
(June 1973) presents the work of the 
CODASYL Data Description Language 
Committee, which was assigned the 
tasks of establishing "ways to aid 
the_iunctions of data administration 
and systems administration." The 155-
page journal contains three sections 
which treat the background and his
tory of the committee, major concepts, 
and most importantly, the specifica
tions of the Data Description Lan
guage.- The committee based its work 
in part on the 1971 -report of the Data 
Base-Task Group. Cost: $1.70 prepaid. 
Include the SD Catalogue Number 
C13.6/2: 113 when ordering. u.s. GOv
ERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Superin
tendent of Documents, Washington, 
D.C. 20402. 

Hospital Applications 
The report, Edp For Hospitals-New 
Directions jor Survival, analyzes edp 
for financial applications in hospitals 
with Jess than 300 beds (80% of the 
total U.S. hospitals). The study fore
casts the financial edp market in hospi
tals for computer hardware, software 
and services through 1979, detailing 
marketing strategies and analyzing the 
competitive environment. It presents 
guidelines for selecting edp equipment 
and services, and for preparing cost 
justification studies. Case studies are 
included. This 150-page report is 
priced at $450. QUANTUM SCIENCE 

CORP., 245 Park Ave., New York, NY 
10017. 

more than 5,600 American National 
Standards (all those approved by ANSI Networking Terminology 
through Oct. 31, ,1973) and more than The National Bureau of Standards 
3,000 intemationalstandards and ree- (Institute for Computer Sciences and 
ommendations (all those received by Technology), under the sponsorship of 
ANSI last year from the International the National Science Foundation, has 
Organization' for Standardization, the prepared a report entitled A Guide to 
International Electrotechnical 90m- Networking Terminology. The guide is 
mission, and the Int~rnational Com- aimed at bridging the gap in terminol-
mission on Rules for the Approval of ogy between data processing and tele-
Electrical Equipment) . The standards communications. Included are a glos-
cover such subjects as dimensions, rat- - (Continued on page 43) 
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Separat,ly. 
In quantity. 

extremely low prices. At 
From us. The Components 

Group of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. A new group, 
formed to supply proven, relia
ble computer components to 
the volume buyer at the lowest 
possible prices. 

The products, described in 
detail on the following pages, 
are all used by Digital as com
ponents and peripherals in the 
PDP-8 and PDP-II minicom
puter systems, the most popu
lar minis in the world. Our 
components -like our compu
ters - are designed to deliver 
maximum price/performance. 

Our peripherals can be interfaced readily with 
all commonly-used minicomputers. Additional 
products will be available in the near future; 
product families are planned to provide a range 
of capabilities. 

Until now, if you wanted Digital components, 
you had to buy an entire system. 

Not any more. 
Now, if you order fifty pieces or more, you can 

buy any of these components completely unbun
dled. Volume buying will get you price breaks you 
won't believe - just check out the prices on the 
next couple of pages. 

And you can have our components off the shelf. 
When we've established our nation-wide network 
of warehouse/depots (due this fall), volume deliv
eries will be made as fast as we can process 
your order. 

Behind our commitment to deliver stands the 
entire Digital manufacturing capability - over 

two million square feet of 
manufacturing space in the 
United States, Puerto Rico, 
Canada and other countries 
overseas. These are the same 
facilities that have produced 
more minicomputers than any
one else, the facilities that 
manufacture and test the 
peripherals that support these 
computers. To meet your 
demands in the next year alone, 
we're planning several new 
plants in the United States and 
Canada and retooling present 
production lines to Components 
Group specifications. 

To deliver these components quickly and to 
maintain our high standard of reliability, the 
Components Group is planning a network of 
warehouses. At these depots, products meeting 
our rigid specifications will be stocked for off-the
shelf delivery. 

Our warranty is simple: all hardware is fully 
warranted for a specified time. If, during this 
period, any product should prove defective, 
you simply return it to the nearest depot for 
fast repair or exchange. 

Over the next few years, we expect the cost of 
computer hardware - especially the cost of the 
computer itself - to keep going down. Entirely new 
applications will open up. Volume production of 
proven components and peripherals enables us to 
sell at greatly reduced prices. Our low-cost, high
quality products will provide our customers with 
an opportunity for enhanced profits and a com
petitive edge in an increasingly price-conscious 
market. 
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Terminals 
and peripherals. 

Our cassette mag tape system. 
Under $1600 in quantities of 100. 

Priced below even paper tape, the TU60 is a 
truly reliable dual cassette system. We designed it 
to stand up to repeated use-with cassettes spec'd 
at a minimum of 1000 passes, and an error rate 
that's a full order of magnitude lower than most 
other systems. 

Our proprietary cassette design reduces the 
possibility of hard error. The extra-thick 1 mil 
mylar tape is specially coated to resist extreme 
temperature and humidity. 

The TU60's reel-to-reel drive increases tape life 
even more - there are no capstans, pulleys, pinch 
rollers, or brakes. DC servo-controlled motors 
reduce stretching and provide precise start/stop 
characteristics. 

To reduce noise interference and ensure that 
even very low data levels will be read accurately, 
the TU60 employs an independent high-threshold 
data block detector and low-threshold data peak 
detector. 

And the TU60 can't accumulate error from 
tape-speed fluctuation due to power variation or 
mechanical difficulties: the read electronics adapt 
themselves to the tape speed by means of a phase 
lock loop. Other error-reducing features include 
redundant dual-track recording, automatic leader 
detection, and CRC-type error control. 

Because the TU60 places the burden of record
ing-reliability on its electronics, not its mechanics, 
less maintenance is required to keep the system in 
good working condition. And when maintenance is 
necessary, it's no problem. The top flips open, 
everything is accessible, and the two main modules 
can be replaced in minutes. 

Our new DECscope video terminal. 
Under $950 in quantities of 100. 

The VT50 is the most inexpensive CRT display 
terminal in the world. It'll give you fast, quiet 
alphanumeric video capability for the cost of a 
slow, noisy teletypewriter. Hardcopy output is 
available too, with our optional low-cost copier. 

For a groundlevel budget price, you get 12-line, 
80-column good-quality display-64 ASCII-

standard upperface characters, each on a 5x7-dot 
matrix. After displaying 12 lines, the page scrolls 
upward from the bottom; its speed can be adjusted 
by the user. 

The keyboard is an easy-to-use, audible, type
writer-style board, with 3-key rollover to permit 
fast typing. Our optional copier fits right into the 
desktop display cabinet. 

The VT50 is fast- a full range of baud rates are 
switch-selectable up to 9600. Interfacing is with a 
standard 20mA current loop, with inexpensive 
EIAoption. 

Installation is easy,just plug it in. The VT50 
has few moving parts, so maintenance is simple. 
Its keyboard is the same field-proven model we 
use on the LA36 teletypewriter. And its low heat 
output means no fans, less noise, and low power 
consumption. 

At such an incredibly low price, the VT50 will 
go far. And fast. 

Our remote terminals. 
Starting at less than $600. 

The RT01 and RT02 terminals provide easy, 
low-cost interactive data entry and retrieval. 

Uncomplicated keyboards make it easy for 
untrained personnel to enter or retrieve data. 
There's no need for confusing, numerically-coded 
instructions. The RT02 will even prompt the inex
perienced operator by spelling out on the display 
what information is needed next. 

The RT01 displays up to 12 digits of data in a 
Nixie™ numeric readout. For non-numeric 
response, it has programmable status indicators. 
The 16-key pad will input 30 ASCII characters. 

The RT02 costs more and gives you more. A 
64-character gas-discharge alphanumeric readout 
that displays up to 32 characters at once. 16-keyor 
58-key input. Interactive display prompting. 

Both terminals are ASCII-compatible, so you 
can interface them to any computer with a 
Teletype™ port. EIA modem interface is also 
available. 

Both have simple displays and few moving 
parts, for built-in reliability and ease of 
maintenance. 



Logic modules 
and interfacing-

Digital is the world's largest seller of solid-state 
modules. We give you the widest choice you can 
get-over 400 pretested modules, most of which 
we use ourselves, in our computers and controllers. 
We also carry a full line of compatible hardware, 
power supplies, plug-in boards, cabinets, racks and 
related equipment. 

If you do your own interfacing, our Logic 
Products Handbook and Logic Systems Design 
Handbook will provide general support and 
solutions to specific standard problems. The 
Components Group will also supply, in volume, 
custom interfaces, custom modules, and custom 
variations of our standard terminals. Complete 
descriptive literature on any of these topics is 
available. 

M Series modules. 
These high-speed logic modules for computer 

interfacing use monolithic TTL circuitry to give 
you high speed, high fanout, large capacitive drive 
capability and excellent noise margins, in frequen
cies up to 6MHz. Some of our newer M Series 
modules also employ current MOS technology. 

K Series modules. 
These noise-resistant modules are principally 

used for industrial control applications where 
noise-resistance is more important than speed. 
Frequencies from DC to 100KHz are typical, 
5KHz frequencies can be obtained. K Series 
modules are designed for easy system checkout 
and troubleshooting and will fit both standard 
NEMA enclosures and computer mounting racks. 

A Series modules. 
For communications between the com-

puter and the outside world, these analog modules 
give 10-bit and 12-bit performance in a family of 
mutually compatible functions - multiplexers, 
operational amplifiers, sample-and-hold circuits, 
A/D and D/A converters, reference voltage 
sources, and multiplying A/D converters. 

DECkit interfaces. 
Our DECkits provide pre-tested, fully-docu

mented interfaces for a number of common inter
facing situations. Basically just a few modules 
and a prewired systems unit, they eliminate 
design time, breadboarding, and wirewrapping in 
a number of areas. Complete descriptions of the 
specific interfaces are available. 



The start of a new family 
of component computers. 

The PDP·8/A. 
$571 in quantities of 100 

(CPU & 1K RAM). 
For minicomputer applications, the PDP-8/A 

computer-on-a-board gives you speed and 
performance at an extremely low price. 

The newest, smallest member of the PDP-8 
family of minicomputers, the 12-bit PDP-8/A uses 
only proven, readily available, multi-source MSI 
semiconductor technology. We lrnow it's reliable, 
and we can deliver in quantity, starting in late 
1974. 

To reduce the size and enable low-cost, user
tailored memory capacity,we've added expand
able semiconductor memories: ROM, RAM, 
PROM, and ROM/RAM combinations, expandable 
from 1K to 32K words. Cycle time is 1.5JLSec. 

The PDP-8/A uses the same powerful instruc
tion set as the PDP-8/E and is fully compatible 
with other PDP-8 family hardware, operating 
systems, and high level languages (such as BASIC, 
FORTRAN IV, FOCAL). 

The PDP-8 Omnibus™ backplane facilitates 
direct interface with more than 60 PDP-8 options 
and peripherals. Seven commonly-used options 
are available on two option boards: serial-line 
interface, 12-bit parallel I/O, front-panel control, 
and real-time clock on one board: powerfail/auto
restart, memory extension, and bootstrap loader 
on the other. 

The PDP-8A gives the user the flexibility, 

reliability, and expan-Ililill~~ sion capability of a 
minicomputer at an 
extremely low price. 

The MPS microprocessor series. 
$476 in quantities of 100. 

(CPU & 1K RAM). 
The MPS microprocessor series of modules gives 

you a simple, versatile 8-bit controller that's 
inexpensive and easy to use. It will replace hard
wired logic in control applications and perform 
processing tasks in many new applications. 

The MPS consists of four building-block modules 
and an optional control panel. A basic fully opera
tional processor can be assembled from as few as 
two modules: the CPU and a memory module. 

The CPU module with 8-bit parallel processor, 
48 data-oriented instructions, and 12.5 JLSec 
cycle time, can directly address up to 16K words of 
memory. There are two memory modules: the 
Read-write Memory module consists of a fully
self-contained random access memory (1K, 2K or 
4K words) and all address decoding logic; the 
Programmable Read-only Memory module con
tains up to 4K words of UV-eraseable, completely 
reprogrammable semiconductor memory. The 
External Event-Detection module provides power
failure detection and automatic start, with 6 
interrupt request inputs. The Monitor/Control 
Panel, which can be cable-interfaced to the CPU, 
will perform such typical functions as monitoring 
data paths, memory, and addresses, handling 
general system operational and diagnostic checks, 
and entering programs. 

We designed the MPS to be immediately avail
able, using proven P-channel MOS/LSI silicon 
gate technology. 

Control programs are prepared on a small, low
cost PDP-8 minicomputer, using the MPS soft
ware-development kit of six basic programs. 

The MPS will give you processor hardware with 
the convenience of building-block modularity and 
a design-development package that allows you to 
customize to your application. And all MPS 
modules are completely compatible 
with Digital's logic modules, 
programmable controllers, and 
minicomputers. 
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source data 
sary Qf 120 key terms and a selected 
list Qf sQurce material. The repQrt, des
ignated NBS Technical NQte 803, SD 

CatalQg No.. CI3.46:S03, is 80¢ pre
paid. u.s. Go.VERNMENT PRINTING 

o.FFICE, Superintendent Qf DQcuments, 
WashingtQn, DC 20402. 

Electronics Market Data 
A reference entitled Electronics Indus
try Market Data: Sierra Sourcebook 
1974 gives SQurces Qf market infQrma
tiQn available frQm 130 research, ab
stracting, and repQrting QrganizatiQns 
publishing inNQrth America and Qver
seas. N QW in its third editiQn, the 
sQurcebQQk gives profiles Qf mQre than 
SOO services in 20 electronics and re
lated industry sectQrs. AmQng the 
sectQrs included are: aviatiQn and 
aero.space; cQmmercial electronics; 
cQmputers, cQmputer services, and 
auxiliary equipment; cQmpQnents; data 
cQmmunicatiQns, telecQmmunicatiQns, 

3rd Edition 
Sierra Sourcebook: 1974 

National and. Int€'rnationah 
Market Studiel» 
Industry Reports 
MulU-CIi('llt Studies 
M.anagemenf Jnfomultion Servl'~s 
S ... Ie.s-by.Market·Area Reports 
Newsletters 

with content, COl'>t liud 
contact inforro.d.;on 

Sterr"" t::.conomi-e Service$
PaloAlt(},Cali!omil;l 

and telephone intercQnnect; and 
microfQrm, micrQfiche, Co.M, and 
microfilm. AdditiQnal sectiQris Qf the 
bQQk describe internatiQnal market 
data SQurces, 75 lQW CQst statistical and 
repQrting services Qf the U.S. g~vern
ment, and SQurces Qf infQrmatiQn 
abQut electronics cQmpanies. The CQst 
Qf the 130-page SQft CQver reference is 
$50; free hrochunb available through 
reader service number belQw. SIERRA 

ECONOMIC SERVICES, Palo. Alto., Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 274 ON READER CARD 

Computer Games 
Remember 101 BASIC Computer 
Games, the manual Qf hQW to. play 
with yQur cQmputer? If yQU liked the 
idea Qf using games in learning, yQu'll 

July, 1974 

prQbably like Understanding Mathe
matics and Logic Using BASIC Com
puter Games, its 60-page cQmpaniQn 
vQlume, which is a teacher's guide, 
student wQrkbQQk, and backgrQund re
SQurce manual cQmbined. The CQst is 
$1.50 (101 BASIC Computer Games 
CQsts $5); add 50¢ PQstage and handling 
to all Qrders. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 

Co.RP., SQftware DistributiQn Center, 
146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754. 

Micro Forecast 
This 960-page study, Microcomputer 
Industry Forecast, fQrecasts wQrldwide 
market and technQlogy trends Qf mi
crQcQmputers and their cQmpQnents 
fQr the 1973-1982 periQd. Special 
emphasis is given to. the three micro
cQmputer use areas-lQgic replace
ment, minicQmputer replacement, and 
new applicatiQns. The repQrt cQncludes 
that minicQmputers will nQt be threat
ened by microcQmputers, and that new 
applicatiQns will becQme dQminant. 
Research fQr the study included a na
tiQnwide interview program with sev
eral hundred present Qr future micro
prQceSSQr users, manufacturers, and 

Structured Programming 
The structured programming methQd 
has been extended to. CQver managing 
and designing tQQ, in this five-day 
summer institute being held in the 
CQIQradQ mQuntains July 19 through 
23. Five separate CQurses in manage
ment, design, and programming are Qf
fered; two. Qf them are actually three
day wQrkshQPs. Attendance is priced 
Qn a cQurse-day basis, ranging frQm 
$200 fQr a single day to. $705 fQr the 
whole shQt. (An extra $100 fee fQr 
machine time is added fQr program
ming cQurses.) The vendQr claims to. 
have taught mQre than 35,000 students 
in variQus seminars and wQrkshQPs 
during the past 10 years. BRANDo.N 

APPLIED SYSTEMS, INC:, ArlingtQn, Va. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 276 ON READER CARD 

Dp Film Library 
A group Qf cQmputer experts, training 
specialists, and prQfessiQnal. cine
matQgraphers have prQduced "The 
CQmputer Science ·Film Library," fQr 

. use by such· places as schQQls, univer
sities, cQmputer institutes, gQvernment 
installatiQns, and cQrpQratiQns. The 
film series is mQdularized into. 3- to. 10-
minute, single tQpic films grQuped into. 
the fQllQwing 13 sets: tQQls, files, 
Co.Bo.L, Fo.RTRAN, BASIC, problem SQlv
ing and prQgram design, cQmputer 
cQncepts, infQrmatiQn systems, data 

minicQmputer- cQmpanies. In additiQn, 
results Qf an extensive user survey prQ
gram were incQrpQrated. Price: 
$6,000. GNo.STIC Co.NCEPTS, INC:, 2710 
Sand Hill RQad, Menlo. Park, CA 
94025. 

Market Study 
It has becQme feasible to. put small 
dedicated infQrmatiQn systems into. 
firms which previQusly CQuid nQt af
fQrd them, including small manufac
turing cQmpanies, small retail stQres, 
and branch Qffices Qf larger firms. This 
multi-client study began by identifying 
150 applicatiQns fQr systems in the 
range Qf $5,000 to. $40,000. These 
were distilled to. 3S that Qffered prQmis
ing market sizes, then finally narrQwed 
to. eight. The eight applicatiQns are ex
pected to. aCCQunt fQr sales Qf 306,000 
units between 1974 and 1975, fQr a 
. tQtal Qf $5.2 billiQn. 

A tWQ-vQlume set Qf the study re
sults, plus cQunseling by the analysts, is 
priced at $8,750 (just Qver $1,000 per 
applicatiQn). Ho.BBS ASSo.CIATES, INC., 

BQX 686, CQrona Del Mar, CA 92625. 

base QrganizatiQn, efficiency in ANSI 

Co.Bo.L, I/O. device QperatiQns, IBM 360 
and 370 Qperating systems, and o.p
eratQr training Qn the IBM 360. 
Each film presents fundamental CQn
cepts and relatiQnships in carefully 
structured patterns, using advanced 
animatiQn and cQIQr keying tech
niques. The films, available in either 

. I 

r-

16mm reels Qr $uper-Smm cartridges, 
range in price from $70 to. $250, with 
a discQunt fQr cQmplete sets. They· are 
available fQr preview Qr purchase Qnly 
-no. rental. MC GRAW-HILL Bo.o.K co.., 

Gregg/CQmmunity CQllege Div., 1221 
Avenue Qf the Americas, New Y Qrk, 
NY 10020. 

Short Courses 
A 44-page catalQg describes and Qut- . 
lines 39 seminars fQr management and 
data processing persQnnel, Qffered by 
CQntrol Data CQrp.'s Institute fQr Ad
vanced TechnQIQgy (IAT). The CQurses 
are grouped in three series: cQmputer 
science, management science, and 
mathematical and statistical science. 
MQst Qf them last two. Qr three days 
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Norden introduces 
. the first operational 
Millimeter Wave Radio. 

luly, 1974 

For the first time, there is 
a practical alternative to 
cable for short-haul trans
mission. It's the first in a 
family of telecommunica
tion products now being 
introduced by the Norden 
Division of United Aircraft 
Corporation. 

The new Norden Millimeter 
Wave Radio operates at high frequen
cies soon to be opened for local trans
mission. Available now - under FCC 
developmental license pending final 
rule-making· - Norden radios are al
ready entering service. 

You simply mount one Norden radio 
on top of a building or mast (it weighs 
about 30 Ibs. and takes minutes to in
stall). Put a second radio on another 
building. Then transmit messages and 
computer data between them, simul
taneously in both directions. 

22 GHz and 39 GHz Models 
Produced in 22 GHz and 39 GHz 

models, the Norden radio is a solid
state, full-duplex, transmitter-receiver 
system. It carries a digital bit stream at 
T1 or T2 rates. Power requirements are 

low, and the radio runs off 
commonly used battery 
plants; or 115VAC. Humid
ity and extreme tempera
tures won't bother it. 
And a familyof multiplexers 

This 'remarkable new ra
dio is part of a Norden family 
of telecommunication prod
ucts, including: a time divi

sion multiplexer with four inputs and an 
output of 6.3 Mb/s, a voice multiplexer 
with 24 inputs and an output of 1.544 
Mb/s, and a data time division multi
plexer with 23 inputs and an output of 
1.544 Mb/s. 

Fast, nationwide service 
Rugged and reliable, the Norden Milli

meter Wave Radio requires no mainte
nance. If service ever is needed, one of 
90 Norden field locations throughout the 
country will respond. 

To get specific answers to your speci
fic questions about the Norden radio and 
multiplexers, just pick up the phone and 
call (203) 838-4471. Or write Norden 
Telecommunication Products, United 
Aircraft Corporation, Helen Street, Nor-
walk, CT 06856. ' 

Norrd~fi1 
u 

DIVISION OF UNITED ~:FT CORPORATION 
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source data 
and are offered monthly. In addition, 
the catalog lists the titles of 30 special 
. seminars, offered either at client loca-
tions or selected IAT facilities, that can 
be tailored to the specific requirements 
of an organization. INSTITUTE FOR 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY of Control 
Data Corp., Rockville,.Md. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 278 ON READER CARD 

I [ 
Accessories 
A 12-page brochure shows typical 
computer room and library layouts us
ing Wright Line media storage and 
handling equipment. The firm's equip
ment and accessories are pictured and 
described. WRIGHT LINE, Worcester, 
Mass. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 270 ON READER CARD 
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MARK III Network 
A brochure entitled Computer Power 
for the Global Village describes the 
capabilities of GE'S MARK III computer 
services network and gives examples of 
how it is being used. The MARK III 

service is a teleprocessing network of 
more than 100 computers linked to 
over 400 cities worldwide, used to 

World Leader 
in Information 

Services 

GENERAl ~ ElECTRIC 

solve problems in order, processing, 
money management, manufacturi~g, 
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transportation, and financial consoli
dation. The 12-page brochure also lists 
the independent local distributors who 
market and support MARK III service in 
Canada, Western Europe, Japan, and 
Australia. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 

Rockville, Md. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 271 ON READER CARD 

AL/COM Timesharing 
The InfoGuide to ALI COM Time
Sharing is a 48-page booklet which 
contains the information needed to 
perform most operations on Applied 
Logic Corp.'s ALI COM time-sharing 
network. Intended for use while work
ing at the user's terminal, the guide 
contains tips on accessing the ALI COM 

network, managing and editing files, 
controlling costs, and using the more 
common system commands. The price 
is $2.50. APPLIED LOGIC CORP., 900 
State Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540. 0 
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ANNOUNCING AN 
EXCITING NEW OEM 
SYSTEM COMPONENT. 

It's the M P12 ... Fabri -Tek's new microprocessor that 
performs like a minicomputer. The M P12 helps you get 
your application system up and running faster, easier 
and with more capability than ever before. No MOS 
microprocessor can match its performance in data ac
quisition, automated assembly, point-of-sale and other 
dedicated digital control applications. 

Completely Operational-The M P12 CPU is a com
pletely self-contained operational unit. All the digital 
electronics you need are built in along with 4K of 
reliable core memory, an operating console, power fail
auto restart and more. Everything comes ina compact 
2.0'" x 9.5" x 15.0" package. 

Supporting Software-You also get all the software 
you need to develop and check out your own applica
tion programs. MP12 supplied programs are completely 
documented and include assembler, debug, loaders, 

360/370 cross-assembler, source edit utility, processor 
diagnostic and utility sub-routines. Instruction set is 
PDP-8 compatible. 

Easy Interfacing-You never had a processor so easy 
to interface. In fact, it's plug-in easy. The MP12 comes 
with· all the timing and control necessary to interface 
with almost any peripheral. And it has enough power 
to drive up to 64 peripherals ... printers, teletypes, 
CRT's, card equipment, on and off-line storage devices. 

Quick Delivery, Low Price-There's a lot more you'll 
like about Fabri-Tek's MP12. Delivery and price, for 
instance. It's available for off-the-shelf delivery for as 
little as $990 in quantities of 100. It can actually. help 
you cut your overall manufacturing costs. 

The M P12 could be the most useful component 
you've ever seen. For complete specifications and op
tion information just write to MP12 at the address below. 

~ IFA~RII ®lr~l~ .INC. 
LLD COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

SALES 
OFFICES IN: 

5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 (612) 935-8811 

Boston Dallas Detroit 
(617) 969-5077 (214) 661-3155 (313) 487-5940 
Chicago Denver Long Beach 
(312) 437-4116 (303) 753-0631 (213) 420-2493 

New Jersey 
(201) 964-4770 
Orlando 
(305) 857-1050 
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Phoenix 
(602) 266-4448 
Sunnyvale 
(408) 739-4780 

Hong.Kong 
K-331383 
Munich 
089-755-8298 

Tokyo 
(03) 432-6901 
United Kingdom 
Maidenhead 37321-4 



(Our front end . s can talk to almost anybody.) 



Our 18/1100 front ends cantalk to most 
term inals, in almost anybody's system. 

We've interfaced not only with IBM, but also 
XDS, CDC, Honeywell, Univac. And more are 
on the way. 

And that's not all. 
. We support many enhancements to IBM front

end emulation, with no change in the host's 
access method. 

Among these are niultihosting, terminal routing 
and automatic baud rate detection, with full 
redundancy. And we support a full range of 
peripherals. 

Our front ends can be custom-configured, t90, 
totake the data communications load off the main 

,.~@~ 
, .•. 

tlone~·· ..... ' 
•.. ~ rnlvac.. e. 

frame. This alone can save about 20 0
/0 of the 

host's power. ' 
Finally, because no one wants his $2,000,000 

computer shut down by a malfunctioning $50,000 
front end, remember that our produ'cts are backed 
by the GTE Information Systems service organi
zation. With experts in cities all around the country . 

Whatgoes on between you and your computer 
is a lot of talk. 

And we can talk to almost anybody. 

GTE Information Systems: One Stamford Forum, , 
Sta,mford, Conn. 06904. Atlanta, 404-688-1670; Boston, 
617 -237 -5222; Ch~cago, 312-332-7800; Cleveland, 
216-77J -'8455; Dallas, 214:-7 41-4361·; Detrpit, 313-353-
5494;' Hartford, 203-563-3767; Houston, 713-626-1713; 
Los'Angeles,213-380-2309; Minneapolis, 612-:-854-2898; 
New York, 212-486-3290; ~hiladelphia, 215-649-]410; 
Pittsburgh, 412-391"A 170; St.louis, 314-863-0330; 
San Francisco, 415 .. 349-2600; Seattle, 206-283-3103; 
Washington, 202-293'.;2800; Montreal, 514-866-9324; 
Toronto,416-362-154.1 . . " . 
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Once limited to monitoring 
and control applications, 
minicomputers have 
matured into powerful 
and versatile machines. 
They continue to decrease 
in price, though 
not in number. 
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computer drawings 
by Edward Zajec 

by L. C. Hobbs 
and Richard A. McLaughlin, 

Associate Editor 

Judging from the results of DATAMA

TION'S latest survey of minicomputers~ 
the machines have met the price and 
performahce forecasts made for them 

. in earlier articles. But apparently the 
expected shake-out of minicomputer 
manufacturers never occurred. 

The first DATAMATION minicomput
er survey was published in March, 
1969. It discussed hardware character
istics and mmlcomputer applica
tions,· which were primarily in instru
mentation, test, and control systems. 
The second survey (May, 1971) un:.. 
covered cost reductions and perfor
man<;e improvements. In compiling the 
1974 survey, we found the cost reduc
tions and improvements in system ca
pabilities are continuing, and the ap
plications are now expanding rapidly 
too. 

The surveys included 39 machines 
from 24 manufacturers in 1969, 49 
machines from 28 manufacturers in 
1971; and 44 machines from 23 maim
facturers in 1974. These small differ
ences suggest that the number of ma
chines and. manufacturers reached a 
peak in 1971 and has declined some
what since. But these numbers also 
indicate that the shake-out in the in
dustry, which many predicted would 
occur as the industry matures, has not 
taken place--at least not in terms of 
the number of manufacturers. A large 
number of companies have failed or 
dropped out of the ~inicomputer busi
ness during the past five years, but for 
each company that has dropped out, a 
new one has taken its place. N onethe
less, a few companies have come to 
dominate the industry, both in terms of 
units shipped and dollar volume. 

The characteristics of the minicom
puters presently offered ~re summar
ized in the charts. To keep the survey 
within manageable limits, we have in
cluded only minicomputers which: (1) 
sell for under $10,000 in a useable 
configuration with 4096 words of 
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SURVEY 
memory; (2) can .be used for a variety 
of applications; and (3) are available 
to the end user in quantities of one. 
Although many of the minis included 
can be used as components of small 
business systems, the small business 
systems themselves are not included. 
Similarly, microprocessors and micro
computers are being put aside for later 
surveys. 

The information in the charts is 
based' on data supplied by the manu
facturers. Discrepancies may occur 
due to different interpretations of the 
questions. Any two machines should 
be compared carefully- especially 
when they are known to have different 
architectures. Discrepancies may also 
occur due t6 different marketing prac
tices; price differences, for example, 
may result from bundled, unbundled, 
or partially unbundled software. In all 
cases, the manufacturers are the final 
authorities; they should be contacted 
for any clarifications. ' 

The major differences and trends 
that have become evident since the 
1971 survey include: 

• lower costs 
• higher system performance (but 

not necessarily faster basic circuit 
or memory speeds) 

• increased use of microprogram
ming techniques 

• increasing use of bus structures 
• larger numbers and new types of 

peripherals and terminals 
• increasingly complex software 
• use of LSI and microprocessors 
• new applications ' 
• more sophisticated marketing and 

business approaches. 

Cost 
The 1971 article indicated that cost 

had been decreasing at a rate on the 
order of 20% per year, and then pro
jected future, prices on this basis 
through 1975. This approach forecast 
a 1974 price for a functional 16-bit 
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word machine with 4096 words of 
memory of $3,300. 'The prices for 
basic 4096 word systems shown in the 
charts indicate that this projection is 
met by several machines available to
day. The annual rate of price decrease 
will probably not be maintained at 20% 
over the next few years. As prices for a 
typical basic system approach the 
$2,00Q level, there is a tendency t6 
add features and increase the capabili
ty of the system at the expense of 
maintaining the price decrease. For 
example, several of the machines are 
now offered with a minimum of 8K 
words of memory. Also, as the price 
drops below $2,000,. there will 
be an" increasing tendency for pro
cessors with appropriate logic and 
memory to be used as integral parts of 
some other type of equipment rather 
than as' standalones.' Hence, a price 
decrease on the order of 10% to 15% 
per year is a more. reasonable expecta
tion for the 1975 to 1980 period. 
Another important factor from the sys.
tems standpoint is that the price of 
electromechanical peripheral equip
ment is decreasing less rapidly than 
that of the cpu and internal memory. 
Hence, the rate of price decrease for a 
complete computer system with several ' 
peripheral devices is less than the rate 
for the cpu and internal memory 
alone. 

Architecture 
Two major changes in architecture, 

microprogramming and bus structures, 
were identified in the 1971 article, but 
have become much more widespread 
during the past three years. The trend 
toward the increased use of general 
registers cited in the earlier article is 
also still important. A large number of 
the machines recently announced in:. 
clude some type of bus structure and 
microprogramming capability which 
greatly increase the flexibility and use
fulness of the systems. The bus struc-

ture is important for easily interfacing 
a large number of peripherals. It also 
permits easy memory expansion and is 
used in some cases to implement multi
processor systems. 

The use of microprogramming has 
been greatly accelerated by the avail~ 
ability of low cost semiconductor read~ 
only memory (ROM) and programmable 
read-only memory (PROM). A micro
programmable machine can provide 
features such as hardware multiply and 
divide which previously required op
tional hardware units, and a powerful 
macro-level language which can insure 
compatibility with software and pe~ 
ripheral equipment developed for ear
lier machines. In some cases micropro
gramming is used by the manufacturer 
to permit emulating a machine offered 
by another manufacturer. 

Another important use of micropro
gramming is to permit implementing a 
macro-level instruction set tailored 
specifically to a particular application, 
and to change this instruction set from 
one application to another. For exam
ple, through changes in micropro
grammIng, one macro-level instruction 
set can be used for communications 
applications, a different one for scienti- " 
fic applications, a different one for 
control systems applications, and a dif
ferent one for. business-oriented appli
cations. In a few cases, electronically 
alterable read only memories (EAROM) 

can be provided to permit changing the 
macro-level instruction set in the field 
to adapt it to different functions at 
different times. 

Software 
The early minicomputers provided 

little more than assembly languages 
and diagnostics, but compilers for 
higher h!vel languages, such as FOR

TRAN, ALGOL, and BASIC, were soon 
added. Real-time executive monitors 
were also. added by the time of the 
1969 article, but these were relatively 
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MINICOMPUTER SURVEY 
limited. One of the major trends in 
recent years has been the addition of 
more complex and sophisticated soft
ware systems, including, real-time disc 
operating systems and multi-user time
sharing executive systems which oper
ate in conjunction with a higher level 
language such as BASIC. 

Most minicomputer manufacturers 
now offer compilers, including at least 
a conversational BASIC and a batch 
FORTRAN. Conversational BASIC, or' a 
similar language, coupled with a multi~ 
terminal time-sharing executive system 
provide' a strong basis for penetrating 
many" end-user markets. Since the 
minicomputer manufacturers have 
been reluctant to develop the necessary 
applications software, and market di
rectly tq end users, themselves, a num
ber of software or systems houses are 
developing the applications software, 
buying the' minicomputer hardware, 
and marketing the system to the end 
user. 

The important developments and 
trends in hardware technologies in:
clude some in,' peripheral equipment 
and some in central processors and 
internal memories.' Perhaps the most 
important developments in peripherals 
are the increased use of on-line, termi
nals with minicomputer systems and 
the developmeri~ of lower cost auxili
ary storage devices. By offering termi
nals that are Teletype compatible, at 
least in communications protocol, ter
minal manufacturers have made a 
wide variety of terminals useable with 
most current minicomputers. The two 
most common terminals used with 
minicomputers are keyboard/ printer 
terminals and keYQoard/ crt terminals. 
The former, which use a character-se
rial printer with an integral keyboard, 
are usually direct replacements for 
teleprinters, but they provide addition
al or improved features such as' higher 
speeds, better image quality, upper and 
lower case characters, lower noise, and 
'buffers for higher speed communica
tions. These higher performance ter
min~lls are usually more expensive thi:m 
the 'ubiquitous Teletype-in, some 
cases py a factor of four or five. 

Crt terminals provide most of the 
advantages cited for the improved key:
board/ printer termiria'ls but with even 
higher data rates and lower noise, plus 
offer the ability to edit data on' the 
screen using the terminal's internal buf
fer memory. In addition to the buf
fered models" both the printer and' crt 
'terminals are also offered in interactive 
or conversational versions which' pro
vide chanicter' at a time transmission'to 
and from the computer. Using a multi
plexer 'and communications interface 
o~ the minicomputer also permits us-
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ing these terminals from remote loca
tions over a telephone line through an 
acoustic coupler or a data' set. Other 
types of terminals now offered for use 
with minicomputers include OMR and 
OCR terminals, badge or card reading 
terminals, and instrumentation termi- ' 
nals or couplers w~ich interface re
mote instruments overcommunica
tions lines. 

Auxiliary storage for minicomputers 
was previously very expensive. A mag
netic tape unit or a head-per-track disc 
frequently cost more than the mini
computer itself. However, the develop
ment of magnetic tape' cassett~s and 
relatively low cost single or dual-platter 
moving-head disc units provided signif
icant cost improvetnents for 'auxiliary 
storage a few years ago. More recently, 
the development of floppy discs or disk
ettes has provided' modest capacity 
semi-random access auXiliary storage 
at a unit price close to that for magnet
ic tape cassettes and significantly less 
than that for larger capacity dual- and 
single-platter moving head discs. Dur-
4tg this same period, mM 2314 type 
discs and double-density 2314 type 
discs have been 'interfaced with mini
computers to provide 24 and 48 mega
bytes of storage per unit, respectively, 
iricontrast to the ,2.5 to 5 megabytes 
for the single-, and dual-platter disc 
drives. The capacity of the dual-platter 
drives is being 'i~creased to 10 mega
bytes with some indications that this 
may go as high as' 20 megabytes. Also, 
a few manufacturers have recently in
terfaced themM 3330 type discs, pro
viding 100 megabytes per drive. How
ever, the double density '2314 type disc 
presently offers the mpst economic disc 
storage' for minicomputers in terms of 
the cost 'per bit for applications requir
ing large capacities. Two or three' dif-

ferent approaches are now available 
for acquiring several hundred million 
bytes of storage for minicomputer sys-
tems. ' 

There have been other improve
ments in minicomputer, peripherals. 
The primary one is cost' reduction. 
Another is the increased flexibility of 
minicomputer input! output systems. 
Minicomputers now have the ability to 
handle larger numbers of peripherals 
simultaneously. ' 

The primary developments in cen
tral processors and internal memories 
have been a result of advances, in LSI 
semiconductor technology. The major 
impact to date comes from, the avail:
ability of MOS LSI semiconductor 
memories. While this was discussed in 
the'1971 article, the real application of 
MOS memories to minicomputers has 
occurred primarily within the past 
year. Several machines have been of
fered with memories using l024-bit P
channel MOS chips. These were faster 
than some ot' the core memories and 
provide lower cost in small capacities. 
However, the new 4096 bit N-channel 
MOS chip is having a major impact, on 
minicomputers this year since it pro
vides both higher speed and lower cost 
than comparable magnetic core niemo
ries. This is expected to become the ma
jor minicomputer memory technology 
within the next year or two. 

Even the cost of core memories for 
minicomputers has been reduced dra
matically. In the case of one manufac
turer's minicomputer, the cost of the 
additional t'6K words of memory to 
increase the memory from 16K to'32K 
words was over $20,000 in early 1971. 
For the same manufacturer's most re
cent core memory machine, the cost of 
adding 16K words is less than $5,000. " 
As indicated above, the 4096 bit'MoS 

Re~ding the charts 
A few items on the charts require The prices listed are for single 
explapation. For instance,' the sec- units configured for end users (with 
tion on registers is difficult. The en- cpu, memory, power supplies, en-
tries shown are numbers of hard- closure, and control panel). The 
ware' regi~ters unless otherwise spec- prices are for functioning systems, 
ified~ And 'although general 'pur- and include some software. The 
pose registers can be counted as charges quoted for minimum month-
accumulators, index, registers are ly maintenance presume scheduled 
never counted as' general purpose maintenance and on-call service 
registers. The 'interrupt TeSponse during prime shift 
times shown in another part '~f the The charts are intended as a 
chart include the time to save reg- guide to the range of models avail~ 
isters. " able. For detailed information on 

Also, the maximum data rate any model or series, cOntact' the 
quoted is for a regular I/O channel, manufacturer directly using the 
not for a direct memory ,access address listed in the Vendor Index, 
chimnel; however, the rates for or circle the appropriate number on 
channels of any kind, including the reader service card. '. 
DM'AS," ' are 'identical for some rna": 
chines. 
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chip will reduce these prices even fur
ther. 

The other impact of LSI technology 
will be felt in the cpu itself as a result 
of programmable logic arrays (PLA) 

and microprocessor chips, again using 
MOS/LSI technology. A few machines 
have been introduced recently using 
PLA, but microprocessors are expected 
to have a greater impact on minicom
puters. Microprocessors have already 
been used in building several very small 
minicomputers (sometimes called mi
crocomputers), and it is anticipated 
that multiple microprocessors will be 
used in some larger minicomputers in 
the future, with each microprocessor 
performing a different system function 
within the cpu. For example, one may 
provide the arithmetic and overall con
trol capabilities, another may provide 
memory management, and a third may 
provide input! output interfacing and 
control. 

There has been considerable discus
sion of the threat of microprocessors to 
the minicomputer market, but this is 
largely a specious argument. As indi
cated above microprocessors will be 
used to implement minicomputers in 
some cases in lieu of random logic or 
programmed logic arrays. In other 
cases, microprocessors will be used in 
applications. which cannot afford the 
cost and do not require the capabilities 
of a minicomputer. Hence, micropro
cessors will not impact the present mini
computer- market in any significant 
way but may tend to place a lower 
limit on the price and capability of 
what we normally consider a minicom
puter. Microprocessor chips with read
only and random access memories may 
be used to implement microcomputers 
for such smaller scale, lower cost appli
cations. However, the capabilities and 
applications of microprocessors are the 
subject of another article. 

Applications 
As mentioned, the early applications. 

for minicomputers were primarily in 
instrumentation systems,' test systems, 
control systems, and data acquisition 
and reduction. Communications and 
educational applications were next. 
More recently minicomputers have 
been used in a much wider range of 
applications with particular emphasis 
on those oriented toward business 
functions. Although some accounting 
machines and small business systems 
have specially designed internal proces
sors, many are presently offered that 
use conventional minicomputers-the 
same ones used in instrumentation and 
control systems. This acceptance of the 
minicomputer outside its original nar
row area of application has been one 
of the major factors in significantly 
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enhancing the market potential for 
minicomputers. In this respect business 
applications are particularly important 
since there are more small business 
computers installed than all other types 
of computers combined. (For exam
ple, Burroughs recently announced 
that they have installed over 85,000 of 
their small business computers and re
lated intelligent terminals.) Minicom
puters are now used in business not 
only as general purpose small machines 
and as the central element in intelligent 
terminals, but also as processors in spe
cialized applications, such as word 
processing, data entry and data collec
tion, retail systems, accounting sys
tems, insurance applications, and 
many others. 

Marketing and business 
approaches 

One of the major developments dur
ing the last three years has been the 
tendency for many minicomputer 
manufacturers to become much more 
sophisticated in their marketing ap
proaches and business· operations. 
While a number of successful compa
nies have been developed to provide 
plug-to-plug compatible memories and 
peripherals for minicomputers from 
several of the major manufacturers, 
the minicomputer makers have reacted 
with new business and marketing con
cepts. These include increases in the 
minimum memory size, software li
censes that inhibit the use of foreign 
peripherals, and pricing structures that 
reduce the cost for equipment offered 
on a plug-compatible basis by other 
manufacturers. Offering software 
packages in a bundled system configu
ration in some cases and on an unbun
dled basis in others is an example of 
the increasing marketing sophistication 
and business maturity in the minicom
puter industry. In fact, the complexity 
of software pricing is a good example 
of this since the pricing of many indi
vidual software packages and the tie
ins between different packages is obvi
ously based in many cases on factors 
other than programming costs. 

The increasing tendency of mini
computer manufacturers to offer com
plete systems, including both hardware 
and software, is a further indication of 
the growing maturity in the industry. 
However, there is still much groping 
from the marketing standpoint in try
ing to find the best approach to reach 
the end user with minicomputer sys
tems which include specific application 
software. In most cases the minicom
puter manufacturers have tried to 
avoid developing unique applications 
software for specialized applications, 
and have concentrated on providing 
more powerful and flexible system 

software including higher level lan
guages and data base management sys
tems. 

Several minicomputer manufactur
ers are now trying to approach the end
user market through third parties. A 
typical example is a minicomputer 
manufacturer selling the hardware and 
system software on a discount.ed oem 
basis to a systems house or software 
company which then adds the applica
tions software and sells the system to 
the end user. The systems or software 
company may develop the applications 
software under contract on a custom 
basis for a specific user or may develop 
proprietary applications software and 
market a complete turnkey hardware/ 
software system. In other cases a more 
sophisticated end user may buy the 
hardware and systems software directly 
from the minicomputer manufacturer 
and then contract with a software 
company for the applications soft
ware. An increasing number of soft
ware companies are specializing in 
business applications software for 
minicomputers. Although these ap
proaches may be successful in some 
cases it is likely that the major mini
computer manufacturers will be forced 
to provide complete turn-key systems 
(including applications software) in 
the long run if they are to compete 
successfully in the small business sys
tems market. 

Conclusions 
Although continued size and cost 

reductions and performance improve
ments are anticipated, the most signifi
cant developments in the minicomput
er industry during the next five years 
will be in applications and systems, 
with cost and hardware following an 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary 
trend. 0 

(Survey charts and vendor index 
follow) 

Mr. Hobbs is president of Hobbs 
Associates, Inc. He was previously 
with Aeroneutronic as manager of 
dp engineering, and has also held 
positions with Univac and RCA. His 
firm specializes in studies in com
puter technology, equipment eval
uation, and market analysis. 
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Manufacturer 

Processor 
Instruction length 
Address 
Operation code 
Direct addressing 
Indirect addressing 
Bit/ byte manipulation 
Interregister operations 

[Registers' 
'Accumulators 
'General-purpose 
,Index 

Arithmetic 
Add 
Store 
Software multiply 
Software divide 
Hardware multiply 
Hardware divide 
Hardware floating-pt. 

Conversational BASIC 
FORTRAN 

Other 

California Data 
Proc~ssors 

16 bits 
16 bits 
4-16 bits 
28K (330 nsee-2.5 usee) 
28K (330 nsee-2.5 usee) 

v 
v 

2.0-6.4 usee 
2.0-5.9 usee 
not released 
not released 
10.6-15.2 usee (firmware) 
9.5-11.5 usee (firmware) 
optional 

standard 
standard 
standard 

mieroprogrammablej 
emulates DEC PDP-11, 
runs all software of 

Cincinnati Milacron 

1-7 bytes 
16 bits 
8-24 bits 
32KB 
32KB 

12-13 usee 
9-11 usee 

89-90 usee (standard) 
88-90 usee (standard) 
not offered 

standard 
standard 
standard 

RPG II 

v 

microprogrammed, in
structions implemented 
in ROM. 

Computer Automation 

LSI-2 
9/73 
not released 

16 bits 
8 bits 
8 bits 
768 words (2.0 usee) 
32K (2.98 usee) 

2.0 usee 
2.16 usee 

v 
v' 

14.84 usee (standard) 
12.44 usee (standard) 
not offered 

16 bits 
411K words/sec 
248 
16 
1.66M words/ sec 
3-512 
7.usec 

optional 
optional 
optional 

v 

bus structure, 
oem sales only 

Computer Development 

Opus III 
1970 
not released 

8, 16 or 24 bits 
not released 
not released 
64K (2 usee) 

2 usee 
1 usee 
50 usee 
75 usee 
optional 
optional 
optional 

8-bits 
25K words/ sec 
256 
unlimited (bus) 
250K words/sec 
32 
11~14 usee 

optional 
optional 
optional 

2-pass 
yes 

v 
v 

v 

Data General 

2/4and2/10 
9/73 
not released 

16 bits 
11 bits 
5 or 15 bits 
1K (1 usee/800 nsee) 
32K (1 usee/800 nsee) 

1 usee/800 nsee 
1 usee/800 nsee 
not released 
not released 
6.4 usee (optional) 
7.2 usee/6.8 usee (optional) 
optional 

optional 
optional 
optional 

Data General 

800 Series 
1/71 
not released 

16 bits 
11 bits 
5-15 bits 
1K (800 nsee) 
32K (800 nsee) 

800 nsee 
800 nsee 
not released 
not released 
6.4 usee (optional) 
6.8 or 7.2 usee (optional) 
optional 

optional 
optional 
optional 

,,--., . .,..., .M.'~.,.",· ...... ·., .... _,·.,._ . ...,..·" _ 

2-pass 
yes (reqs; 8K) 

ALGOL 

V 
v v v 
~ .. 

v 
v 

both available only 
in min. quantity of 5. 

2-pass 
yes (reqs. 8K) 

v 
v v v 

ALGOL 

$6.100 
$7,500 \ 
$10.700 

v 
v 
v 

$27/month (at factory) 



ldepends on system 
size 

ldepends on system 
size 

8F and 8M are small 
configs. limited to 46 
chans.; prices start $3,200 

11/10 is end-user 
version of 11/05. 

11/35 is the oem 
version of 11/40 

@--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~----------------------------------------------



Manufacturer 

Model 
First installation 
Number installed 

Conversational BASIC 
FORTRAN 

other 

General Automation 

SPC-16 40/45 
l/n 
2.000 (SPC-16s) 

16 or 32 bits 
5 or 15 bits 
4 bits 
32K (4.2 usee) 
32K (5.6 usee) 

1.4 usee 
2.8 usee 
420 usee 
480 usee 

v 
v 

7.7 usee (optional) 
13.3 usee (optional) 
optional 

BASIO 

v 
v 

45 is the oem version 
of 40. . 

General Automation 

SPC-1660/65 
1/71-
2,000 (SPC-16s) 

4K~i28K'" 
4K, 8K, or 16K 
16 bits 
960 nsee 
not offered 
optional 

16 or 32 bits 
5 or 15 bits 
4 bits 
32K (2.9 usee) 
32K (3.9 usee)' 

960 nsee 
1.92 usee 
280 usee 
320 usee 

v 
v 

5.28 usee (optional) 
9.12 usee (optional) 
optional 

BASIC 

v 
v 

65 is the oem version 
of 60 

General Automation 

SPC-16 80/85 
l/n 
2,000 (SPC-16s) 

4K-128K 
4K, 8K, or 16K 
16 bits 
800 nsee 
not offered 
optional 

16 or 32 bits 
5 or 15 bits 
4 bits 
32K (2.4 usee) 
32K (3.2 usee) 

800 nsee 
1.6 usee 
233 usee 
266 usee 

v 
v 

4.4 usee (optional) 
7.6 usee (optional) 
optional 

BASIC 

v 
v 

85 is the oem version 
of 80 

GRtComputer 

9930/9940 
11/72 
600 

4K-32K 
4Kor8K 
16 bits 
1.76 usee 
not offered 
not offered 

16 or 32 bits 
16 bits 
10 bits 
32K (3.5 usee) 
32K (5.2 usee) 

1.76 usee 
1.76 usee 
301 usee 
439 usee 

v-v 

68 usee (optional) 
116 usee (optional) 
optional 

v 

RPG 1\ 

GRI computer 

9950 
new product 

41<-1281< 
4K, 8K, or 16K 
16 bits 
1.76 usee 
not offered 
not offered 

16, 32, 48 or 64 bits 
16 bits 
16 bits 
32K (3.5 usee) 
128K (3.5 usee) 

1.76 usee 
1.76 usee 

v 
v 

not finalized> 
not finalized 
not finalized 
not finaliied 
optional 

v 

RPG \I 

stack processing, 
block instructions, 
bit addressable 

GTE Information Systems 

IS/1000 
1970 
500 

4K-128.K • 
4Kor8K 
16 bits 
750nsee 
optional 
optional 

16 bits 
variable 
variable 
64K (750 nsee) 
64K (750 nsee) 

v 
v 

1.5 usee 
750 nsee 
not released 
not released 
7 usee (optional) 
8 usee (optional) 
not offered 

eonvers. FORTRAN 



Manufacturer 

Model 
First installation 
Number instailed 

Processor 
Instruction length 
Address 
Operation code 
Direct 'addressing 
Indirect addressing 
Bit/byte manipulation 
Interregister operations 

Registers 
Accumulators 
(ieneral-purpose 

'rtdex 

Arithmetic 
Add 
Store 
Software multiply 
Software divide 
Hardware multiply 
Hardware divide 

. Hardware floating-pt. 

Input/Output 
Data path 
Max. rate 
Max;channe/s 
Max. dir :rnemoryaecess 
Max.DMA rate 
External interrupts 
I r1t~!rllpt .r~sl>0.~s.e 
Other 
Power fail protect 
Auto. restart 
Real-time clock/timer 

SoftWare 
Assembler~ 
'Relocatab/e assembler 
Macro assembler 
ReJoeatable loader 
Disc Operating System 
Real~Time Oper.Sys. 
DiseRTOS 

Conversational BASIC 
FORTRAN 

other 

Pricing 
4K~system 
8Ksystern 
16K system 

@·.Min. maintenance 
g E Service offices 

~ comments 
-4 

5 z 

HeWlen-t"aCl\aru-

2100 A/S 
8/71 
5,200 

16 bits 
10-15 bits 
5-10 bits 
2K 
32K 
not offered 

v 

1.96 usee 
1.96 usee 

10.78 usee (standard) 
16.66 usee (standard) 
optional 

16 bits 
1M words/sec 
45 
2 
1M words/sec 
14·45 
40 usee 

standard 
standard 
optional 

2~pass 

•. yes.(reqsAK) 

ALGOL 

v v 
fI y 
v 
v 

$7.250 
$9,015 
$12,865 
$63/mooth 

170 

21MX 
new product 

16 bits 
not released 
not released 
2K 
32K 

1.94 usee 
1.94 usee 

v 
v 

13 usee (standard) 
17 usee (standard) 
standard 

16 bits 
617K words/sec 
41 
2 optional 
617K words/sec 
10-45 
40 usee 

standard 
optional 
optional 

ALGOL 

170 

v 
v 

emulates the HP2100. 

sy~t~~'s-" .... -... ------
System 700 
1972 
1,000 

16 bits 
9 bits 
4 bits 
1K 
32K (775 nsec) 

v 

1.55 usee 
1 usee 

v 

4.1 usee (standard) 
7.2 usee (standard) 
not offered 

16 bits 
1.2M words/see 
63 
unlimib:!d 
1.2M words/sec 
to 63 
not released 

standard 
standard 
standard 

v 
v 

not released 

compatible with HIS 
Series 16. 

50 
4/72 
83 

4K-32K 
4K,8K,or16K 
16 bits 
1.0 usee 
optional 
optional 

16 or 32 bits 
16 bits 
8 bits 
32K (300 nsec) 
not offered 

32 
16' 
16 

v 
v 

15 hardware, 32K memory 

1.0 usee 
3.25 usee 
2SO usee 
270 usee 
not offered 
not offered 
not offered 

optional 
optional 
optional 

30 

v 
v 

equivalent to 70 but 
optimized for data 
communications 

70 
4/72 
1,031 

4K~32K 
. 4K; 8K or 16K 
16 bits 
1.0.usec 
optional 
optional 

16 or 32 bits 
16 bits 
8 bits 
32K (1.0 usee) 
not offered 

32 
16 
16 

v 
v 

15 hardware, 32Kmemory 

1.0 usee 
3.25 usee 

10.25 usee (standard) 
12.25 usee (standard) 
standard 

optional 
optional 
optional 

v v 
v v 
v 
v 

architecture similar 
to the IBM 360/370 

7/16 
3/74 
120 

4K·32K 
4Kt 8K,or16K 
16 bits 
1;0 usee 
optional 
optional 

16 or 32 bits 
16 bits 
8 bits 
32K (1.0 usee) 
not offered 

32 
16 
16 

v 
v 

15 hardware, 32K memory 

1.5 usee 
3.75 usee 
SOO usee 
500 usee 
34 usee (optional) 
54 usee (optional) 
optional . 

16 or 8 bits 
33Kwords/sec 
255 . 
4 
1M words/sec 
255 
18 usee 

optional 
optional 
optional 

,I-pass or 2-pass 
yes (reqs. 4K) 

v 
v 

architecture similar 
to the IBM 360/370 



Manufacturer Interdata Interdata Jacquard Systems Lockheed Electronics Lockheed Electronics Microdata 

Model· 7/16 HS ALU 74 J200 Micro Mini SUE MAC 16 Micro-One Series 
First installation 2/73 new product 9/72 2/69 new product 
Number installed 263 250 2,000 

Merriory 4K-32K 4K-32K lK·64K 4K-32K '4K-64K 1K-32K 
Increment 4K,,8K,or16K 4K; 8K, orI6K 1K 4K 4K IKor8K 
Word size 16 bits';' 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits I6bits 8 bits 
Cycle time 1.0 usec or]50 nsec ' lusec l.5iJsee 800nsec 1 usee 1.1 usec 
Parity optional optional not offered not offered optional not offered 
Memory protect optional optional not offered . not offered optional notoffere~ 

Processor 
I nstruction length 16 or 32 bits 16 or 32 bits 16 bits 16 or 32 bits 16 bits 8-40 bits 
Address 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 15 bits 
Operation code 8 bits 8 bits variable 3 bits 4 bits 5-8 bits 
Direct addressing 32K (1.0 usee 'or 750 nsee) 32K (1 usee) 64K (7.7 usee) 32K (800 nsee) 512 words (1 usec) 32K (4.8 usec) 
Indirect addressing not offered not offered 64K (9.1 usec) 32K (1.6 usee) 64K (2 usee) 32K (7.8 usec) 
Bit/byte manipulation V V optional V V 
I nterregister operations V 
Registers 32 32 8 4 6 
Accumulators' 16 16 7 1 2. 
General~purpose 16 16 8 I 0 
Index 15 hardware, 32Krriemory 15 hardware,32K memory' 7, (hardware) ,512 (memory) I' hardwar~,unlim. memo 

Arithmetic 
Add 750 usee 1.5 usee 4.5 usee 2.79 usee 2 usee 9.6 usee 
Store 2.25 usee 3.75 usec 7.7 usee 2.5 usee 2 usec 9.0 usec 
Software multiply 80 usee 500 usee 650 usee not released not released 
Software divide 80 usee 500 usee 900 usee not released not released 
Hardware multiply 5.5 usee (standard) 34 usee (standard) 120 usee (optional) 15.45 usee (optional) 10 usee (optional) 59.8 usec (standard) 
Hardware divide 11.0 usee (standard) 54 usee (standard) not offered 15.39 usee (optional) 14 usee (optional) 90.0 usec (standard) 
Hardware floating-pt. standard not offered optional not offered not offered . ?ptiona.1 

Input/Output 
Data path 16 or 8 bits 16 or8 bits 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 8 bits 
Max~ rate lOOK words/sec 33Kwordslsec 125K words/sec 1.18M words/sec 800K words! sec 20K words/sec 
Max. 'channels 255 255 64 unlimited (bus) 256 32 
Max. dir. memory access 4 1 64 unlimited (bus) 1 (optional) 4 
Max. DMA rate IMwords/sec 1M words/sec 650K words/sec L18M wordsl sec 1M words/sec 833K words/sec 
External interrupts 255 '255 16 standard 4 4-64 3-66 
Interrupt response 13.75 usee 18 usec 40 usee 5.58 usec 6 usee 35.2usec 

Other 
Power fail protect optional optional optional standard optional standard 
Auto. restart optional optional optional standard 'optional standard 
Real-time clock/timer optional optional optional standard optional standard 

Software 
Assembler I-pass or 2-pass 2-pass . .I-pass 2-pass 2-pass 
Relocatable assembler 
Macro assembler 

yes (reqs.4K) yes (reqs. 2K) yes yes(reqs.4K) yes (reqs. 8K) 

Relocatable loader V V V ' V 
Disc Operating System V V V V, 
Real-Time Oper.Sys. V V 
Disc RTOS V V 

Conversational BASIC V V V 
FORTRAN V V V V 

Other 

Pricing 
4K system $9,050 $4,550 $3,200 $7,350 $7,700 $2,350 (Model 21)1 
8K system $9,5501 '$6,800 $3,600 $8,9501 $12,650 $3,540 (Model 21).1 

@ 16Ksystem $11,200 $7,450 $4,600 $12,450 $17,600 $4,400 (Model 21)1 
o Min. maintenance $1501 month $1501 month $6O/month $100/month(labor only) T&M $35/ month (at factory) 
» 
~ Service offices 30 30 26 U.S. (2 foreign) 10 10 9 

~ Comments equivalent to 7/16 architecture similar unibus, up to four multibus architecture mieroprogrammable, 

0 ,with high-speed to the IBM 360/370 processors per bus. lavail. as single board, 
Z arithmetic 2 smaller mods. avail. 
@) 



Manufacturer MlcrOaata mn;rUUd.d ••• v,..w ..... _ ........ _ .. _. . .. _----- -----.------
Systems Systems 

Model 1600/Series 3200 Series Modeomp I Modeomp II 812 100 
First installation 12/71 1/74 10/711 10/72 11/70 4/73 
Number installed 1300 5 300 500 800 125 

Memory sK:i2SK 4K-128K 2K~32:K 4K~64K 8K-16K 4K-64K 
Increment 8K 4K or8K 2K,4K, 8K or 16K 4K, 8K or 16K 8K 4K 
Word size 8 bits 16 or 18 bits 16 bits 16 bits 12 bits 16 bits 
Cycle time 1 usee 400nsee 800 nsee 800 usee 2 usee 1 usee 
Parity not offered optional optional standard not offered not offered 
Memory protect not offered optional not offered optional not offered not offered 

Processor 
Instruction length 8-40 bits 8-32 bits 16 or 32 bits 16 or 32 bits 12 or 24 bits 16 or 32 bits 
Address 15 bits 16 bits 4 or 16 bits 4 or 16 bits 8 or 12 bits 10-16 bits 
Operation code 5-8 bits 4-8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 4 or 8 bits 4-16 bits 
Direct addressing 32K (2.8 usee) 32K (500 nsee) 32K (800 nsee) 64K (800 usee) 128 words (4 usee) 64K (2 usee) 
Indirect addressing 32K (4.0 usee) 128K (1 usee) not offered 64K (1.6 usee) 16K (6 usee) 64K (3 usec) 
Bit/byte manipulation v v v v not offered v 
Interregister operations v v v v v 
Registers 6 5 3 15 6 32 (microprogrammable) 
Accumulators 2 5 (plus memo staek)l 3 15 6 2 
General-purpose 0 32-unlimited {stack)l 3 15 4 31 (mieroprogrammable)-
Index 1 hardware,unJim.mem.; -I hardware, unlim. memo a' (hardware) 7 (hardware) 2 (memory) 1 (hardware) 

Arithmetic 
Add. 4.5 usec 400nsee 800 nsee 800 usee 2 usee 2.44 usee 
Store 5.2 usee 1.08 usee 1.6 usee 1.6 usee 2 usee 2.32 usee 
Software multiply not released not released 180 usee 
Software divide not released not released 260 usee 
Hardware multiply 49 usee (standard) 5.2 usee (standard) 10.27 usee (optional) 6.0 usec (optional) 10.75 usee (standard) 14 usee (optional) 
Hardware divide 64 usee (standard) 6.0 usee (standard) 12.27 usee (optional) 8.2 usee (optional) 11 usee (standard) 18.2-19.6 usee (optional) 
Hardware floating-pt. optional standard not offered optional not offered not offered 

Input/Output 
Data path 8 bits 160r 18 bits 16 bits 16 bits 12 or 24 bits 16 bits 
Max. rate 35.2K words/sec 1.6M words/sec 60K words/sec 60K words/sec 50aK words/ sec 694K words/sec 
Max. channels 32 1,023- 64 64 4096 unlimited (bus) 
Max. dir. memory access 4 unlimited (bus) 8 16 1 un I im ited (memory) 
Max; DMA rate 1M words/sec 2.5M, words! sec 300K words! sec 833K words/sec SOOK words/sec 694K words/ sec 
External interrupts 3-66 4and up 16 16 4 handled in memory 
Interrupt response 24.8 usec 15 usec 10 usee 12.5 usee 2-6 usec 

Other 
Power fail protect standard standard standard standard standard optional 
Auto. restart standard standard standard standard optional optional 
Real-time clock/timer standard standard optional standard optional optional 

Software 
Assembler 2-pass no assembler, directly 2'-pass 2-pass 2-pass 2-pass 
Reloeatabie assembler yes (reqs. 8K) prog. inhigher·level yes (reqs.4K) yes (reqs. 4K) not offered yes (reqs. BK) 
Macro assembler language (MPL) v v v 
Relocatable loader v v v y v 
Disc Operating System v v v v 
Real-Time Oper. Sys. v v v 
Disc RTOS v 'v 
Conversational BASIC v v v 
FORTRAN v v v 

Other 

Pricing 
4K system $5,700 {Model 30)1 $9,500 (Model 32/S)1 $5,600 $6,400 $4,600 
8K !)ystem $6,800 (Model 30)1 $10,400 (Model 32/S)1 $7,400 $8,200 $10,000 $5,500 
16K system $9,400 (Model 30}1 $13,800 (Model 32/S)1 $9,700 $9,500 $15,000 $8,900 

~Min. maintenance $65/morith '(at factory) $115/month (at factory) $37/month $60/month $601 month $46/ mo~th (1 %) 

> > Service offices 9 9 30 30 8 U.S., 5 foreign 15 

~comments microprogrammable, 132/S is hard. staek-
-4 15 smaller mods. avail. archit., 3 other gp 0 
Z and 4 spec. purp. models avail. 
@ systems 
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Manufacturer 

Model 
First installation 
Number installed 

Processor 
Instruction length 
Address 
Operation code 
Direct addressing 
Indirect addressing 
Bit/byte manipulation 
Interregister operations 

Conversational BASIC 
FORTRAN 

other 

Prime Computer 

160r 32. bits 
10-16 bits 
4-16 bits 
64K (1.5 usee) 
64K (2.25 usee) 

1.96 usee 
1.96 usee 
140 usee 
200 usee 

v 
v 

10.48 usee (optional) 
13.68-14.72. usee (optional) 
optional 

optional 
optiona,1 
optional 

v 
v 

Prime Computer 

16 or 32 bits 
10-18 bits 
4-16 bits 
64K (1.2 usee) 
256K (3.4 usee) 

1.56 usee 
1.56 usee 

v 
v 

8~72 usee (standard) 
10.95 usee (standard) 
optional 

optional 
standard 
optional 

v 
v 

lwith 750 nsee memory 

Raytheon Data Systems 

500 
2/74 
not released 

16 bits 
11 or 16 bits 
4 bits 
2K or 64K (800 nsee) 
not offered 

1.6 usee 
1.6. usee 

v 
v 

6-8 usee (standard) 
8 usee (standard) 
optional 

optional 
optional 
optional 

v 

COBOL and RPG 

Texas Instruments 

960B 
new product 

32 bits 
16 bits 
6 bits 
64K (750 nsee) 
64K (750 nsee) 

v 
not offered 

3.58 nsee 
3.58 nsee 
512 usee 
630 usee 
8.58 usee (optional) 
1O~42 usee (optional) 
not offered 

standard 
standard 
optional 

v 

Texas Instruments 

980B 
new product 

16 or 32 bits 
8 or 16 bits 
5 bits 
64K (750 nsee) 
64K (750 nsee) 

1.75 usee 
2.0 usee 

v 
v 

6.25 usee (standard) 
7.75 usee (standard) 
not offered 

standard 
standard 
optional 

v 
v· 

Varian Data Machines 

16 or 32 bits 
9 or 16 bits 
7 or 13 bits 
32K (950 nsee) 
32K (950 nsee) 
not offered 

v 

1.9 usee 
1.9 usee 

9.5 usee (standard) 
9.5 usee (standal"d) 
not offered 

standard 
standard 
standard 

RPG IV 

v 
v 
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Vendor Index 
CALIFORNIA DATA PROCESSORS 
2019 S. Ritchey St., Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Subsidiary of Data 100 Corp. 
Established 1971; 75 employees 
Gross sales $250K 
Ray Ball, president (714)558-8211 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD 

CINCINNATI MILACRON 
PROCESS CONTROLS DIV. 
Mason Road, Lebanon, OH 45036 
Established 1884; 13,000 employees 
Gross sales $370M 
Joseph F. Mount, dir mktg (513)494-5261 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD 

COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC. 
18651 Von Karman Ave., Irvine, CA 92664 
Established 1967; 440 employees' 
Gross sales $IIM 
Dennis Bush, mgr mktg serv (714)833-8830 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD 

DATA GENERAL CORP. 
Route 9, Southboro, MA 01772 
Established 1968; over 2,600 employees 
Gross sales $53.3M 
Edgar Geithner, mgr mktg info (617)485-9100 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD 

DIGITAL COMPUTER CONTROLS, INC. 
12 Industrial Rd., Fairfield, NJ 07006 
Established 1970; 255 employees 
Gross sales $3.7M 
B. R. Erickson, corp commo (201)575-9100 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. 
Maynard, MA 01754 
Established 1957; over 16,000 employees 
Gross sales $265.5M 
Contact local sales office 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD 

GENERAL AUTOMATION, INC 
1055 S. East St., Anaheim, CA 92805 
Established 1967; 1200 employees 
Gross sales $30M 
Al Devault, dir stand prod (714)778-4800 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD 

GTE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
5300 E. LaPalma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 
Established 1968; 3,000 employees 
Gross sales $80M 
Contact marketing manager (714)524-3131 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD 

HEWLETT-PACKARD DATA SYSTEMS DIV. 
11000 Wolfe Rd., Cupertino, CA 95014 
Established 1968; 3,000 employees 
Gross sales $100M 
R. M. Covington, pub reI (408)257-7000 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 30B ON READER CARD 

HONEYWELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
80 Walnut St., Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 
# employees not released. 
Gross sales $2,408M 
Al Kluesner, director (617)237-4100 x3501 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD 

INTERDATA INC. 
2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757 
Established 1966; over 800 employees 
Gross sales $19M 
Contact local sales office. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD 

JACQUARD SYSTEMS 
1505 11th St., Santa Monica, CA 90404 
Established 1969; 70 employees 
Gross sales $1.5M 
F. Peters, dir cptr mktg (213)393-3711 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD 

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO. DP DIV. 
6201 E. Randolph, Los Angeles, CA 90040 
Subsidiary of Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
Established 1959; 800 employees . 
Gross sales not released. 
Computer sales & mktg (213)722-6810 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD 

NUCLEAR DATA, INC. 
Golf & Meacham Rd., Schaumburg, IL 60172 
Established 1959; 669 employees 
Gross sales $18M 
L. Brown, natl sales mgr (312)885-4700 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 313 ON READER CARD 

PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
23 Strathmore Rd., Natick, MA 01760 
Established 1972; 126 employees 
Gross sales $1.8M 
S. J. Halligan, vp sales (617)655-6988 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 314 ON READER CARD 

RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS 
1415 Boston Provo Turn., Norwood, MA 02062 
Subsidiary of Raytheon Company 
Established 1926; 45,000 employees 
Gross sales $1,650M 
Sales department (617)762-6700 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
P. O. Box 1444, Houston, TX 77001 
Established 1958; # employees not given 
Gross sales not released. 
Jim McEwen, sales mgr (713)777-1301 x261 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD 

VARIAN DATA MACHINES 
2722 Michelson Dr., Irvine, CA 92664 
Subsidiary of Varian Associates 
Established 1948; 8,500 employees 
Gross sales $241.3M 
R. Oakley, prod mgr (714)833-2400 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD 

WESTINGHOUSE ELEC. COMPUTER & 
INSTRUMENTATION DIV. 
1200 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 
Established 1886; 150,000 employees 
Gross sales over $5,000M 
W. M. Brittain, cptr sales (305) 843-7030 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 31B ON READER CARD 

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
1650 Challenge Dr., Concord, CA 94520 
Established 1969; over 200 employees 
Gross sales $700K 
Ray Cramer, vp mktg (214)233-3238 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 319 ON READER CARD 

MODULAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 
1650 W. McNab Rd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Established 1970; 570 employees 
Gross sales $12.5M 
R. L. Marlatt, dir mktg (305)974-1380 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD 

MICRODATA CORP. 
17481 Red Hill, Irvine, CA 92705 
Established 1967; 500 employees 
Gross sales $8.75M 
R. C. Stack, mktg commo (714)540-6730 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 321 ON READER CARD 

GRI COMPUTER CORP. 
320 Needham St., Newton, MA 02164 
Established 1968; 80 employees 
Gross sales $2.8M 
Joseph Molina, mktg mgr (617)969-0800 
FO~ PAJA CIRCLE 322 ON READER CARD 0 
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ONE WAY OF COPING 
WITH YOUR IBM 1130: 

. --
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THE OTHER: 
Face it. The 1130 has been 

discontinued. 
That may not bug you now, 

but sooner or later you're going 
to be up a creek. 

And the only solution 
IBM can offer is moving you up 
to a bigger, more expensive. 
computer with all new software 
to write. 

General Automation has a 
solution that's simpler. 

TheDMS. 
Even if you think you're 

happy with your 1130 now, we 
can replace it with our basic 
DMS at a monthly cost savings 
of about 40%. 

As your needs grow, our 
system can grow with you. In 
fact, we can give you up to ten 
times the throughput of an 1130. 
Just add what you need when 
you need it. . 

You can even add real
time capability. With a choice 
of two new operating systems: 
DPSorCMS. 

But you'll never p~y more 
for our DMS than you're paying 
right now for the 1130. And you, 
can run more than 95% of your 
existing software without change. 

Our specialists are 

constantly developing more 
peripherals and software for you. 
Our user group is constantly 
trading information on how to 
get the most from the system. 

Now you can see why our 
DMS has replaced more than 
three hundred 1130's. Four times 
more than anyone. 

We believe a system that 
can do all this for you is a much 
prettier sight than what you're 
looking at now. 

D I want to know more about 
the DMS and why it's the number 
one replacement for the IBM 1130. 

D Forget it. I still want to keep 
my head in the sand. 

Name __________________ _ 

Company _______ _ 
Address _______ _ 
City ________ _ 

State Zip __ _ 

Mail to General Automation, 
. 1055 South East Street, 

Anaheim, California 92805. Or . 
call us at (714) 778-4800. 

DMS SYSTEMS BY 
GENERAL AUTOMATION 

July, 1974 CIRCLE 30 ON READER CARD 63 



The macro instruction repertoire 
must be arranged into three subsets 
to preserve software transferability and 
make maximum use of microprogram architecture 

THE 
NEGATIVE 
ASPECTSOF 
MICROPROGRAMMING by Terry L. Dollhoff 

There is an ever increasin,g tendency 
among computer manufacturers to opt 
for a microprogrammed architecture. 
There are probably ,many factors influ
encing this trend, but certainly the 
sharply decreasing cost of associated 
hardware technology and the increased 
flexibility offered by microprogram
ming are important contributors. This 
increased reliance upon micropro
gramming, particularly when read! 
write or other easily replaceable micro
program storage is employed, must be 
accompanied by a deliberate game 
plan for exploitation of its flexibility. 
Microprogramming flexibility, when 
improperly managed or controlled, can 
have definite negative side effects. 

To examine the. pitfalls in detail, as
sume that a new microprogrammable 
computer, called the UltraFlexibly Or
ganized machine or simply UFO, has 
been manufactured and that its micro
program can be readily altered. The 
precise mechanics by which the altera
tions are accomplished (e.g., replace a 
read only memory or rewrite a read/ 
write memory) are immaterial. Now, 
further assume that a potential user for 
UFO requires capabilities that the pres
ent UFO macro instruction set does 
not provide. To satisfy the new re-
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quirement, certain instructions within 
the UFO repertoire must be altered or 
new instructions added (i.e., a micro
program modification is necessary). In 
response to the user requirement, the 
manufacturer replaces many of the 
original UFO instructions with instruc
tions tailored for the user's. application. 
Herein lies a potentially enormous 
software problem. 

Assuming that the customary cadre 
of support software has been developed 
(assembler, compiler(s), loader, etc.), 
then the manufacturer, by altering the 
UFO macro repertoire, has created the 
corresponding task of modifying the 
support software to support the altered 
UFO. Depending on the extent of the 
alterations, this task can be a rather 
formidable one. More importantly, 
perhaps, follow-on support must now 
be provided for two systems. Vice one. 
Since the cost of development and sup
port of computer software is increasing 
at an alarming rate, it would be highly 
desirable to avoid modifying and sup:
porting additiorial software. 

Support problems 
One might think that problems of 

this nature are not encountered when a 
read/ write microprogram memory is 

employed, since such a memory allows 
the macro instruction set to be "dy
namically" modified and hence host 
both the support software and the user 
software. Unfortunately, since the ·as
sembler and compiler(s) are generat
ing instructions for the original UFO, 

the object programs which they pro
duce do not utilize the modified UFO 

features. Therefore, as a minimum, the 
code generator portion of the compiler 
must be modified and supported. Here 
again the manufacturer is faced with a 
support problem. 

How then can such problems of· 
software transferability be avoided 
without sacrificing the flexibility of
fered by a microprogrammed ma
chine? Before outlining a possible solu
tion, it must be clearly understood that 
the emulation of one computer using 
another computer is ~istinctly different 
from enhancing a machine's capability 
to perform a given task. Certainly, in 
the case of emulation, the entire in
struction set must be replaced by an
other set. Software transferability is 
usually not a problem when emulating, 
because the support software for the 
emulated machine can be used. Thus, 
the approach discussed here is spe
cifically concerned with the user who 
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wants to enhance or modify the basic 
macro instruction set so the computer 
will perform more efficiently when 
used in his particular application. 

The following technique (a blend of 
management, hardware design, and 
software design) allows maximum 
utilization of the microprogram archi
tecture without sacrificing software 
transferability:. The first step is to' ar
range the macro instruction repertoire 
into three subsets: 

1. Basic i~structions 
2. Advanced instructions 
3. User tailored instructions 

The composition of these subsets is 
quite straightforward. The basic in
struction set contains, as the name sug
gests, 'the basic macro repertoire. This 
set is an invariant one and will be 
contained in all configurations of the 
computer. The advanced instruction 
set contains more advanced features 
(e.g.; floating point, . double precision, 
square root) which may' be selected by 
the user for inclusion in his configura
tion of the computer. In practice, the 
advanced instruction set will actually 
consist of several sets and the user may 
choose the particular sets, if any, re
quired for his application. The final 
subset, the user tailored instructions, 
contains the instructions peculiar to a 
particular user application. Obviously 
there will be a large number of user 
tailored subsets since each individual 
user can define a unique set. The dis
tinction between the advanced set and 
the user tailored set may not be clear
cut. The' general rule of thumb 'for 
deciding whether a set is an advanced 
set or a user tailored set is to examine 
the set's application. Those sets of gen
eral application to many users are ad
vanced sets and those restricted' to a 
single user are user tailored sets. 

If the instruction set has' been sub
divided as described above, either by 
physical design or by management 
constraints, the support software' can 
be designed to avoid problems of soft
ware transferability. The basic soft
ware (assembler, compiler(s), loader) 
is written using only the basic instruc
tion subset.. Since all computers con
tain this' subset, according to the 
ground rules' established earlier, the 
basic software will" execute without 
modification on any. version . of' the 
comp~te~. Although it· is quite prac~ 
tical to restrict the set of instructions 
used to write the support software, the 
output of the assembler or compiler 
cannot be similarly restricted and' still 
adequately support all configurations 
of the machine. Therefore the assem"" 
bIer or compiler must generate code 
sequences containing instructions from 
a~lY of the three sets. . . 

July, 1974 

Interface philosophy 
The interface with the advanced 

subsets is simplified because the ad
vanced sets are designed by the manu-

. facturer prior to the initial compiler or 
assembler design. Therefore the ad
vanced instruction sets available in a 
particular configuration need not be 
indicated by the user until compile 
time. As· an example, consider an a~l:
vanced instruction set which consists 
solely of floating point operations: the 
user indicates, via a suitable option 
statement; that the floating point in
structions are available; then, when
ever floating point arithmetic is en
countered in the source program, the 
appropriate instructions from this sllb
set are generated. Alternatively, if the 
user indicates that the floating point 
instruction set is not available, then 
whenever floating point arithmetic is 
encountered in the source program, 
calls are generated to library routines 
which perform the required opera
tions. 

The interface with the user tailored 
sets can be handled in much the same 
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Fig. 1. Compile time flexibility. 

manner. However, since not al1 user 
tailored sets are specified prior to the 
design of the support software, the in
terface is more abstract and the user 
must supply information over and 
above a simple set selection. The user 
must define, usually in the preamble to 
his program, the precise functions or 
procedures which are available in his 
user tailored subset. Such definitions 
would normally indicate the mnemonic 
name of the function or procedure, the 
number of parameters ~nd registers in
to which they are to be loaded, the 
operation code of the instruction to be 
generated, and the register which is to 
contain the result. Whenever a call to 
one of these functions or procedures is 
encountefed in the subsequent source 
program, the compiler will first gen
erate basic instructions to load re
quired parameters and then generate 
the proper user tailored instruction. It 
should be noted that since the interface 
between a user program and the user 
tailored instructions is a procedure or 
function call, the transfer of a user 
program from one version of the com-

SOFTWARE 
USER'SET A 

SOURCE 
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I 
New Standards ar savings an 

SYSTEM 73 CORE 
Save on System/3 core cost with the new Standards - ECOM® 
replacement/expansion core from Standard Memories, Inc., the 
company that has been successfully installing 360-compaUble 
core since 1971. From 8 kbytes up, we can expand any System/3 
all the way to 64 kbytes in 8 kbyte increments. And we'll cut your 
core cost 20-40% in the process. _ 

For operational purposes, our ECOM® 3 is completely trans
parent, thanks to an on-line/ off-line switch which is standard 
equipment. Standard core is powered directly from the CPU; thus 
it requires nopower supply, it powers up and down with the CPU, 
and it requires no additional line filters or power safety devices. 
Fault isolation is provided, permitting operators to readily locate 
any faults and notify appropriate maintenance personnel. 

Service on the ECOM® 3? Standard has contract service repre
sentatives in more than1}0 U.S. cities; you can't be very far from one. 

ECOM® 3 is offered on purchase, lease or monthly rental plans. 
And you'll save money, no matter which plan you choose. If you 
have too little core, or if you're paying too much for the core yo~ 
have, write for technical details on ECOM® 3 today! 
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STAIIJOARO'IVIEIVIORIES 
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D 

AN APPLIED MAGNETICS COMPANY 
2801 E. Oakland Park Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33306 

TWX: 510-955-9828 Telephone: (305) 566-7611 
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MICRO
PROGRAMMING 
puter to another has not been in
hibited. If the definitions of user tai
lored instructions are removed from 
the preamble of the program,then the 
normal procedure or function call is 
generated .. Therefore, by including 
new procedures which perform the 
functions previously allocated to the 
hardware, the software can be trans
ferred' to a machine which does not 
contain the user tailored instructions. 

The major advantage to the ap
proach outlined above is illustrated by 
Fig. 1; that- is, any' source program can 
be compi~ed to operate properly on any 
configuration of the computer. If the 
required advanced instructions or user 
tailoreq instructions are available, they 
are generated directly by the support 
software. If such instructions are not 
available, then the software procedure 
c~ll is generated instead" of the hard
ware instruction. Clearly, this avoids 
the problem of software transferability. 
Another, not so obvious, advantage to 
this approach is that the decision re
garding which functions are to be im
plemented in microcode can be post
poned until the software has been 
completed and actual timing analysis is 
available. 

The . blend of hardware/ software/ 
management techniques _ described 
above is by no means a cure-all to the 
problems encountered in the rapidly 
growing population of micropro
grammed machines. But it is a logical 
alternative which can be employed, in 
whole or in part, to increase the flexi
bility of both hardware and software. 
The success of such an approach de
pends upon the extent to which the 
hardware design and support software 
design are combined. If they are ap:
pro ached in tandem, the flexibility of 
both will be greatly increased. D 

Mr. Dollhoff is employed by the 
Naval Electronics System Com
mand, with responsibility for the 
development of a compiler to sup
port the AN/UYK-20 rpicropro
grammed computer. He has an MS 
from the Univ~ of Maryland. 
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.Infotron multiplexing:· 
After our unheard-of 

30 day free trial 
comes our unh~ard-of two-year warranty. 

The teleprocessing system 
shown here, based on an 
actual user's experience, costs 
$5,410.06 a month less than it 
woul~ without our multiplexers. 

Not bad. 
And for you-depending on 

the number and location of 
remotes you have-it could be 
better. 

But who wants to buy a 
could-be? 

Not you. . 
So w.e took the big Could

be's out of multiplexing .. 
Could-be Number one: 

Could be better than what 
you're doing now. 

That could-be we demol ish 
with our 30-day free trial. We'll ' 
come in, review your require
ments, design a system, and 
propose the system to you. 

If the proposal makes sense 
to you, order the system. 

But make your order subject 
to cancellation during the first 30 
days after we install. You can 
cancel for any reason and we'll 
give you your old system back. 

What about after 30 days? 
Could be trouble, right? 

Uh-uh. We've destroyed that 
could-be, too. 

All of our equipment comes 
with a two-year warranty. Partly 

because we expect the equipment 
to last longer. And partly be
cause we want our customers to 
stay customers even longer than 
that. 

For the same reasons, our 
equipment doesn't consist of a 
I'ow bid wrapped in extra-cost 
options. We don't play that game. 
Our equipment ... and price ... 
includes everything you need for 
an easy-to-live-withsystem. 

Which is precisely why we're 
able to give you a 30-day free 
trial and a two year warranty. 

Give us a call. 

~lllllllllnfotron Systems 

Infotron System Corporation/7300 N. Crescent Boulevard, Pennsauken, N. J. 08110/(609) 665-3864 
CIRCLE 43 ON READER CARD 



The best time to avoid disputes is 
before the contract is signed. Even in the 
worst of situations arbitration is better than litigation. 

AVOIDING HASSLES 
WITH VENDORS 
Breach of. contract lawsuits in the 
computer industiy. are generally caused 
by highly pn~dictable,_ ritualistic ac
tions engaged in by vendor arid user. 
Unless some fundamental behaVIoral 
changes take place, the number. of 
breach of contract suits will continue 
to mushroom. I intend to recreate: a 
typical confrontation between Vendor 
and. y ser to show how stereotyped 
thinking allows the dispute to get out 
of hand and reach the litigation stage; 
and then to ·suggest what can be done 
to minimize litigation. 

Finger-pointing 
User experiencing what is perceived 

to be' a serious, operational problem 
with his ,installed. system zeroes in on 
vendor as ,the offending culprit. Ven
dor quite naturally vehemently objects 
to being typecast as the villain. Various 
attempts are. made by the vendor to 
remedy the situation but to no avail. 
Pretty soon things heat up and the 
parties start firing heavy artillery at 
one another: 
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"You low-balled me. The system 
can't meet my needs." 
"We did not! Your needs have 
changed." 
"But, you're the expertS. We're 
babes in the woods." 
"Horsefeathers! We can't be re
sponsible for 'running your busi
ness." 
"Your support staff of highly 
trained speciaiists should join the 
Amalgamated Meat Cutters 
Union." 
"Bull! Our people have gone the 
extra mile; We'd be millionaires if 
we had a dollar for every person-

nel change you made since the 
· . project began." 
When the polemics start to wear 

thin" vendor pulls out the one-sided 
form contract the user has signed, 
points to it with considerable pride, 
and breaks into a chorus of "We never 
promised you a rose garden." Not sur
prisingly, user ,retorts with a few bars 
of his favorite song, "It's a sin to tell a 
lie~" 

And so it goes ad nauseam with 
nei,ther party' ever straying far from its 
initial posWon. Further meetings, rath
er than resolving anything, serve only 
to aggravate matters and heighten the 
tension because each meeting is a mir
ror image of the last. 

The letter-writing contest 
Countless meetings have taken 

place. The dispute has not faded away. 
Combat fatigue has set in and the front 
line troops have lost their effectiveness 
at the negotiating table. It's obvious 
that what is needed to get the matter 
off dead center are some fresh troops 
from headquarters. The problem esca
lates to a higher level. A key user 
executive starts sending registered let
ters to a top vendor executive. The 
content of .these letters se,ldom varies, 
i.e., first the bad .news: . 

• Your product is a bummer 
• Your service is a disservice 
• Please send a needle and thread 

because your salesman has ripped 
us off 

then the good news: 
'. We desire to meet with you or 

your authorized representative to 
discuss how to amicably resolve 
the matter. 

by Robert A. Bucci 

The vendor executive, having been 
on the receiving end of many a regis
tered zinger during his career, then 
proceeds ,to do what any red...,blooded 
executive would do-he calls up the 
responsible line manager and says, 
"Thanks, I needed that! Now what the 
hell's going on?" 

Well, needless to say, the wheel gets 
reinvented and much time is spent ed
ucating the new cast of players and 
bringing it up to speed, but the piob
lem Persists and the logjam remains 
unbroken. 

While this is happening, the vendor's 
credit department dutifully reminds an 
concerned that the user's payment rec
ord has been a model of consisten,cy
it hasn't made.a monthly payment in 
eons--:-and that this intolerable situa
tion can no longer be endured. 

The vendor game 
High noon fast approaches. Vendor 

resorts to the· ultimate weapon-the 
computer industry's brand of Brink
manship known as "Plugmanship", i.e., 
pay up in fuU within X days Mr. User, 
or we're going to pull your plug. 

User must now do some serious 
thinking about whether vendor is bluff
ing or fully intends to repossess the 
equipment. Does he or doesn't he? Only 
his maintenance men know for sure. 

When backed into this cOrner, users 
invariably conolude that in cOntract 
hassles as well as football games, the 
best defense is a good offense. 

The user game· ., 
User's game is known as "Cool Mil-

lions." The rules iare very simple. He 
gets out his trusty minicalculator, lib-
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erally computes what he feels his losses 
are, adds several zeros for effect and 
voila.!-we have the potential makings 
of a multi-million dollar law suit. 

The inevitable 
Barring eleventh-hour miracles, this 

sequence of events ends with vendor's 
equipment being thrown out on the 

'street, or leads to a foot race to the 
courthouse steps with vendor trying to 
repossess the equipment and user at
tempting to obtain an injunction re
straining vendor f["om doing so. 

The rest is legal history. Who ulti
mateJy prevails is unimportant. The 
shame of it aU is that had b'Oth parties 
acted in a reasonable manner, it never 
w'Ould have reached this stage. 

Basic incompatibility and irreconcil
able differences are often the enumer
ated grounds for divorce. And it is not 
unc'Ommon for fliiends and relatives of 
the parties to be 'OveJ.'lheard muttering 
things like, "they weren't right for one 
another; they should never have been 
married in the first place." Similarly, 
when vendor and user part ways, many 
sh'Ortcomings 'Of the just-concluded 
marriage become apparent. But, it 
would be simplistic t'O say that they 
never should have been married in the 
first place. A more realistic assumption 
is that had they taken the time and 
effort to get t'O know one another bet
ter before plunging headlong into mat
l1imony, the Hkelihood 'Of divorce 
w'Ould have been minimal. 

Since our hypothetical vendor-user 
pair wound up in Divorce Court and 
left it t'O the judge t'O work out a prop
erty settlement, I think !it w'Ould be 
w'Orthwhile to go back t'O the begin
ning, examine some of the wrong turns 
along the way, and pr'Ovide some rec
ommendations which, if followed, will 
hopefully prevent the reoccurrence of 
such unhappy endings. 
~ 

Presale activity 
The cumulative effect of creative 

advertising, snappy brochures, slick 
proposals, and glib salesmanship can 
'OverWhelm a user and precondition 
him to expect outstanding performance 
from the vendor. But the record is re
plete with mediocre performances and 
let-down users. Let's examine some of 
the presale activity. 

Advertising and Product Brochures. 
If one were to select s'Ome dp ads at 
rand'Om, he would be treated to asser
tions such as: 

"Your system does not 
require a professional program
ming staff, nor highly skilled op
erators, nor expensive site prep
aration. We will train your people 
to run it." 

If this were a consumer ad, it would 
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have to be substantiated. That is, doc
umentation must exis,t to support the 
advertised claim. However, since we 
are in the commercial marketplace, 
product claims such as the above go 
virtually unchaUenged. 

But there is n'O reason why a user 
should accept suoh ads at face value. 
Put them to the test! 

• If the ad b'OastS of vendor's team 
of world-wide specialists who are at 
your beck and call, be sure t'O obtain 
wI1itten assurances that from time to 
time, such personnel will be available 
to consult with you. ' 

• If the ad or product br'Ochure 
makes a' daim about cycle times, 
speed, price/perf'Ormance ratios, etc., 
be sure t'O ask y'Our technical people for 
verification or request that vend'Or pro
vide substantiating documentation. 

• If the ad extols the virtues of ven
dor's maintenance men who are S'O re
sponsive, that to call them "Minute
men" wouM be disparaging, be sure 
that the contract provides for a guar
anteed resp'Onse time. 

In other w'Ords, users have it within 
their power to help make vendor tone 
down advertising claims by adopting 
an "I'm from Missouri, show me" atti
tude. 

One parting c'Omment on ads: if the 
ad talks of vendor's "full service capa
bility" or "total service capability," be 
sure that the contract contains a de
tailed list of these services. Because 
somehow, by some mysterious process 
which I have never quite been able to 
understand, the t'Otal service vendor 
who appeared in the ad is magically 
transformed int'O a hardware merchant 
by contract-signing time! 

Proposals. Before discussing how 
pr'Oposals can be toned down, it would 
be worthwhile to briefly describe what 
proposals are and what ,they are not. 
Proposals are usually part chaff, part 
wheat, plus a generous portion devoted 
t'O vendor virtues. Their mission in life 
is to convince the user t'O lease or buy 
the system from vendor.' It is not in
tended by vendor that the proP'OSal be 
made part of the contract. All vendors 
without exception have language in 
their standard form a,greemerits, which 
excludes prior negotiations and pro
posa1s fr'Om becoming part of the con
tract. Vendor's refusal t'O incorporate 
the proposal in its entirety int'O the 
contr.act is correct, because pr'Oposals 
are, as a rule, not prepared by ,lawyers, 
and because half the material con
tained in them doesn't belong in a con
tract. 

However, the essentia1 p'Orti'Onsl of 
the proposal, i.e., those that user relies 
on as a basis for selecting vendor over 
the competition, sh'Ould be made part 
of the contract. User sh'Ould make it 

crystal clear when soliciting proposals 
that he intends to make his selection 
based on the proposals submitted,. and 
that a pr'Oposal will not be accepted 
unless the vendor agrees to incorporate 
commitments contained in the propo
sal into the contract. In addition, \lser 
should require that aU submitting pro
posals agree that, if selected, they will 
furnish a perf'Ormance bond, or in the 
alternative, agree t'O be b'Ound by li
quidated damages for failure to deliver 
or install the contracted-for system on 
time. This approach may scare off 
some vendors from submitting prop'O": 
sals; but it will hopefully achieve the 
desired effect of encouraging accurate 
prop'Osals, whioh kive user the "real 
story" instead of the story the salesman 
thinks user would like to hear. 

Glib Salesmanship. User sh'Ould 
keep a running record 'Of his relati'On
ship with salesman. If user has key 
questions, they should be put in writing 
and written 'responses called for. Such 
a procedure forces user to think 
thr'Ough his imp'Ortant concerns, pro
vides the salesman with vital informa
tion.as t'O what user's requirements are, 
and better enables him t'O resp'Ond to 
th'Ose requirements. Furtherm'Ore, it 
helps minimize the confusion and mis
understanding which frequently arises 
out 'Of a series of verbal communica
tions, and leads to better mutual un
derstanding. And it provides you with 
a written record which may be of use if 
a dispute arises and several of vendor's 
marketeers are conveniently stricken 
by a severe case 'Of amnesia. 

User responsibilities 
Many users look to their vendor for 

a turnkey operation and think they 
have joined forces with someone who 
walks on water. Unfortunately, there's 
a dearth of miracles being performed 
these days, with all but one vendor' 
being funy preoccupied with trying to 
keep their heads above water. T'O in
sure a successful installation, the user 
organization must be dedicated and' 
committed to the project. 

And dedication starts at the top. The 
head man has to let the word go. out 
loud and clear that he is behind the 
project and expects all departments to 
cooperate in working t'Owards a suc
cessful installation. User must face up 
t'O his responsibilities and take the nec
essary steps to define, implement, and 
control the project. The myriad of de
tail work, designing the system, imple
menti~g the system, testing it, insuring 
the accuracy of the results, ad infini
tum, must be professionally handled by 
user's staff if a successful installati'On is 
to result. No matter how much support 
and assistance vendor is pr'Oviding, 
there is no way that he can be expected 
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to know as much about user's business 
as user does. 

When user makes only a half
hearted commitment to the project, or 
relies on vendor to do it all, he is 
skating on thin ke, because the success 
of the project varies directly with the 
degree of user involvement. 

Involved users know what they want 
and have -a pla.n as to how t6 get it. The 
uninvolved user doesn't quite know 
what he wants, plans poorly, relies on 
vendor to make the decisions, and is 
invariably never pleased with the end 
result. He is potential plaintiff No.1. 

Quality of form contracts 
The most charitable thing thl;\t can 

be said about vendor-supplied form 
contracts is that they are "X-Rated", 
and no businessman should be allowed 
to see one, much less sign one, unless 
accompanied by his lawyer. 

The contracts are designed to pro
tect vendors' interests, not users', and in 
many ways are vague, ,ambiguous, and 
lack definitions and objective stan
dards. User can never be sure 'of what 
he's getting or to whathe's contractual
ly entitled. And if he's not sure, a 
potential dispute is in the works. 

Vendors must adopt "reasonable 
form contracts which will bring stabili
ty, certainty and predictability to the 
Vendor-User relationship. 

Until suoh time as reasonable form 
contracts becOme the industry stan
dard, user is well advised to protect his 
interests in contract negotiations with 
vendor. The following list of items to 
which user should pay particular atten
tion is not an exhaustive list because it 
would ,take a separate article to' com
pletely cover the subject. For want of a 
better name, I have dubbed it the "Ba
sic Protection Plan". 

Delivery. The contract should speci
f.y a definite delivery date. In the event 
vendor misses the date for reasons 
within his control, liquidated damages 
should apply. You'll be lucky to get 

" anything over $100 per day and, Df 

course, no vendor would agree to' un
limited damages; therefore, expect a 
maximum dollar limitation to' be 
thrown at you. Likewise, no vendor 
will accept liability for delays caused 
by circumstances beyond his control. 
And if the delay is caused by- user, 
liquidated damages shall not apply. 
Lastly, if the delay is of sufficiently 
long duration, which . will vary accord
ing to the particular circumstances, 
user shall have the right to' terminate 
the contract without penalty and seek 
substitute equipment elsewhere. 

Since all vendors are of the rightful 
opi,nion that it wouldn't be commer
cially reasonable to' agree to an open
ended liability clause, the practical ef-
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fect of a liquidated damages clause is 
that it will act as an incentive or prod 
to vendor's performance. The facts Df 

Hfe are very simple: (1.) No vendor 
wants to pay one cent to' a user in 
damages. (2.) Assuming one machine 
is coming off the production line, two 
customers have a need for it, one has a 
liquidated damages "clause in his con
tract and the other doesn't, is there any 
doubt as to who ,gets the machine? 

The amounts fixed in liquidated 
damages clauses must be reasonably 
related to' actual damages, or they are 
likely to be shot down in court. When 
in doubt about the amO'unts, consult a 
lawyer. 

Acceptance and Performance Tests. 
User must be careful to define exactly 
what it is that constitutes acceptance 
of the system and triggers his obliga
tion to' pay. If the crux of the matter is 
that the items of equipment contracted 
for must be delivered, installed, 
checked out, able' to function interac
tively, and that certain essential pro
grams must be "live and on the air"., 
then spell it out. 

Similarly, if the entire system must 
be able to run at a 90% uptime level 
for 15 or 30 days before performance 
criteria are satisfied, don't leave it to 
the imagination, put it in the contract. 

Warranties. A satisfa.ctory clause 
would warrant for one year that the 
equipment will be free from defects in 
material. and workmanship and will 
conform to applicable spedfications. 
In the event such defects show up with
in the one-year period, vendor's obliga
tion would be to' repair or replace the 
equipment at his own expense. Vendor 
will natumlly insist that the above shall 
be user's sole and exclusive remedy, 
and that vendor shall not be liable for 
any special or consequential damages. 
Such limitations are reasonable and Ie
ga.lly permissible in a cDmmercial con
text. Do not expect any supplier to 
assume unlimited liability Dr exposure 
for breach of warranty. Most will re
fuse your order rather than agree to 
such an unreasonable request. 

Equipment Flexibility Rights. Your 
contract should specify the conditions 
under which you can upgrade or 
downgrade, whether you'll get 
whacked for a penalty, whether you 
can add foreign attachments without 
having maintenance withdrawn, those 
situations in which you can assign the 
contract or sublet time, and whether 
relocation of the equipment is permis-
sible. . 

Maintenance Response Time. User 
must obtain a guaranteed response 
time for major system failures, like 
three or four hours .. If vendor fails to 
respond within that time, then liqui
dated damages should apply, e.g., $100 

an hour. User should also try to' obtain 
a provision that, in the event vendor 
fails to respond within so many hours, 
user has the right to' 0011 in someone 
else to make the necessary repairs, sur
charge vendor, and not be in breach Df 

any warranties or contractual obliga
tions, or subject to additional charges 
for having unauthorized maintenance 
personnel work on thel equipment. 

Back-Up and Equipment Rental 
Credits. From a user standpoint, the 
key CDncern is to obtain productive use 
from vendor's system. The prudent user 
will strive fDr a backup commitment 
from vendor, at no additional charge, 
for equipment malfunction. Such 
backup will normally be provided at 
one of vendor's data centers Dr at 
another user site. Downtime is inevit
able, but a properly administered 
backup arrangement will ensure that 
user's vital production gets dDne. If 
vendor is providing or arranging for an 
equivalent amount of backup, then us
er has no cause to' seek rental credits, 
but if no backup is provided, user 
should have a provision in his contract 
for rental credits to be applied against 
the basic mDnthly rental for any down
time incurred. 

Program Rights. What is user al
lowed or· prohibited from doing with 
vendor-provided sDftware? What about 
enhancements or modifications to ven
dor-supplied progmms, made solely by 
vendor, solely by user, or jointly? Who 
owns them? Who has the right to use 
them? To market them? What about 
licenses? These are but a few Df the 
thorny pro.gram problems which user 
must clarify in the contract. 

Default. If a default provision is in 
the contract, user must be sure he has a 
reasonable period of time within which 
to cure the default. This period will 
vary depending on the nature of the 
default. For example, ten days would 
be reasDnable to cure nonpayment, 
while 30 days might he needed to re
move an attachment from property or 
to' obtain a dismissal of a bankruptcy 
petition filed against the user! by his 
own creditors. . 

Taxes. The entire area of computer 
taxation can be confusing to' say the 
least. There can be real property taxes, 
personal prDperty taxes, sales tax, use 
tax, income tax, and the investment 
tax credit. Be sure to obtain profes
sional tax advice as to how your par
ticular transaction should be treated. 
Be sure that the contract specifies who 
is responsible for appropriate taxes, in
cluding the amounts thereof. 

Patents. Vendor should stand be
hind his equipment and indemnify user 
against any patent or copyright in
fringements occasioned by using the 
equipment in the normally intended 
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way. If use of the equipment is en
joined, vendor should procure for user 
the right to continue using the equip
ment, 'modify it so that it becomes 
non":infringing, or replace it with non
infringing equipment of equal perfor
mance. In addition, credits against the 
purchase or rental of the equipment 
may be in order to compensate user for 
periods of non-use. 

Legal representation 
We live in an age .of specialization 

and nowhere is this more apparent 
than in the field of law. Yet users de
prive themselves of effective represen
tation either by not using the services 
of a lawyer, or by using a lawyer who 
is not knowledgeable in data process
ing. One would not retain a doctor for 
an operation or hire a consultant, with
out checking on their credentials. Fol
low the same procedure in securing dp 
counsel. Legal roulette is a dangerous 
game; those who play it frequently end 
up with a lawyer who doesn't know the 
difference between hardware, software, 
and TuppcrWare. 

Arbitration 
I hope I have at least partially suc

ceededin recreating 'a vendor-:user dis
pute and making some worthwhile 
suggestions for minimizing litigation. I 
would like to close with one final sug
gestion of a remedy which vendors and 
users have not availed themselves of in 
any significant way, namely arbitra
tion, pursuant to the rules of the Amer
ican Arbitration Association. Why end 
up in court to prove a point? Why go 
at it hammer and tong when a middle 
ground remedy is available which is 
cheaper, quicker, doesn't leave such a 
bad taste in one's mouth, 'and most 
importantly, allows a long-term rela
tionship to continue despite the exis
tence of a serious dispute? 

In addition, arbitration enables you 
to haveyour case heard by one who is 
knowledgeable in the industry and its 
practices. Other industries have suc
cessfully adopted the practice, why 
shouldn't the computer industry? 

For arbitliation to take place, there 
must have been an agreement to arbi
trate. This agreement may be one of 
two kinds: (1.) Agreement in contract 
to arbitrate future disputes; (2.) 
Agreement to' submit an" existing dis
pute to arbitration. In other words, the 
parties can a,gree before' or after the 
dispute arises that it should be settled 
by arbitration. 

Standard clauses recommended by 
the AAAare: 

For the Arbitration of Future Dis
putes. Insert in the contract: Any con
troversy or claim arising out of or re
lating to this contract, or the breach 
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thereof, shall be settled by arbitration 
in accordance with the: Rules, of the 
American Arbitration Association, and 
jUdgment upon the award rendered by 
the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in 
any Court having jurisdiction thereof. 

For the Submission of Existing Dis
putes. We, the undersigned parties, 
hereby agree to submit to arbitration 
under the Commercial Arbitration 
Rules of the American Arbitration As
sociation the following controversy: 
(cite briefly). We further agree that 
the above controversy be submitted to 
( one) (three) Arbitliators selected 
from the panels of arbitrators' of the 
American Arbitration Association. We 
further agree that we will faithfully 
observe this agreement and the Rules 
and that we will abide by and perform 
any award rendered by the Arbitlia
tore s) and that· a judgment of the 
Court having jurisdiction may be en
tered upon the award. 

Arbitration in other industries 
Such disparate entities as the labor-: 

management community, the con
struction industry, stock exchanges, 
trade associations, the franchise indus
try, privately held corporations and 
partnerships have successfully used ar
bitration. In addition, many commer
cial purchase orders contain arbitra
tion clauses. 

Arbitration has become increasingly 

attractive as a way to resolve disputes· 
which arise during long-term relation
ships. The reason is obvious: it pro
vides the one solution which is of in
terest to the businessman, namely,it 
allows the relationship to continue. 

To look at it another way: if a com
puter user reaches ,an: impasse with his 
vendor, throws out the equipment, 
goes the court route, obtains inoney 
damages through a settlement or court 
award, will he be made whole? NO 
WAY! User's business will be dis
rupted, he'll have to find another sup
plier and he's likely to suffer conver
sion difficulties. His victory may very 
well turn out to be pyrrhic. 

Although I have no statistics to bear 
me out, I would hazard a guess that 
arbitration has not received much play 
in the computer industry to date. I am 
not aware of any major vendor stan
dard form contract which contains a 
preprinted arbitration clause. The us-' 
age of such clauses has probably been 
limited to large users who operate un
der specially negotiated master agree
ments. They have the economic· dout 
to obtain special terms plus a dire need 
to establish a workable continuing rela
tionship; i.e., for them to move from 
one vendor to another would definitely 
be Excedrin Headache No. 101. 

One extremely important benefit of 
arbitration is that the dispute can be 
settled in private and the notoriety 

liAs best as I can translate it says, 'One: Get your prospect's atten
tion. Two: If possible, let him see or handle your product. Three: In 
simple language enumerate the advantages your product has over 
similar merchandise ... " 
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CIRCLE 93 ON READER CARD 

Free Handbook Has Answers 
"Process Cooling for the Data Center Environment," published 

by the world's leading manufacturer of computer cooling 
equipment, is now in its third printing. Covers such subjects 

as problems caused by wrong environment, economics of the 
proper system, and design criteria. Get a copy free from 

your local EDPAC sales representative, or by writing direct to 
AC MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Old Cuthbert & Deer Roads, 

Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034. Phone: 609-428-9800. 

rg[Q)~&© 
PROCESS COOLING FOR COMPUTERS 

CIRCLE 89 ON READER CARD 
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which often accompanies lawsuits can 
be avoided. The parties do not have to 
wash dirty linen in public. And al
though skeletons will come out of the 
closet at the hearings, they do not have 
to become part of the permanent rec
ord, because there is no requirement 
that a stenographic record of the pro
ceedings be taken in arbitration, unless 
requested by a party. The parties there
fore have it within their power to keep 
embarrassing information off the rec
ord, and keep the dispute low profile 
by not requesting that a stenographic 
record be taken. Further, the commer
cial arbitrator doesn't have to disclose 
the reasons for his decision. He doesn't 
have to furnish detailed written find
ings of fact and conclusion of law; this' 
assures additional privacy. 

Contrast this with litigation, where 
pre-trial depositions and the trial itself 
create a permanent written record 
which serves as a living testimonial to 
how well vendors and users manage or 
mismanage their businesses. 

In conclusion, arbitration is unique
ly suited for the resolution of technical 
fact issues, such as issues of perfor
mance, quality of merchandise, and 
breach of warranty. These are the 
kinds of issues best determined by ex
perts who understand the business. 
Courts are just not geared up to handle 
the typical computer dispute. It is al
most a certainty that your court case 
will not be heard by experts. 

I for one no longer find it amusing 
to read court" decisions wherein the 
judge goes off on a tangent about how 
it took several weeks to educate him 
and the jury as to the industry and its 
practices, and that computer jargon is 
more conf~sing than any legalese he's 

" ever encountered. 
A preferable alternative to litigation 

exists-I believe arbitration is an idea 
whose time has come. " 0 

Mr. BUCCi, a member of the New 
York Bar and the Massachusetts 
Bar, has worked on contract nego
tiations while on the legal staffs of 
two computer equipment vendors. 
He previously authored "Beware 
the Standard Lease" (see March, 
1973, p. 75). 
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This system automatically schedules and 
initiates jobs, pro~pts operators, and purges files. 

AN 
AUTOMATIC 
SCHEDULING 
SYSTEM 
As the use of time-sharing and shared 
data bases increases, the number of 
reports required increases and the need 
for reliable job scheduling becomes ap
parent. Current methods of scheduling, 
ranging from large sophisticated multi
colored wall murals .to hand-written 
notes, have one thing in common
they are prone to human error. When 
the number of jobs reaches the point 
where considerable manpower is re
quired for scheduling, new methods 
should be developed which will reduce 
costs, make better use of computer and 
human 'resources, and minimize hu
man error. 

A system has been developed and 
tested at Hughes Aircraft Co. which 
automatically schedules and executes 
time-sharing jobs and batch jobs sub
mitted through time-sharing. The ex
ecution of jobs in the system is begun 
without human intervention, and the 
frequency of the job is unimportant to 
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the system as long as it is consistent. 
Operational since January, 1973, 

the system was developed on the Gen
eral Electric Information Services 
Mark III time-sharing service, however, 
any time-sharing or batch system can 
be used which has the following fea
tures: 

a) a real-time clock that can be 
read by a running program 

b) a method to determine the cur
rent date from a running pro
gram 

c) a job queue which will release 
jobs for execution at a specified 
time of the currenf day or the 
following day 

d) a language which allows a run
ning program to place other pro
grams in the job queue 

e) a system which allows a stored 
file of system commands to be 
executed. 

This system in no way interferes with 

by W. C. Hoffer 

the operating system and therefore 
does not affect peripheral assignments 
and other operating system functions. 

The system is called PASS, for Peren
nial Automatic Scheduling System. 
This article describes the minimum con
figuration of the system, and illustrates 
methods for expanding it to accommo
date complex schedules. Program list
ings and flowcharts are included to 
help others configure their own ver
sions. 

System description 
The minimum configuration of PASS 

(see Fig. 1) consists of one FORTRAN 

IV program and nine Command Files1 

( CMF). Each CMF contains a list of 
Independent Run2 (!ND) commands, one 

1 Command File-A GR feature which enables exe
cution of a preset string of system commands 
contained'in a file. 

2 Independent Run-Places a job in the deferred 
run queue for processing at some future time. 
The terminal does not have to be connected to 
the system when the job is being processed: 
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AUTOMATIC 
SCHEDULING SYSTEM 

fO'r each job to be schedul~d. The CMF 
may alsO' contain system commands to 
complete a given task. 

PASS begins with the program DATE
CHK which determines which jobs are 
to be scheduled for the current day. 
DATECHK then writes the appropriate 
commands for execution to the file 
EXECUTE which will then contain all 
non-weekly jobs, the appropriate day
of -the-week job, and the command to 
execute the CMF called EVERYDAY. 
DATECHK then chains to the CMF EXE
CUTE and the contents are executed. 
The file EVERYDAY must contain, as a 
minimum, the command to schedule 
DATECHK for the following day; this 
command makes the system perennial. 
P ASS is initiated by an initial execution 
of DATEcHK-from that point on, 
scheduling and execution are per
formed automatically. 
. The hea:rt of PASS is the FORTRAN 
program DATECHK shown in Fig. 2. 
The variables described in lines 1100 
through 1150 are calculated in lines 
1170 through 1210 using the ICAL3 

1000C 
1010C 
1020C 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1980 
1090& 
1100C 
1110C 
1120C 
1130C 
1140C 
1150C 
1160C 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 

PROGRAM 'DATECHK'-THE MASTER CHECKING AND SCHEDULI 
PROGRAM FOR 'PASS' 
WRITTEN BY W.C. HOFFER 

OPTION NOWARN 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
REAL A 
STRING' PUR,BRE,COMMAND 
COMMON PUR,BRE,COMMAND 
STRING DAILY(7)/'MONDAY', 'TUESDAY', 'WEDNSDAY', 'THURSDAY' 
'FRIDAY','SATURDAY','SUNDAY'I 

CALCULATE THE FISCAL WEEK-FWEEK .. 
SERIAL WEEK-SWEEK 
SERIAL DAY-SDAY 
DAY OF THE WEEK-DAY 
(1=MONDAY .... 7=SUNDAY) 
TODAY'S DATE-TODAY 

TODAY =ICAL(O) 
SDA Y = ICAL(TODA Y) 
SWEEK=SDA Y 17 
FWEEK=ICAL(SWEEK) 
DAY =MOD(ICAL(TODA Y),7)+ 1 
BRE='$BREAK' 

(Fig. 2 continues on opposite page) 

Fig. 2. DATECHK program. 

~~. EVERYDAY~_ ...... 
(eMF) 

IND 

Fig. 4. A slight expansion of the minimum configura
tion shows how PASS schedules both a daily job and 
a weekly job to be executed pnTuesdays ... 

Fig. 1. The minimum configuration of the system pro
vides the basic capability for scheduling all daily and 
weekly jobs. (As illustrated, however, PASS is doing 
no work otherthan scheduling itself.) 
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and modulo functions. In this configu
ration there are only two jobs to' sched
ule. The first is dependent on the day 
of the week calculation. The IND com
mand is fQormed.in line 9020 and then 
written to the CMF EXECUTE using the 
subrQoutine WRITE IT which begins at 
line 9200. For the second job, the IND 

command is formed for the CMF 

EVERYDAY, as shown in line 9050, and 
written to EXECUTE. DATECHK then 
chains to the CMF EXECUTE and pro
cesses its commands. 

The CMF EVERYDAY, listed in Fig. 3, 
must contain a minimum of one job. 
This job schedules DATECHK for execu
tion tomQorrow at 0330 hours with de
ferred priority. On most systems a sub
stantial reduction in processing costs is 
realized any time jobs can be executed 
on a low priority, i.e., deferred or 
overnight. The LIST DATEOUT com-

3 ICAL-A multipurpose calendar function that 
provides translation between normal calendar 
dates (of form YYMMDD) and a serial day 
representation. It also provides translation be
tween a fiscal week (of form YYWW) and a 
serial fiscal week or serial week representation. 

(Fig. 2 continued) 

9000C FOLLOWING IS ALWAYS EXECUTED 
9010 PUR='PUR DAYOUT' 
9020 COMMAND='IND-5,'+DAILY(DA y)+'"DAYOUT"RET' 
9030 CALL WRITEIT 
9040 PUR='PUR DAYOUT' 
9050 COMMAND='IND-5,EVERYDAY"EVERYOUT"PRIO(DEF),RET' 
9060 CALL WRITEIT 
9070 ENDFILE "EXECUTE" 
9080 CHAIN "EXECUTE" 
9090 CALL EXIT;END 
9190C WRITE THE COMMANDS TO THE 'EXECUTE' FILE 
9200 SUBROUTINE WRITEIT 
9210 STRING PUR,BRE,COMMAND 
9220 COMMON PUR,BRE,COMMAND 
9230 WRITE("EXECUTE",I)PUR,BRE,COMMAND 
9240 1 FORMAT(AI AI A)· 
9250 RETURN-END 

(Fig. 2 end) 

*FILENAME 'EVERYDAY' 
LIST DATEOUT 
$ BREAK 
PUR DATEOUT 
$BREAK 
IND-5,DATECHK"DATEOUT"SYS(FIV),TOM,EAR(0330),PRIO(DEF),RET 

Fig. 3. CMF EVERYDAY. 

Fig. 9. The scheduler can handle jobs that are run on 
any regular basis. The job COO 1 might be run every 
other week, on Monday night after9:30, for instance. 
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Fig. 14. The total system configu
ration shows the linkage to daily, 
weekly, and less frequently initi
ated programs. 
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The Hop.e)0Vell Information System 
1~ a better yvay to get 

all your tlll1e sharmg under one rooj 



You're buying a lot of time sharing? 
~oneywell is selling a lot of time 
;haring. We helped pioneer the tech
lology. We have broad experience; 
Ne have some of the best time sharing 
I;ystems in the business. And we're 
)articularly strong in that all-important 
Ispect, software. 
: You can buy our DATANET
WORK* remote batch and time 
,haring service. It's a nationwide 
'letwork and you can buy a little or a 
~ot, depending on your needs. It's a 
~reat way to consolidate and standard
lze if your past needs have been met 
in an uncoordinated fashion. It's a way 
1[0 prepare fo~ your own in-house time 
~haring system through a well
~ontrolled, easy-to-justify transition. 
I BecauseDATANETWORK* is 
part of The Honeywell Information 
System, its hardware operates under 
the same standards, and utilizes the 
same GeOS time sharing and remote 
batch software as our new Series 60. 

If your present or future time 
sharing requirements would seem to 
justify your own in-house system, 
DATANETWORK is the way to 
start and our new Series 60 is the way 
to go. Then, when your new system is 
installed, your programs are ready 

and your ready-to-go workload has 
already justified your investment. 

Here's just one of many examples: 
A large midwest company had 100 
different groups within the company 
spending as much as $60,000 a month 
with 11 different outside time sharing 
services. Now they're transferring 
their programs toDATANETWORK 
in anticipation of installing their own 
Honeywell system. They expect to 
save nearly 50%. What's more, when 
their computer arrives, they'll be off 
and running almost immediately 
because 'of GeOS compatibility. 

And now, with the introduction of 
our new Series 60 line, we've made 
an in-house system more attractive 
than ever before. And you're not 
limited to time sharing. 

Level 66 (four models) of our 

newly-announced Series 60 systems 
offer a complete GeOS multidimen
sional capability: time sharing, remote 
access, batch, and transaction process
ing - all running on one system. 
By merging the processing dimensions 
in concurrent operation, you can 
tailor the mix - even make day-to-day 
and minute-to-minute changes. And 
there's a higher level of effectiveness 
than you could get with multiple
system installations. 

With the savings in time and money 
that Honeywell time sharing offers, 
there's really no reason to wait. Our 
DATANETWORK* service can 
start serving your multiple locations 
almost immediately. 

Find out more about the advan
tages of having all your time sharing 
under one roof. Mail the coupon. 

r---------------------------------, 
I I HoneyWell Information Systems (MS 061) 
I 200 Smith Street 
I Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 

: I'd like to know more about Honeywell time sharing. 
I 0 Please have a sales representative call for an appointment. 
I 0 Please send more information. 
I I Name ____________________________________________ __ 
: Title ____________________________________________ _ 
I Company ________________________________ ~ ________ __ 
I Address __________________________________________ __ 

: City State Zip _____ _ 
L _____________________________ ~ ___ ~ 

The Other Computer Company: 
Honeywell 

*Honeywell Trademark 
CIRCLE 60 ON READER CARD 



AUTOMATIC 
SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
mand lists the activity for the day. 
With the scheduling of DATECHK, the 
P ASS chain is complete. 

Weekly job schedules 
Fig. 4 illustrates scheduling of both 

a daily and a weekly job. The daily job 
is contained in the CMF EVERYDAY, and 
a weekly job to be executed on Tues
day is contained in the CMF TUESDAY. 

The daily job, AOO 1 CMF, updates 
the data file AOOlDATA which is ac
cessed each day by users on the system. 
The job is scheduled to run in a de
ferred mode. Fig. 5 shows the CMF 

EVERYDAY and F~g. 6 the eMF 

AOOlCMF. 
The weekly job, BOOlCMF, is 

scheduled every Tuesday to be exe
cuted no earlier than 2200 hours on 
overnight priority. CMF TUESDAY is 
shown in Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 shows the 
CMF BOOleMF. 

Non-weekly jobs 
Non-weekly schedules require addi

tions to the program DATECHK. The 
following expansion demonstrates the 
inclusion of job COOl, which must be 
executed every other week, on Monday 
night, after 2130 hours. The job was 
initiated for the first time on October 
21, 1973, an odd serial week. Fig. 9 
shows the flowchart for this expansion. 

Additions to DATECHK for job COOl, 
shown in Fig. 10, must include a meth
od for determining the odd serial week. 
Lines 1230 through 1270 form and 
write the IND ·command to the CMF 

EXECUTE. Lines 9260 through 9340 
show the function EVEN which deter
mines whether the first argument is 
evenly divisible by the second. When 
the variable SWEEK is sent to EVEN 

with two as the divisor, EVEN will re
turn a negative or positive "one" corre
sponding to the odd or even value of 
SWEEK. 

Issuing operator instructions 
To demonstrate another feature of 

PASS, job COOl will write a report file 
which will be directed to a line printer 
on six-part paper. The report must be 
decollated and delivered to a predeter
mined location. This usually requires a 
human to remember what to do and 
when. There is nothing PASS can do to 
physically· move paper, but it can re
mind people to perform the· desired 
tasks via a pe'rmanent file, DAYSWORK, 
which is listed each morning to issue 
instructions to data processing person
nel. 

A small BASIC language program is 
executed with each job that requires 
human tasks. The program for each 
job is identical except for the operator 
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Fig. 4 (See page 76 ) 

*FILENAME 'EVERYDAY' 
PUR AOOI0UT 
$BREAK 

. IND-5,AOOlCMF"AOOlOUT,SYS(CMF),PRIO(DEF),RET 

Fig. 5. CMF EVERYDAY. 

*FILENAME 'AOOlCMF 
PUR AOOlDATA 
$ BREAK 
CRE AOOlDATA" 
$BREAK 
RUN JOBAOOI 

Fig. 6. CMF AOOlCMF. 

* FILENAME 'TUESDAY' 
PUR BOOlOUT 
$BREAK 
IND-5,BOOlCMF"BOOlOUT"SYS(CMF),PRIO(OVE),EAR(2200),RET 

Fig. 7. CMFTUESDAY. 

'FILENAME 'BOOlCMF' 
RUN JOBBOOI 

Fig. 8. CMF BOOlCMF. 

Fig. 9. (See page 77) 

1230C 
l240C 
1250 
1260 
1270 
9260C 
9270C 
9280C 
9290 
9300 
93l0C 
9320 
9330 
9340 

SCHEDULE JOB COOl FOR EXECUTION· ON MONDAY 
OF THE ODD SERIAL WEEKS AFTER 2130 HOURS 

PUR='PUR COOI0UT' 
COMMAND='IND-5,COOlCMF"COOl OUT"SYS(CMF),PRIO(OVE),EAR(2l30) 
IF(EVEN(SWEEK,2).GT.0.AND.DA Y.EQ.l)CALL WRITEIT . 

THIS FUNCTION DETERMINES IF THE FIRST ARGUMENT 
IS EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY THE SECOND (FOR INTEGERS) 
IF TRUE, EVEN IS SET TO + 1 ELSE EVEN IS-l 

FUNCTION EVEN(J,K) 
INTEGER EVEN 

ASSUME ODD SET FUNCTION· TO -1 
EVEN=-1 
IF(J .EQ.(J IK*K»EVEN= 1 
RETURN;END 

Fig. 10. DATECHKadditions for job COOL 
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AUTOMATIC 
SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
instr:uctions. Fig. 11 is a listing of 
COOlINFO, which issues instructions 
for job COOL (See Fig. 10). This 
method of issuing instructions reduces ) 
man-hours and errO'rs by eliminating 
the need for checking individual job 
schedules. At Hughes, the first ma
chine operator arriving in the morning 
logs on the system with a special num
ber. The DAYSWORK file is automatical
ly listed and its current contents re
moved, leaving a blank file for the next 
day's information. 

Purging files 
Every user is plagued with remem

bering which files are his and purging 
them when they are nO' longer needed. 
The report file COOIPRNT is such a 
file. It must remain on the disc until 
the high speed terminal operator prints 
the file, after which it should be 
purged. A small FORTRAN program can 
be added to PASS to' determine when a 
file has been printed and automatically 
purge it. This feature enhances cost 
effectiveness and reliability by elimi
natin,g still another human task and 
unnecessary disc storage costs. 

The program COOIPRG, listed in 
Fig. 12, uses the subroutines DESCRI4, 

SLEEp5, and PURGE6, respectively, to' 
determine the number of accesses to' 
the. file COOIPRNT, to' become dor
mant for a predetermined time, and 
then to purge the file. TO' dO' this, the 
program must determine when file 
COOIPRNT has been accessed four 
times. File accesses. are updated for 
each activity on the file. Four accesses 
denote the file has been: (1) created, 
(2) written, (3) directed to the printer 
and (4) printed. Program COOIPRG 
describes the file COOIPRNT and, if 
the number O'f accesses is less than 
four, goes to sleep for thirty minutes 
and tries again. When the fourth ac
cess is found, the program goes to sleep 
for three hours to allow for any printer 
problems and then purges the file. File' 
COOIPRNT is written sometime dur
ing MO'nday night and COOIPRG is 
executed at 0800 hours on Tuesday. 
(See Fig. 10). 
Fig. 13 is the CMF COOICMF which 
contains all the instructions for execut
ing job COOL 

Now all of the.general capabilities of 
P ASS have been reviewed and individ
ually illustrated. The previously dis
cussed schedules are assembled with 

4 DESCRIBE SUBROUTINE - Describes the 
characteristics of a given file under control of a 
running FORTRAN program. 

5 SLEEP SUBROUTINE - Suspends execution 
of the calling program for the number of sec
onds specified in the first argument of the sub
routine. 

~ PURGE SUBROUTINE - Purges files from the 
catalog under control of a running FORTRAN pro
gram. 
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100REM 
1l0REM 
120 

PROGRAM COOlINFO-INSTRUCTlONS FOR JOB COOl 
WRITTEN TO FILE 'DAYSWORK' 

130 
140 
150 

FILES DAYSWORK 
APPEND #1 
PRINT ·#l,"*****JOB COOl INSTRUCTIONS" 
PRINT #l,"MONDAY-ODD SERIAL WEEKS" 

160 
170 

PRINT ·#l,"CALL HIGH SPEED PRINTER OPERATOR-EXT 6198" 
PRINT ·#l,"PRINT FILE'C001PRNT' ON FORM 2156" 

180 
190 
200 

PRINT #l,"USE LOGICAL TERMINAL IDENT 'DIV21TUC'" 
PRINT ;#l,"DECOLLATE REPORT-DELIVER TO ROOM 60S" 
PRINT #l,"*****END OF JOB COOl INSTRUCTIONS" 

210 STOP 
220 END 

Fig. 11. Program COOIINFO. 

100C PROGRAM C001PRG-PURGES FILE 'C001PRNT' 
110C 3 HOURS AFTER THE FOURTH ACCESS 
120 OPTION NOWARN 
130 ALPHA ARRA Y(22) 
140 EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY)(15),NOACC) 
150 ARRAY(3)="C001" 
160 ARRA Y(4)="PRNT" 
170 1 CALL DESCRI(ARRAY,I) 
180 IF(NOACC.GEA)GO TO 2 
190C GO TO SLEEP FOR 30 MINUTES 
200 CALL SLEEP(1800,0) 
210 GO TO 1 
220C NUMBER OF'ACCESSES 4 OR MORE-SLEEP 3 HOURS 
230 2 CALL SLEEP(9800,0) 
240C WAKE UP AND PURGE THE FILE 
250 CALL PURGE("COOIPRNT"," ",1) 
260C IF FILE IS BUSY TRY PURGE LATER 
270 IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 2 
280 STOP 
290 END 

Fig. 12. Program COOIPRG. 

*FILENAME 'COOICMF' 
RUN C001INFO 
$BREAK 
PUR COOl PRNT 
·$BREAK 
CRE C001PRNT" 
RUN JOBCOOI 
*DIRECT THE OUTPUT TO A HIGH SPEED PRINTER 
PRINT C001PRNT;DIV21;NONE . 
PURGE C1PRGOUT 
$ BREAK 
IND-15,C001PRG"C1PRGOUT"SYS(FIV),TOM,EAR(0800),RET 

Fig. 13. CMF COOICMF. 
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minimum PASS configuration into a 
al system flowchart in Fig. 14. 

lmPlex schedules 
fhe logic required in DATECHK for 
lermining complex schedules will de
lId on the type of date function 
Idlable to the user. A few examples 
Icomplex schedules, however, might 
I)ve helpful. 
:<\ssume a schedule for the last Fri-
1 of each month. The ICAL function 
les the current date in the integer 
1m YYMMDD, allowing arithmetic 
'~rations to be performed on the 
~e. Fig. 15 demonstrates one method 
Idetermining the last Friday of the 
10th. 
I 

Frequently, schedules are needed for 
'pecific date", for example, the fifth of 
'~ry month. This requires a real num
;. calculation to mask YYMM from 
MMDD as shown in Fig. 16. Looking 
:~k at DATECHK in Fig. 2, the variable 
(' was typed "real" in line 1050 for 
s kind of schedule determination. 
Ilally, Fig. 17 illustrates the pro
lmming required to determine the 
I 
ursday before the last Monday of 
I~month. 

lnciusion 
With PASS to schedule and execute 
itine jobs, the user is free to schoo-
I . 
: more efficient use of system re
IlfceS• 

iThe accurate instructions issued to 
erators by PASS have been found to 
minate the need for large volumes of 
)cedural information about jobs as 
11 as the need for remembering to 
ld them at the proper times. 
The automatic elimination of un
:essary files frees disc storage. 
PASS, used in conjunction with exist
~ system capabilities, has proved to 
)Vide better utilization of both sys
n and human resources. 0 

t1r. Hoffer is the head of data pro
:essing services at the Tucson En
:ineering Laboratory of Hughes Air
:raft Co. He also has lectured on 
~ORTRAN at Hughes and at the 
Jniv. of Arizona. 
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Fig. 14. (See page 77) 

1280C 
1290 
1300C 
1310 
1320C 
1330C 
1340 
1350 
1370 

CONVERT TODAY YYMMDD TO YYMM 
K=TODAY/100 

CONVERT SERIAL DAY + 7 TO YYMM 
Kl = ICAL(SDAY + 7)/100 

IF TODAY IS IN THIS MONTH AND ONE WEEK FROM TODAY 
IS NOT~THIS IS THE LAST DAY OF ITS KIND IN THIS MONTH 

PUR='FILENAME' 
COMMAND='IND-5,JOBNAME"FILENAME"SYS(FIV),PRIO(OVE)' 
IF(K.LT.Kl.AND.DAY.EQ.5)CALL WRITEIT 

Fig. 15. Determining the last Friday of the month. 

1400C 
1410C 
1420 
1430C 
1440C 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480C 
1490 

CONVERT 'TODAY' TO A REAL NUMBER AND MOVE DECIMAL POINT 
LEFT 2 PLACES.ADD .0005 TO 'A' ALLOWING FOR CALCULATION ERROR. 

A=FLOAT(TODA y)*.01 +.0005 
SUBTRACT THE INTEGER PORTION OF 'A' FROM 'A' AND MOVE 
DECIMAL p'OINT RIGHT 2 PLACES ASSIGNING RESULT TO INTEGER J 

J = (A-IFIX(A»* 100. 
PUR='FILENAME' 
COMMAND='IND-5,JOBNAME"FILENAME"SYS(FIV),PRIO(DEF) 

CHECK FOR "J" EQUAL TO THE FIFTH OF THE MONTH 
IF (J .EQ.5)CALL WRITEIT 

Fig. 16. Masking the date. 

1500C 
1510 
1520C 
1530 
1540C 
1550 
1560 
1570 
15800 
1590C 
1600C 
1610C 
1620 

CONVERT TODAY YYMMDD TO YYMM 
I=TODAY/I00 

CONVERT TODAY + 4 TO YYMM 
14=ICAL(SDAY +4)/100 

CONVERT TODAY + 11 TO YYMM 
111 =ICAL(SDA y)+ 11)/100 
PUR='FILENAME' . 
COMMAND='IND-5,JOBNAME"FILENAME,~SYS(FIV),PRIO(OVE)' 

IF TODAY IS THURSDAY THEN TODAY + 4 IS NEXT MONDAY AND 
TODAY + 11 IS MONDAY AFTER NEXT. THEREFORE IF "I" IS 
EQUAL TO "14" AND "I" NOT EQUAL TO "111" THEN TODAY IS 
THE THURSDAY BEFORE THE LAST MONDAY OF THE MONTH 

IF(DAY.EQA.AND.I.EQ.14.AND.I.NE.Ill)CALL WRITEIT 

Fig. 17. Determining the Thursday before the last Monday of the month. 
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Diablo's HyType 1 Serial Printer 
gives you clear, crisp printing at 
throughput speeds three to five 
times greater than the most 
widely used I/O typewriter. And 
does it with one-fifth the moving 
parts. Electronic servos control 
critical movements like character 
and column selection. Stepping 
motors control paper and ribbon 
feed. HyType has electronic tab
bing for both horizontal and 

Diablo Systems, Incorporated 
A Xerox Company 
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vertical spacing. In 'addition to 
greater throughput, elimination of 
4/5's the moving parts assures 
extra long life and trouble-free 
performance in heavy duty opera
tions with minimum routine pre·· 
ventive maintenance. Optional 
features include regular or pin 
feed platens and auxiliary form 
feed tractors. One and two color 
cloth ribbons and multi-strike 
carbon film ribbons are available 
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in snap-in cartridges. Diablo's 
character wheel is available in 
12 fonts, many languages, inter
changeable in a few seconds. 
For the best in low-cost, high 
performance printers demand 
Diablo HyType for your system. 
For a complete technical presen
tation, write or call Diablo 
Systems, Incorporated, 24500 
Industrial Boulevard, Hayward, 
California 94545, (415) 783-3910. 

XEROXBJ is a trademark of XEROX Corporation 
HyType and Diablo are trademarks 
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Packet switching permits higher line efficiency 
and more reliable transmission. The proposed networks 
also will make it possible to share workloads between computers, 
to leave data bases geographically distributed, 
and to connect "incompatible" models of computers and terminals. 

PUBLIC 
PACKET-SWITCHED 
NETWORKS by Barry D. Wessler and Richard B. Hovey 
The electronic transfer of information 
to or from a distant computer is the 
fastest-growing use of this country's 

. telecommunications channels (Fig. 1). 
Spurred on by inadequacies in the ser
vices currenHy provided by the com
munications . carriers and armed with 
recent technological and regulatory 
developments, a new class of "value
added carriers" (VAC'S) has recently 
entered this multi· billion-dollar mar
ket. These organizations plan to add 
special-purpose switching equipment 
to transmission tacilities leased from 
existing carriers and to offer new ser
vices specifically designed to meet the 
specialized communications require
ments of computer users. The data 
communications services proposed by 
the VAC'S differ from presently avail
able services not simply in degree, re
presenting marginal improvements, but 
rather in kind-and they offer signi
ficant cost and performance benefits 
for many computer users. 

To date, four companies have ap
plied to the Federal Communications 
Commission for permission to operate 
value-added networks. At this writing, 
three of these applications have been 
granted. It is anticipated that public 
value-added networks will be providing 
service on a nationwide basis within 
two to three years. 

This article is concerned with the 
benefits. subscribers can anticipate 
from the type of service proposed by· 
two of the four companies: Telenet 
Communications Corp. (Telenet) and 
Packet Communications, Inc. (PCI). 

Both company's applications were ap
proved. Both plan to offer nationwide 
terminal-to-computer and computer-to
computer data communication service 
using "packet-switched" carrier net
works as discussed below. A third 
company, Graphnet Systems, Inc. has 
been authorized to build a specialized 
network for the transmission of fac
simile images. The fourth, ;MCI Data 
Transfer Corp. (MDT), proposes what 
is essentially a data concentratiori ser
vice; like the other VAC'S, MDT intends 
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to lease transmission facilities from 
existing carriers, but the details of the 
switching technology to be employed 
are not described in its FCC applica
tion. 

The packet-sw,itched networks pro
posed by Telenet and PCI are based 
upon the'technology developed for the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(ARPA) Network, a private data com-. 
munications network serving the com
puter science research community. 
Applications to provide a similar ser
vice commercially were submitted to 
the FCC by PCI (the first of the four 
VAC applications) in January 1973 and 
by Telenet (a subsidiary of Bolt 
Beranek and Newman Inc., the builder 
and operator of the ARPA Network) in 
October. Figs. 2 ·and 3 show the initial 
configurations of these two authorized 
networks. 

Packet-switching technology was 
specifically developed to provide eco
nomical and reliable data communica
tions service for both terminal-to-com
puter interaction, where fast response 
is required, and computer-to-computer 
data transfer, where high bandwidth is 
required. A packet-switched network 
operates by formatting data messages 
into small units or packets and trans
mitting each packet over the fastest 
available route among switching nodes 
for reassembly at the destination. The 
dynamically variable routing permits 
rapid and reliable service with high 
efficiency in the use of lines and re
sultant low cost; other important fea
tures include very low error rates, and 
the ability to transmit communications 
between ordinarily "incompatible" 
computers and terminals (through the 
use of communications processors 
which hook both terminals and com
puters to the networks) . 

Benefits 
Potential benefits to customers of 

packet-switched carrier services are de
scribed below for three broad classes of 
computer user organizations engaged 
in: (1) operating internal teleprocess-

ing systems; (2) exchanging bulk data 
between computers; and (3) selling re
mote access computer services . 

As an example, consider a large 
manufacturer operating three private 
data communication networks that 
have grown up independently around 
three different computers (perhaps at 
different locations) in the corporation 
-one supporting administrative mes
sage switching, one for data collection 
purposes, and the third perhaps for 
inquiries to central inventory and cus
tomer files. While presently available 
communications services lead the 
manufacturer to develop separate net
works, connection to a packet
switched network (either public or pri
vate) would enable the corporation to 
consolidate these separate networks to 
avoid duplication and underutilization 
of communication, computing, and 
terminal resources. Line costs, for ex
ample, are reduced through sharing, 

. and a single set of terminals could use 
the network to access the special appli
cations and data bases on all three 
computers. Finally, the three s;ystems 
would no longer be separate and inter
communication would be feasible. 

A corporation need not, however, 
have multiple systems to benefit from 
packet-switched network service; a 
company which operates a single tele
processing network can realize ad
vantages. Typically, such networks 
employ leased lines which are either 
underutilized at all but the peak hour 
or else offer degraded response time 
during the peak hour. When its termi
nals and computers communicate 
through a public packet-switched net
work, the corporation pays only for 
the data transmitted and not for idle, 
unused capacity. The packet network 
handles daily and seasonal fluctuations 
without degradation and can absorb 
long-term growth in traffic. 

Bulk data transfers 
A good model for a company in

volved in computer-to-computer data 
exchange is a national manufacturing 
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PACKET-SWITCHED NETWORKS 
organization which transmits daily 
production and inventory information 
from 'regional manufacturing and 
warehouse facilities to a central com
puter facility.' Currently, the data are 
sent over switched or leased voice
grade lines for a period of several 
hours a day. But costs tend to be high, 
errors which cause retransmission are 
frequent, and a long transmission pe
riod is required. Ideally, the manufac
turer would like to transfer large vol
umes of data quickly and accurately, 
yet without being forced to lease CO&tly 
full-period, wideband communication 
lines-a capability provided by the 
proposed v AC networks but not pro
vided by generally available public 
communication services today. 

Most of the benefits discussed so far 
have involved improvements in exist
ing communications applications. In 
the area of computer-to-computerdata 
tmnsfer, the capabilities of packet
switched networks also facilitate a 
wide range of new computer applica
tions. For example, a packet network 
will make practical rapid on-line access 
to a data base geographically dis-

,tributed among many separate com
puter centers. This would be valuable, 
for instance, in a network of intercon
nected local or regional credit authori
zation files, insurance policyholder 
files, or airline reservation files. In ad
dition to the transfer of data files or 
selected records from these files, the 
network makes it more practical to en
gage in dynamic load sharing-that is, 
the transfer of complete jobs for ex
ecution on remote machines. 

Once a corporation's several com
putation centers are linked through a 
common network, a wider range of 
computing services can be provided 
throughout the corporation at a sig
nificant saving in overall data process
ing costs. 

Benefits for vendors, 
As an example of a remote-access 

computer service vendor, consider, a 
firm marketing time-sharing or data 
base services in only one region of the 
country. In the past, this vendor has 
expanded his geographic customer 
base by leasing telephone lines and 
providing mu1tip~exing facilities in 
those cities where the number of cus
tomers economically justified such in
stallations. As the customers have in
creased in a particular city 'being 
served, the vendor has had to make 
sure that enough multiplexer ports 
were available so that no customers 
would encounter an "all ports, busy" 
condition. 

As a subscriber to a packet-switched 
network service, however, the regional 
time-sharing vendor can provide local 
dial-up access to customers in all the 
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population centers served by that car
rier. The vendor will thus be able to 
offer his services on a nationwide basis, 
without needing to determine before
hand which cities are likely to yield the 
requisite number of customers. Rarely, 
if ever, will customers be denied port 
access, since the VAC will be capable of 
justifying a significantly larger number 
of ports in each city than could the 
time-sharing vendor alone. In those 
cities where the vendor has already 
installed multiplexing equipment, he 

4 

can either remove and relocate the 
hardware or 'use the "AO system for 
backup or expansion. 

In addition to, increasing the time
sharing firm's geographic coverage, the 
public packet-switching network is 
likely to bring the firm a, new class of 
customers. These are the users of tele
processing terminals, many of whom 
cannot today readily access time'-shar
ing and other commercial services be
cause they are permanently linked to a 
corporate computer center via leased 
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Fig. 1. The fastest growing use of this nation's telecommunications 
channels is in data transmission. The expected rate of increase in 
channel use is reflected in the projections for the population of 
terminals. 
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Fig. 2. Packet Communications, Inc., was the first to apply to the 
Federal Communications Commission for permission to operate a 
value-added network employing packet switching. 
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lines. If the connections between 
terminals and computer centers were 
made through a public packet net-

I work, the terminals could also access 
the services of vendors, such as the 
time-sharing company, whose com
puters were connected to the network. 

When the time-sharing service in 
our example finds a need td expand its 
computer facilities, the packet-switch
ing network creates new alternative 
means for doing so. A computer at any 
location can be connected to the net
work by a leased line. Thus, for exam
ple, if the firm acquires another service 
vendor with computer facilities in a 
distant city, it can connect acquired as 
wen as present computer centers to the 
VAC'S network and can offer its cus
tomers 'access, to all centers through 
the network. 

For corporations in .all three cate
gories above, various other savings 
may result from the use of a public 
packet-switched network. These in
clude: (1) a reduction in the size of 
the support staff needed to monitor 
and diagnose communication prob
lems; (2) the ability, in many cases, to 
reduce the amount of central site 
equipment such as modems, 'line termi
nation units, terminal control units and 
front-end processors; (3) a reduction 
in the communications. processing 
overhead in the user's computer; and 
( 4) the ability to select the terminal 
type most appropriate for a particular 
application, without being constrained 
to the models supported by the com
puter vendor. In many cases, the most 
significant advantage wiU be the intan
gible savings associated with less fre
quent network outages and the re
duced downtime due to single-source 

o Switching center 

[] SWitching center with 
satellite transmission station 

responsibility for end-to-end com
munication service. 

Conclusions 
Prospective packet-switchin,g car

riers have proposed the establishment 
of a fundamentally new type of com
munications service, designed spe
cifically for computer users, and based 
upon extensive technological research 
and development efforts. The proposed 
services are closely matched to the data 
communications requirements of com
puter users as articulated in proceed
ings before the FCC. By offering high
speed, reliable, and virtually error
free data communications through 
switched facilities, the new carriers will 
provide service superior .in quality to 
that of dedicated wide band lines and at 
substantially reduced cost, together 
with the flexibility and geographic cov
erage available through a public 
switched network. 
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Structured programming, networking, 
parallel computing, microprocessing-the hot topics 
in data processing are the same anywhere in the world. 

IFIP 
CONGRESS74 by Philip H. Dorn, Contributing Editor 

. Has it really been three years since the 
last straggler inched out of Ljubljana? 
The last IFIP Congress was so long ago 
that RCA was still in the computer busi
ness, four named Heath, Brandt, Pom
pidou and Nixon were in charge, and 
Telex had not yet even filed suit against 
IBM. Once again it is time for the trien
nial gathering of the clan, and this time 
Stockholm draws the nod. 

The Congress of the International 
Federation for Information Processing 
is dominated by academics, a sort of 
super-professorial version of the sum
mer ACM meeting where papers have 
long, forbidding titles and everybody 
seems to frown a lot. The handful of 
brave exhibitors, just over 100 at last 
count, offer a refuge for those inter
ested in somethin,g more tangible than 
a discussion of eigenvalues or comput
er-enhanced image processing. 

Concurrent with the Congre~s will 
be MEDINFO 74, an IFIP-sponsored 
meeting attempting to straddle the twin 
worlds of data processing and medical 
technology. It is not easy to get these 
two into the same hall, and TC 4, the 
IFIP group concerned with medical in
formatics, should be commended for 
this attempt. The rapidly expanding 
fields of computer-assisted clinical 
practice and computerized administra
tion of health care facilities have not 
yet been given proper attention at ma
jor conferences. Hopefully this First 
World Conference will be the forerun
ner of regular meetings. 

Technical Program 
Prof. Herbert Freeman (New York 

Univ.) and his multinational Program 
Committee have finished their work. 
The final score was 41 invited papers, 
174 refereed papers and 18 informal 
panel discussions. These are divided 
into 88 sessions in addition to the for
mal opening and closing ceremonies. 
Opening day is Monday, August 5 and 
the closing session (featuring Ruth 
Davis of NBS) will be on Saturday 
morning, August 10. 

The papers are divided into six cate-
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gories: computer architecture and 
hardware, software, mathematical 
computing, computers in scientific and 
technological applications, computers 
in the social sciences and humanities, 
and a broad cate,gory called manage
ment and administration.1 

Computer architecture and 
hardware 

This section appears loaded with pa
pers on unbuilt systems and papers dis
cussing networking. One that ought to 

be of special interest is the lead-off 
paper for the Congress, "Trends and 
Problems in Computer Organizations," 
to be delivered by Johns Hopkins Univ. 
microprogramming expert, M. J. Flynn. 

An invited pair, "The Impact of LSI 
Technology on Computer Systems," 
Gerald B. Herzog (RCA Laboratories) 
and "The Design and Impact of Pocket 
Calculators," Thomas M. Whitney 
(Hewlett-Packard), nicely represent 
the large and small of things. based on 

INot every session is covered in these pages. All 
selections reveal the author's biases as to what he 
thinks important or has guessed from the abstract 
may be of above-average interest. 

today's semiconductor technology. 
One session has an interesting pair 

of sleepers, "Computers in the 1980s
Trends in Hardware Technology," 
Rein Turn (Rand) and "On Attaining 
the Near-Perfect Availability Required 
in Future Information Processing Sys
tems" (that means "making it work 
good"), by M.J. Marcus (IBM). The 
Turn paper takes a good look at semi
conductor technology for the next 15 
years while the IBM paper is really a 
discussion of the many factors outside 
pure hardware that must be paid atten
tion before one attains total system 
reliability. 

Remember Atlas, the second-genera
tion machine with virtual memory? 
That was long ago, but the Univ. of 
Manchester is now working on the 
MU-5 and Prof. Frank Sumner plans a 
report on their current progress includ
ing the first performance monitoring 
experiments. 

Have you considered multiprocess
ing your microprocessors? If not, you 
may want to listen to the session de
scribing the MICS system developed by 
the team from Nippon Electric. Inter
ested in the computing state of the art 
in Israel? You might want to hear 
about the latest "Golem B Computer 
System" from M. Melman of the 
Weizmann Institute. 

Communications systems, packet or 
otherwise, are a major topic these days. 
You can hear about packet switching 
from the French on "The CIGALE Ma
chine," or the English and Canadians 
with their "BNR Network." 

Software 
This group of papers can easily be 

divided into a 2 x 2 matrix, where one 
axis represents "planned" or "imple
mented," the other deals with "operat
ing systems" or "languages." This 
makes for a bit of a split that attendees 
will need to watch when selecting ses
sions. Worth special note are two pan
els, one on Tuesday morning covering 
"Structured Programming" and the 
other to be chaired by Werner Frank 
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(Informatics) on Friday afternoon 
covering "The Future of Software 
Products." 

Niklaus Wirth has the credentials to 
speak about "The Design of Program
ming Languages." The creator of PL!-
360, a most useful system implementa
tion language, and author of the fa
mous remarks about the impossibility 
of programming a multi-register ma
chine, here addresses the pitfalls of 
language design in an invited paper. 
No matter how correct the language 
may be, you will not have much luck 
in solving the problem if the require
ments are not stated precisely, a point 
to be addressed by Barry Boehm 
(TRW) as he looks toward a more for
mal mechanism for stating problem re
quirements (see May 1973, p. 48). 

Data base was not invented by 
CODASYL. One who exposed the terms 
and concepts years ago is George 
Mealy (Harvard), long a voice in the 
wilderness for sanity and structure. He 
will be discussing "Data Structures: 
Theory and Representation." Hutt of 
ICL suggests that there is "A Data Base 
Approach to System Architecture," a 
coherent approach to the total operat
ing system interface and the software 
that lies beneath the interface. 

One practical network problem is 
sending a job 3000 miles and having it 
collapse because the sending party 
doesn't know the receiving system's 
command protocols. Raymond and de 
Masle (Grenoble) offer a solution in 
"NCJL: A Network Job Control Lan
guage." Jalics and Lynch have collabo
rated between Stuttgart and Case 
Western Reserve to take "Some Se
lected Measurements of the PDP-lO 
Timesharing Operating System," infor
mation highly useful to those running 

Tops-lO. Another highly useful paper 
should be the one by Dr. Saleeb and 
Eng. Riad (Cairo Univ.) describing 
some modifications to ICL'S GEORGE 2E 
to opti~ize the system's performance. 

Mathematical aspects of 
information processing 

The bulk of these papers arrived 
from research laboratories and univer
sities; it is no surprise to find that most 
lean to the highly theoretical. 

Parallelism and parallel computing 
appear to be an "in" subject this year, 
which is surprising in view of the lim
ited interest shown by machine design
ers. Carnegie-Mellon has some active 
research ongoing in these matters and 
J.F. Traub will be reporting on current 
progress. Ashok Chandra (IBM) is al
ready convinced that parallelism plays 
a role in such areas as pushdown 
stacks, counters, and facilities for test
ing data structures. Parallel program
ming may demand a different pro
gramming language; Gilles Kahn 
(IRIA) is suggesting such in "The Se
mantics of a Simple Language for Par
allel Programming." Peterson and 
Bredt (Stanford) are describing "A 
Comparison of Models for Parallel 
Com putation." 

Technological and scientific 
applications 

The definition of what constitutes 
"scientific" and '.'technological" was 
extremely loose: apparently there was 
no bias shown toward any area. A 
number of papers are mated in sessions 
with others that have little in common 
except (hopefully) excellence. Come 
to think of it, what's wrong with that? 

Of special note is "An Experimental 
In~estigation of the Performance of a 

. Though parts of Stockholm are ultramodern, its old-world charm and 
character remain in places like the Royal Opera House. 
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Computer-Aided Building Desi,gn Sys
tem," a joint effort of Thompson 
(U.K. Dept. of the Environment) and 
Hughes (Royal College of Art). This 
paper reports some results of a pilot 
version of their CABD. system from a 
live test in an architectural office. 

A Thursday afternoon session with 
three business-oriented papers may be 
of interest. Leading off is Pollack 
(Lockheed) covering his "Interactive 
Approach to Airline Route-Frequency 
Planning," a system which recognizes 
the value of tossing some of the solu
tion decisions back to the analyst at the 
terminal. This will be followed by 
Fisher's "Order and.Char:ge System," a 
discussion of a pseudo on-line order 
entry and invoicing system for 7500 
outlets which notes what the abstract 
calls "human resistance to change," a 
tantalizing hint. Finally, Westhagen 
and Hope will describe the "sDs-Proj
ect," not a group of disenchanted col
legians. but an administrative control 
system for the Norwegian shipping in
d.ustry . 
. The main sessions will be divided 

into three separate series, each at dif
ferent levels of specialization. ' 

Series 1 is for those with wide re
sponsibilities and interests in the field 
of medical information science, health 
science management, and education. 
Divided into six sub-sessions, the topics 
range from confidentiality of data to 
some techniques for introducing com
puters into the health care units 
(where a certain number of resistors 
will be encountered) .. 

Series 2 is made up of topics of 
interest to people professionally in
volved with medical informatics and 
the day-to-day responsibility for pro
viding health care. The sessions deal 
with such topics as medical data base, 
operation of community health care 
services with the' help of a computer, 
and improving patient administration 
in a hospital. . 

Series 3 takes on specific topics in 
the use of a computer in the clinical 
practice of medicine, for example, in 
radiotherapy, signal analysis (EEG, 
EMG, etc.), drug data handling and 
intensive care. 

Both the IPIP Congress and 
MEDINPO will be held at the Stockholm 
International Fairs and Activities Cen
tre at Massan. No matter which ses
sions are attended, visitors will enjoy 
their stay in the city. Called the "Ven
ice of the North" because it is built on 
13 islands, Stockholm is warm and 
sunny. in August, and its countryside 
should be pleasant and green. For the 
first time in twelve years, there should 
be little grousing about site selection . 

When writing about scientific appli-
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cations, there are always a few titles 
that are "grabbers" even when they 
describe serious work. The IFIP cham
pionship for 1974 is hereby awarded to 
Zadeh's "Fuzzy Logic and Its Applica
tion to Approximate Reasoning." The 
runner-up is Siklossy and Roach with 
"Collaborative Problem Solving Be
tween Optimistic and Pessimistic Prob
lem Solvers." 

Applications in Social Sciences 
and Humanities 

The social (soft or squishy) sciences 
do not classify easily; the papers some
times are only vaguely related to one 
another. A good many appear interest
ing to the layman trying to get a feel 
for the use of computers in non-scienti
fic applications. 

There is the usual run of education 
papers, either dealing with use of the 
computer as a teaching tool or teach
ing the use of the computer (these 
seem to get confused at most confer
ences). 

In the arts and literature section, "A 
Computer-Aided Analysis of Lawrence 
Sterne's A Sentimental Journey" by 
Pasta (Dist. of Columbia Teachers 
College) demonstrates four types of 
analysis of Sterne's imagery. "Comput
er Painting with Some Subjective 
Data" is the title of Dr. Brione's con
tribution. This U niv. of Madrid re
searcher is using the computer to move 
parts of a painting about. Musician 
Peter Barbaud from Paris has an in
vited paper with the imposing title of 
"Composing Music and Sampling 
Sound by Computer." Anyone who 
submits his abstract to the Program 
Committee in Latin with a remark that 
he feels this is the best common lan
gua,ge has to be worth hearing. Gregor
ian chants on a computer? 

Grouped in oile session are Norm 
Nielsen's "The Implications of Star 
Computing Networks" and Mangad 
and Hanna's "Computers and Health 
Insurance Models." Both papers seem 
to be touching the point that it is not 
so much the use of the computer but 
the way in which the computer 
changes relationships that may be 
more important. 

A session with all invited papers 
leads off with the well-known Nigerian 
Prof. Fagbemi discussing the use of 
computers in developing nations. Hen
derson (Univ. of Witwatersrand) will 
be describing some 10 years of experi
ence with computer courses as an ex
tracurricular stimulus for exceptionally 
bright children. , 

There is a Friday morning session 
chaired by Prof. C.c. Gotlieb of the 
Univ. of Toronto on the "Social Im
pact of Computers." Gotlieb's impact 
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as advisor to the Program Committee 
was clearly demonstrated by the out
pourin,g of papers from Canada. 

Systems For Management and 
Administration . 

When shown the IFIP session list a 
pragmatic programmer was heard to 
mutter quietly "If that's what the pro
fessors mean by "management," I'll 
keep my manager at home." Missing 
from this program is any discussion of 
how a system can be created, imple
mented, and installed on time and 
within the budget. If these subjects are 
beneath the notice of the IFIP atten
dees, some hint of the real world ar
rives with Conway et al. discussing the 
already implemented· "Technique for 
File Surveillance," a method for keep
ing an eye on file activity unbeknown 
to the users. Is this a way to attain 
security while sacrificing privacy? 
Maybe H. Gassmann's Friday after
noon panel discussion on "Privacy and 
Computers" will discuss the subject. 

Decision Support Systems are repre
sented twice, irritatingly in separate 
sessions. Morton's "DSS: Some Lessons 
from :an Ongoing Application" will 
look into the need for some new meth
odology to permit better measurement 
of some of the variables; Stabell's pa
per on "Design and Implementation of 
DSS as a Marketing Problem" deals 
more with the perception of the system 
by individuals affected than with the 
actual system. 

"Forum: A Computer-Based System 
to Support Interaction Among People" 
(Amara and Vallee) wins our prize for 
the IFIP paper most nearly resembling 
previously published material. The 
May 1974 DATAMATION carries a very 
similar article on Forum by Vallee. 

Two papers dealing with national 
economic planning, Gabrovski (Bul
garia) and Bagrinovski (USSR), are 
being presented in the same session. 
National economic planning is rarely 
discussed publically by western na
tions; the closest approximation this 
year is Sibley's "Extremely Large Data 
Systems for National Statistics" and his 
paper was co-authored by Rabenseifer 
from the Computer Center at Bratis
lava .. 

Medinfo74 
At press time the program for MEDIN
FO 74 was still somewhat incomplete 
but a number of the overall features 
are known. There will be an . opening 
session late on Monday afternoon fea
turin,g an inaugural address by A. 
Gronwall, President of the Interna
tional Hospital Federation as well as a 
number of other invited papers. Spe
cial tours of Swedish hospital facilities 
are being arranged. 0 
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4800 dependableb.p.s. 

The Bell System's Dataphone 4800 service is designed 
to transmit data at 4800 b.p.s.-economically. It is now available 
for data customers who use the switched telephone network, 
as well as for those with private-line facilities. 

Dataphone 4800 service features automatic adaptive 
equalization. Turnaround times of 50 milliseconds for private 
lines and 50 or 150 milliseconds for the switched network, as you 
choose. And low monthly charges. 

Provisions for local and remote loop-back testing 
are built right into the 4800 data sets. Signal lights indicate the 
status of the sets at all times. 

And solid-state technology from Bell Laboratories 
fits all these features into a compact housing 16 by 11 by 4% inches .. 

In addition to our local maintenance forces, the Bell 
System's Data Technical Support Team stands behind all our 
Dataphone service. The Team's collective expertise analyzes and 
corrects malfunctions quickly, and so minimizes your cost 
of downtime. 

At AT&T and your Bell Company, we know good data 
service at moderate cost is '.l h 1M 
vital to your business. n'e ear you. ~ 
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SIX NEW SOFTWARE' PACKAGES FOR, 
THE INDUSTRY~S FIRST 32-BIT MINICOMPUTER LINE. 

First came our new 32-bit 7/32 minicomputer. Up 
to a million bytes of directly addressable memory. 
Under $10,000. 

And the new 16-bit7 /16. PDP-II performance at a 
Nova 2 price. 

Now for the skeptics who think minicomputers 
never have powerful software: 

, Six hew software packages that let you do' all the 
things thehardwarewas designed to do. 

Getting Interdata software is easy. We don't 
hamstring you with high prices or a restricting 
license deal. We sell it for a reasonable price and 
then back it up. , 

It's all available on our own cassettes, too. Siniple. 
Convenient. Compact. The way you need it. 

Best of all, we've gone to great lengths to do , 
something nobody else has ever done-protect your' 
software investment. Any software package you 

OS/32 MT A super-fast real-time operating system with a file 
handler to optimize storage utilization or access' 
time. A multi-programming, multi-tasking , 
scheduler that finds the place for your 'programs 
instead of making you worry about it. 

OS/32 ST An easy-to-use, comprehensive 32-bit program 
development oriented operating system that takes 
only 32K bytes of memory. 

OS/16MT A smali-as little as 4K bytes-operating system 
with multi~programming and multi-tasking 
capability, ISA real-time FORTRAN extensions, 
and all the capabilities you need to' cut the cost 
of implementing your system: 

FOR1RANV Full FORTRANVcapabilities, yet requires only 
24K bytes compared to other piggish 56K-byte 
FORTRAN V systems. 

Multi-User A low-cost,powerful multi-user system utilizing 
Extended Extended Basic language that can support 4 users 
Basic with less than $10,000 of hardware. Can be 

expanded to support 32 users. 

Utilities Araft of utility software, includingCAL, an 
assembler that optimizes your 16- or 32-bit code; 
EDIT, our new text editing package that simplifies 
maintenance of source files; OS Aids, new inter-
active debugging package that finds your program 
errors quickly and easily. 

buy to run on one Interdata processor has been 
designed,to run on.anylarger Interdataprocessor 
as well. 

So don't spend a fortune on software only to 
watch it go up in smoke two years from now. At 
Interdata, we worry about your software when 
we're designing our hardware. 

That's something even a skeptic can get excited 
about. ' 

e , 

,-
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2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 (201) 229-4040. 
New York - (201) 947-2200. Boston - (617) 890-0557. Washington - (703) 525-4806. 
Pittsburgh (412) 941-5738. Philadelphia - (215) 436-5579. Orlando - (305) 851-{)962. 
Chicago - (312) 437-5120. Detroit - (313) 356-5515. Dayton - (513) 434-4193. 
Kansas City - (913) 384-1606. Houston - (713) 783-3060. Dallas -' (214) 238-9656. 
Denver - (303) 758-0474. Los Angeles - (213) 640-0451. Phoenix -.(6J2) 968-2477. 
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Toronto - (416) 677-8990. Tokyo - (270) 7711. Sydney - 439-8400. 
London - Uxbridge 52441. Munich - 0811-8543887; , 
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~~Let me show you how 
you can get a lot of intelligence 

for very little money!' 
Weve created low-cost data entry and 

transmission systems by adding magnetic tape 
cassette buffers to our paper tape buffered 
terminals. These dual buffered teleprinters can 
not only perform many of the data entry 
operations of more expensive dual cassette 
terminals, but they can control your transmission 
I ines as well. 

For example, in remote batch entry, our MSR 
terminals operate off-line as low-cost key-to
cassette terminals. The cassette buffer-acts as 
the data recorcler, and format control is set up 
on the paper tape buffer of the terminal to guide 
your operators. Or you can use the cassette buffer 
to store all formats unti I needed. Then you 
si mply use the cassette off-I i ne to cut paper tape 
format loops. 

Either way, the data can be keyed duri ng the 
day. Then, at your convenience, it can be 
forwarded to the computer in bul kat 120 cps 
to save on transmission costs. Rewinding 
and printing are automatic,so you don't need 
an operator. 

In the, on-line mode, the MSRcassette buffer 
turns any of our 10 or 30 cps terminals into 
low-cost 1200 baud termi nals. So you can 
mix terminals of different speeds in 
your system to get the best config
uration at each station. Our MSR 

terminal can interface with them at any standard 
speed, then transmit bulk data back at 120 cps. 
This keeps your telephone and computer connect 
time down to a minimum. And instead of having 
different programs for different terminals, you 
need only one discipl ine at the computer. 

With the discrete design of our cassette buffer, 
and selectable standard speeds of 10 cps, 30 
cps and 120 cps, you can start small to build 
your data entry/transmission systems. As your 
needs increase, you can add on in any speed 
without having to change your present equipment 
or your software. 

If you want to take the first step towards 
intelligent terminals, write Z. V. Zakarian, 
Western Union Data Services Company, 

70 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430. 
Orcall 8OD-631-7050(N.J. 201-529-1170). 

"Our buffer plugs into 
all our data terminals. 

Terminal with buffer 
. rents for as I ittle as 

$115 a month:' 

Z. V. Zakarian 

IIII1 !!!!! data SE!fv1Ces compan!::l 
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Problems "at home are forcing mainframers 
to target for customers in 
South America, Europe, and the U.S. 

JAPANESE 
AIM FOR 
WORLD MARKETS 
Early in 1971, Automation Sciences 
Inc. of N ew York announced an order 
from Squibb Beech-Nut Inc. for a 48K 
Facom 230-25 computer, made by 
Fujitsu Ltd. The system was not ac
cepted, the order never consummated, 
but the announcement had a telling 
effect. It was widely believed the J apa
nese had begun their "invasion" of the 
American computer market. Three 
years later, nothing like the feared on
slaught has occurred. 

But indications are that during 1974 
and '75 there will be a significant and 
growing amount of such activity by the 
major Japanese mainframe manufac
turers. 

In the U.S., of course, Fujitsu took 
the lead, not with its abortive attempt 
to sell through ASI but with a huge 
investment and subsequent manufac
turing/ marketing agreement with 
Amdahl Corp. (see June, p. 114). Fu
jitsu, which has a few sales offices 
abroad, prefers nonetheless the joint 
venture approach. Dr. Toshio Ikeda, 
managing director of Fujitsu's Infor
mation Processing Systems Group, 
says the Spanish government has asked 
the company to provide the R&D and 
manufacturing know-how to start its 
own computer industry. Fujitsu is in
terested in participating. 

The company is also holding discus
sions with the Brazilian government 
and companies there that are interested 
in getting into the manufacture of 
small-scale computers, such as the 
Facom 230-15, and minis like the U-
200, Dr. Ikeda said. Perhaps after 
three years they will get into larger 
machines. The electrical engineer and 
former computer designer added that 
Fujitsu is prepared to provide any type 
of know:"how for such a joint venture; 
he speculated the contract might be 
signed in mid-'74 with production to 
start next year. 

(see May, p. 105). 
This expansion into international 

markets by Japanese computer manu
facturers is more than an attempt to 
become another multinational com
pany. Rather, it stems to a great extent 
from domestic problems they face. 
There is, above all, a limited market at 
home. And mainframers must strive to 
enlarge their customer bases and 
amortize their expenses over a greater 
number of installed units. 

Added to this are the prospects of 
ever-increasing competition in their 
home markets by foreign manufac
turers. Under pressure from other gov
ernments, the Japanese are liberalizing 
their restrictive import laws, and by the 
end of next year are scheduled to lift 
the laws governing foreign ownership 
of computer companies as well. Asked 

by Edward K. Yasaki, 
Far East Editor 

whether they were prepared for these 
scheduled liberalizations, spokesmen 
for many companies said the barriers 
were, in effect, already gone. 

But compounding their problems, 
manufacturers are also being told to 
increase exporting activities, cut pollu
tion, shorten the workweek, and raise 
wages. In short, the list of factors lead
ing them abroad is long. 

Pay raises of 30% 
This past spring, during the one 

week of the year when cherry blossoms 
appear and become a tourist attraction 
for Japanese and foreigners alike, labor 
unions staged an unprecedented show
down and managed to get pay in
creases of close to 30%. It set a pattern 
for other unions that, in the famous 
words of American Samuel Gompers, 

Interestingly, Spain and Brazil are 
also recognized as the two f~stest
growing markets by Jacques Maison
rouge, president of iBM World Trade Fujitsu's Dr. Ikeda sees mainframes being built in Brazil and Spain. 
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wanted "More! More!" At Fujitsu, a 
30% increase suggested by manage
ment was turned down as insufficient 
by its unions. The seriousness of the 
situation was explained by' Dr. Ikeda. 
For the last half of the past fiscal year, 
he said, the company had a profit of 
five billion' yen, which projects to a 10 
billion yen annual profit. But a 30% 
rais~. to employees would cost more 

Oki Electric's Sato can point to 
manufacturing and marketing 
facilities his firm already has in 
the U.S. 

than that, between 15 and 20 billion 
yen. 

Caught in such a bind, companies 
have few alternatives but to raise 
prices. Evidence of this pattern, a pay 
increase followed by a price rise, is 
abundant. In Tokyo, for instance, even 
the taxi meters can't keep up. As prices 
continue to spiral, the fare on the 
meter has become about 30% below 
the actual fare, which is printed on an 
equivalency chart handily suspended 
within the passenger's reach. Fares 
have doubled in the last year. 

Along with this problem, a number 
of companies complain of a personnel 
shortage, and the .government has been 
trying to do something about that. For 
some five or six years the government 
has been running nationally televised 
courses on the fundamentals of dp, and 
publishing textbooks to go with. them. 
Examinations are conducted to indi
cate proficiency in programming, and 
certificates are awarded to those who 
pass at three levels: junior and senior 
programmer, and a class called infor
mati on· analyst. The percentage who 
pass is very small. 

On the other hand, the government 
has been compounding the personnel 
shortage problem. Reacting to public 
pressures, it has been encouraging em
ployers to adopt the five-day workweek 
and a few companies have done so. 
Many more firms, however, give em
ployees every other· Saturday off, some 
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rotating their staff so that there's al
ways someone in the office on a Satur
day. Banks, too, appear anxious to 
switch from 51;2 to 5 days a week, and 
are adopting off-line cash dispensing 
machines to facilitate this trend. The 
reason for the off-line mode stems 
from difficulties in getting phone lines 
from remote locations to banks. 

Omron Tateisi Electronics Co. 
builds the cash dispensers and other dp
related hardware. By no means blind 
to emerging technologies and markets 
for its products abroad, Omron has 
had a facility in California since 1970, 
even before the Fujitsu! ASI caper. It 
subsequently acquired two American 
companies, Newell Industries, a maker 
of tape transports, and Data Memory, 
producer of a disc file for storing video 

about 1,600 service personnel working 
out of 80 offices. And it now has them 
based also in New York City, Paris, 
Dusseldorf, and Kenya, says Tokuji 
Sato, general manager of Oki's Data 
Processing Systems Sales Div. 

A director of the company, Mr. Sato 
speaks confidently of Oki's role in 
expanding world markets-without 
minimizing the effort required. The 
company has a wholly-owned subsidi
ary in New York, Oki Electric Over
seas (OEO), which was established in 
1972. OEO owns a third of Oki Elec
tronics of America, Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., which is manufacturing and 
marketing communication's equipment. 
OEO also owns 50% of Okidata, the 
Morristown, N.J., firm that has ac
quired Bridge Data Products and the 

IBM,like Coca-Cola, is a well-established trademark in Japan. The 
Japanese would like to turn the tables and export dp products to 
internatio,!al markets, including the U.S. 

images. And now Omron Systems in 
Mountain View, Calif., is producin.g 
crt terminals. 

Taking a· similar tack with facilities 
in the U.S., is Oki Electric Industry 
Co., Ltd., the most active in interna
tional markets of the six major main
framers. Oki, which has close ties to 
Univac, has begun to develop a service 
force around the world, something it 
wisely recognizes as a prerequisite to 
sales activity. Throughout Japan it has 

computer memory division of Applied 
Magnetics. 

Oki also acquired rights to the non
'impact printer developed by Electro
Print, the Cupertino, Calif., research 
firm. Sato says Oki has sold 10 of 
them, has also shown it to a delegation 
from the Peoples Republic of China, 
but the Chinese were interested more 
in how to make the machine than in 
buying it. He says they've had the same 
experience with Russians and mini-
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computers. Rather than buying a li
cense, they purportedly. wanted to 
establish a joint manufacturing opera
tion, the Rumanians providing the fa
cilities and manpower and Oki provid
ing the technology, and the two parties 
sharing in the profits. Oki turned that 
one down. Sato says they also had to 
turn down an offer from an American 
company to buy Oki's minis because 
Oki still lacks an adequate service staff. 

Oki Electric, perhaps more than any 
other mainframe maker, sells a very 
large percentage of its systems through 
the Japan Electronic Computer Corp. 
(JECC), the company formed to fi
nance the leasing of domestic installa
tions. According to Mr. Sato, JECC 
gets about 95 % of Oki's sales. JECC 
finances the leases of mainframes and 
peripherals, but nothing that rents for 
less than 1.5 million yen per month 

:1 
I 

An unmanned strike sign decorously rests against the entrance to 
an Oki Electric facility in Tokyo while employees hold a rally in 
back. Raises of 30% are not unusual. 

(about $5,500). 
Asked whetherJEcc would also fi

nance the exports of computers, an 
executive of the leasing firm said, "We 
have no such plans." He paused, then 
added, "But it is a possibility." 

.Mr. Sato considers Oki to be the 
only company taking the department. 
store approach to hardware. Clearly 
the company is viewed by outsiders as 
having more strength in its peripherals 
than. its mainframes. According to the 
marketing executive, end-user sales 
comprise 80% of the total, oem sales 
20%. But he says the company must 
start abroad with oem sales, at least 
until it can offer its full line of products 
to end users. 

As with the people at Fujitsu, the 
South American market also appeals to 
Nippon Electric Co. According to 
Yukio Mizuno, general manager of 
NEC'S EDP Market Planning and Prod
uct Planning Div., there's a market in 
South America for small business sys
tems that, as he describes, could be 
rented for $10 a day. 

Dr. Mizuno, a computer designer in 
both the analog and digital fields. who 
switched fields and built up the com
pany's systems software group to a 
staff of some 550, says NEC has a tech..; 
nical licensing agreement with Honey-

Tokyo: The Orient's Computer Center? 
Japan's domestic common carrier is 
trying to become a computer utility 
serving all of Southeast Asia, ac
cording to Yasuo Makino, manag
ing director of Nippon Telegraph & 
Telephone (NTT). Unlike Ma Bell, 
NTT is chartered to provide both 
communications lines and data pro
cessing services. It therefore is in
terested in making computing ser
vices available as widely as its phone 
services. Accordingly, he added, he 
is working to extend NTT'S comput
er network to the South Pacific in 
the next three years, and then to the 
U.S. "It is the Japanese govern
ment's purpose to aid the people of 
Southeast Asia," he said in explain
ing this desire to become a comput
er utility. 

With its network, NTT is current
ly performing on-line automobile 
registration for. the Ministry of 
Transportation and a funds transfer 
function for banks. For small and 
medium-sized businesses, it also of
fers an on-line sales and inventory 
management system called Dress 
and a scientific/ engineering compu
tation system called Demos. 

To date, however, the time-shar
ing or remote access services busi
ness has been slow in growing. 
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Akito Yanai, director of the·Time
Sharing Service Div. of Dentsu Ad
vertising Ltd., the largest ad agency 
in the world, says users are trying 
to determine which applications 
should be handled inside, which 
ones outside. "I believe a big boom 
is coming some time soon," he adds 
optimistically. 

Dentsu is a distributor in Japan 
for GE'S t-s service, just as Honey
well is in Western Europe. The un
usual partnership with an ad agen
cy stems from the fact that Dentsu 
long has -been a GE computer user. 
It was thus asked to find a distribu
tor for GE and did line up a number 
of candidates, but nothing panned 
out. So Dentsu decided to be the 
partner. At the time the Japanese 
government approved the deal, GE 
had the Mark II system,. so that's 
what it's still called in the local mar
ket. Dentsu, however, is offering the 
full Mark III capability of both 
foreground and background pro
cessing, so a name change for the 
Japanese market is anticipated next 
year. 

According to Yanai, Dentsu has 
signed up more U.S.-based custom
ers with operations in Japan than 
J apanese fir~s with overseas facili-' 

ties. He's thus hopeful he'll be able 
to sign up most of the 500-odd U.S. 
firms ~ith offices in Japan. Among 
his local client~, however, are Nis
san Motors (makers of the Datsun 
car), performing order entry and 
parts inventory control worldwide, 
and Nomura Securities (among the 
10 largest securities firms in the 
world), doing its order entry on the 
system and getting a daily balance 
sheet out at each of its offices. Or
der entry is also the application for 
Sears, which in a joint venture has 
begun a catalog sales operation in 
Japan. Foreigners like this service 
because it enables them to buy' 
items of clothing not available at 
local emporiums in their sizes. 

GE'S Paul Sage, in Tokyo, says the 
potential market is about a third of 
that in the U.S., though he doesn't 
know how long it'll take to reach its 
potential. Dentsu's Yanai pegs it at 
some $18' million next year if the 
people required to develop the mar
ket are available. About three years 
ago NTT had 90 % of the t-s market, 
a share that reportedly has dropped 
appreciably. Currently Dentsu, 
NTT, and IBM dominate the market. 

o 
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well that requires NEC to oem its gear 
to Bull in France for subsequent mar
keting. In the U.S., he explained, it 
would be through HIS. But direct sales 
can be made in South America and in 
Australia, or NEC can market through 
Honeywell branches in those regions. 
Indicating that little has been done to 
date about selling abroad, the boating 
enthusiast and licensed skipper ob
served that the competition would be 
stiff in Europe. There's no thought of 
selling systems in the U.S., he added, 
but rather components or subsystems. 

NEC, like Oki and Fujitsu, is big in 
communications equipment, which 

make up about half its sales, compared 
with only 18% for computers and 
"other electronic equipment." The 
company is manufacturing its com
munications devices abroad, says Dr. 
Mizuno, and could adopt those facili
ties to the manufacture of dp hard
ware. 

Another company where the Infor
mation Systems Group accounts for 
only 10% of corporate sales (and em
ployment) is Hitachi. This firm, which 
has been deliberate in its moves 
abroad, has an oem contract with Sie
mens in Germany and has shipped sev
eral hundred mark-sense readers to 

It·s about time. 

And money. Pico, the world's largest supplier of controllers to digital 
recorder manufacturers (we've been doing it for the last five years), 
wants you to know why we are and why it would save you money. 
We figure if you're not considering Pico for high-quality low-cost 
formatters, controllers, or peripheral systems you just dont know 
about us yet. 

Because when you discover we can control 7 and 9 track, 
6.25ips through 200ips digital recorders, producing IBM compatible 
tapes with densities ranging from 200bpi through 1600bpi (NRZI or . 
PE) and that our controllers are guaranteed to be software compatible 
eliminating reprogramming madness, you just might call us. 

When you call us we're 
ready for off-the-shelf delivery 
of the finest controller/formatter 
interfaces available. Anywhere. 
Let us prove it. FREE. We'll send 
you details covering everything 

. you have to know about 
interfacing minicomputers to 
mag tape or even disc storage. 
Call us. 

PICD 
PERIPHERAL INTERFACE CORP. 
1616 Lyon Street, Santa Ana, California 92705, 
(714) 835-0465/615 Sherwood Pkwy., Mountain
side, N.J. 07092, (201) 654-5590. TWX910-595-1976 
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them. The latest product being ex
ported is an OCR page reader that can 
read handwritten numerals, five alpha 
characters (C, S, T, X, and Z) and the 
minus sign, at the rate of 50 cps, in 
addi~ion to the OCR-A and B fonts. This 
system, depending on configuration, 

Dr. Mizuno of Nippon Electric 
wants to offer a small business 
system for $10 per day. 

leases for from $1100-15001 month. 
Some 100 have been installed in Japan 
since deliveries began last year, and 
first shipments recently went to Aus
tralia. Consideration was given to ex
hibiting this unit at the National Com
puter Conference this past spring, but 
it was. decided instead to go slow in 
approaching foreign markets, says 
Yasuo Kajiura, section manager in the 
Planning Dept. of Hitachi's Large 
Scale Computer Div. 

More to come 
It's likely, of course, that this and 

other business decisions. are being held 
up by the uncertain economic climate 
in Japan and elsewhere. But it's also 
clear that the Japanese, no less than 
the Europeans and Americans, will in
creasingly expand their marketing ef
forts into the international sphere. 
Indeed, a facilities management com
pany based in Osaka, Computer Ser
vice Co., Ltd., has announced its inten
tion to take over the operation of sev
eral computer centers being run now in 
New York City by huge trading com
panies. So, over the longer haul, hard
ware vendors will not be the only ones 
making their presence known in the 
Western World. For developers and 
users of information processing sys
tems, this is good. Far from sounding 
an alarm, the user community should 
anticipate the introduction of a variety 
of competitive products, techniques, 
and services from vendors new to the 
marketplace. 0 
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The Bell &H:0wellMDRis compatiblewitha1l11ost all computers. It's had 
great success in a wide variety of fields,from medical reporting to inventory 
control and order· entry. "With. thousands. of units working today. 

A form of your own. 
AtBelI & Howell we do more than sell hardware. We'll custom design 

theMDR documents (cardsorpages) to fityour~ r-.....;--~------------ ..... -l 
exact needs, and print them. Our specialists I B' II & H 11 B' E' G '11 hI'" ". .' . 11 h e owe usmess qUlpment roup 
WI.. e p maXImIze your system, msta tel 6800 McCormick Road Chicago Illinois 60645 
MDR, train your personnel, and update I I I 

the system when needed. That's what we mean I Have a sales representative show me what the 

1 f b 1 MDR is doing for othe~s in my industry. 
by totaper. ormance responsi i ity. . I 

Sound interesting? One of our Business I Name ______________ _ 

Systems Representatives will be happy to . I TUle/Firm' _____________ _ 

provide concrete information on how the MDR I Street __________ -..-___ _ 

has helped others in your industry. I 
. BUSineSS eQUiPmenT GROUP I City/State/Zip ____________ _ 

.. I P~M . . 
BELL6HoWELL L_.....; _________________ .J 
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Use of the data dictionary, 
the table driven editor, 
and the test data base generator 
simplifys working with data bases. 

SOMETOOLS 
FOR DATA BASE 
DEVELOPMENT by Robert M. Curtice 

The dictionary entries for' the data 
base records can also be added to show 
which data elements are contained in 
which reCords. Moreover, entries for 
transaction processing modules can be 
shown, tying together the transactions 
they process with the data base records 
they access. For any large system, a 
data dictionary containing all this in
formation should be mechanized, and 
can provide a means of identifying all, 
affected entries when any entry is al
tered. It also provides a comprehensive 
documentation aid, and can be used by 
the data base administrator to control 
changes after the data base system is 
up and running. In summary" a data 
base dictionary can be used to docu
ment the relationships shown in Fig. 
1. 

Interest in data base systems has con
tinued to increase during the past sev
eral years; there is now evidence that 
more than half of all medium- and 
large-:scale installations are pursuing 
data base systems. As an example, the 
1973 GUIDE questionnaire shows 806 
of 935, installations have implemented, 
or plan to implement, data base con
cepts. 

Certainly, the availability of gener
alized data base management software 
has contributed to the ease of develop
ing data base systems. Even so, it is 
recognized that such systems are not 
very easy to construct, especially con
sidering potential performance degra
dations, multi-application integrated 
data base designs, and problems of test
ing, recovery, and integrity of the data 
base. The tools and ideas presented 
below were developed and refined as a 
result of working with several large 
data base development efforts. 

Data dictionary 
The data dictionary is a recently de

veloped tool which has found consid
erable success in data base develop
ment efforts. Its purpose is to aid in the 
important tasks of identifying, docu
menting, organizing, and perhaps even 
manipulating information about the 
data to be stored in the data base. 

What are the basic functions of a 
data dictionary? In its simplest form, a 
data dictionary is a well-organized, up
to-date notebook containing basic in
formation about data elements. Usual
ly, a one-page form is developed which 
can be used to record such information 
as data element name, definition, 
format, editing rules,source or re
sponsible organization, privacy level, 
and other characteristics, depending 
on the particular needs of the project. 
The data dictionary becomes the cen
tral authority source for all informa
tion about the data itself. 
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Additional data to be included in the 
dictionary permits cross-referencing 
each data element with the input and 
output transactions or documents of 
the system. This information is useful 
during the system development process 
because as data elements change, it is 
useful to be able to identify all affected 
transactions easily. A next step is to 
include entries in the dictionary for 
each transaction, identifying those 
data elements which are contained in 
the transaction. This information, of 
course, is merely the transposition of 
the data element to transaction infor
mation, and both can be represented in 
the form of a matrix, the columns of 
which are data elements, and the rows 
transactions. If the data dictionary is 
itself a computer file, this matrix can 
easily be generated as the dictionaries 
change. 

This description of a data dictionary 
is by no means complete; many users 

Data Base 
Records 

- accessing 

Data Elements 

Transaction 
Processing 
Modules 

Transactions 

Fig. 1. The data dictionary documents data relationships ,and trans
actions. 
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have tailored their ovm to meet par
ticular requirements. 

Table driven editor 
The table driven editor (see Fig. 2) 

is a logical next step, given a data 
dictionary. The basic notion is to re
move all editing functions from appli
cations programs and to consolidate 
editing into a single transaction editor. 
It works in the following way: First, 
each transaction type has a unique 
identifier which corresponds to an en
try for the transaction in the data dic
tionary. The information provided by 
the dictionary can be used to locate 
specific data elements within the trans
action and apply the edits indicated for 
each. For instance, transaction type 
x32 could call for a numeric field of 
numbers within the range 1970 through 
1973 in positions 51 through 54 of the 
transaction; this is the data element 
named "YEAR." The editor, upon re
ceiving the transaction, looks up x32 in 
the dictionary (table) and applies the 
edit.' 

The advantages of this approach, in 
addition to removing the burden of 
each program's doing. the edit func
tions, is that the edits can be easily 
changed by altering the dictionary. 
The year 1975 is allowed by changing 
the, dictionary-no programming is 
required. 

Several data base management sys
terns' have generalized edit capabilities 
built' into them. When a record is 
added or updated, the data elements 
are subjected to the edits. An error 
condition is posted if an edit fails. This 
approach is not nearly as useful as the 
table driven edit module, for several 
reasons. First, if a transaction is pro
cessed by more than one program,' du
plicate editing may result. Second, 
most programs reject a complete trans
action if anything is wrong with it; this 
suggests the need for finding errors as 
early as possible---=---prior to attempting a 
data base update. In fact, considerable 
work may have to be undone when an 
error is detected at this point in pro
cessing. Finally, there is the logical 
problem of data already on the data 
base when edit rules change. It may be 
desirable to change the edit for YEAR, 

so that 1970 is no longer a valid trans
action; 'this does not mean that a 1970 
record already on· the data base is in 
error as would be implied if the data, 
base management system administered 
the edits. 

Test data base generator 
A test data generator is a well

known tool for use in system imple
mentation efforts. It is similar to a test 
data base generator in that both gener
ate data. However, the test data base 
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generator takes on added significance 
in data base developments. 

A facility for generating test data is 
needed because live data may not be 
available in time for testing, may be 
too voluminous, and may not test all 
the conditions required. A single test 
data base is needed so that multiple 
programs can test against the same 
data. It should be possible, incidental
ly, to generate a test data base using 
the data dictionary as input. 

EDIT 
FAILURES 

TRANSACTION 
PROCESSING 
MONITOR 

One requirement for a test data base 
generator is the ability to generate the 
same test data base from the same 
input. There are two reasons for this. 
First, during the testing process the test 
data base will be altered or even de
stroyed. In order to maintain a reason
able test plan, the same data base must 
be available to all testing programs at a 
given time. If it is destroyed or altered 
we need to recreate it to continue test
ing. Second, once the live data base is 

DATA 
BASE 

APPLICATION 
PROGRAM 

APPLICATION 
PROGRAM 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Fig. 2. All editing can be consolidated into a single table-driven editor. 

~ COMPARE ~ ~<?~ __ t=:\ 
LISTING OF DATA BASE CHANGES WHICH WERE 

GY
DIFFERENT FOR PROGRAM VERSION #1 AND 
VERSION #2 ' , 

, OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. A test data base generator should generate the same data 
base from the same input each time. 
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Tab's new Punch/Verifier provides 
a sophisticated electronic key entry 
system utilizing the flexibility, 
simplicity and low-cost of punch 
cards. Hundreds of data processing 
installations have switched to Tab's 
Punch/Verifier with dramatic 
results. 

029,059 users - Reporting 20 to 40 
percent increases in throughput 
with no complex system changes, 
no lengthy learning process for 
operators. 

Buffered keypunch users-. 
Reporting greater operator speed 
and efficiency with Tab's exclusive 
features such as: Automatic 

Program Sequencing! Automatic 
punching of up to 240 characters 
of repetitive data! Automatic 
Error Correction! 

Other data Entry Methods - Tab's 
Punch/Verifier has the built-in 
advantages of the more costly and 
complicated key-to-disk, key-to
tape and direct entry systems. 
Designed for maximum operator 
comfort and efficiency, the 
Punch/Verifier optimizes the skills 
and techniques of your present 
keypunch operators. 

Now available in most cities. Call 
your local Tab office for a demon
stration. The performance features 
of the Tab Punch/Verifier will 
quickly convince you that this is 

truly the best of everything in data 
entry systems. Tab Products 
Company, 2690 Hanover Street, 
Palo Alto, California .94304. 
415-493-5790. 

TAB 
PRODUCTS CO 
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When they talk about data base management systems experts say 
II ' , 

ADABAS is IT!-actually better than advertised!ll 

ADABAS 
ADABA5, the "ideal" data base management system, has over a three-year 
~roven reliable operation record with a variety of data bases and applica
tions. 

A recent release of ADABA5 provides a substantial improvement in effi
ciency with no changes in existing applications. A natural language query 
capability called ADA5CRIPT is now available to complement normal "host" 
system usage. ADABA5 is the unique cost effective solution for a large num-
ber of data bases. . 

With a day's training, people can use ADABA5 effectively. With a week's 
training, a computer center/user staff understands all the major facets of 
ADABA5 and can'toke full advantage of its power. 

ADABA5 can convert your files at a rate of approximately 250,000 rec
ords per cpu hour (370/155). Existing programs are converted in hours. New 
applications are developed at a fraction of the cost and time previously 
experienced. Disk space is reduced-even with the DBMS overhead. 

The price ($120,000) is small when you really understand the benefits and 
savings . 

. World-wide sales passed 50 during 1973. Users range from a company 
With 300 employees and a 370/145 to large cities, banks, and insurance 
co,:"p~nies witrl ~ery powerful computing capacity. Users include those 
sWltchmg from:, IM5, TOTAL, and 52000 to ADABAS. ' 
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WRITE: software 09, 
Reston International Center 
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive 

Reston, Virginia 22091 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (703) 620-9577 

Attn: Joh'n Maguire 
I 

61 Darmstadt 
Hilpertstrasse 20 
West Germany 

Telephone: 6151-82747 
Attn: Peter Schnell 
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up, a need still exists to test program 
modifications or new programs. The 
live data base (or even its backup) 
cannot be subject to the effects of an 
untested program. Another copy of the 
basic test data base is required. 

A test data base generator can be 
built using a test data generator as 
input. to a user written program to 
construct a test data base. A sufficient
ly large test data base must be devel
oped to include all possible record'rela
tionships, and to be indicative of access 
timings and overflow requirements of a 
full data base. 

For testing program modifications 
to existing applications, a uniform test 
data base can be a very valuable testing 
tool. The following procedure is espe
cially helpful when the program has no 
visible output-it merely results in 
changes to the data base. 

The working version of the program 
is run with a given set of transactions 
against the test data base. Then the 
modified program to be tested is run 
with the same (or differenO transac
tions against the same test data base. In 
both cases, the journal (log) tape of 
before and after images of data base 
records is generated. Then, these two 
journal tapes are compared; when a 
match does not occur, both images are 
printed. This procedure eliminates 
comparing two entire data bases and 
provides a simple mechanism to de
termine the effects. of the program 
modification (see Fig; 3) . ' 

The three tools described here will 
be . useful to most large data base de
velopment projects. Some' proprietary 
software packages already exist to de
velop data dictionaries. Generalized 
edit programs and test data generators 
exist but have not as yet been geared 
for transaction oriented data base sys
tems. It is reasonable to expect that 
such products will become available in 
the near future. 0 

Mr. Curtice is a consultant with 
Arthur D. Little, Inc., specializing in 
data. base systems for manufactur
ing, insurance, a":ld other industries. 
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The model 33 reliable and rugged. Others have 
kept the cost down. 

is so good you'll never But as improved as the 
believe ils price. model 33 is, the changes haven't 

outmoded previous model 33's. 
Underneath the cover of the So the oldest unit still putting in 

model 33 is a data terminal that a hard day's work is compatible 
offers the most in reliability and with the units coming off our 
ve~satility at a very economical assembly lines right now. 
prIce. However, there is one small 

. In fact, you can't buy a part of the model 33 we're trying 
terminal that offers as much as to keep as old-fashioned as 
the model 33 does-for as little as possible. That's the price. We 

, the model 33 costs. want to make sure our customers 
That was true when we get more than a data terminal. By 

introduced the model 33. And it's making sure they also get a 
still true today. Although the bargain. 
terminal we're selling today is It takes more than 
hardly the terminal we started manufacturing facilities to bliild 
with. That's because over the the terminals Teletype®Corpora-
years we've had a crack team of tion offers. It also takes 
engineers assigned to the model commitment. From people who 
33. And their only job is to search 'think service is as important as 
out ways to improve it. sales. In terminals for computers 

Some of their improvements and point-to-point T E,L E T'Y P E 

have made the model 33 more communications. 'M ) 
I CIRCLE 34 ON READER CARD 

The c:ompulerc:alions people. 

For more information about any Teletype product, write or call: TERMINAL CENTRAL, 
Teletype Corporation, Dept. 8lT, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076. Phone 312/982-2500. 

Teletype is a trademark registered in the United States Patent Office. 
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( 
, Il1telligent . 
DATASTATIONSTM 

for less , . 
than $150 a lI1onth* 

Fairchild replaces yom low-speed teletvpewriter systemsvVith a 
single, efficient .and economical distributed intelligence network 
that can fulfill your message and data communications needs ... 

Stations comrilunicateat high-speed over st~ridard dial·up lines 
under the control of a central computer or a message switcher •. ~ 

. . . 

A broad selection of input-output devices provides DATASTATION 
configurations to meet specific needs at each network location ... 

, . . , . 
The fai~chnd DATASTATIONS provide ... 
Sop,histicated 
Edi,ting 
Operators perform com
prehe'nsive editing at the 
DATASTATIPN ,keyboard to 
validate input data. 
A single character, line, 
or .the entire message 
can b~ entered, deleted, 
or altered. Data search 
and scan commands 
locate characters quickly. 

Computer 
Compatibility . 

Fairchild has hundreds of 
DATASTATIONS instailed 
in networks using IBM 
CCAP System 7, 36Q/ 
370's and free-standing 
message switchers. 

Reduced 
Line Costs· 
DATASTATJONS dramatically 
cut data transmission 
costs by batching data 
and automatically trans
mitting at high speeds 
over dial-up lines. Solid
state buffering, inte
grated modem, and 
speeds up to 1200 baud 
combine to minimize 
line time. 

Error-Free 
Transmission 
Sophisticated error de
tection and automatic 
retransmission increase 
the reliability and accu
racy of your entire 
network. 

Reliability .' 
and National Service 
Fairchild's famous ·semi
conductor technology is 
the ultimate in,reliability. 
More than 50 service 
centers and highly~trained 
customer engineers pro~ 
vide you nationwide 
installation arid service. 

*DATASTATION with KSR33, on a 5-year, full-payout lease with maintenance, is less than $150 per month. With the 
format option, it is still less than $150. 



Add Formatting to the DATASTATIONS: 
Provide distributed intelligence at your remote 
sites and still be under $150 a .month. 

Automatically prompts operator-Reduces preprocessing 
Each format-equipped DATASTATION controls, the operator's entry 
sequence and detects predefined data entry errors. By catching 
errors at the source, DATASTAllONS reduce communications and 
central computer processing times, and increase network 
productivity. 
You program the format 
Formatting uses are unlimited. Program formats for order 
entry, inventory, or any business communication. Use with 
blank or preprinted forms. 

Format Sample 

Store and alter formats 
Unlimited format variations can be stored at the DATASTATION 
and easily altered from the keyboard or central computer. 
Arithmetic functions 
A full array of arithmetic functions permits line extensions, 
form and batch totals, incremental numbering and logical 
comparisons. 

This over-simplified invoice sample identifies some of the key 
formatting features. In a real business situation, many 
additional checking and time saving operations would be realized. 

Field Duplication 
Repeats date, increments invoice 
number, and prints "Ship to" 
from storage when same as 
"Bill to". 

Arithmetic 
Add, subtract, arid multiply 
functions permit logic 
comparisons, line exten
sions, totals, incremental 
numbering, etc. 

Header Labels 
Inserted automatically on 
blank forms. Headers can 
be stored, printed, and 
transmitted as desired. 
Positioning of fields is 
automatic when preprinted 
forms are used. 

Find out for yourself how Fairchild's Intelligent Alternatives can solve your data communica
tions problems economically. See us at TCA. Call or write: Fairchild Communications Equipment, 
510 North Pastoria Ave., Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086, (415) 962-2455. 
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Logic Decisions 
Taxability, credit limit, 
FICA, and other deci
sion-oriented functions. 

Table Look-Up 
Cross reference tables permit 
tax discounts, and credit 

. limit decisions, etc., 
to be made automatically. 

I ._:::J 

F~IRCHILC 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 



Better languages can be written 
for structured programming, but the industry's 
investment in FORTRAN will keep it around awhile. 
For now, here's what to do. 

STRUCTURED 
PROGRAMMING 
INFORTRAN 
Structured programming is a discipline 
which guides the programmer in the 
orderly development of a computer 
program. The effort invested by the 
programmer in designing a structured 
program can yield substantial' divi
dends in program correctness, readabil
ity, and maintainability. 

A structured program consists of 
blocks. These blocks may be combined 
according to six basic constructs, 
which govern the transfer of control 
between different blocks of a struc
tured program. Structured program
ming, then, is the combining of blocks 
according to these constructs. 

The idea behind block structure is 
that a block of statements may be sub
stituted for a simple statement at any 
place where a statement can appear in 
a program construct. A block consists 
of one or more statements which are 
combined in some fashion and can be 
treated as a simple statement. Thus, a 
block may contain other blocks as part 
of its structure, or it may be con
structed from one or more simple 
statements. A subroutine is a block. A 
program is a block. A structured pro
gram is a block which contains only 
the six basic constructs. They are illus
trated by flowcharts in Fig. 1, and are 
described below. 

Concatenation: Statements are 
executed in the order in which they 
appear; with control passing uncondi
tionally from one statement to the 
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next. This is so simple that it hardly 
needs explaining, but it's necessary for 
the construction of a block from state
ments that are to be executed sequen-
tially. , 

If c DO s: The condiUon c is tested. 
If c is true, the statement s is executed; 
otherwise, s is not executed. Control 
passes to the next statement. Note that 
the statement s may itself be a block, 
or it may be a simple statement. This 
is true in each of the program con
structs, wherever a statement can ap
pear. 

IF c THEN a ELSE b: The condi
tion c is tested. If c is true, the state
ment a is executed and the statement b 
is skipped; otherwise, the statement a is 
skipped and the statement b is exe
cuted. Control passes to the next state
ment. 

CASE i OF (S1, S2, ••. , SN): the 
ith statement of the set (S1, S2, ..• , 

SN) is executed, and all other state
ments of this set are skipped. Control 
passes to the next statement (following 
SN)' 

WHILE c DO s: The condition c is 
tested. If c is true, the statement s is 
executed and control returns to the 
beginning for another test of c. If c is 
false, then s is skipped and control 
passes to the next statement. 

REPEAT s UNTIL c: The state
ment s is executed and then the condi
tion c is tested. If c is false, control 
returns to s for another iteration. If c is 

by Ted Tenny 
true, control passes to the next state
ment. 

Simple statements can take whatever' 
forms are allowed in the language one 
uses to implement the structured pro
gram. They may include arithmetic 
statements, READ and WRITE state
ments, etc. However, they may not 
include any kind of GO TO statement, 
since this would cause a transfer of 
control other than those allowed in the 
program constructs. Unfortunately, it 
may be necessary to use GO TO state
ments in order to implement the pro
gram constructs in a language that is 
not block-structured. In this case the 
GO TO is no longer a simple statement, 
but an integral part of the program 
construct. 

Language considerations 
What language are we going to use 

to implement structured program
ming? Well, ideally, there ought to be a 
language which allows . only simple 
statements, blocks, and the six basic 
constructs. But in reality everyone uses 
FORTRAN. SO, the rest of this article is 
concerned with how to write struc
tured programs and implement them in 
FORTRAN IV. 

FORTRAN does offer some advantages 
as a language for implementation. In 
particular: 

• It is a fairly low-level language, 
and FORTRAN compilers tend to 
produce more efficient object 
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code than those of higher lan
guages. 

• Every installation has a FORTRAN 

compiler. A program written in 
ANSI standard FORTRAN can be 
adapted to run on many di,fferent 
systems without extensive repro
gramming. 

But FORTRAN has some disad
vantages that are particularly serious 
for structured programming: 

• The language is not block-struc
tured. A FORTRAN compiler rec
ognizes only simple statements, so 
the programmer is forced to use 
GO TO statements in order to im
plement the program constructs. 

• Subroutines in FORTRAN are not 
recursive, i.e., you can't have two 
subroutines that call each other or 
a subroutine that calls itself. 
Recursion is important in certain 
kinds of programming but un
familiar to most FORTRAN users. 
There is a way to program around 
it [6] although it isn't quite 
cricket within the strict rules of 
FORTRAN IV. 

• The FORTRAN language encour
ages the use of GO TO statements 
of various kinds. People with ex
perience in FORTRAN program
ming have learned to use these GO 

TO statements extensively, and it 
requires a lot of discipline to un
learn this habit in favor of struc-' 
tured programming (as' has been 
my own experience) . 

Implementation 
Structured programming in 

FORTRAN requires that the ,six program 
constructs be implemented by using 
simple statements available with the 
FORTRAN compiler. 

Concatenation: FORTRAN specifical
ly lacks a mechanism to define the 
beginning and end of a block built by 
concatenation. Therefore the pro
grammer has to use GO TO statements 
to skip over blocks of this kind when 
implementing the other constructs. 
This is shown in the examples which 
follow. With the block, statement b 
follows statement a, as in other lan-
guages. ~ 

. (_~. __ w._) 

f_.~L~, I-~)~ 
8 1 8

2 
8 

1 ______ 1 

L _______ ~~·~.~~~~~J---------

concatenation 

IF c DO s 

IF c THEN a ELSE b 
Fig. 1. Program constructs. 
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CASE i OF 

REPEAT s UNTIL c 

IF c DO s The block s must be 
skipped over if the condition c is 
not satisfied: 

IF (--c) GO TO 102 
s 

102 CONTINUE 
In the case of s being a simple state
ment, a logical IF can be used: 

IF, (c) s 
or, if s is a subroutine, 

IF (c) CALL s 
IF c THEN a ELSE' b One of the 
blocks must be skipped; c determines 
which one: 

IF (--c) GO TO 103 
a 
GO TO 104 

103 b 
104 CONTINUE 

CASE i OF (Sl'Sz, ••• ,SN) The case 
indexing can be programmed as a 
computed GO TO statement in 
Fortran: 

GO TO (201 ,202, ... ,2NN), i 
201 Sl 

GO TO 300 
202 S2 

GO TO 300 

2NN SN 

300 CONTINUE 
WHILE c DO S 

400 IF (--c) GO TO 401 
S 

GO TO 400 
401 CONTINUE 

REPEAT S UNTIL c 
550 s 

IF (--c) GO TO 550 
Note that a FORTRAN Do-loop is a spe
cial kind of REPEAT statement on IBM 

and Univac sysems, but a WHILE state
ment on CDC systems. 
The process 

With the implementation of the six 
program constructs, we can produce a 
structured program in FORTRAN. There 
are essentially three steps involved: 1) 
designing the structured program, 2) 
codin,g the FORTRAN statements which 
will implement the program design, 
and 3) program checkout, and main
tenance. 

Prof. E. W. Dijkstra has provided an 
excellent writeup on the process of de
signing structured programs [1]. Pro
gram design is top-down, i.e. the pro
grammer begins by designing the over
all prqgram, with blocks representing 
its major computational steps. Specific 
details of the computations are not in
cluded in the top level, but it does 
specify the relationship between the 
major computational steps. After the 
top level has been designed, it's a 
matter of expanding the blocks to in
clude more and more specific opera
tions, until reaching the level of indi-
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If)routltinkallpremiJIDJ 
~om utertapesareallke 

tea closer look at 
BASF2000Y1\..I). 

Because all premium computer tapes 
are 100% certified and meet industry 
standards, you might think they're all 
equal. They aren't. The important differ
ence is the margin by which a manu
facturer's standards exceed industry 
standards. It's this extra margin that allows 
no margin for errors. Let's look at a few 
superior points of BASF 20001 AD. 
computer tape: 
Debris-free edges 

Rough edges and debris on tapes 
are the result of inferior slitting, which 
causes the coating to overhang the base. 
The projecting edges become detached 
by tape guides and drive rollers. The 
result: loss of head-to-tape contact ... 
and errors. BASF has eliminated these 
problems with an exclusive double-cut 
slitting technique that keeps our tape 
edges perfectly debris-free. 

Straight edges 
Another hassle, even with premium 

tapes, is edge waviness. This causes 
intermittent reading and writing errors. 
Dynamic conditions during tape transport 
can occasionally compensate for the 
waviness, so it's a tough job to track 
down. Again, our double-cut slitting tech
nique keeps 20001 AD. edges" absolutely 
straight and symmetrical. 

Uniform width 
Uniform tape width is essential, in 

order to avoid dynamic skew errors. 
According to industry standards, a width 
tolerance of ±.002" is acceptable. We 
peg our 20001 AD. standard at±.001". 
It's a small detail, but it could eliminate a 
few 3:00 a.m. debugging sessions. 

Superior coating 
We've developed a new "hotter oxide" 

"coating ... a higher energy oxide that 
produces an output consistently higher 
than that of the National Bureau of 
Standards reference tape. Then we apply 
this oxide with a unique coating techniqUl 
that provides a more even dispersion 
of oxide particles in the binder. For any bi 
density, including 6250 B.P.I., 2000/AD. 
gives you more reliable writing and read
ing ... better bit-to-bit uniformity ... fewer 
drop-ins and drop-outs. And virtually no 
permanent errors. 
Hard surface 

Head wear is inevitable, but it 
shouldn't be excessive. That's why we 
developed "a finishing operation that give~ 
2000/AD. a harder, smoother surface 
than anyone else's. It's a lot kinder to 
your tape head, and keeps your main
tenance time to a minimum. 
And in conclusion 

2000/ AD. costs no more than other 
premium tapes. You're already paying for 
BASF quality ... you might as well have 
it. For the whole story of how 20001 AD. 
stacks up against the competition, write to 
BASF Systems, Crosby Drive, 
Bedford, Mass. 01730. ~. ~l 

BRAND A BRAND B BRAND C BASF • . I 
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You're already paying for BASF quality, you might as well have it. L 0) _J 



STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING 
vidual FORTRAN statements. A charac
teristic of top":down program design is 
that you don't have to make commit
ments to any particular data repre
sentation until reaching the lower 
levels (although it is a good idea to 
think aqout possible data representa
tions while you're designing the pro
gram). The whoie subject of program 
design deserves a thorough treatment, 
and Dijkstra's "Notes on Structured 
'Programming" (included in Ref. '1) is 
recommended as a good place to 
begin. 

BEGIN 

,A natural question is how one 
should write down the design of a 
structured program. The program con::
structs themselves, plus simple state
ments, may be thought of as an Ideal
ized Programming Language. Let's call 
it IPL. This language is convenient for 
writing down the overall design of a 
program, since it clearly shows how 
the program is structured. THERM 
(Fig. 2) is an example of a top 
level program, design in IPL. Iri this 
example, BEGIN .,. . END is used to 
show the limits of blocks built by con-

LOGICAL DONE, INIT, CONVRG, XIENT, PLOTD; 
INTEGER LOCASE; 
COMMON LOCASE, DONE, INIT, CONVRG, XIENT, PLOTD; 
LOCASE ~ 0; 
DONE ~ FALSE; 
INIT ~ TRUE; 
PLOTD ~ FALSE; 
REPEAT 

BEGIN 
LOCASE ~ LOCASE+ 1; 
IF (lNIT) THEN 

BEGIN 
INPTl; 
INIT ~ FALSE 
END 

ELSE iNPT2; 
IF CONVRG) DO CVGHB; 
IF XIENT) DO HTRANS; 
IF (PLOTD) DO TGRAPH; 
END 

UNTIL DONE; 
END. 

Fig. 2. THERM, a structured program in IPL (an idealized structured 
programming language). 

C 

C 

LOGICAL DONE, INIT, CONVRG, XIENT, PLOTD 
INTEGER LOCASE 
COMMON LOCASE, DONE, INIT, CONVRG, XIENT, PLOTD 
LOCASE = 0 
DONE = .FALSE. 
IN IT = .TRUE. 
PLOTD = .FALSE. 

LOCASE = LOCASE+ 1 
IF (.NOT. INIT) GO TO 2 

C CALL INPT2 . 
INIT = .FALSE. 

C 
GO TO 3 

2 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALL INPT2 
C 

c 

3 CONTINUE 
IF (CONVRG) CALL CVGHB 
IF (XIENT) CALL HTRANS 
IF (PLOTD) CALL TGRAPH 

IF (.NOT. DONE) GO TO 1 

STOP 
END 

Fig. 3. THERM, in FORTRAN. 
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catenation. The subroutines INPTl, 
INPT2, CVGHB, HTRANS, and TGRAPH 
are major computational processes
they are indicated by writing their 
names in the program constructs 
which include them. THERM is used fo'r 
temperature and heat flow prediction. 
The FORTRAN version, coded directly 
from this design, is shown in Fig. 3. 

when codln,g a structured program 
in FORTRAN, the programmer himself 
~ct~ as a compiler. The programmer 
compiles a program in the process of 
translating it from the idealized lan
guage (which the machine can't exe
cute) into FORTRAN (which the ma
chine can use to generate an executa
ble program). This is a straight{orward 
process of implementing. the program 
constructs by coding simple statements 
which are acceptable to the FORTRAN 
compiler. The only dan,ger is that you'll 
be tempted to "improve" the program 
by changing things around slightly as 
you go along. Resist. 

Some steps should be taken to im
prove the' appearance of the FORTRAN 
listing so that it will be easy for another 
person to understand the' structure of 
the program. One way is, to punch the ' 
IPL version on cards, with a "C" in 
column 1, and include them as com
ments in the FORTRAN deck. Blocks 
built by concatenation . can be shown 
by indenting their margins and using 
blank comment cards for vertical sepa
ration (as in Fig. 3). Statement num
bers should be in ascending order. In 
general, one can't tell from a FORTRAN 
listing whether or not the program is 
structured, so it's very important to 
show the structure of the program by 
means of comment cards, spacing,' or 
anything else that will clarify its struc
ture to another programmer who looks 
at the listing. 

The design of a structured program 
is machine-independent, but it's the 
implementation in FORTRAN that de
termines whether the program is por
table from one computer system to 
anoth~r. To make the program porta
ble, use simple statements which are 
common to the major FORTRAN com
pile~s (or at least to the ones you an
ticipate using). "FORTRAN language ex:. 
tensioris" should be avoIded; if un
avoidable they should be well. an
notated as to what each statement does 
and why it's being used. ANSI standard 
FORTRAN is largely machine-indepen
dent. 

It's not unusual to spend 45 % of a 
large programming effort in testing and 
debuggin,g [3]. If a structured pro
gram has been properly designed, most 
of the bugs will be in the FORTRAN 
coding. They will tend to be localized, 
because a structured program is high
ly modular, and the flow of control in 
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STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING 
a structured program, parallels the list
ing-i.e., if you get to point P in the 
listing, then the program has done 
what comes before P and it hasn't done 
what comes after. This is generally un
true of nonstructured programs. 

The payoff from structured pro
gramming really shows up in checkout 
and program maintenance. First, a 
structured program is comprehensible 
because there is a limit to how much 
information one can assimilate at a 
given time. The information contained 
in each of the program constructs is 
well within this limit, but a nonstruc
tured program of any appreciable size 
exceeds it. Since a structured program 
is built from modules which are com
prehensible, another programmer can 
look at the program and learn it, one 
module at a time. If the program is 
changed in such a way that it remains 
structured, then the change will be lo
calized-it won't have the kind of side 
effects that occur in distant parts of a' 
nonstructured program. And finally, if 
a structured program is correct and not 
very long, there is some hope of prov
ing its correctness [1,2,4]. 

Structured programming can be 
thought of as a systematization of such 
ideas as "modularity" and "top-down 
program design," which have generally 
belonged to computer folklore. It has 
been proven that any program with 
one entry point and one exit can be 
written using concatenation, IF c THEN 

a ELSE b, and WHILE c DO s. Large 
projects involving structured program
ming have reported very favorable re
sults [2,5], subject to proper manage
ment and otherwise professional stan
dards. 

The FORTRAN language has become 
quite out of fashion with the Academy, 
yet it is used predominantly in industry 
for most engineering and scientific ap
plications. It isn't likely to be replaced 
in the near future. The reasons for this 
are mostly economic : a whole genera-

Mr. Tenny is a computer program
ming counselor at Lockheed Mis
siles & Space Co.; his work involves 
consulting, programming, teaching 
and writing. 
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tion of industrial programmers have 
been trained exclusively in FORTRAN, 

and all of their programming (mostly 
non-structured) is in FORTRAN. Their 
training and programming represent a 
sizable investment, which management 
is unlikely to give up until they can be 
sold something better. There are better 
programming' languages, in whatever 
sense one wishes to compare them, but 
it would take general agreement and 
active promotion by the computer in
dustry to make another language the 
standard for applications program
ming. Eventually this will happen. In 
the meantime there is definitely a need 

for structured programming, and it 
can be done in FORTRAN. D 
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news in perspective 
Bankers are moying into electronic 
funds transfer systems (EFTS) 
faster than once was thought, page 
116. But their concern is not with 
the whole concept"':"only with 
implementing '~one part at a time," 
said a speaker at the recent 
Operations and Automation 
Conference of the American 
Bankers Assn. There is pressure 
from everywhere to change 
banking-and dp is at the heart 
of it ... 

The Honeywell-Cambridge 
Memories litigation over add-on 
memories raises the question of 
whether-and how-non-IBM 
mainframers resist the intrusion of 
independent peripheral 
manufacturers hooking on 
compatible devices, . page 120 ... 

What happened when management 
and programming personnel were 
forced to man the co-mputers at 
Stanford University? The 
Htemporary help" during a stri~e at 
the university learned a lot and 
remedied a number of operations 
problems they never knew existed, 
page 124 ... -, " 

Paper shortages and rising prices 
may make 1974 a big year for those 
who sell computer output microfilm 
systems. But users of COM 
recording systems think there's a 
lot to be desired in the software 
and standards offered by the 
vendors, according to a report on 
I~st spring's National Microfilm 
Assn. conference in Boston, page 
128 ... ' 

The last of the holdouts-a 
minicomputer maker who wouldn't 
offer end user systems"":is now 
going into the end-usert>usiness, 
page 131 . . . . 

It comes up every time IBM has an 
annual meeting: how is IBM 
coexisting with apartheid in its 
South Africa operations? Here's a 
look at how IBM deals with:-and 
tries to downplay-its problems. 
there, page 133. ' 
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Change: It's Seen Coming 
Rapidly and Radically 
Bankers '-'Goaded' by Government, Non-Bank Competi~ors" 
··Banking is changing rapidly andradi
cally. Data processing is at the heart of 
it and it's exciting." 

One long-time bank data processor 
explains why he chose. for the first time. 
to attend an Operations and Automa
tion Conference of the American Bank
ers Assn. Could be that others who felt 
the same way helped boost attendance 
at the conference. held in late May in 
San Francisco. to a record 2112. Sixty
two exhibitors crowded into an exhibit 
hall that really wasn't big enough for 
them. a,ttesting to the fact that vendors 

, of bank automation products are ready. 
anxious. and able to help the change 
along. 

The overriding feeling that emerged 
fro'm the conference was one of pressure 
for change. "We are being goaded into 
change by government and non-bank 
competitors." said Jay Weiman. Jr .. 
chairman. ABA Operations/Automation 
Div. and senior vice president. First Na
tional Bank of Minneapolis. "Some day 
we'll look back on the last three years 
as the good old times of stability. W~'re 
seeing the tip of the largest iceberg of 
change in our industry." 

The unlikely name Hinky Dinky (un
likely for a banking conference anyway) 
came u'p a lot when pressures to change 
were discussed. Weiman didn't mention 
Hinky Dinky by name. just as "a couple 
of grocery 'stores in Nebraska." 

-Hinky Dinky is a Nebraska supermar
ket chain. Last January. two Hinky 
Dinky stores in Lincoln were outfitted 
with IBM 2730 terminals-:;-selling at 5500 
apiece-linked by phone line to First 
Federal Savings & Loa'n Assn. of Lin
coln. Via the terminals. a Hinky Dinky 
customer could register a deposit or 
withdrawal on his savings account by giv
ing a store employee his magnetically 
encoded plastic card. 

Accounts and lawsuits 
The experiment broughUhe Nebras

ka S&L 672 new accounts and three law
suits and. whiie the terminals are still 
in the supermarkets. they are idle. pend
ingoutcome of the suits. One suit. filed 
by the state attorney general. alleging 

such illegal activities as banking without 
a license. was set for hearing July R. A 
second was filed by five· commercial 
banks' which sought. and got (under 
what John Dean. First Federal's execu
tive vice preside~t calls. a "freak stat
ute") a restraining order pending hear
ing on a temporary injunction. This 
suit's allegations were similar to those 
in the suit filed by the attorney general. 
It had not been set for trial at writing. 
, The third lawsuit was filed by II 
banks and savings and loan organiza
tions and was. Dean says. funded by 
Nebraskans for Independent Banking. 
the savings & loan organizations in
volved. and the National Association for 
Bank Supervisors. In addition to First 
Federal. Hinky Dinky and the federal 
Home Loan Bank Board are named as 
defendants in this suit which"aUacks the 
validity of an FHLBB temporary order 
allowing the S & Land Hinky Dinky to 
conduct their experiment: ,"I had no 
idea this (the experiment) would draw 
so much blood." said Dean whQ hinted 
he'd soon be filing s~rrie kind of suit 
himself charging restraint of trade.' "It's 
a hell of a note when Savings and Loans 
and Commercial Banks get in bed to-
gether." , 

Dale Reistad. president 'of Payment 
Systems. Inc .. told a session at the bank
ing conference that he believes the sig
nificance of the Hinky Dinky 'experi
ment is not in the litigation but in "what 
has happened. as a result. to the commer
cial banking industry in the Mid-West. 
They've had to dramatically re-think 
their entire concept of branch banking. 
You can't stop technology. Let's 'not 
stop John Dean. Let's do what he's 

, doing." 

Positive reaction 
He cited as an example of a positive 

reaction to Hinky Dinky by mid-west
ern bankers. the fact that the Kansas 
Bankers Assn. has set aside S75.000 for 
Electronics Funds' Transfer Systems, 
(EFTS) research.' ' 

Reistad said he doesn't think the 
major thrust toward EFTS is going to 
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occur in the big cItIes. "There's too 
much COPE (Committee on Paperless 
Entries) and SCOPE (Special Committee 
on Paperless Entries) and not enough 
point-of-sale." He urged bankers to 
"bring a retailer along to your next con
ference and after that bring your state 
legislators. " 

Another example of competitive pres
sure begetting action was offered by Ver
non Wilson of The City National Bank 
of Tuscaloosa. Tuscaloosa. Ala. He was 
part of a panel discussing the use of on
line cash dispensers and automated 
tellers. His bank last November in
stalled a Burroughs cash dispenser in 
the outside wall of a bank located in 
a mall. on-line to a B2700. Wilson said 
usage was small initially but had 
"picked up substantially in recent 
weeks." The bank has three additional 
cash dispensers on order. Why was the 
first one installed? "A new bank moved 
into town and started Saturday bank
ing." 

Like Wilson. the other panelists on 
on-line cash dispensers cited competi
tion as one reason for their use. Another 
common reason offered was that they 
"get into EFTS efforts." • 

Ralph Wagner. Moll AssoCiates. Inc .. 
Boston. Mass .. who chaired the session. 
said it should have been called. "Robot 
Banking Comes of Age." He noted this 
was the third time he had chaired such 
a session and "each time the crowd gets 
a little bit bigger. Robot banking is one 
aspect of EFTS that gets a lot of notoriety 
because of the technology and expense 
involved." 

One part at a time 
And bankers today appear to be more 

concerned with the various aspects of 
EFTS rather than with the total concept. 
George L. Whyel. president elect of the 
ABA. told a May 22 Utah Bankers Con
vention. "We. need to stop evaluating 
the pros and cons of electronic transfers 
as a complete system and start imple
menting one part at a time. The entire 
system certainly isn't going to be 
dropped into place overnight. superim
posing itself on the American public. 
retailers. bankers. and the government." 

The exhibit floor at the Operations 
and Automation conference contained 
an assortment of goodies for that "one 
part at a time" implementation that 
would gladden the hearts of those who 
have stood in long. slow-moving lines 
in branch banks. watching tellers saun
tering from their windows. to the card 
files. to the current balance listings. and 
back again. 

Ther'e were similarities among the as
sortment of on-line teller termi~als and 
cash dispenser displayed and there were 
differences including the price tags. 

NCR was calling its newest teller ter-
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minal. the NCR 279. "the smallest on
line universal financial terminal offered 
in the industry." The terminal can be 
operated on-line. off-line. for data
collection. or for manual re-entry. It's 
of modular design so field engineers can 
simply replace a module. Modules in
clude printed circuit boards. the display 
unit. keyboard printer. and power sup
ply. Two circuit boards contain the 
read-only memory. input-output logic. 
and miscellaneous logic. The keyboard 
module includes three separate units
function keys. riumeric data entry keys. 
and application keys. The terminal 
printer operates at more than 35 cps. 
Other features include a locked journal 
tape: super~isor-controlled totals clear
ing: consecutive transaction numbers: a 
printed tape for all transactions: and a 
lO-digit numeric display. Optional fea
tures include an integrated magnetic
stripe cash/credit card reader: a magnet
ic tape cassette for data collection: and 
a remote 10-key touchtone pad. 

"Many banks are still using manual 
teller systems because they have been 

IBM's FUNNY MONEY 
Money talks when you're selling 

bankers-even if in the form of these 
bills demonstrating IBM's 3614 auto 

teller 

unable to afford conventional mechan
ized systems." said William F. Walsh. 
NCR v"ice president. Financial Systems 
Marketing. The new 279 starts at S2.375 
for the off-line model. It is compatible 
with NCR's older teller terminals. the 
270 and the 275. and. said Walsh. "vou 

don't have to have a Century com-
puter." . 

NCR'S other new offering at the bank
ers' exhibit was its 770 programmable. 
self-service terminal (see accom panying 
story) which can serve as a cash dis
penser. an automatic teller. or an EFTS 

terminal. It's priced from S 18.000 to 
S33.000 and first deliveries are sched
uled for this fall. Units have been in 
use as 24-hour automated tellers by the 
NCR Credit Union since last April I. 

IBM'S automated teller. the 3614. 
whose introduction last fall was over
shadowed by the I simultaneous intro
duction of the 3660 point-of-sale system 
for supermarkets. was there. spewing 
out funny money for anyone who took 
the time to watch a demonstration. In 
actual use. the 3614 stores old or new 
real bills. It can dispense as many as 20 
during a single transaction in denomi
nations of 55. 510. or 520. The 3614's 
price ranges are S545/month to 5745 on 
extended term plan: 5640/month to 
S876 on standard rental: and S20.460 to 
S3 1.8 10 purchase price. 

Two enhancements to the 3614. an
nounced last February. also were dem
onstrated. A deposit/receipt printer fea
ture is available for 570/month on ex
tended term plan: for S82/month on 
standard rental: and 52400 purchase 
price. Prices on a transaction statement 
printer are 595/month on extended 
term: S I 12/month on standard rental: 
and S3300 purchase price. 

The 3614 is a part of what IBM calls 
its 3600 Finance Communications Sys
tem which also includes keyboard dis
plays. document printers. passbook 
printers. an administrative printer. and 
a communications controller. A config
uration for a commercial bank consist
ing of six 3604 keyboard display termi
nals. one 36 IO document printer. two 
3612 passbook and document printers. 
a lobby version 3614. one 3618 adminis
trative line printer. and one 3601 finan
cial communications controller. would 
go for 52295/month on extended term 
plan. S2703/month on standard rental. 
and S95.400 purchase price. 

A study conducted for IBM by consul
tants Bruce Payne & Associates indicat
ed that use of a teller terminal portion 
of the 3600 system could save from 16(Jr 
to 45%. of the time normally spent by 
a customer at a teller window. with 2Ylr 
'being the average savings. 

Interesting to bankers in the IBM ex
hibit. because most agree that checks 
are here to stay even with the evolution 
of EFTS, was the 3890 document proces
sor with microfilm capability that com
bines check sorting and record keeping 
operations into a single. high speed pro
cess. This unit. with 18 sorting pockets 
(fewer or more can be had) goes for 
S7600/month on extended'- term. 
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news in perspective 
SR931/month on standard rental. and 
for 5356.700 purchase price. 

Burroughs was there with two teller 
terminals. the TT 100 which operates 
on-line and the TR 100 which operates 
off-line and offers a data com
munications option. Sale prices for the 
TT systems range from 52.940 to 53.935 
and for the TR, from 51.595 to 52.995. 

Bunker Ramo's Information System 
Diy .. which lays cla'im to having pio
neered the first on-line teller systems in 
the early 1960's. introduced Bank Con
trol System 90 which consists of crt data 
terminals with keyboards for data entry 
and retrieval: minicon1puters for branch 
data processing and controlling data 
traffic between each branch and the 
central computer site: high speed print
ers: validation/journal printers: credit 
card readers: and mini~keysets for ID 

entry by depositers during a transaction. 
The company estimates that a typical 
hranch office with eight teller positions 
could be outfitted for about S 1500. 

A crowd pleaser. even though it didn't 
do much of anything. was a Rube Gold
herg type computer which looked as if 
it had heen made from tinker toys and 
was full of hlinking lights and buzzing 

and/or whirring things. In the booth of 
Management Science America. Inc .. At
lanta. Ga. software firm. it illustrated 
the theme. "you wouldn't build your 
own computer so why build your own 
software," . 

A far cry from this crude but interest
ing mechanism were the discussions in 
the Automated Clearing House Work
shops where it became evident that in
terregional EFTS is being goaded by 
pressures and is moving ahead. 

Ready and waiting 
The National Automated Clearing 

House Assn .. to facilitate interregional 
paperless transfers. formally came into 
being June 24. It would begin activity. 
as one ABA speaker put it. "as soon as 
somebody has something to send to 
somebody else." Initially the somebod
ies wquld have to. be in California or 
Georgia where ACH'S already were 
operating but two more. in the Twin 
Cities and New England. were due to 
become operational July I. 

Weiman noted during one workshop 
that it is "scary" that the government 
had gotten ahead of the hanking in
dustry in thinking interregional paper-

less exchanges. He particularly feared 
an Air Force pilot project set for the last 
quarter of 1974 which would have in
cluded Denver as an exchange point. 
Denver has no ACH. Since the confer
ence. the Air Force pilot was delayed 
until Denver does have one: but a simi
lar project by the Social Security Ad
ministration still is set for early next 
year. 
• On another level. Arthur Miller. 
professor of law. Harvard Law School. 
warned conferees of another kind of po
tential government pressure. He was 
talking about privacy and unregulated 
data collection. He urged the bankers 
to exercise self regulation. "If you don't 
do it there's going to be litigation and 
legislation to force it." 

He offered the bankers "Miller's plat
itudes" which said essentially: you have 
a duty to the people who lie behind the 
files you maintain to make a best effort 
to notify them if any agency of the gov
ernment seeks access: it is time to start 
re-thinking the kinds of information 
you are collecting: think high security: 
start bringing customers and employees 
into the inner circle of decisions by tell
ing them that you're creating an infor
mation profile on them that others 
might use: and think electronic erasers: 
old data often does more harm than 
good. -Edith Myers 
(Continued on page 120) 

Barclays Favoring NCR Bank Terminal 
NCR Corp. is making a major play for 
international attention with the an
nouncement this Spring of the model 
770 self-service terminal. unveiled si
multaneously in San Francisco and 
London. Pa-rticipating in the London 
announcement was the U.K.'s largest 
hank. Barclays. which has purchased six 
of the new machines to evaluate in its 
systems department and a few selected 
locations. 

Barclays. which has heen IBM territo
rv. with occasional incursions from Bur
r~)lJghs. played a major part in the de
sign of the NCR terminal. Although IBM 

announced a similar device in the U.S. 
and pushed it energetically at Barclays. 
the hank has not purchased any other 
models hesides the NCR 770 for evalua
tion. Barclays. however. signed a S 11.7 
million contract with IBM for a check 
clearing system at Barclays. 

Barclays explained that the NCR ter
minal requires no changes to the hank's 
central computers-all IBM. It is fancier 
than the current hreed of cash dis
pensers in the U.K. Although it is a sim-
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pie mechanism-as easy to replenish as 
a candy machine with loose banknotes 
laid in two hoppers at the back-it also 

NO TELLER 
NCR's 770 self-service 

banking terminal 

is an intelligent model. with RK bytes 
of firmware and 2K bytes available to 
the bank's programmers. Interruptions 
in the phone service are covered hy cas
sette recorders in the bank. so limited 
service can continue to customers off
line even when the central computers 
are out of touch. 

NCR's largest factory outside the 
U.S .. at Dundee in Scotland. will be 
producing the 770 for European cus
tomers. with delivery beginning in mid
'75. about nine months after U.S. ship
ments begin. 

NCR seems to believe there is a mar
ket for the self-service hank terminal 
almost as broad as the point-of-sale re
tail market. However. with prices run
ning from 520.000 to S47.000 in the 
U.K .. European banks may be more 
slow to offer added service to their cus
tomers than their counterparts in the 
U.S. In Europe such services as cash
dispensing and check-cashing have so 
far heen free. while a number of U.S. 
hanks are charging for such conve
niences. 
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THE CURE 
For Headaches 

Caused By 
Terminal Problems 

It is difficult for one man to properly evaluate today's 
computer terminal market. The sales representa
tives you call upon for up-to-date facts are limited 
and biased by their own product line. 

Further complications set in when you are forced 
to depend upon third party maintenance. 

As a single source vendor, Selecterm consolidates 
all of your sales and service requirements into one 
coordinated program. 

Our sales representatives and technicians do the 
leg work and the evaluating for you. 

We're specialists in the terminal business, not re
stricted to a limited product line. Only after thorough 
testing do we impartially. evaluate each national 
brand name terminal to determine its proficiency as 
a part of your total EDP system. 

Selecterm also incorporates a flexible policy of up
grading,allowing you to grow as your needs change, 
without financial penalty. Our prescription calls for 
a continuing program of total support for the widest 
selection of computer terminals on today's market. 

RECEIVE YOUR FREE PRESCRIPTION AT 
OUR INFO '74 CLINIC ON THE 3rd FLOOR ,THE 
NEW YORK COLISEUM, SEPT. 9th THRU 12th. 

Yes, I would be interested in hearing about 
the cure for: 
o Mag-tape cassettes 0 CRTs 
o Portable terminals 0 Couplers 
o 30 CPS/wide carriage 0 Teletypes 

NAME ____________________ ~ __ __ 

FIRM _________________________ _ 

ADDRESS ______________________ _ 

__________ PHONE _______ __ 

SElECTERM Dept. M 
59 Union Square 
Somerv.ille, Mass. 02143 
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news in perspective 
Peripherals 

Same Story-Only the 
Names Have Been Changed 
Garland Corp .. in Brockton. Mass .. is 
an apparel manufacturer which uses a 
Honevwe1l204()A svstem with 196K bvtes 
of memory. an assortment of peripher
als. and 10 terminals. It runs multiple 
partitions on the purchased ,cpu and 
uses the Honeywell-marketed TOTAL 
data base system (developed by CIN
COMl. handling all data on its operation 
from production to shipping and receiv
ing. Data processing manager Charles 
.Iaeger is the chairman of the TOTAL spe
cial interest group of the Honeywell 
Users Association. a group which con
tains about 30-40 TOTAL customers. The 
Garland story has been presented to the 
association. Garland considers itself a 
showcase installation for Honeywell. 

Garland also felt sophisticated, 
enough to be a mixed shop. becoming 
the test site for the first Cambridge 
add-on memory for the Honeywell 
200/2000 series. The savings of "thou
sands" was to be put toward system up
!!rade.' not an unreasonable maneuver 
for a cost-conscious user. It notified 
Honevwell of its intentions and Honev
well agreed to inspect the memory "at 
Garland's expense. Withi'n about three 
months. Garland was caught in the mid
dle of a legal battle between Honeywell 
and Cambridge. Judging by the Cam
bridge complaint filed on April 30 and 
Honeywell's answer May I. the user was 
yanked around like a puppet. 

Why should a bright showcase for 
Honeywell suddenly become a battered 
showcase for a legal fight against 
foreign memory attachments? It "is fair 
to state'that Honeywell's action in this 
specific case is a general argument 
about foreign or third-party memory. 
and perhaps about any attachments that 
"alter" Honeywell hardware. Asked for 
its policy in" regard to independently 
supplied peripherals and memory. Hon
eyv,:ell stated that it was "inappropriate 
to comment because the matter is in liti
gation." Asked whether all such suppli
ers will have to wait until the case is 
over to deal with Honeywell. the 
spokesman came back with assurances 
that the firm will "talk to" any indepen
dent vendor and will negotiate on a 
"case-by-case basis." 

The alterations 
Honeywell gave several legal answers 

to Cambridge's legal filing. not the least 
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of which is that it "requested certain 
interface specifications and mainten
ance documentation with which to pre
pare test procedures. That necessary 
documentation has never been received 
by defendant." Thus it couldn't make 
it~ inspection. Honeywell further denies 
that it told Garland it would provide 
maintenance service on a "best efforts" 
basis until a test or evaluation was 
made. Another argument concerns a 
Cambridge claim in referring to the 
Honeywell maintenance agreement: 
"Such agreement nowhere provides that 
the installation of non-HIS equipment. 
such as the CMI add-on memory. would 
constitute a breach." Honeywell readilv 
admits to the truth of that ;tatement e,z
cept for the clause "such as the CMI 
add-on memory.~' A user informed us 
that the maintenance agreement lists al
terations to the Honeywell hardware as 
cause for default of contract. Honeywell 
does not state it. but the alteration made 
to its cpu to accommodate the add-on 
may be one of its legal arguments. 

Cambridge replaces one circuit board. 
although it has discounted this publicly 
as "minor" and said that it provides a 
switch on the memory to allow its effec
tive "disconnection" from the cpu at 
any time. It also says. and Garland veri
fies. that it takes 40 minutes to physical
ly plug and unplug the memory. 

What Garland went through is a 
maddening series of events in which 
Honeywell withdrew maintenance. 
Cambridge was forced to yank out the 
memory. Honeywell reinstated main
tenance. Cambridge installed the mem
ory. Garland asked for "best efforts" 
contracts. Honeywell announced main
tenance withdrawal after 30 days writ
ten notice. Honeywell withdrew main
tenance without giving that notice. and 
finally the troublesome memory was 
unplugged. Cambridge and Honeywell 
never talked to each other. it seems. 

What user wouldn't shudder at the 
prospect of going through this non
sense? One can hardly surmise who vio
lated which letter of the law or legal 
agreement. But it is easy to see why the 
S 12.6 million Cambridge is a threat to 
S 1.2 billion Honeywell Information Sys
tems. 

Cambridge is offering memories up 
to SI2K on various models of the 
2()()!2()()() series of equipment. While it 

has not released specific prices. Kevin 
Dowd. national sales manager. said they 
are running at about 90O/C of Honeywell 
list price for a one-year lease. 80O/C for 
two years. 75% for three. and 70% for 
four years. "Most of the Honeywell sys
tc_ms arc getting into multiple partition
ing." he noted. requiring larger and 
larger memory. He wouldn't say just 
what size that market is. but our own 
figuring is that if Cambridge could cap
ture just 10% of the 200/2000 series sys
tems installed (about 220 of noo sys
tems in the U.S.). adding just 64K in 
each case. the value of that market is 
S7-8 million in approximate Cambridge 
prices. 

Extending the life 
No mainframer wishes for a situation 

in which users-purchasers or renters 
-enter multiple-year leases with a 
second vendor when it has new lines 
coming onto the market and trade-in 
deals to offer purchasers. Honeywell in
dicated the life expectancy of the 
200/2000 series at its press conference 
by announcing that it will support that 
equipment's operating system only 
through 1976. Cambridge's initial offer
ings are within the natural memory 
limits set by the mainframer. but it 
could offer extended memories beyond 
these limits. This could broaden its mar
kets and extend the life of a user's 
model 2000. Plans for controlled migra
tion to the HIS Series 60 could be ham
pered. Also. while no peripheral suppli
er has made a real attack on the tape 
and disc drive part of a Honeywell sys
tem because of the complexities of the 
~ architecture. at least one is interested 
and would take courage from a Cam
bridge victory. Clearly. any significant. 
attacks on its customer base would rob 
Honeywell of some revenues in a period 
of high development costs. 

Considering that Honeywell has less 
than 10% of the general purpose com
puter market. is it fair. some Honeywell 
users have asked. to force them to give 
any market up to "parasitcs?" Legally. 
any product line weakness. be it price 
or performance. is fair game for compe
tition. The user has a right to competi
tive choice. whether he wants it or not. 

As almost all mainframers. Honey
well has a monopoly in its own market. 
born of lack of competition for the ele
ments or submarkets of that systems 
market. Jud!!e A. Sherman Chri;tensen 
found in the ~BM-Telex case that IBM was 
indeed monopolizing its peripherals 
submarket(sl. Prof. Michael Duggan. 
legal and computer expert at the Univ. 
of Texas. thinks this decision will not 
have "precedent force" in the Honey
well case. but may have "persuasive 
force." The real question is simply 
whether Honeywell was "reasonable" or 
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"unreasonable" in its action, he feels. 
Reasonable restraint of trade in this case 
would mean the motive was to preserve 
costly' mainte'nance resources. Unrea
sonable would be action with intent to 
cut "off competition; "You don't use 
y~ur leverage in one market to obtain 
unfair advantage in another." e~plains 
Di.Igg~n. Duggan also mused t~at this 
case' seems to pose a classic legaldilem
'rna': ,cOd you' allow a non-dominant 
vendor to use anti-competitive' means 
(nbt viota'tiQris like price fixing or tie-in 
sales) ill hopes they'll be~ome competi
tiye enough in an IBtd-dominated mar
ket?" The judge will decid~ what dilem-
mas exist. '1 , 

Whether a user today wants a mixed 
shopor not, he does not know what op
portunities will be available to him to':' 
morrow, or in fact whether the main
frame vendor will be available to him 
tomorr~w,atleast with the services now 
offered.' He can protect himself in sever
al ways and one is by incorporating his' 
rights in hisco!ltract. DATAMATION au
thor T~d Withington in 1970 urged users 
to negotiate for' the right to make 
foreign attachments to their own sys
tems. But only IBM' qsers are known to 
have such contractual rights. The feder
al. government today has a clause in its 
standard conirads which all main
framers adhere t~. Try this . on your 
salesman: 

"The Government (user) may make 
alterations or install attachments to the 
equipment. The Contractor will be no
~ified of any'such alterations or attach
ments . .. If the Govern'ment, agrees 
that such changes sUbstantially increase 
the cost of maintenance mutually agree
able arrangement for additional main
tenance charge~ shall be. made on an 
individu'al installation basis, ouisid~ the 
scope of this contract." ' 

Go to the top 
There' are many ways a vendor may 

discourage ,a user or competitor. John 
Hunter of Delta Resources Inc. in New 
York notes'that his firm'has several con
tracts for full maintenance' of Univac 
(RCA). in~tallations. Whiie he' has met 
opposition from Univac employees ~'at 
the local level" in the past, he notes that 
he has always been able to go to Univac 
top management to remov~roadblocks. 
He suggests that users. who may be 
harassed at the local level when they try 
to' bring in 'a competitive service or 
hardwar~. don't realize. that they can 
call ~Iue Bell (or Armonk or Detroit) 
and get res·ults. 

The Honeywell-Cambridge litigation 
raises questions about the whole non-
IBM n',ainframe market: did IBM actually 
settle the is~ue by settling' with Ad
vanceq Memory Systems'ill 1972 when 

. it' agr~ed to, maintain its ~pu's with 
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foreign cpu-altering memory under cer
tain easily adhered-to conditions? 
Doesl1'n~e fact that the government de
mands,. and gets, the right to make alter
at!ons a'np attachments to any main
framer hardware get some kind of pre
ceqent for the private sector? Ap
parently, nothing guarantees anything. 
The dominant supplier had to acquiesce 
and the' dominant user has the advan
tage of clout. 

Most non-IBM mainframers are vague 
about their company polic~es toward at
tachments by peripheral and memory 
firms. As noted, Honeywell won't com
ment. Burroughs and NCR couldn't mus
ter an answer, although given two weeks 
to do so by this reporter. The NCR 
spokesman said,' hO\yever, he wasn't 
sure the firm had ever faced the prob-
lem. ' 

OK-but 
Univac's spokesman stated. "The cus

tomer can add non-Univac equipment 
as long as the additional equipment 
does not damage or interfere with the 
operation or maintenance of the Univac 
gear, or degrade the performance of the 
Univac equipment ... The customer is 
not to make any alterations to Univac 
equipment." The spokesman noted!-lni
vac is "flexible" on this point. 

"Before the customer installs the 
non-Univac'equipment: he should give 
Univac written notice of what he in
tends to dQ. Univac reserves the right 
to, test ~he equipment, or it may give 
conditional approval without requiring 
such' testing." 

In !l1aking the tests, Univac doesn't 
guarantee the non-Univac equipment in 
any way including its fitness . . . . If . 
under testing, Univac finds the equip
ment may cause damage or degradation 
to the Univac equipment, 'the customer 
is not to add the ilOri-Univac e'quip-
ment." , 

The customer is responsible for "pro
viding and maintaining the softwar~ 
and speCial diagnostics," required by the 
foreign gear, and for "any damage to 
the Univac equipment caused by'" these 
attachments. Univac is "not liable for 
property damage as a result of the non
Univac equipment." 
. Digital Equipment Corp.'s policies 
w~re not so' specifically stated. They 
seem to allow attachments without prior 
notification and "when a field engineer 
enters a' site and discovers foreign 
equipment. he requests that it be re
moved before he' performs mainten
ance." It similarly makes no guarantees 
for the performance of the system with 
that equipment attached to it. DEC is 
"open to negotiation" if alterations are 
made to its equipment. since mainten
ance is affected. 

Not many peripheral and memory 

makers have entered the non-IBM mar
kets for obvious reasons. The markets 
are n~t that 'big. the prices ar~ often too 
low to fit unger. and/or the system ar
chitecture makes the attachment com
plex.Vendors note that ~my' indepen
dent in the IBM market wants to attack 
only those non-IBM systems that allow 
them to us~ their IBM-compatible tech
niques. When it comes' ~o peripherals. 
Honeywell, Bllrro!Jghs, and CDC archi
tectures are not· supposed to fit that 
requirement. "The non-IBM market is a 
small one, relative to the IBM market." 
says. Graner Thorne df Ampex Corp .. 
"and the succes~fu! competitors are 
those who are there first and who have 
identified the big' usefs~" The big users 
have the clout with their vendor to take 
advantage of the 'price bargains,whpe 
smaller users tend .to'shy aw&y from of
fending the' mainframerand having.th~ 
maintenance security ~~anket pulled 
away. 

Storage Tech~ology C~rp. has tape 
drives bei'1g installed on' Digital Equip
me'lt Corp. ano Univac. equipment. 
Ampex and Computer ~nvestors Group 
offer memories for. Univac ariq Digital 
Equipment Corp. systems,CalComp 
and Ampex sell disc drives for Univa~ 
gear, al1d Cambridge memories plug 
into DEC, too. Formation Inc, teams up 
with' IBM-compatible tape, disc and 
memory suppliers to interface that gear 
with the 'ag'ing !.tCA sy~tems. And 'nu!. 
merous other companies seem prepared 
to interface some body's peripheral· With 
some mairiframer's cpu. Anexaniple is 
Macro Products, which has been inter
facing Data Products printers' with bo'th 
B~rroughs a!1d Honeyw~1I systerp's, 

"Peripheral Adaptor" 
Charles Bozarth, 'presidenf of the 

firJTl, says he has' installed 30 Data Prod': 
ucts-buiIi pril1ters (~809Ipm) at B4r:
roughs ~nstallations. The cost is 5~6.500 
vs.· about 560.000 for' a' comparable 
printer'from BurroJ.lghs; He says ~hat t~e 
us~rs simply hook his model 470'print
ers. for which he, builOs in the interrace. 
through a cqble cO!1n~ctor. Hon~ywell. 
said Bozarth. has requi"red users~anting 
aData Products printer to obtain a "pe'
ripheral adaptor'~ fr~m Honeywell.' Ac
cording to Bozarth. at first the adaptor 
cost 5200 a month. b!Jt now it has been 
increased to 5410 a month. A Honeywell 
user told us the purchase price is 
S16.000, Macro now offers its own 
model 470 (also DPI-buiIt) for. SI285 a 
month. plus the 5410 the user pays for 
the adaptor-or S 1?95 a month to the 
user. Honeywell'S competitive prod\lct 
runs S 1800/month: so the user is not 
getting a big pri~e break by going to 
Macro. Bozarth claims better through
put and print 'clarity. however. anq has 
managed to install his .first '~ystem with 
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ONE. 

DOUBLE (OR QUAD
RUPLE) YOUR IBM 
370/145 MEMORY 
CAPACITY ••• 

Regardless of the MOdel 145 you 
now have, you can expand it to two 
megabytes. For most 145 users, 
that means unlimited growth of 
systems, applications, files, pack
ages and processing flexibility. 
Memory restriction is a thing of 
the past. Your investment in 
m!linframe hardware is preserved 
for years to come. 

• 

When we built our new add-on memory for IBM System/370 
Model 145, we wanted to give you more reasons to buy ours 
than anyone else's. 
Here are eight of them. 

TWO. 

GET THE MOST 
COMPLETE MEMORY 
PROTECTION 'EVER 
OFFERED ••• 

370/STOR 145 detects and corrects 
all single-bit errors, so efficiently 
they don't exist as far as you are 
concerned. And it provides imme
diate reconfiguration in the event 
of a multi-bit error. A flick of a 
switch isolates the error sector, 
and the rest of memory keeps 
running ... and running ... and 
running. It's like having no 
downtime problems to worry 
about . 

THREE. 

USE THE FASTEST, 
SAFEST MEMORY 
TECHNOLOGY 
AVAILABLE TODAY ••• 

The 1024-bit bipolar chip. Both 
Cambridge and IBM use it for 
their 145 memories. It's extremely 
fast. It provides stable storage of 
data. It uses a single power level 
that eliminates many circuits, 
components, interconnect points 
and materials. The result: 
lower cost and great reliability 
for you. 

FOUR. 

AND GET THE 
MEMORY SIZE YOU 
WANT RIGHT NOW. 
NO WAITING. 

Noone ever offered the choicl 
memory sizes available with 
370/STOR 145. You can selec 
exact IBM-size modules. Or 4 
modules. Or 128K modules. ( 
256K modules. And mix then 
any way you want. So you gn 
way you want- in big steps 0 

small. And you can start righ 
now. We're already deliverinJ 

r I" 9AMBRIDGE MEMORIES, INC., 12 Crosby Drive • Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 • (617) 271 

Contact our sales oillces for further information: Boston (617) 271-6400' Hartford (203) 633-8714' PhiIadelphia(215) 295-1186· Columbus, O. (614)459-0154· 
Kansas City (913)371-3352· Atlanta (404) 252-1382· San Francisco (415) 692-4806· New York City (201)947-0184' Rochester (716)637-2229' Chicago (312)44 
DetroiU313) 557-4080' Washington, D.C. (301) 657-9105/6' Dallas (214) 231-4804' Los Angeles (213) 822-1166' 
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IVE. 

AT'S NOT ALL. 
IS MEMORY KEEPS 
)RKING, EVEN 
-tEN IBM'S QUITS. 

like having a built-in 
k-up main memory. If your 
dent IBM memory fails, 
/STOR 145 will keep going. 
t throw a little switch on our 
nory panel, and the failed IBM 
nory is disconnected while 
/STOR 145 continues to run 
speed. Need we explain the 
ues of that ~ttribute? 

360/CORE 

Up to two megabytes of 
main memory for Models 
22, 30. 40. 50, 65 and 67 
processors in the System/ 
360 line. 
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SIX. SEVEN. EIGHT •. 

AND YOU CAN INSTALL 
ONE MEGABYTE 
IN LESS THAN A 
SINGLE DAY ••• 

370/STOR 145 is a stand-alone 
unit. It connects to your CPU 
through plug-in connector cables. 
That makes it completely trans
parent. You can use all IBM hard
ware, software and maintenance 
without alteration. The inter
connect is so direct that we'll get 
your first megabyte running in 
less than a day. . 

IN FAR LESS FLOOR 
SPACE THAN IBM 
OR OTHER MEMORIES 
NEED •••. 

We are noted for oUr compact 
memories. They help us get orders, 
because computer sites have 
space problems, too. With 370/ 
STOR 145, we get compact indeed: 
up to a megabyte in a single 
chassis, with power supply built
in. The result, if you have a 145 
Mod 1, is more than twice the 
capacity in about half the space. 

AT A PRICE THAT· 
YOU CAN'T BEAT ••• 
UNLESS ALL YOU 
SHOP IS PRICE. . 

Cambridge sells value. That 
means the right performance at 
the right price. We've gone out 
of our way to build 370/STOR 
145 as a memory product you 
can't beat in performance, regard
less ofthe supplier. But we also 
know you want the right price
so we give it to you. Ask our local 
sales office to quote you our lease 
and purchase terms. 

370/STOR 145. The newest product from CamQridge, a company 
that knows that its future depends upon the excellence of the 
products it builds for you. 

370/STOR 

Up to four megabytes of 
main memory for the 
Models 145, 155 and 165 
in the System/370 
computer family. 
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CAMBRIDGE. 
A good place to put your Information. 

EXPANDACORE-ll 

Memory expansion sys
tems for all PDP-II 
processors. featuring up 
to 30'1.:, speed increases. 
Two-way data save and 
interleaving. 
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EXPANDACORE-620 

Up to 65K of main storage 
for all 620/i, L. F-l00 and 
L-lOO minis. Self
contained and self
powered 5W'plug-in 
systems. 
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OTHER MEMORIES 

Core, semiconductor and 
DOT data storage sys
tems for OEM and End
user computer mainframe. 
controller, peripheral. 
teiminal and auxiliary 
memory products. 
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news in perspective 
a Honeywell user. Process Computing 
and Consulting in San Diego. The big 
thing here is'" that Honey~ell retain~ 
som~ of its revenue base from the cus;
tomer' by requiring the adaptor. de
scribed by Bozarth as an "electrical de
vice with- a few cards that isolates the 

,printer from the mainframe." This 
rather reminds observers of the AT&T in
terface required to connect independent 
modems to communications lines. (One 
wondered '"if Honeywell has a memorv 
adaptor in the works.") -

The criteria for daring among the 
users seems to be sophistication. self
sufficiency. and general independence 

Personnel 

from the mainframer. Users dependent 
on the mainframer for software. ser
vices. etc .. get a little "squeamish" about 
mixed installations. according to Phil 
Ingals of Storage Technology. Storage. 
he says. is treading an already cleared 
path by attacking the Univac market. 
CalComp pioneered with that vendor. 
Storage also has started into the market 
through users who have its tape and disc 
drives on IBM systems and asked STC if 
it couldn't do the same for Univac 
equipment. This is a user with "experi
ence. sophistication ',' . " and clout. 

-Angeline Pantages 

Strikes' Are no Fun 
But Not All Bad 
A recent advertising slogan said: "Try 
it. you'll like it." At Stanford University. 
people who manage the campus com
puter centers recently tried it. didn't 
necessarily like it. but feel they're better 
ofT for the experience. 

Last month a three-week strike of em
ployees at Stanford affiliated with the 
Service Employees International Union 
(AFL/CIO) ended. It signaled the return 
to their jobs of some 90 computer and 
keypunch operators at the Palo Alto. 
Calif.. campus' four main data centers. 
which in the interim was staffed by 
management and programming person
nel. For the latter. some of whom had 
little or no previous hands-on experi
ence. it was a time that will long be 
remembered. Not too surprisingly. how
ever. the "temporary help" discovered 
and remedied a number of operations 
problems-and promise to make a sig
nificant number of other improvements 
that stem from their brief stint as com
puter operators. 

"As a result of putting systems pro
grammers and others who previously 
had been operators together into the 
machine room. we were able to develop 
and document some procedures that 
make better use of sYstems tools." says 
William H. Yundt. - -

Adds Charles R. Dickens. "People 
\vho are generally comIilitted to major 
development projects were put in the 
direct operations functions and were 
able to see some things that people in 
operations can't see ... As a result. 
some good results came out of the un
fortun~te strike situation." 

Dickens is director of the Stanford 
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Center for Information Processing 
(SCIP). which. under a campus-wide reor
ganization a year ago. placed the four 
general purpose computer centers under 
one management. Yundt is SCIP'S asso
ciate director. Business Services. SCIP 
manages a hardware complement that 
consists of a 360/91 and two 370/168s 
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center (SLAC) where the triplex system 
under ASP 3:1 runs under vs2 Release 
1.6: a 360/67 at the academic facility 
running under OS/MFT. HASP. and ~ 
number of internally developed sys
tems: a DOS 370/135 at the Stanford 
Medical Center: and a DOS 145 and vs 
158 at an administrative facility. 

Some rookie pinch-hitters 
In the strike emergency. Mel Ray. the 

SCIP associate director for operations. 
,was put in command of the center's 
management resources. He and his 
operations managers and supervisors 
formed the cadre for "overnight" train
ing of the temporary workforce recruited 
from management and programming 
ranks. 

Personnel were generally assigned to 
pincr.-hit for the striking operations 
people by their geographical proximity. 
since there was a distance of anywhere 
from a mile to 31j~ miles between one 
facility and another. or by system or hi~
tori cal familiarity. Some programmers 
from the 360/67 center helped run the 
huge SLAC facility although they had no 
familiarity with it. "And some of the 
people h~d never operated a computer 
before. had not so much as torn paper 
from a printer." savs Dickens. So the 

familiarity with the new job ranged 
from those who had not touched a com
puter before to those who had designed' 
the system that was running on the ma
chine and thus knew quite intimately 
the software. 

"Some of the people responsible for 
the creation of the software were put in 
the position of having to run it." notes 
Yundt. "Which made it abundantly 
clear to them that there were holes in 
the operations documentation and areas 
for improvements in procedures for 
running their own systems." 

One of the managers of a systems 
programming group. called upon to 
operate the 67. found a number of pro
cedural improvements that could be 
made. including, the effective automa
tion of operator instructions. What pre
viously required operator intervention 
at the console in an MFT /HASP environ
ment was changed so that Stanford's 
text editing/RJE system (WYLBUR) could 
sequence operator instructions. She es
sentially put the procedural instructions 
on the computer. itself. so the operator 
could interrogate the computer and find 
out what he's supposed to do next. 

"In general. we did two things." says 
Dickens. "We put in machine-readable 
form. and hence accessible from a ter
minal through WYLBUR. those proce
dures that are in our manual. This en
abl~s an operator. from a terminal. to 
learn what he's to do. Secondly. we took 
some of the operator's manual functions 
and internalized them so that the com
puter could do them. It should make it 
much easier to run the computer over 
the long haul." 

Learned a lot 
Dickens says it took only a day or two 

of running the computer for them to 
realize there were a lot of things that 
needed doing. "Our learning curve was 
very steep." he says. "Ninety percent of 
what we learned was apparent in the 
fir,st three or four days." 

The experience. he adds. leads him to 
the conclusion that computer center 
management should periodically get the 
people who are doing development 
work. who are making major changes 
to the operating system or'developing 
major applications. to run their own, 
work. It would allow them-indeed. 
force them-to see what the human in
terface really looks like. He says they 
would be able to spot most problems 
after only a day or two of pushing but
tons. mounting ar.d dismounting tapes: 
But he also say~; this brief exposure 
should not occur more than. say. once 
or twice a year. depending on the 
amount of development going on in the 
system. If it occurs too frequently. the 
development personnel will adapt 
themselves to the system. rather than 
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getting the system to adapt to the peo
ple. 

"People who run these machines. 
over the vears. have learned to avoid the 
pitfalls."" he explains. "That's why the 
periodicity of hringing people into the 
operations world should he rather 
long-long enough for them to have 
forgotten what the pitfalls are." 

According to Yundt. this is a prime 
opportunity for management personnel 
to stay ahreast of the technology while 
also getting a better feel for current op
erational problems. Yundt. who hadn't 
operated a computer since the days of 
the IBM 7()94. mentions the tendencv 
of people to become technologically ob
solete. a position being advanced hy so
cial/hehavioral scientist Paul Armer. 
Armer. who was formerly director of the 
Stanford Computation" Center. hired 
Yundt. 

He's up to date 
"The experience tended to help hring 

me up-to-date." says Yundt. "I don't 
know if a little knowledge is dangerous. 
hut it gave me a little more knowledge 
than I had. And as a result of that. I'm 
ahle to have better control over the work 
I normally have my staff do." This is 
with respect to the c~mputer accounting 
svstems and the systems that account for 
n1achine resourc~s. He explains that he 
previously was aware of problems from 
the standpoint of systems maintenance 
and those on the programming side. But 
now he's more aware of how jobs are 
run hy operators. what resources they 
demand. in what order of importance. 
and where problems might occur as a 
result of operations-type problems. 

Dickens relates problems experienced 
with the ASP system. where they're run
ning the 91 an"d two 16Rs as on~ system. 
When there's a hardware failure or sys
tems crash. it's extremely difficult" to 
hring parts of the system back up. Even 
when you apparently have the system 
hack up successfully. the system in no 
way can tell you. for example. that some 
of its internal queues are fouled up. And 
four hours later it'll crash again hecause 
ASP has not cleaned itself .up properly. 
",So there's a need to document much 
more carefully for operations people. 
Secondly. we're going to put in some 
kind of operator control language that 
is more natural. more consistent." 

He explains that in running ASP on 
the multiprocessor triplex system. the 
operator is faced \vith the prohlem of 
having to talk to ASP. to ys2. and to 
MYT on the 91. If he wants to ask a ques
tion. such as the location of certain data 
sets. he must talk to MYT or to YS. SO 
they want to place a shield in front of 
all that. ohviatin2 the necessitv of the 
uperator having ~) worry whether he's 
talking to a specific operating system. 
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"He should he free to express himself 
in a simple manner without regard to 
a particular format of a particular sys
tem." 

"That's something we knew of in ad
vance." Dickens adds. "But when yOU 
have to run the machines yourself ;nd 
you're responsible for development. you 
get a much better feel for what you must 
do and you have an incentive to move 
much faster. Our experiences have 
given us the impetus to implement these 
operator interfaces in a better way. Pri
marily we're forced to overcome a lot 
of pr~blems that IBM. has not managed 
to attack." 

Night rates 
At one of Stanford's open-shop facili

ties. there were times when the machine 
would be idle in the evening. Users sub
mitting jobs specify whether they want 
a short turnaround. can even call for an 
evening run or a late night run. and are 
charged accordingly. In the evening. fre
quently. jobs are queued to run on the 
night shift. But user-initiated jobs in the 
queue in the evening couldn't be re
leased to run. even though the machine 

STANFORD'S RAY AND DICKENS 
"Our learning curve was very steep." 

was idle. Consequently a new function 
was placed into HASP. allowing the oper
ator to release a joh and have the charge 
to the customer hased on the lower 
night rate requested hy the user. 

In addition to things that system pro
grammers and programmer-analysts 
could do to change the operating system 
or their own applications programs. 
making things easier to run. there were 
also other i~lprovements made. One is 
in tightening certain standards. It was 
found. for example. that the operator 
can have a devil of a time getting forms 
aligned. So a special form~ mark. mak
in2 ali2I1mcnt easier. has heen added. 
They\'~ also hegun enforcing a tape la-

heling standard about which thev've 
heen "'lax until now. 

"It turns out that when you have a 
very heavy tape mount sin;ation. such 
as we have at SLAC where we mount 
hundreds of tapes a day. the nonlaheled 
tapes and nonstandard lahels cause all 
kindsofproblems. These prohlems. when 
you're mounting or dismounting tapes. 
increase the amount of work yOU have 
to do. We knew ahout this. hut never 
really appreciated it. So now we want 
to enforce tape labeling standards." 

Dickens also relates an experience 
Mel Ray had in the machine room. dis
covering it was impossihle to see the 
printer from the operator's console. 
Within two or three days. that was rem
edied. "That's anoth"er example of 
management knowing there was a proh
lem but not knowing how important the 
problem was." he says. 

Not all problems spotted have heen 
remedied. Says Dickens. "We have 
enough work for the next nine or 12 
months. It'll take that long to correct all 
the problems we've identified. That's 
when it's time to go back in and do it 
again." 

Nor were all the problems so serious. 
Yundt. relaxing a bit after the experi
ence. says they were able to demonstrate 
that Murphy's Law is still operative. By 
placing untrained people in those posi
tions. they were ahle to test just ahout 
everything that could go wrong. He tells 
of how he arrived the first day at his 
operation assignment and. in pressing 
various buttons. managed to pu~h the 
silent burglar alarm. It immediately 
brought the police to the computer 
center. "We managed to test a numher 
of emergency and recovery proced u res." 
he says with deliherate understate
men t. 

Still. despite the steps now heing 
taken to improve the integrity and secur
ity of files. which were found to he vul
n~rahle. and despite the' reduction of 
red tape where that was found to he 
unnecessary. the strike period was dif
ficult. Some urgent projects were de
layed hy it. 

""I thi"nk one thing that in general was 
good about the strike was that it gave 
~ lot of us a deep and sincere appr~cia
tion for the joh that operations does in 
a very low-key fashion." says Yundt. 
"Thai is. we expect and ha;e hecome 
accustomed to a level of service from 
operations without really understanding 
the prohlems and logistics. the proce
dural prohlems. prohlems in incomplete 
documentation or documentation that's 
outdated hecause we've given priorities 
to future development. The ahsence of 
those trained operators made us more 
aware of the complexity of the joh." 

-Edward K. Yasaki 
(Colllillued Oil {Jaxe 128, 
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SYSTEM TEN CONFIGURATION (110K) 

0-299 RESERVED FOR STATUS 
FLAGS AND ADDRESSES 

300-6599 MAILBOX AND COMMON AREA 

6600-6749 REMOTE JOB FACILITIES 
STATISTICS AREA 

6800-6999 RESERVED FOR REMOTE JOB 
FACILITIES IN PROCESS CODES 

7000-7999 REMOTE JOB FACILITIES 1 . 
. BUFFERS 

8000-8999 REMOTE JOB FACILITIES 2 
BUFFERS 

A System Ten' computer 
by Singer configuration, 
as used by a major 
corporation. There is no 
executive program. All 
such functions are per
formed by hardware. Main 
memory is referred to as 
Common, being shared 
by all partitions in the 
system. Multi-program
ming is pre-set through 
wiring partition sizes of 
1-10K, in 1 K increments, 
by fixed-size user parti
tions, contiguous to 
Com mOl"). System Ten 
may contain up to twenty 
such partitions. 
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A system with up to 110,000 characters of memory on-line disc 
storage, magnetic tape, and up to 200-user multi-programming 
capability, all at a remarkable low price. Astonishing? Not at all. 
It is System Ten * computer by Singer. 

System Ten is unique in that it is a fixed-partition, 
multi-programming system that does not need a large and 
elaborate executive program. 

l'nstead, all executive functions are performed by the 
hardware. ' 

System Ten provides fixed partition multi-programming: each 
program is assigned a fixed-sized, contiguous area of main 
memory referred to as a user partition. 

System Ten can handle up to twenty such partitions. 

Unlike other multi-programming systems, System Ten has 
an area of main memory referred to as Common, which is shared 
by all programs in the system. This makes it possible for other
wise independent programs to exchange information at main 
memory speeds and to share common subroutines. 

Each partition's control of the processor is hardware
monitored through a round-robin time-slicing priority system. 

Core memory can be divided into a total of twenty fixed 
p.artitions, each holding one program at a time, and serviced by a 
single I/O channel, to which up to ten peripheral devices opera
ting at up to 1500 characters per second may be connected. 

Multi-programming with hardware instead of software has 
some big advantages. It is far less costly than an expensive, 
core-consuming, software operating system. Operating in con
junction with the hardwired operating system is data management 
software: disc management facility 
(DMF). Its functions include task 
selection, priority assignment, I/O 
supervision, and interrupt handling. 
Another obvious advantage is that 
the total memory capacity is 
always available for the programs 
necessary to the system's application. 

The hardware operating system 

allocates the processor to each memory partition in turn. 

Despite its power and versatility, System Ten makes 
fewer demands on your programmers and service staffs. For 
instance, I/O supervision and interrogation handling are part of 
the hardwired system design. This relieves programmers of 
handling I/O completion tasks. Since the number and size of the 
partitions are pl.ugboard-controlled, field engineers can make 
changes merely by changing the pins in the plugboards. The 
simplicity is also carried over into day-to-day operations. 
System Ten is ideal for remote locations. No technical people 
are needed to operate it, or even oversee it. 

VERSA TILITY IN PERIPHERALS 
System Ten in'a central location may have a host of 

peripherals in remote areas. Each user partition has one I/O 
channel. Up to ten I/O devices can be on line with the system per 
partition depending upon the I/O device buffering characteristics. 

And you have a wide variety of I/O devices to choose 
from. User-oriented terminals, such as work-stations and CRTs. 
Communication interfaces directly into partitions. Low-speed 
I/Os, such as card readers and printers. High speed I/Os, such 
as magnetic tape drives, disc drives, on the file access 
channel (FAG). 

No matter how many devices are included in the system, 
the large on-line data base is accessible to all partitions. 

That is System Ten by Singer. But that is far from the 
whole story. We would like to share with you case histories, 
technical reports, and price/performance analyses. Contact your 
nearest Singer Business Machines representative. Or write: 
The Singer Company, Business Machines Division, 30 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. 

BUSINESS MACHINES BY 
SINGE.R 
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DATUM, the leading independent manufacturer of 
peripheral equipment for minicomputers, can save 
you $, with no compromise in system performance 
or service... . 

* DIGITAL 
MEMORY EQUIPMENT DATUM 

TYPE CORPORATION 
262K Words RF 11-AA Model 3091 
Fixed Head Storage $15,120 $6,750 
1.2M Words RK 11-DE Model 4091 
Cartridge Disk Drive $11,000 $8,250 
20M Words RP 11-CE Model 4091 
Pack Disk Drive $31,880 $26,550 

*OEM Price List 
November, 1973 

Delivery of DATUM manufactured equipment listed 
is available within 45 days of order date. 
Similar savings apply to interfaces for other pop
ular minicomputers. And DATUM has nationwide/ 
worldwide service by company trained service 
engineers. 

write or phone for 
further information 

1363 S. State College Boulevard, Ananeim, California 92806 • 714/533-6333 
EUROPE • Datum House, Cranford Lane, Harlington, Middlesex, UK· 01-879-0456 
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• news In 
perspective 
Microfilm 

User ci'out Needed 
For COM Standards 
The National Microfilm Association 
Conference held this year in Boston 
may be remembered as the time and 
place when cOM-Computer Output 
Microfilm, or, more generally. the inter
facing of microfilm with computers
became generally recognized by the mi
croform industry as a mainstay of the 
business. The skyrocketing cost of print
out paper and cards and the inconve-
nience of handling and transporting 
large amounts of data in the bulky 8-
pica size generated by impact printers 
has left. or so the exhibitors at the con
ference felt, the $100 million spent by 
computer users each year on paper up 
for grabs. 

The organizers of the conference set 
up a separate program. devoted entirely 
to COM-related topics such as business 
graphics and COM software. which 
formed a mini-conference of its own. 
The NMA also announced that it was 
forming its first division. CIP. or Com
puter Image Processing. which is intend
ed to "represent all areas of COM in one 
organization." W.H. Libby of 3M said 
that the industry felt that a third of all 
the COM systems in the country were in
stalled last year. and exhibitors through
out the hall seemed giddy over the pros
pects for this one. 

Clout for standards 
The market possibilities opening up 

have intensified and highlighted the 
classic tension between a desire for the 
convenience of standardization by users 
and the competitive edge promised to 
producers by the very latest technology. 
Throughout the conference user-orient
ed speakers lamented the proliferation 
of reduction ratios. film widths. and for
mat techniques. There are 16 different 
companies putting out 30 different cOM 
systems. the separate components of 
which. 'the complaint ran. have far too 
Iowa degree of interchangeability. The 
Chairman of the NMA'S Committee on 
Standards. John Livsey. Microform Pro
gram Manager of the U.S. Government 
Printing Office. reported to the confer
ence that while his committee had been 
in existence for three years they had not 
yet managed to get industry agreement 
on any standards for COM software. 

"'Standards follow industry." he said. 
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quoting the NMA'S technical director. 
"they cannot lead it." and he s~ggested 
to the members that they organize and 
present the industry with what he called 
"user clout." After his address he said 
that his committee had only just suc
ceeded in obtaining from manufacturers 
full statements of their proprietary fea
tures. and he had only· obtained them 
by threatening to ask the Federal IJIfor
mation Processing Office to develop 
and announce standards on its own for 
all government purchasing. "That's an 
instance of 'user clout.' " he said. 

Where's the software? 
There is concern. too. over what was 

generally felt to be the poor level of 
software support offered users by manu
facturers. Bobby Peebles. of the Dept. 

son who is both a programmer/analyst 
and a microfilm technician. He thought 
it.was a mistake either to rely too heavi
lyon manufacturer support or on a 
team of people among whom the dif
ferent types of necessary expertise 
would be scattered. A number of users 
challenged him. declaring that that kind 

. of investment inpersorinel training was 
not necessary. 

On the floor of the conference the 
debate over standardization acquired a 
new example as U.S. Datacorp an
nounced its new 72x system with the 
slogans "A Small Miracle." and "72x 
Fights Fat." The new process. aimed 
specifically at the COM market. reduces 
750 pages of printout to a 4"x6" film 
card. Perhaps the single exhibit which 
attracted the most attention was 3 M's 

Bureau Business Dominant in U.K. 
There is new vitality in the European 
COM business. Several factors seem to 
be giving new impetus to micro-in
formation in Europe-not least of 
them being the chronic paper short
age and rising prices. 

Many of the applications tend to 
be . achieving things that simply 
couldn't be done before. as was dem
onstra~ed at the mid-June Microform 
Exhibition in London. Exhibits 
ranged from sober displays of tech
niCal advances to an exuberant dis
play by Lowndes-Ajax of case stu
dies including British Airways. 
Hertz. and Trust Houses Forte use 
of COM on a bureau basis. 

With COM. huge documents are 
being updated every week or month 
and copies are being shipped by the 
users to hundreds of branches at a 
fraction of the postage costs for 
paper documents. The British gov
ernment is using COM every night to 
update its job availability records so 
that most Dept. of Employment of
fices have' fresh microfiche every 
day. 

The industry itself has indulged in 
self-help: the average price of an al
phanumeric recorder system in the 
U.K. has dropped within the past 
five years to about ~86.()OO from 
S 113.000. This in spite of inflation. 
And reader sales are running some-

of Health. Education. and Welfare. re
ferred to a study which showed that only 
3()(l, of all COM" manufacturers provided 
diverse and responsive software support 
and that large numbers of COM users 
think softwar'e support is generally poor. 
Frank Malabarba of the Naval Ord
nance Station at Indian Head. Md .. felt 
that COM users should have to face up 
Jo the necessity of having a skilled per-
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thing like 600 a month in Britain 
alone. The bureau part of the market 
still i~ the largest single category. and 
has done a great deal to increase 
public awareness of the medium. 

CG. Baker & Associates. of 
Guildford. which keeps track of COM 

activity says some 87 recorders will 
have been installed in the U.K. by 
the end of this year. compared with 
63 at the end of'73.0n the European 
continent. the company expects that 
some 240 will have been installed by 
year-end compared with 182 a year 
earlier. Service bureaus own 19' of 
the 63 recorders installed in the U.K. 
and 44 of the 182 on the continent. 
Datagraphix. the traditional leader. 
still is far ahead of the closest com
petitor. Agfa-Gevaert 

U.K. micro-information people 
worry whether this rapidly growing 
market could lead to a price war at 
a time when the majority of bureaus 
are just barely into the black on their 
ventures and beginning to breathe 
more easily as the business comes out 
of the uncomfortable pioneering 
phase. The reason for this concern 
reflects a history of sti ff price com pe
tition in the U.S. during the pioneer
ing days there. They note. for exam
ple. that price competition in New 
York shrunk the 30 COM bureaus in 
that city to a mere handful. -

laser beam recorder svstem. which writes 
directly on dry sil~er microfilm and 
needs ~o chemical processing. This fea
ture. 3M spokesmen said. makes instal
lation in the data processing area appro
priate for the first time. 

Among other new products an
nounced at the conference was a new 
in-line processer developed by Datagra
phix with optional in- and off- line ca-

pabilities and the Beta COM 600L and 
700L. The Gould Data Systems product. 
promises. resident control and format 
flexibility plus a comprehensive resident 
data retrieval coding system. 

-Fred Hapgood 

Marketing 

He Buys, Sells 
And Prospers 
"I think IBM would prefer we weren't 
doing this." says Harry E. Goetzmann: 
Jr.. president of Continental Information .~ 
Systems Corp. (CIS) of Syracuse. . . 

The Sphinx of Armonk doesn't com
ment on such speculation. but Goetz- ;. 
mann definitely does think that many": 
other segments of the computer industry 
do prefer that he and CIS are doing what 
they are doing. And what precisely is 
that? 

"Well. I think I would classify CIS as 
more of a dealer than anything else.". 
says Goetzmann. "We're the world's 
largest 370 dealer. We've placed more 
than fifty 370s and I think we're proba.:. , 
bly IBM'S largest commercial customer.·· 

HARRY E. GOETZMANN JR. 
He predicts IBM's moves 

I also think we're the largest used 36() 
equipment lessor." 

For a man who started out in business 
for himself in 1968 with S2.00() in sav
ings as backing and who ordered more 
than S50 million of 37()s on one day in 
1972. Goetzmann. 37. must be con~"id
ered one of those rare birds in the com
puter industry-an entrepreneur who 
has made a go of it during bad times. 

An IBM marketing man for five years. 
he thinks that his ability to predict IBM's 

moves has been a great asset for CIS. For 
instance. when the 155 and 165 were 
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news in perspective 
tomers get for purchasing new equip
ment. For instance. the tax savings to 
a user on a typical 2-megabyte 158 cost
ing 52 million is 5140.000. Usually. eom
panies decide they need the tax credit 
towards the end of the year. "Last No
vember and December we could have 
sold every 158 and 168 we could get our 
hands on." says Goetzmann. "We did 
between 30 and 40% of our business in 
those two'months." 

announced. Goetzmann didn't buy all 
the hoopla about IBM announcing a dra
matic new system. He looks upon the 
ISS. for example. as not much more 
than a souped-up Model 50. 

"We didn't place any large orders for 
155s and 165s." he says. "We could see 
that there was something lacking in the 
architecture. But when the 158 and the 
168 came along. it was a different story. 
We felt those machines represented a 
big departure for IBM and we felt that 
IBM would stay with those machines for 
a long period of time. When the 158 and 
168 were announced on August 2. 1972. 
we ordered more than 540 million worth 
of them." 

And how did IBM look upon a young 
company with limited financial re
sources from Syracuse. New York. plac
ing such a large order? Goetzmann 
pointed"out that CIS had always paid its 
bills to IBM on time in the past. "But 
as we came closer to delivery time. IBM 

became concerned. I think." Goetz
mann recalls. "IBM put very firm con
straints on us that they didn't impose 
on their commercial customers. They set 
up their own game plan for us." 

Awe and annoyance 
Goetzmann speaks of IBM with a mix

ture of awe. admiration and annoyance. 
His current annqyance is traceable to his 
company's recent moves in the Europe
an market from its base in Brussels. He 
says that while IBM follows an orderly 
delivery schedule in the U .S.
deliveries are made sequentially follow
ing the placement of orders-in Europe 
he finds that IBM has been able to move 
customers ahead in the delivery sched
ule when CIS attempts to make a sale. 
This has cut Goetzmann's firm out of 
some business in Europe. he claims. 

Fast or "immediate" delivery of 
370s-particularly 158s-is CIS' big seIl
ing weapon at present. Goetzmann says 
he can provide a 370 today. while IBM 

customers normally must wait several 
months for most 370 models. 

He notes that computer users may 
want fast delivery of a 370 for any 
number of reasons ranging from unan
ticipated workload growth and conver
sion requirements to tax purposes and 
whim. A major reason a user will want 
fast delivery. however. is to take advan
tage of the 7% investment tax credit cus-

Seiling their place 
Looked at from another direction. 

that means a simple order alone for an 
IBM machine can be worth money. 
Goetzmann finds that many, who have 
ordered 370s are able to sell their wait
ing place in the IBM delivery schedule. 
Goetzmann says that an order for a 158 
can be worth at least $20.000. ("I've paid 
more.") 

Officially. IBM does not permit an 
order to be reassigned. so the original 
party that placed the order must buy it 
and immediately assign it to CIS. The 
equipment never goes to either the party 
that placed the order or to CIS. but to 
a user CIS has found. Even the original 
IBM salesman is pleased. because he still 
gets credit for the sale. 

Another measure of Goetzmann's 
savvy in sizing up the 370 market is the 

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM EXECUPORT: 
Bi·directional Bus 

Our Floppy Disk Our Interface Your Mini. 

AED 2500 ,', 

FEATURES: 

.IPL 

• Overlapped Seek 

• Common Bus 

• Low Cost, Quick Del. 

'. Field Proven 

Call Jerry Kennedy: 

PDp·ll 

NOVA 

PDP-8E, M 

VARIAN 620, 70 

INTERDATA 70's 

HP 2000's 

ALPHA 16/LSI 

Other Minis 
Upon 

Request 

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS DESI~N, INC. 
754 N PASTORIA ST., SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086 

.. __ ~ __ ........ (4081733-3555 . 
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Terminals and Peripherals 
Shown isthe Execuport 320 Portable Data Terminal. 
Plugs in anywhere, communicates via telephone with 
built-in acoustic coupler. Quiet and highly reliable. 

Features include: 
• Upperandlowercase 
• Three RS232 connectors 
• Keyboard, isolate switch 
• Illuminated print area 
• Single and double 

spacing 
• Teletype or numeric 

cluster keyboard 

• Integral carrying case 
• Data access jack 
• Print position counter 
• Many other features 

and options 

Ask about the full line of 
EXECUPORT terminals and peri-
pherals, including paper and magnetic tape units. Use the 
reader service card or phone or write. 

EXECIJPORT: The tougher terminal. 

(QC§ II Computer'Transceiver Systems Inc. r-I ~ East 06 Midland Ave" Paramus; N. J. 07652 
~~ 3) (201) 261~6800 • TELEX: 138-707 
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1~lct that he has supplied 37()s to such 
sophisticated leasing firms as 'TEL and 
('(G. with the former firm orderin!! in 
excess of S III million worth of .... 'BM 
eyuipment from Goetzmann's firm dur
ilH! CIS' last fiscal vear alone. 
·~·,s is in the leasing business. too

hut. as might he expected. in a different 
manner from the traditional leasing 
company ways. While the typical 361l 
leasing companies hought ne\\' 360 ma
chines earlv in. the deliverv cvcle and 
sUhseyuentiy ' stopped purchases and 
then expended major efforts to keep the 
eyuipment out in the field. CIS special
ized in purchasing used 360 eyuipment. 
""Our average price of our 360 portfolio 
is 50 per cent off IBM list price." says 
Goetzmann. ""We put it out on a full-

I payout lease and we can get our money 
hack in as little as two years." 

CIS also operates a facilities technical 
group called CIs/Corporate Facilities 
Group. which sells hardware and soft
ware support to smaller Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield acc()Unts. The company has 
some 45 employees-a far cry from the 
one-man operation he ran from his 
home back in 1968. (He decided to 
move out when his small children an
swered his business phone too often.) 
His initial venture backing came from 
a group of ~yracuse businessmen. Later 
financial backing came from a Buffalo 
venture capital outfit and. finally. 
through a public offering in 1972. Reve
nues are not a good gauge of CIS' pro
gress. because of the high volume of 
outright equipment sales that CIS turns 
over. but revenues in fiscal 1974 should 
surpass 520 million. In fiscal 1973. CIS 
logged a net income of S383.000 and in 
1974 income was expected to top the 
S500.000 mark. 

-W.O.G. 

Minicomputers 

Computer Automation 
After End Users 
There's hardly a minicomputer maker 
left that isn't after some portion of the 
end user market. 

Computer Automation. Inc .. Irvine. 
Calif .. may have been the last hold-out. 
But CA's (0 the end user business no~. 
It's formed an Industrial Svstems Div. 
Initially it will offer systems built around 
its Capahle Tester." a computer based 
logic tester it has offered as a product 
since September 1969. The difference 
now. says CA president. Dave Methvin. 
is ""heavy software involvement" and. he 
admits. "other things are in the offing. 
even commercial s~stems. 

Methvin has been oft-yuoted as not 
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hein!! interested in the end user market. 
"We\e in the oem husiness and that's 
where we're !!oing to stay." he said dur
in!! a WESCO~ sh~)\\' hack in 1971. 

'-Now. though. he says he never said 
he'd never get into the "end user market. 
"We've hee'-n an oem house and we still 
see growth there hut the oem market is 
run~~ng out of gas. Profit margins are 
low. 

Unlike Donald W. Fuller. president 
of Microdata Corp.. another Irvine. 
Calif.. mini-maker. Methvin won't gO as 
far as to say he wants to make his busi
ness 50· 50 hetween end-users ahd 
oem's. Fuller. whose firm plunged 
deeply into the end user market with 
introduction of its Realitv svstem this 
spring. does say this. " 

Not competing 
Both men insist they won't be com

peting with their custoiners for end user 
business. Methvin explains that "we will 
insist on high gross margins. Non-com
puter makers looking at the kind of sys
tems we will produce would have to' buy 
their computer-related hardware. Their 
costs would be higher than ours and to 
compete with us they would have to set 
the margins too low. so they wouldn't 
compete." 

Methvin said there has been a sepa
rate group supporting the Capable Tes-

DAVE METHVIN: 
"I never said never" 

ter as a product. since 1969. The tester. 
he said. was developed. "the day after 
we developed our first computer. for 
our own use." The group was broken 
out as a division for two reasons. he 
said. "Number one. it's a hell of a prod
uct and numher two. we'd developed a 
substantial software capacity to support 
large scale svstems." Customers for the 
initial systenlS will he "practically all 

large l11anul~lcturers of electronics prod
ucts." 

And the new division will he lookin!! 
at new systems. includin!! commercial 
products.- But if any com~l1ercial prod
ucts are developed they won't stay with 
the division. "We decided commercial 
products would reyuire a ditferent ap
proach." said Methvin. "They will he 
kicked 011' here. then hroken 011' into a 
division of their own." 

Data Entry 

CMC Takes Big Bite of 
Remote Batch Market 
There are those who say that IBM. with 
introduction of its 379() remote batch 
terminal. gave its blessing to the satellite 
processing concept. 

Whether this is good or not is debated. 
"Those who think IBM blessing a market 
is a good thing are ill advised." said 
Thomas Ringer. president of Computer 
Machinery' Corp.. Marina Del Rey. 
Calif. But his is one of the companies 
that is expanding into or within the re
mote batch market in the· wake of the 
IBM announcement early this year. 

Computer Machinery. already into 
remote batch processing with its Tele
batch capability for its shared processor 
data entry ·systems. boosted its position 
substantially with acquisition of an in
stalled base of 500 remote processing 
systems manufactured by the Remcom 
Div. of scs Corp; of Dallas. CMC also 
acquired the rights to manufacture 
Remcom systems and probably will do 
this in its California plant. 

The acquired Remcom line includes 
three systems: the 2775. a low cost ma
chine. the 2780. which represents the 
bulk of the installations. and the 478()' 
an intelligent terminal. 

In its leapfrog move into remote data 
processing. CMC crosses paths with Data 
100 which. already strong in remote 
batch terminals. moved into CMC's do.:. 
main. data entry. with introduction of 
its Keybatch system at the NCe. 

Go to third place 
A CMC researcher ranked remote 

batch system suppliers this way before 
the Remcom acquisition: I.. IBM: 2 .. 
Data 100: 3 .. Remcom: 4 .. Harris Com
muniCations Systems: 5.. Univac: 6 .. 
Control Data: 7 .. Burroughs: 8 .. Mo
hawk Data Sciences: and 9 .. Computer 
Machinery (Telebatch l. Now. says CMe. 
it's No. f " 

The CMC acquisition of the Remcom 
line was initiated by Transamerica 
Corp. which two years ago arranged 
CMC'S acquisition ofthe customer base for 
Key Logic data entry systems produced 
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news in perspective 
tomers. Four years later it's done all 
three. It has a total customer base of 350 
for its on-line services of which 200 are 
in the LA .. San Diego area. It has opened 
branch centers in San Francisco. Chica
go. and ,Hackensack, N.J. And. where 
it started out marketirig to small busi
ness ($l-ZO million gross a year). it's 
now lifted its sights as high as $60 mil
lion. 

by the now defunct Redcor Corp. 
Ringer said most of the Redcor systems 
acquired are still out on rent. 

The acquired Remcom systems are 
owned by Transamerica Computer Co. 
of San Francisco. Inleasing Corp. of 
Providence. Rhode Island. and end 
users. CMC will maintain and manage 
systems owned by Tce; will lease sys
tems owned by ILC: and will be assigned 
user leases to the systems. End user 
owners will be serviced by CMC. 

Ringer said results of the agreements 
are expected initially to add $5 million 
in annual recurring revenues. 

Peter Zinsli. CMC'S vice president of 
planning and product operations, said 
Remcom operations will be integrated 
into CMC'S operations and will not be 
treated as a separate group. He antici
pates the integration will take some six 
months and looks for initial production 
of about 10 Remcom systems a month. 

Ringer said Remcom and CMC cus
tomer service people, will be cross. 
trained "as immediately as we can." 
Cross training for marketing personnel 

. . 

4 days of·international 
data processing in Berlin 
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will go slower because "customers 
(Remcom's) at first. are bound to be' 
uneasy." 

Service Bureaus 

Xerox 'on target' 
In Service Biz 

-E.M. 

Xerox Corp., which four years ago care
fully dipped its big toe into the informa
tion services market. (N ov. 1. 1970. p. 91 ) 
has since then quietly immersed a whole 
foot and continues to wade in gnidually, 
and apparently. successfully. 

"We're tracking on target." said Jim 
Campbell, president of Xerox Com
puter Services. "The old piece is profit
able." The "old piece" is the Los An
geles-San Diego area, where xcs got 
started. Its stated plan at start-up was 
to build a firm customer base in the Los 
Angeles basin before moving out geo
graphically or up to big-company cus-

"Our capability to service larger ac
counts is better than we'd dreamed." 
said Campbell. "We're putting more 
emphasis now on larger accounts by en
couraging our salesmen to sell in terms 
of revenue rather than 'number of ac
counts." xcs has a minimum charge of 
$1.000 per month and its average cus
tomer pays $3,000, but Campbell said 
they have a growing number in the 
$10-15,000 per month class. 

Campbell is a veteran of the com
puter services business. He spent 12 
years in marketing with IBM· and made 
the 100% club selling services for Ser
vice Bureau Corp.-before the Consent 
Decree. After that he was president of 
Greyhound Computer Corp. for a time 
during which it was "a multi-service or· 
ganization" including service bureaus. 
facilities management and. for a little 
while. was into time-sharing. 

International Congress 
for Data Processing . 
(ICD) Berlin 1974 
Experts from Europe and overseas will 
meet from September 4 to 7,1974 in Berlin 
for the International Congress for Data 
Processing (ICD). This meeting is an event 
exclusively tailored to executive manage· 
ments from commerce and industry, 
government agencies as well as to experts 
from all fields of application of data pro· 
cessing and information technology, re· 
presentatives from industry, administration, 
public institutions including the education· 
al sectors as well as science and research. 
The International Congress for Data 
Processing Berlin 1974 will close a gap 
which has been widened more and more 
by the lack of know-how and exchange of 
information in the field of data processing, 
especially between industry and adminis· 
tration. 
Each of the four days of the congress is 
distinguished by a main subject, on which 
renowned lecturers from home and abroad 
will provide their viewpoints in the form of 
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situation and probiem analyses. Workshops 
will deal with specific questions and en·. 
able participants to discuss relevant prob· 
lems In detail. A winding·up panel dIscus
sion will further emphaSise the subjects 
dealt with. 
The speCialised exhibition combined with 
the congress will render possible a repre
sentative surVey of the stage of develop
ment reached in the field of automated 
information technology. 

September 4-7,1974 
Berlin Congress Hall 

For information and applications: 

AMK Berlin 
Company for Exhibitions, Fairs and Congresses, Ltd. 
D 1000 Berlin 19, Messedamm 22 • 
Phone: (030) 3038 .. 1, Telex:0182908 amkb d 
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Backlash 
He has a strong belief in the future 

of the services business. He likens his 
stand to that of Control Data Corp.'s 
Bill Norris. th9ugh he's quick to admit 
xes' slice of the service business pie is 
small compared to that of CDC. "There 
is a backlash against in-house com
puters." said Campbell. "This will mean 
a boom in the service business over the 
next 10 years." While he anticipates 
"substantial growth" for the computer 
services business in the next few years. 
he cautions that it is a business requiring 
"substantial investment" which is why 
companies like CDC and General Elec
tric will make it. Presumably he puts 
Xerox in that class too. He predicts xcs 
will double its current business in 1975. 

Where once they had one Sigma 7 in 
Marina-del-Rey, Calif. they now have 
two Sigma 7's there and three Sigma 9's 
plus a "whole bunch of Sigma 3's there 
and in branch centers as front end pro
cessors. They also have a Sigma 7 in the 
San Bernardino. Calif. city hall (April. 

I ' 1973. p. 120) which is used for process-
I ing that city's data and that of nearby. 

smaller cities. And they have an IBM 

360/40 used to process a "few pro
grams" inherited when Isaacs-Dobbs 
Systems. Inc. was acquired by Xerox in 
1970. Add to all this more than 11.000 
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miles of interstate. leased. 9600 baud 
communications lines and 200 disc 
drives. being added to at a rate of 10-12 
per month. 

XCS plans to open additional centers 
in the Southeast and the Southwest in 
the "not too distant" future and current
ly is considering_Atlanta and Dallas as 
sites. So it would appear that. in com
puter services anyway. Xerox is looking 
toward total immersion. 

-E.M. 

International 

South Africa Issues 
Still Bedevil IBM 
Two events have combined to keep 
South Africa near the top of IBM'S list 
of aches and pains. The annual meeting 
always becomes a forum for South Afri
can questions. notably from Episcopa-. 
lian shareholders. And this year's reor
ganization of World Trade has put the 
African problem squarely in the lap of 
Jacques Maisonrouge. chairman of 
IBM World Trade Europe/Middle 
East! Africa Corp. Although Mai
sonrouge claims that North-South travel 
is easier on the circadian rhythms than 
East-West travel (May. p. 105). old IBM 

hands recall that he was never very fond 
of the long haul to Johannesburg. 

From the way the persistent South 
African issue refuses to die down. it 
looks as though Maisonrouge will have 
to undertake the long commute fairly 
often. He won't be the only one. A top
level triumvirate including Tom Wat
son. Jr .. made the trek last year. and a 
statement to shareholders mentions that 
IBM has had executive visits to South 
Africa in each of the last three years and 
will have them in the future. 

Will it go away? 
This statement. whose existence is 

buried in the fine print of this year's 
proxy statement. has an almost wistful. 
Nixon-like tone. telling the issue to go 
away. "We do not believe it is necessary 
to have another report on South Africa 
at the 1975 stockholders meeting." says. 
the proxy statement. noting that 97 per
cent voted down the ubiquitous Episco
pal proposal in 1973. (The three percent 
voted over $1 billion in shares though.) 

This feeble. almost defensive tone 
doesn't square with the facts in the con
troversial document. IBM'S black em
ployment in South Africa has gone from 
43 of 1029 employees in 1972 to 93 of 
1087 in 1973, and will continue to rise. 
Twenty have office jobs. and more are 
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. Look what HP's family of Graphic Plotters 
can draw from nearly any data source 
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for you 
No matter where your data comes' 
from, it's always more meaningful in 
the form of graphics. Solutions buried 
in rows of numbers begin to make 
sense when you see them translated 
into charts and graphs. 

And now that Hewlett-Packard 
offers a complete line of economical 
graphic plotters, you can draw those 
easy-to-understand charts and graphs 
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andyou. .. 
from just about any data source. 
Directly from your computer. Your 
timeshare terminal. Your smart 
terminal. Even your calculator. 

There's an HP Plotter available for 
your data processing equipment that 
interfaces quickly and easily and 
requires a minimum of software. It's 
easy to use. And gives you your graphics 
on any size paper up to 11 x 17 inches. 

Statistics 

andyou. .. 
In red, blue, green or black. 

OEM discounts are available. Get 
details now on the just-right Plotter for 
your special needs. We'll show you 
why it's the economical way to get those 
meaningful charts and graphs. No . 
matter what data source you have to 
draw on. Write Hewlett-Packard, 
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, 
California 94304. 

11404 

HEWLETT.:Ii PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 
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news in perspective 
being trained. with an average of about 
15 days per black employee to prepare 
for new jobs or higher positions. 

Wages are generally above the IBM 

Sou~h Africa minimum of S209 a 
month. which is well above the S93 
'minimum subsistence level'. itself a 
controversial issue. A Fortune article last 
year contained graphs sh()wing IBM miles 
ahead of any other local or foreign em
ployer in w~ges as :-veil as job opportu
nities for blacks. The company has two 
small card printing operations in Johan
nesburg and Cape Town. and a' growing 
sales operation. 

A lively market 
IBM has no intention. according to 

the detailed statement. of pulling out of 
South Africa. This makes business 
sense. and it fits the IBM culture. South 
Africa is a small but lively market. and 
IBM finds enough competition from ICL 

and Burroughs in particular to make the 
game interesting. Most of the country's 
computers are within 30 miles of Johan
nesburg. Culturally. the company has 
always cherished the notion that it can. 
should. and does set a good example to 
the other corporate citizens. 

While IBM rather ducks the Episcopal 
demand to go out and see that none of 
the computers sold are being used to 
enforce apartheid. it lays heavy stress on 
the S76.000.it spent last year on contri
butions to the country's black communi
ty-most of it typical IBM Good Deeds 
with a strong educational flavor: 
classrooms in Soweto. high school and 
higher education scholarships. secretar
ial training for a girls school. and voca
tional training for urban blacks. under 
the government's auspices. 

Like Nixon. IBM will no doubt find 
that the problem is still around next 
year. However. minor discomflture in 
Armonk is more than offset by the in
creased corporate awareness of South 
Africa. which actually does result in 
slightly more investment in education. 
somewhat more care in the use to which 
systems are put. and some impetus to 
other companies to do business there in 
healthier. more open ways. 

The trouble is. this kind of "circumlo
quation." exemplified in the proxy 
statement and shareholder report. isn't 
much of an example of openness and 
social responsibility. simply because it 
keeps under wraps the problems and the 
delicate political aspects of the situation. 
Conceivably Maisonrouge's more open 
style will heIp IBM handle the problem 
more overtlv next vear. 

-Nancy Foy 
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Benchmarks 

A Bigger 370/145: By doubling the 
main memory capacity of its 370/145. 
IBM has substantially increased the life 
of the machine. to the delight of inde
pendent memory add-on companies. 
IBM announced two new 145 models this 
spring: the.ll2 with 1.5 million bytes 
and the K2 with 2 million bytes. Its first 
model had a capacity of 512K and in 
February of 1973 the company doubled 
this to I megabyte. Most add-on houses 
said they anticipated the increased 
memory and planned to offer their own 
alternatives to IBM'S. Control Data had 
been planning a 2-megabyte add-on for 
six months. Although IBM denies it. 
some industry observers felt the new 
models will hasten the migration of 360 
users to 370s without having to make 
a major upward move to the larger 158. 
Besides. they noted. IBM is having trou
ble meeting orders for 158's while the 
145 market was considered to be soft. 

What Computers are for: The peppery 
chairman of Control Data Corp. isn't 
worried anymore about competing with 
IBM. At a deposition-taking last month 
in St. Paul in connection with the Justice 
Dept.'s case against IBM. Norris said "we 
settled that." referring to a surprise set
tlement in January 1973 of the com
pany's antitrust c~se against IBM. He 
also told IBM lawyer Frederick A. O. 
Schwarz that Control Data's "relation
ship with the Justice Dept. is a pretty 
cold one." When asked. during the 
three-day proceeding. if he could come 
back on a Saturday for more questions. 
Norris declined. saying "I've got work 
to do for Control Data." When asked 
about IBM'S unbundling in 1969. Norris 
replied. "I can't put myself back to 1969. 
This is 1974." And when asked figures 
on another point. he snapped: "I don't 
carry numbers around in my head. 
That's what computers are for.'-', 

Spangle to Minneapolis: C. W. 
(Clancy) Spangle. the head of Honey
well's computer operations in Boston. is 
moving to Honeywell's corporate head
quarters in Minneapolis. along with a 
small staff of aides. The company says 
the move will have no effect on the 
North American operations of Honey
well Information Systems which will 
continue to be hea"'dqqartered in the 
Boston area under the, direction of 
Spangle. who is an executive vice presi
dent of the company. In Minneapolis. 

Spangle will be joining Edson W. 
Spencer. who heads the Control Sys
tems segment of the company. and Hon
eywell president Stephen F. Keating. as 
part, of a triumvirate in the newly
formed Office of the Chief Executive. 

No cuts here: Memorex Corp. is hiring 
75 persons and reactivating a media 
manufacturing facility to meet growing 
demand in the U. S. and overseas. The 
company said it has received "substan
tial orders" for two new media prod
ucts: Cubic tape. a thick computer tape. 
and Cromex video tape. The plant the 
company is reopening in Santa Clara. 
Calif.. used to manufacture microfilm. 
The announcement followed an earlier 
one by the company's new management 
that it would trim the company's work 
force. including some 125 persons in 
middle management positions. 

Staying International: Concerned that 
its affiliation with the American Feder
ation of Information Processing Socie
ties (AFIPS) might lead to its being la
beled as primarily an American society. 
the Data Processing Management Assn. 
(DPMA) is taking steps to maintain its 
international image. A new Committee 
on International Organization has rec
ommended toward this end. greater 
public relations activity within various 
countries to increase national awareness 
of local DPMA affiliates. It also proposed 
that feasibility of establishing a "nation
al office" in Canada be investigated. 
The committee recommended that na
tional DPMA· organizations be estab
lished in each country and that these get 
involved with their countries' AFIPS 

counterparts. 

Energy Study: System. Science & Soft
ware. La Jolla. Calif.. is working with 
the San Diego Gas and Electric Co. in 
a study of the technical problems in pro
ducing electricity from geothermal 
sources-hot water buried beneath the 
earth's surface. Under a S 178.000 grant 
from the National Science Foundation. 
the software company will use simula
tion programs to study the environ
mental problems and their potential so
lutions. Dr. T. David Riney.' manager of 
geophysics and materials. said the study 
will provide a "useful tool" in the man
agement of the energy extraction from 
geothermal reservoirs. by helping to an
swer such questions as how many wells 
should be placed in a specific geograph
ical area. where they should be located. 
and what the pumping rates should be. 
He said the research also should provide 

• new understanding on such questions as 
subsidence. earthquake implications 
and disposition of the water after use. 

o 
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LOOKAH:AD 
(Continued from page 18) 

Lancaster Telephone Supermarket in Carlstadt, N. J., has been 
serving in-horne telephone shoppers for some nine months now and has, 
says president Charles Ransdell, quadrupled its sales ~olume in that 
time. With a system based on an NCR Century 101, Ransdell's firm 
serves customers in 28 towns in Bergen County, N. J., all within a 
50 sq. ft. warehouse.' Ransdell said he worked two years on his 
system before he got it going. He feels a minimum response time of 
1/2 sec. per item ordered is critical to its success. "We tested 
another vendor's system which was priced attractively but response 
time was 30 seconds, ~nd that was no good." Last month Ransdell 
expanded into the wholesale, business serving such customers as small 
delicatessens who could benefit from his ability to offer items on 
"a split case basis." 

DON'T SHAKE YOUR TAIL FOR US. SAYS BELL 
Julie Ashorn, a Houston travel agent, --told Sen. Philip H. Hart's 
antitrust subcommittee that she had been instructed by Southwestern 
Bell to avoid booking its employees on Continental Airlines, 
apparently because Continental had acquired a digital telephone 
~witching system from Collins Radio instead of from the phone company. 
Ms. Ash9rn was the lead~off witness at a June hearing into allegations 
that Bell uses unfair marketing practices to frustrate competition 
from foreign attachment makers~ A Southwestern Bell spokesman 
admitted that such an instruction had been issued, but he insisted 
it was done by a phone company employee_ acting on his own. 

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA 
Computer Machinery Corp. picked Germany for first introduction of 
its smallest data entry system with Telebatch (remote batch 
capability) but it will bring it to the U. S. soon, undoubtedly with 
a different designation. In Germany, it's called the CMC 5D (D for 
Deutschland) and is smaller than the CMC 5 data entry system ... Pres
ident Walter Nelson of Analysis & Programming Corp., Greenwich, Conn., 
called his recent deposition by IBM "a tea party." After his pleasant 
luncheon and 15 minute deposition, he noted that the Justice Dept. 
apparently isn't choosing (or isn't able) to participate in the 
questioning of many of the 2,000 companies. "They are allowing IBM 
to interpret the market figures in any way they see fit." The rec
ords, however, are not classified and open to public scrutiny ... "1 
can sell Honeywell add-on memories for less than Cambridge Memories 
can, says Sunny Monosson of American Used Computer, adding, however, 
that he has none on hand--the order and price come first. Cambridge 
counters that there is not much used memory available ..• Peripherals 
giant Control Data plans to study the market for Univac compatible 
disc drives, according to notices circulating within the company. 
CDC drives are installed on 1108's at Computer Sciences Corp., but 
their operation is highly dependent on CSC software •.. The long
delayed STAR supercomputer from Control Data apparently will be in
stalled this month at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. It'll be 
emplaced in space formerly occupied by the IBM Stretch computer •.. 
A big concern among those who worry about privacy and big data bases 
is the "need to know" quality of some of the data being collected by 
big public agencies. A "worst case" example offered by a recent 
speaker on the topic:' the Social Security Administration, in a ques
tionnaire for persons becoming eligible for Social security checks, 
asks: do you call your mother and/or father more or less than once 
a month? 
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. Cut your ...... . 
runtimes in half 

with n'new 
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The new fully-optioned V -7 4 which 
we call the V-74Y2 can do that, and 
more. Pick your program, and watch 
the computer race through in half 
the time you expect. (If it's 
double-precision floating point, the 
V -7 4Y2 .. can float through in a tenth 
of the time.) 

. What's the secret? None, 
really~ Just a synergistic combination 
of hardware, software, and firmware 
enhancements. Like 64K bytes of 
330-naIiosecond semiconductor 

. memory. Varian's async memory 
bus allows you to intermix core 
and semiconductor at full speed 
in any ratio. 

I .. 
z. 

Then there's the new Varian 
VORTEX II operating system, with 
the fastest, most sophisticated 
FORTRAN IV compiler in 
existence. Memory can be expanded 
to 256K, with full hardware 
memory protection, optimum 
allocation, and dynamic relocation 
of mUltiple tasks. 

But for real speed, you can go 
into overdrive with Varian's new 
firmware, specially constructed to 
accelerate FORTRAN-corripiled 
tasks. And if you're in a real hurry, 
take advantage of the new Floating 
Point Processor that performs all 
floating point calculations in 
integrated hardware. 

Sound good? Here's the best 
news of all. You can get the V -7 4 Y2 , 
with all this speed and power, at a 
price of less than $50,000. Write 
today for our "Fast FORTRAN 
And Floating Point" brochure. 

Varian Data Machines, 2722 
Michelson Drive, Irvine, CA 92664. 
(714) 833-2400 .. 
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m1trociUCllInlg five Nova 2 systems 
for people who only waurnt oneo 
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Until now, the only way you could buy Nova 2's was five 
at a time. 

Which obviously discouraged people who only 
wanted one. 

So to make sure everyone who wants a Nova 2 
gets one, wfive come up withfive different Nova 2 
systems you can buy one at a time. 

The smallest is built around our Real.:rime 
Operating System. Which makes it a great little data 
acquisition satellite. ' 

Next up the line is our Stand-alone Operating , 
System. A small single-user computation system for 
people who don't need a disc. 

Then therfis the medium-sized Real-time Disc 
Operating System you can use to develop software and 
hardware interfaces, or to build your own medium
sized computation system. 

Which is followed by a big Real-time Disc 
Operating System with more storage and faster output 
'for higher throughput. 

And for those who need a system with a built-in 
backup computer, there's the Dual Nova 2. 

So no matter what you want to do, therfis a 
Nova 2 system you can get to get it done. 

And 60 days after we get your order, you'll get 
your system. 

DataGeneral 
The computer company you can understand . 

•• Data General Corporation Southboro. Massachusetts 0177 2. (617) 485-9100. 
Datagen of Canada Ltd .. Hull. Quebec (819) 770-2030/Data General Europe. Paris. France 504-23-44 
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You may associate Denmark with beer, Finland with sauna, Iceland 
with hot springs and cod war, Norway with the midnight sun and 
Sweden with midnight sin. So you may be surprised to learn that 
the Scandinavian countries are also spending some effort on Infor
mation Processing. You are possibly not even aware of the fact 
that there is a' Scandinavian Computer Journal, »data«, which 
reaches 90-95 % af all computer installations in Scandinavia .and 
brings you in contact with a prosperous market. 

»data« was started in 1971 by the Nordic user associations and has 
had a strong growth during the past three years. 

We shall be pleased to furnish you with further relevant information 
on our Journal and how you will be able to use it in your marketing 
plans in the Nordic countries. 

We will also gladly let you know how you can use »data« to form 
contact with the whole data world, viz. the 5,000 participants in the 
IFIP Congress at Stockholm this August. 

Being the official Journal of the Congress, participants will receive 
»data«, No. 5/74. This issue will be in English only. 

• Bredgade 58 data • DK-1260 Copenhagen K 
• DENMARK 
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Braegen's Virtual Terminal System is a Jack-of-all-trades. It's the 
terminal end of a huge computer system', a stand-alone data processing 
system, or anything in between. 

Braegen's B-40 processor is a most unusual computer with an 
internal memory of 256K words and a cycle time of 800 nsec. External 
storage capacity can be any size you wish, in disc cartridge increments 
from 256K to many millions of bytes. 

The terminal part of a Braegen VTS installation can be interactive 
alphanumeric video terminals with keyboard, card readers, line 
printers, character printers, tape, the whole works. And if you don't need 
your own unique configuration, Braegen can emulate IBM 3270, 
2780/3780/HASP and 2821/1403 performance. 

Best of all, VTS saves money. It allows distribution of terminals and 
peripherals over a 7500 ft. radius without the complications of line 
modems. It allows more terminals and peripherals to be added without 
the cost of specialized controllers. It even serves as its own CPU in 
applications such as word processing and other data base systems. 
And it keeps on growing to match the growth of your operation. 

Virtual Terminal System. Data Processing Computer. Call it what you 
wish. But call Braegen today for a brochure or a sales engineer. Say 
goodbye forever to overpriced peripheral purchases and hello to the 
Braegen Virtual Terminal System. 

8-40 TERMINAL SYSTEM/COMPUTER 

~BRr-lEGEn 
The BRAEGEN Corporation 

927 Thompson Place 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

(408) 738-0900 
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If you miss IFIP '74 
you'll have to wait until. 1977 

to catch up with 
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the rest of the world. 

The next trienniallFIP Congress will 
meet in Stockholm, Sweden during the week 
of August 5-10,1974. Everything will be 
under one roof. Both the technical program 
and equipment exhibition will be held at 
St. Erik's Fair, site of the 1972 Nobel Prize 
ceremony. It's a rare opportunity to share 
the world's progress in information 
processing. 

MEDINFO '74 at 
the same time and site. 

The First World Conference on 
Medical Informatics will run concurrently 
with IFIP. And you'll get a deep view of one 
of the most rapidly growing segments of 
your profession. 

The IFIP program 
and exhibits. 

Some 241 papers on specific 
subjects and recent advances will be 
presented. Plus 10 panel discussions 
exploring the present state of the art and 
current trends. To complete the information 
spectrum, there will be a wide range of 
hardware, software and other 
service-related exhibits. 

Devaluation 
sales opportunities. 

If you provide equipment or services 
to the information processing industry, 
you'll have fantastic sales opportunities. 
Recent dollar devaluations give your 
products greater sales potential in a rapidly 
growing European market. And you'll 
find it at IFIP '74. 

You must 
book far in advance. 
If you want to see and be seen at 

IFIP, now is the time to sign up for 
participation. 

For registration and travel 
information write to: U.S. Committee for 
IFIP Congress 74, Box 426, New Canaan, 
Connecticut 06840. 

Exhibitors write to: 
Arthur Hutt, IFIP 74 Exhibits Chairman, 
Bowery Savings Bank, 110 East 42nd Street; 
New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 697-141·4 

International 
Federation 
for Information 
Processing 
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EELING SECURE 
; ONE THING ••• 

BEING SECURE 
ISANOTHER. 

~ing secure means having instant information and 
rol at your fingertips. CardKey's Total Concept 
3SS Control capability delivers all the information 
II need to control the flow of people, data and 
3rial. Simply. Economically. 
I employing the 
,ibly coded Card Key 
uriti-Card™, you'll· know 
went where and when. 

In permit or deny access 
ny given point, or points 
ntry, from the parking lot 
Ie vault. It can log or 
smit that information. It can 
ver cost accounting, 
mtory control or payroll 
rmation and gather data at 
'source. 
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Thirty years ago, CardKey originated 
and pioneered Total Concept Access 

Control and today some of the world's 
largest industrial, educational and 

financial institutions wouldn't be 
without it. 

Through constant research and 
development, Card Key continues to 

meet the ever-changing needs of the 
industry. 

If you want to know more about how 
Total Concept Access Control can help 

you, call us; 
We'll tell you 

how to control 
who (or what) goes 

where and when. 
Instantly. 

C~~~l" 
CARDKEY SYSTEMS DIVISION 

GREER HYDRAULICS, INC. 
20339 NORDHOFF STREET 

CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 
(213) 882-8111/TELEX: 651-375 
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. Updates 

'One of the most impressive demon
strations at the recently conclu
ded National Computer Conference 
was in the Data Products booth, 
where potential customers were 
shown a line printer generating 
script writing that was unusually 
pleasing to the eye--at a speed of 
600 lpm, or 4 1/2 pages per minute. 
Drum printers are notorious for 
their inability ,t'o maintain good 
registration adjustments, leading 
to wavy lines. Data Products 
solved the problem by turning the 
characters on the print drums 
sideways, so that one hammer is 
used to produce each line. The 
resulting script is fully bridged 
(connected) and very pleasing to 
read. This development may lead 
to increased use of computer 
printers for printing manuals 
and form letters without the 
need for a printing press. 

One of the fundamental questions 
about hand-held calculators is 
whether they are a crutch or a 
learning aid in mathematics. 
The experience of an academic 
year at Menlo College, Menlo 
Park, Calif., suggests that stu
dents learn more--not less-
mathematics by using the surro
gate brain. The college believed 
so strongly in the potential of 
pocket calculators as learning 
tools that it equipped a class
room with 20 Hewlett-Packard 45 
machines for use in math and bus
iness classes. One professor had 
to rewrite the final exam in a 
statistics course because the 
class had covered so much more 
material and understood the sub
ject matter more thoroughly than 
in previous years, according to 
a faculty member. 

Digital Equipment Corp. is to be 
congratulated for an outstanding 
public relations coup: getting 
Alphonse~s Powder Mill Restaurant 
to list Maynard, Mass. as the 
"minicomputer capitol of the 
world" on all its placemats. 

Oops Dept. Norden's unique data 
radio (May, p. 128) is line of 
sight, due to the high frequency 
involved. The data rate is 1.544 
or 6.132 megabits per second. 
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Microprocessor 
Intel started the whole micropro
cessor revolution three years ago with 
a 4-bit set of chips that moved intelli
gence closer to the user than it had 
ever been before. A year later it in
troduced its familiar 8008 set, a fully 
parallel 8-bit unit ten times more 
powerful than the 4004. The third 
generation, just announced, is the 
8080 chip; and although it's still an 8-
bit machine, the performance is 
billed as ten times that of the 8008, 
thanks to the use of much faster n
channel MOS technology. 

On a chip of silicon less than one
fifth inch square is contained a 
complete 8-bit computer with 78 
mnemonic instructions-a superset 
of the 8008's set, which means the 
8080 can run the 8008's software 
unchanged. The new instructions fa
cilitate such operations as handling 
strings of data and doing decimal and 

doub1e: .. byte arithmetic. The cycle 
time is 2 usec, and the cpu can access 
up to 64 kilobytes of memory 
through its bus structure. It can op
erate up to 256 input and 256 output 
channels (eight bits per channel) and 
handle up to eight interrupt levels. 
Except for the clock inputs, all 1/0 

for the 40-pin device is TTL-compati
ble, easing its incorporation into most 
standard products. The first ones to 
receive the 8080'·s smarts will be intel
ligent terminals, point-of-sale systems, 
process and numerical controllers, 
word processors, and other business 
machines. 

Source programs for the 8080 can 
be written in either PLI M, a high
level systems-oriented language re
cently designed for the 8008 series, or 
in a new macroassembler .language 
introduced with the 8080. Programs 
generated for the 8080 from the 
pL/ M source' program will use about 
20% fewer instructions than those 
generated for the 8008. 

Perhaps the best news of all is the 
pricing schedule for the microcom
puter. In quantities of 1-24, it's 
priced at $360 each. This should 
make possible a raft of new and excit-
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The function of any data collection operation is efficient, 'accurate data entrY, 
storage and transmission - so reports from central processing can be generated 
fast enough to be useful in decision making. 
Sanders' 8040 Remote Batch Terminal System does it well. An intelligent, 
single-terminal system using dual-cassette storage, the 8040 can simulate source
document formats on its CRT screen - and has superior data validation, editing 
and error-checking features. It does not require highly trained, costly operators 

Y' and application software and complete maintenance support are included. 
I~/ ') ; The 8040 system is another example of Sanders' great depth in 

, l.(r , technology and terminal-industry experience. A demonstra-

'~~~f~~tion \, ill open your eyes. Sanders Data Systems, Inc., 
Iii Daniel Webster Highway-South, Nashua, N.H. 03060. 

Call (603) 885-3727. ' 

Sanders ... the intelligent answer 
European Sales Offices: Sanders Data Systems, Ltd., 51/53 Brick Street, London WI Y 7DU, England; 
Sanders Data Systems, GmbH, 6000 Frankfurt/Main, Rennbahnstrasse 72/74, West Germany. 
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. ... . . Announcing an .. . ......... . 
ideal computer marriage: 

. The Spe"., ... 
Univac 90/30. 

, High performance and moderate 
cost are 'not often compatible. But in the 
case of the 90/30, the newest member of 
the SPERRY UNIVACTM Series 9.0 computer 
family, they're the perfect match. 

Hig~Rerformance. Start with the 
OS/3 operating system, designed sp~cifi
cally for the 90/30 system. It's an 
advanced disc-resident system that meets 

'. . the total computing and operating require~ 
ments of today's advanced data processing environment. WithOS/3 your l 

data can be processed in either sequential, indexed sequential or random 
manner. . . . 
, ,More high performance: The 90/30 provides you with multi-tasking 

benefits so that programs, can be constructed asa series of individual tasks 
which can be executed asynchronously. In addition, multi-jobbing· capabilities 
allow the system ,to run up to seven programs concurrently. : 

,Then, for communicatio~s applications, the 90/30 provides forup to 
1, 2 full-duplex or 24 half-duplex communications lihes. This means you can 
eXPCind your information processing capability at a rate consistent with your 
needs.,' '. , ' 

. Moderate cost. Not only-is the.new.90/30 system reasonably 
priced, but your investment is protected, too. Your upward move is econom
ical.No competitive system has the growth potential of the 90/30. In short, 
the price/performance ratio of the SPERRY UNIVAC 90/30 makes it a system 
in a 'class by itself. How'ma'ny computer marriages can you say thatabout? 

. ·Tofind out all the reasons why the new SPERRY UNIVAC 90/30 
computer system makes performance and cost so compatible, just talk to your 
Sperry Univac representative. Or write Sperry Univac World He~dquarters, P.O. 
Box 500,' BlueBell, Pa. 19422. ' 

G;jflF :;,~i:1Jtz UN IVAC 
Only when our customers succeed do we succeed. 

, - . 
SPERRY UNIVAC IS A DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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hardware 
ing products within the next few 
years. INTEL CORP., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 287 ON READER CARD 

Remote Plotters 
This firm manufactures plotters that 
run at speeds far higher than a 300-
baud line should let them run; and its 
latest plotter, the 3640, is no exception. 
It operates at 3,240 steps per second at 
a resolution (and repeatability) of 2.5 
mils, or 8.1 ips. In dia,gonal mode, the 
speed jumps up to 11.3 ips, and all 
from a 30 cps time-sharing hookup. 
The drum plotter has four pens stan
dard for drawing across the 36-inch 
wide drum to produce a plot 34 inches 
wide and as long as 120 feet. Software 
and hardware interfaces are available 
for nearly 50 systems. The model 3640 
is priced at $19,200. A second plotter 
just being introduced is a 12-inch drum 
plotter that is software programmable 
to plot at resolutions of 10 mils, 5 mils, 
or 2.5 mils. This allows a user to take a 
quick look at a plot at the high resolu
tion figure, and if all the data is cor-

product 
spotlight 

$595 Terminal 
The only disappointment about the 
Comter 256 crt terminal is that it won't 
be marketed to end users at the $595 
price, but perhaps all that could 
change if enough grass roots support is 
drummed up for it. The price in no 
way prepares a prospective purchaser 
for its list of features: a built-in acous
tic coupler; a 32-character Selfscan 
display, with storage for eight lines or 
256 characters (expandable to lK); a 
cpu.;.addressable cursor; automatic· 
transmission to the computer as each 
line is completed; and others. The 
standard character set is ASCII, with 64 
alphanumeric codes. The Comter 256 
also has a tape playlrecord feature that 
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rect, replot it at the smaller resolution 
to make a better-looking plot. This 
model is priced at $9,950 and is just 
now coming off the production line. 
ZETA RESEARCH, Lafayette, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 281 ON READER CARD 

Magnetic Card Reader 
An Intel 8008 microprocessor has been 
placed inside a magnetic card reader to 
create the MCR II microprocessing sys
tem. The MCR II can be used to enter 
variable and format information onto 
a crt screen, and to store the data by 
writing it onto magnetic cards. Up to 
2K bytes of information can be paged 
in from each card, and the micropro
cessor is bootstrapped from the card 
reader for ·performing its respective 
chores. An additional feature of the 
MCR II is a built-in diagnostic program 
that indicates which portion of the 
mechanism is failing. A six-function 
keyboard, display panel, two-digit 
readout, plus a serial 110 port that uses 
either EIA or TTL interface levels, com
pletes the MCR II. 

The unit will be marketed to both 
end users and oem's. Complete with 
interface and supporting firmware, it's 
priced at $3,050, and can readily be 
hooked up to any Hazeltine crt ter-

allows almost any type of tape recorder 
to be used for auxiliary storage-giv
ing the 256 almost unlimited storage 
capacity. The unit can either be wired 
directly to the computer or linked with 
an RS232 interface. Basically full
duplex in operation, the 256 can be 
modified for half-duplex mode opera
tion at 110 or 300 baud. 

The Comter 256 is in production, 
with 60 to 90 day delivery being 
quoted. The $595 price includes the 
acoustic coupler and the first 256 
characters of memory; each additional 
memory page is $79.50, or three for 
$230. MITS, INC., Albuquerque, N .M. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 280 ON READER CARD 
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If you can't afford to be without you r 
data processing equipment or records, you 
can't afford to be without Du Pont Halon 
1301 protection. 

A total flooding system using Halon 
1301 works fast and can be released fast
while people are in the area, because 
exposure to usual extinguishing 
concentrations for up to five minutes is not 
harmful. The National Fire Protection 
Association has approved a standard for the 
use of Halon 1301 (Standard 12A). 

Halon 1301 is the ideal extinguishant 

Total flooding systems using Halon 1301, with UL 
and/or FM approval, are manufactured by: 
The Ansul Co. Walter Kidde & Co., Inc. 
Cardox Div. of Norris Industries 

Chemetron Corp. Safety First Products 
Fenwal, Inc. 

CIRCLE 100 Ot~ READER CARD 

for protecting electronic equipment. It is a 
chemical vapor ttlat can penetrate cabinets, 
above ceilings and under floors. Yet it doesn't 
leave residue or cause thermal shock damage 
to equipment. It's electrically non-conductive 
and non-corrosive. And systems using 
Halon 1301 are economically competitive Witll 
oHler gaseous fire protection systems. 

For more information on automatic 
total floodirlg systems using Halon -1301 fire 
extinguishant, write or call Du Pont Company, 
Room 23891-B, Wilmington, DE 19898. 
302-774-7381. 
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minal. Delivery times of 90-120 days 
are currently being quoted. WIL TEK, 

INC., Norwalk. Conn. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 282 ON READER CARD 

H-2000 Expansion Memory 
It's up to the courts whether Honey
well will allow Cambridge Memories to 
expand the memory capacities of many 
models in the 2000 series,. but users of 
the models 1200, 1250, 2200, 3200, 
2070, and 2050A should be apprised 
of the fact that such products exist. 
Called 20001 STOR, the memories can, 
in some cases, double the capacity of 
the computers, with pricing set for ap
proximately 70% of whatever Honey
well gets for the same size memory, up 
to the limits of the machine. Beyond 
that level, minor cpu modifications 
must be made, and CMI doesn't want to . 
quote pricing until after the courts 
have had their say. 

The storage boxes are being made 
available in 64K, 128K, 256K, and 
512K character increments that can be 

connected directly to the processor, or 
to any resident Honeywell memory 
module, to increase the storage capaci
ty. The memories are currently avail
able (60 days ARO), but you'd better 
talk to Honeywell before you firm up 
your plans. CAMBRIDGE MEMORIES, 

INC., Concord, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 283 ON READER CARD 
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Three Small Systems 
NCR is evidently fairly satisfied with the 
architecture of its Century series com
puters, but is apparently concerned 
that the jumps in performance between 
its current offerings are too great. The 
Century 50lMod I, 151, and 201 
models have been announced to fill the 
gaps in the lineup. 

The SOl Mod I is a fairly limited 
system in terms of how much memory 
you can put on it (only 16 or 32K 
capacities are offered), but comes in at 
a nice price of $1,275/month for the 
smaller memory size, 125-lpm printer, 

300-cpm reader, and a 16.8-megabyte 
disc storage subsystem that uses two 
8.4 megabyte removable packs; The 
rental rate is based on a five-year lease 
that includes maintenance charges. 
We'll venture that this is the last Cen
tury series computer announced with 
short rod memory technology, as NCR 

is clearly in the midst of changing to 
MOS technology. The basic operating 
software for the Mod I is bundled with 
the purchase price, with some applica
tions programs separately priced. Any 
and all software that will run within 
the 32K byte memory constraints is 

REAL TIME/COMMAnD-COnTROL 
SOFTWARE DESIGn CHALLEnGE 

Unusual Opportunitu lor Prouen Prolessionals to 
TaMe on major Soltware Responsibilities 

Our client, o.ne of the nation's largest and most prestigious 
equipment and systems innovators, is looking for individuals 
with outstanding technical 'credentials and experience with 
complex realtime systems or command and control sys
tems. A background in some of these areas is desirable·: 
systems programming or real-time software design; sys
tems engineering; project management; new business 
acquisitions; micro programming systems. If you can have 
successful experience in some of these areas, we can offer 
a long-term career opportunity that includes extremely 
attractive immediate reward and extraordinary advance-
ment potential. Please write in complete confidence to: 

LR< 
ASSOCIATES 
12004 Aintree Lane 
Reston, Virginia 22091 
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TI announces four new 
computer produru 

980B minicomputer ... powerful 
general.purpose computer 

for data communications and 
scientific data processing 

Qty. 1-$4,975 with 8K memory. 

960B-minicomputer ... 
process control computer 

for manufacturing and testing systems 
Qty. 1-$4,350 with 8K memory. 

MOS memories 
8K-$2,000 
16K-$3,500 
24K-$5,000 

DATRMRTION 
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DS330 ... low-cost, high-performance disc 
system for storage of up to 400 million bytes. 

Processing Terminal System ... much more 
than just a system of intelligent terminals. 

NeW" price/ perfopnance standards! 
900 Series Minicomputers 

rhese two new additions to the TI 
30mputer line use memory featuring 
the new generation TI 4K RAM 
plug-i~ devices, error correction/ 
detection logic and fault isolation 
indicator lights ... achieving new 
standards in reliability and 
maintainability. 

System architecture accommodates 
direct interfacing with high and 
low-speed devices, for a broad range 
of applications. 

DS330 
The new DS330 Disc System yields a 
dramatic increase in data storage 
capability previously not available in 

'Service Mark of Texas Instruments 

minicomputer systems. One to four 
drives per controller provides 100 to 
400 million bytes of data storage. 

Processing Terminal System 
Ideal for data collection and retrieval 
systems, this versatile and 
expandable interactive terminal 
ensemble includes up to eight Model 
913 CRT displays linked to a powerful 
controller/processor. The 
programmable keyboard provides 
instantaneous operator/terminal 
dialog, to achieve powerful operator 
prompting and dialog techniques that 
are impractical with other terminal 
systems. The Processing Terminal 
System's front-end processing ability 
relieves host computer loading. 

These and all TI products and 
systems are backed by extensive 
user-oriented software, a nationwide 
sales and service network, and the 
TI-CARE* Computer Aided Repair 
Effort ... the automated remote 
diagnostic and customer service 
dispatching system. For more 
information on TI's new price/ 
performance leaders, call your 
nearest field engineer in the sales 
offices listed below or contact Texas 
Instruments Incorporated, Digital 
Systems Division,.P.O. ~o 
Box 2909, Austin, Texas 
78767, phone (512) 
258-5121, ext. 539. 

Arlington, Va. (703) 527·2800 • Atlanta, Ga. (404) 458·7791 • Boston, Mass. (617) 890,]400 • Chicago, III. (312) 671-0300 • Clark, N.J. (201) 574-9800 • Cleveland, Oh. (216) 464·1192 • Dallas, lx. (214) 238-5318 • Dayton, 
Oh. (513) 253-6128 • Denver, Co. (303) 758-5536 • Detroit, Mich. (313) 353-0.830 • Hamden, Conn_ (203) 281-0074 • Houston, lx. (713) 777·1623 • Huntsville, Ala. (205) 837·7510 • Indianapolis, Ind. (317) 248-8555 -
Milwaukee, Wis. (414) 475-1690 - Minneapolis, Minn. (612) 835-5711 • New York, N.Y_ (212) 541-9540 • Orange, Ca. (714) 547-9221 • Orlando, Fla_ (305) 644-3535 • Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 643-6450 - Phoenix, Az. (602) 
249-1313 • Rochester, N.Y. (716) 461-1800 • San Francisco, Ca. (408) 732·1840 • Seattle, Wash. (206) 455-1711 • SI. louis, Mo. (314) 993-4546· Amstelveen, Holland 020-456256 • Bedford, England 58701 • Copenhagen, 
Denmark (01) 917400 • Frankfurt, Germany 0611/39 9061 • Manchester, England 33411 • Milano, Italy 6888051 • Montreal, Canada (514) 332-3552 • Paris, France (I) 630-2343 • Stockholm, Sweden 67 98 35 • Sydney, 
S. Australia 837-015· Toronto, Canada (416) 889-7373· Tokyo, Japan 402-6181 . 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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Announcing 200-points-per-inch resolution 

Versatec is making points like crazy. 
Whilethe rest of the electrostatic printer industry 

is plugging along at80points per inch ... or 100 
... we now introduce our tour de force .. . 

The Matrix 1200A Printer jPlotter. Clearly the 
most impressive performer ever in electrostatic 
printers and plotters. 

Consider. We can plot 3,600,000 points on a 
standard 8V2X 11 inch page! 

In nine seconds. 
Produced by 

2,112 writing nibs 
in a dual-array con
figuration. 

Th is staggering 
capability delivers 
overlapping dots 
and the" kind of fine 
line r"esolution you 
expect from the 
best pen plotter ... 
but 100 times 
faster. 

And as for the 
printed page, the 
1200A will print 
132 1~ x 16 dot 
matrix characters 
across the page 
at 500 LPM ••• in a 

type face tha t is 
more handsome 

than that of any 
impact printer. 
You're looking at 

a sa~ple of 1 t 
right here. 

You're probably thinking ~ "How come it's 
Versatec, Versatec, Versatec all the time who's 
making the breakthroughs?" 

We are the only one with MEWT™, a true electr, 
static writing technique. Years ago, we broke the 
price barriers with the least expensive electrostat 
printers and plotters. And now we offer"twiGe the 
resolution of anyone else. 

With over 1,500 Matrix units in 20 countries 
around the world 
we're "designing 
better products 
than anyone else 

But back to ou 
Matrix 120QA. 
Write us today fOI 
more informatior 
including a 200 
points per inch 
print and plot s"an 
pie that will knoel 
your eyes out. 

You have to se, 
it to believe it. 

Versatec, Inc., 
10100 Bubb Roal 
Cupertino, Cali· 
fornia 95014. 
(408) 257·9900. 

V VERSATEC 

Specialists 
in hardcopy 
information 

display 
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hardware 
available to the user. Additionally; the 
Mod I can be equipped with the B-2 
operating system to transform it from 
a batch-oriented system to on-line op
eration. Users aren't limited to the 125-
Ipm printer, either. Two additional 
models offer 450- and 750-lpm per
formance. Deliveries are scheduled to 
begin during the current quarter. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 284 ON READER, CARD 

While the Century 501 Mod I looks like 
an able competitor in the, small busi
ness computing market, the Century 
151 will square off against the 
System/3 model 15 and the Burroughs 
1726. The 151 fits between the Cen
tury 101 and 200 models and features 
from 32-128K bytes of 750-nsec MOS 

memory. Two optional, high:"'speed 
channels on the 151 make possible the 
addition of NCR'S large disc unit, the 
657, whiCh, with its 96 megabyte-per
pack capacity, makes data base appli
cations on the 151 possible. A 32K 
system with 10 megabytes of disc stor
age, a 300-lpm printer, 300-cpm read
er, and 30-cps console sells for 
$133,695 or rents for $2,675Imonth 
on a five-year lease, including mainte
nance. Deliveries begin early next year. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 285 ON READER CARD 

The Century 201 (shown) promises a 
lot of performance for the money, and 
its memory size of 64-512K should be 
a strong selling point against the IBM 

3701115 and the Burroughs. B 1728 

systems. Multiprogramming is sup
ported by 650nsec memory times and 
eight 110 channels, one of which oper
ates at close to 1 megabyte I second 
data rates. NCR will sell the system into 
on-line applications such as savings 
and loans, bill of materials and produc
tion control environments, hospitals, 
retailers, and law enforcement agen
cies. A 64K 'system with300-cpm 
reader, 1,500-lpm printer, and 96-
megabyte disc unit sells for $300K and 
rents for $5,525Imonth on a five-year 
lease. The' 251 will be available later 
this year. NCR, Dayton, Ohio. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 286 ON READER CARD 
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Data Compaction 
lations suggest that to be the case. Final touches are being placed on a 

device that should measurably increase 
the performance of this firm's line of 
remote batch terminals without having 
to resort to higher speed phone lines. 
It's a data compactor that accepts IBM 

bisynchronous data at a relatively high 
rate, shrinks it down to a small block 
size, transmits it across a lower speed 
line, and expands the data at the other 
end of the line. The developers are 
understandably hesitant to claim that it 
will double every user's throughput, 
hut do say that the first four test instal-

Three or four fairly standard data 
compression techniques have been 
implemented in the compactor's firm
ware to achieve the performance in
crease. There is an element of security 
in the compactor's operation, since the 
shrunken data is scrambled and cannot 
readily be interpreted without the use 
of another compactor. Additionally, 
the smaller information blocks being 
sent across the line should be some
what less prone to transmission errors. 

Two models are available. The mod-

, "' ' • , • tOil '" I ~ r -It, ' , 

'Engineers 

PROCESS CONTROL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Energy conservation, resource management, pollution control and environ
mental protection are not just ecological buzz words. At Control Data's 
AUTOCON I ndustries Subsidiary. They are down-to-earth applications har
nessing the speed and power of modern electronics technology to help solve 
these problems. Our continuing growth in the Electric Utility and Waste
Water Treatment Industries has created current openings and career op-
portunities for: . ' 

PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS 
Challenging assignments available for personnel with 1-10 years ex
perience on process control systems in Electric Utility or Waste-Water 
Treatment applications. Related real-time control systems experience 
also desirable. Fortran or assembly language programming experience 
required. Knowledge of CDC 1700, NOVA 1200, CDC 6000 or mini
computers helpful. 

PROJECT MANAGERS 
Business oriented positions for senior technical personnel who have 
managed a hardware,and software team in successfully completing a 
project in terms of quality timeliness and cost. Candidates would 
have'degreed technical experience with 5-10 years experience in com
puterized Electric Utility Control systems, Waste-Water Treatment 
systems or related real-time process control applications. 

SALES ENGINEERS 
Markets include the Electric Utility Industry, Waste-Water Treatment 
Industry or Oil Pipeline Industry. Positions involve direct sales and 
application support for both computerand non-computer based pro
cess control systems and instrumentation. Technical skill and specific 
applications knowledge or sales experience required., 

Control Data offers competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits and out
standing careeropportunities. The Minneapolis area has excellent schools, 
many cultural opportunities, major league sports, easy access to year-round 
recreational areas and a "Quality of Life" truly appreciated by families and 
individuals familiar with this area. 
To investigate these or other opportunities in AUTOCON, call (collect) to 
Cecil Keene (Ext. 4501) or Dick Berger (Ext. 4809). Or send a complete 
resume in confidence to: 

Autocon Industries Subsidiary CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 
~~99..I?_erkshire Lane No., Minneapolis, Minn. 55441 . (612) 545-2851 

CONTROL DATA 
: CORPORATION 

To investigate other opportunities 
nationwide, send your resume to: 
Control Data Corporation, Box 888, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440 

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F 
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ha,rdware 
el I attaches to 2,000-4,800 baud lines 
and rents for $150/ month, and the' 
model II attaches to 4,800-9,600 baud 
lines and rents for $350/month. DATA 
100 CORP., Minneapolis, Minn. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 288 O'N READER CARD 

Mini Disc Storage 
Nearly one billion bytes of information 
on:-line to a minicomputer is possible 
using a newly developed, buffered 
(4K) controller and from one to four 
116- or 232-megabyte 3330-type disc 
drives offered by this. manufacturer. 
The cpu buffer transfer rate is strap
pable to 250 kilobytes/ second, 500 
KB/ second, 1 megabyte/ second, or 2 
megabytes/ second to permit optimum 
timing for software applications. The 

'buffered controller handles disc Gata 
rates of 624 KB/ second. Buffer expan
sion up to 16K is offered as an option. 

Among the features of the system 
are' a seven-byte code in record head
er,s, and a seven-byte code for data 
permit error corrections of up to 11 
bits in each field; overlapped seeking 
on files; soft sectoring of up to 128 

'·156 
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sectors/track; fully isolated DMA inter
face; and 'variable record formatting. A 
complete, single-spindle system sells for 
$27,100. Interfaces are available for all 
'DEC PDP-II models, the ,PDP-8, the 
Digital Computer Controls Dcc-116, 
all Interdata cpu's, and the Texas In
struments 960A and 980A models. 
DIVA INC., Eatont,own, N.J. 

display. It prints a 5x7 dot matrix 
character from a 64-character ASCII 
subset across 80, columns at 110 cps or 
70 lines per minute. The bi-directional 
unit has a 400 'lpm capability paper 
feed mechanism that contains no 
brakes, clutches, or dampers, which 
should aid reliability, as should having 
all the control electronics on a single 
pc board. It can be supplied with lim
ited control electronics, with cabinet, 
or completely interfaced to oem termi
nals. With a price of $900 for orders 
around 100 (depending on actual oem 
requirements), the only thing we could 
wish for would be an RS 232 interface 
for using it, as a medium-speed serial 

FOR DATA CIRCLE 289 ON READER CARD 

Oem Peripherals 
This company, a joint venture between 
Oki Electric Ltd. of Japan and a U.S. 
management group, came to NCC with 
some v,ery good-looking oem peripher-

als--one of which, might be a real 
breakthrough for high-speed serial 
printers. It's a 110-cps impact printer 
designed to complement crt's and 'pro
vide hard copy of data stored on a crt 

output printer. ' 
Also on display was a nicely engi

neered 50q-Ipm line printer called the 
LP500. Jumping from a 64-character 
ASCII set to 128 characters only drops 
the 500's speed down to 330 lpm 
across' 136 columns. A "near end of 
form" and "end of form" alarm is 
standard with the LP500. After all the 
haggling over oem orders is finished, 
the price for the LP500 will be right 
around $7500 for quantities on the 
order of 100. OKIDATA CORP., Moores
town, N.J. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 290 ON READER CARD 0 

Save time ... money. .. trouble ... 
Lease your Teletype* equipment 
from RCA .... 
Model 33ASR (wnh tape perforator 

,a'nd reader) $55 permonlh. 
Model 33KSR (send/receive) 
$40' per m~nlh. . 

• Immediate delivery in any quantity. 
• Includes nationwide maintenance 
service by' RCA's own technicians. 
Call or write nearest office: RCA Service Company 
A Division of RCA, Technical Services 

Bldg. 204~2. 43 Edward J. Hart Rd. 
Camden. N.J. 08101 Liberty Industrial Park. 
Phone: (609) 779-4129 Jersey City, N.J. 07305 

3310 South 20th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19145 
Phone: (215) HO 7-3300 (Pa.) , 

(609) WO 3-2043 (N.J.l 

1778 Marietta Blvd .• N.W. 
Atlanta. Ga. 30318 
Phone: (404) 355-6110 

20338 Progress Drive 
Strongsville. Ohio 44136 
Phone: (216) 238-9555 

nell 

Phone: (201) 451-2222 (N.J.) 
(212) 267-1550 (N.Y.) 

7620 Gross Point Road 
Skokie. 111 .. ,60076 
Phone: (3,12) 965-7550 

2711 Irving Blvd: 
Dallas. Texas 75207 
~hone: (214) ME 1-8770 

1501 Beach Street 
Montebello, Calif. 90640 
Phone: (213) 685-3069 

If. Registered trademark 
, of Teletype Corp. 
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What would you do 
with a Statistics and Number-Crunching Computer 

that starts at $~10o; . has 16K Hardwired Basic Language 
and 28 Major PeripheraIs? 

The new Wang System 2200 is a System. 
It gives you the raw power and the periph
erals you must have for a wide range of 
problem solving. For under $7,200 you get 
a CPU with 16K bytes of BASIC language 
instructions hardwired into the electron
ics ... plus a 4K operating memory. You 
also get a big 16 lines (of 64 characters 
each) CRT display, a console mag tape 
drive and your choice of either alpha or 
BASIC Keyword keyboards. 

Some Words About Language: The hard
wired MaS ROM language in your Sys
tem 2200 finally ends your dollar trade
offs ... economy systems that are costly to 
program or very expensive systems that are 
relatively easy to program. Many,if not 
most, of your people already know BASIC. 
They'll be solving problems the day your 
system is delivered (and, we can deliver in 
about two weeks). Most of your budget 
will go into problem solving; not system 
support. 

Plenty! 
Try To Out-Grow It: Main memory is 
field expandable in 4K increments (at $1,500 
per 4K). Up to 32K. You can choose from 
three kinds (and 7 price ranges) of print-
ers ... one even has a stepping motor for 
very precise 4-quadrant incremental plot
ting. Speaking df plots, we have a new, 
very large flatbed (31" X 42") for only 
$7,500 or a smaller one if you plot small. 
Both print alphanumerics and plot under 
full program control. Been appalled lately 
by disk prices? Starting at just $4,000, we 
offer you our new "floppy" disk in single, 
double and triple disk configurations (.25, 
.50 and .75 MB's). For big disk power, you 
can have I, 2 or 5 megabyte fixed/remov
able disk systems. All peripherals, includ
ing punched or mark sense hopper card 
readers, paper tape readers and on- line 
BCD or ASCII controllers are easily added
on in the field so your System 2200 will 
grow with your needs. 

The Wise Tenninal: If you are now or may 
soon be getting into terminals, we have 
several new products that will instantly up
grade your System 2200 for telecommuni
cations with any other System 2200 or a 
mainframe computer. And, you still have 
a powerful stand-alone system. Another 
approach, of course, is to justify it as a 
powerful terminal and get a "free" stand
alone computer. Wise? 

We Do A Lot For You: System 2200 is 
backed by over 250 factory-trained Wang 
Service Technicians in 105 U.s. cities. 
Nahirally, we guarantee or warranty every
thing you buy frqm us. If you want, there 
are free programming/operating schools 
here in Tewksbury, Massachusetts, almost 
every week. We have a growing program 
library on a wide range of statistics and 
math/science applications. Our user group 
(with the unlikely name of "SWAP") could 
help you cut programming costs even fur
ther. We do a lot for you. 

* All prices U.s. Ust. If you're the entrepreneur type, we've just announced a new 7-module Basic Accounting System 
software package for the business end of your businesslike payroll, invoicing, inventory, receivables and some really 
fancy management reports. 

(WANG) 

July, 1974 

Even if you call the Wang System 2200 a small system 
.•• you have to admit it's a big idea. 

D Please send literature 
D Please have your representative phone me: ______ _ 

Name ____________________ Title ____________ _ 

Company----------------------------------------
Address, ____________________ _ 

City ____________________________________ _ 

State ________________________________ ~Z.ip----

Wang Laboratories, Inc., 0-7 
836 North St., Tewksbury, Ma. 01876, Tel. (617) 851-4111 
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software & services 
Updates 

Make plans now to attend the 1975 
International Conference on Re
liable Software, sponsored by the 
IEEE Computer Society and Reli
ability Group, and ACM's SIGPLAN 
and SIGMETRICS groups. It'll be 
held at the International Hotel, 
Los Angeles, on April 22-25. The 
conference will bring together 
theoreticians, tool developers, 
and practitioners for an exchange 
of ideas and experience contribu
ting to the achievement of rel
iable software. A varied program 
of contributed and invited papers, 
tutorial presentations, panel and 
ad-hoc discussions will be fea
tured. Among the topics to be 
covered by the conference are 
theory of reliable software; aids 
to constructing reliable software; 
practical aspects of reliable 
software; the impact of reliabil
ity on software equality and cost; 
fault-tolerant software; and sec
,urity and privacy. 

COBOL Sort/Merge 
One of the more progressive large-scale 
computer users is making available a 
program product with sorting and 
merging capacities 16 times (32 times 
with modifications) greater than those 
of IBM'S SortlMerge 1 (S/M 1) pack
age. The immediate benefit of Ex
tended COBOL Sort (ECS) is that it re
duces programmer concerns about 
hardware availability or the volume of 
data to be expected during actual pro
duction runs. Merging files is simplified 
by using a merge simulation feature. 
The programmer uses a language com
patible with the proposed ANSI stan
dard MERGE statement, and a true 
merge can be executed in a COBOL 
program. 

ECS should be a hit with operations 
personnel, too, since its automatic ex
pansion feature means that sorts will 
no longer be terminated because of 
insufficient file space allocation, and 
ECS automatically checkpoints itself to 
ease restart operations when they are 
necessary. 

ECS resides in one program data set 
of four tracks on a 3330-type disc unit. 
To co~vert from using sl M 1, installa
tions need only eliminate the use of the 

Significant examples of management SYSIN DD card from their programs, 
and computer software innovations and prepare a MERGE control card for 
ini tiated in the aerospace indus- each program converted to ECS. ECS 
try and subsequently adopted by operates ,with os release 21.7 and 
private industry and other govern- VS2R1.6 monitors. A perpetual license 

'ment agencies is being analyzed is $3K per installation, with multiple 
by the Univ. of Denver's Research installation discounts available. In-
Institute as a project for the cluded in the price are one copy each of 
Smithsonian Institute's Air and the installation guide, user guide, and 
Space Museum. The aim is to de- internal documentation, as well as one 
velop an exhibit at the Smithson- copy of machine readable material 
ian demonstrating air and space containing both the source code for 
technology applications in other ECS and a load library. FIREMAN'S 
fields. Readers who know of any FUND INSURANCE COMPANY, San Fran
such managerial technology trans- cisco, Calif. 
fers, whether successful or not, FOR DATA CIRCLE 251 ON READER CARD 

: are asked to contact the Industri
al Economics Division, Denver Re-
search Institute, Univ. of Denver, Network Analysis 
Denver, Colorado, 80210. SCOPE (System for Computing Opera

'People aren't the only ones being 
put into data banks: every dog 
licensed by Detroit during the 
last two years is now on-line 
(on-leash?) to that city's Health 
Department, via the municipal 
computer. An $llK computer pro
gram will attempt to bring in an 
additional $150K annually by in
suring that Fido's owner renews 
his or her license each year. 
"Hot Dogs" seems like a suitable 
name for the program. 
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tional Probability Equations) is a large 
program, developed by North Ameri
can Rockwell Corp., that can be used 
in industry to determine the probabil
ity of success or failure for any large 
network or system where the function
ing of the system is dependent on each 
step. SCOPE comput~s from a combi
nation of logical block diagrams, suc
cess or failure modes, success or failure 
equations, and success or failure prob
ability indices. It can be used to merge 
a PERT-type path generator with an 
algorithm for combining failure or 

success modes to obtain failure or suc
cess equations. The mathematical 
mode for SCOPE is based on the Funda
mental Law for the Addition of Prob
"abilities and its extension to cases of 
more than two events. Written in 
FORTRAN IV, SCOPE is set up for opera
tion on an IBM 360 model having a 
minimum of 365K bytes of storage 
available. The documentation is priced 
at $16.50 and the program itself is 
priced at $350. The program reference 
number is MFS-24484. COSMIC, Ath
ens, Ga. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD 

Intel 8008 Debug 
MIKE is the name of this alternative 
debugging package to the one Intel 
supplies with its 8008 microcomputer 
chip sets. Among the advantages 
claimed for the new offering are that it 
performs both octal and hexadecimal 
110 (including the punching and read
ing of tapes), generates "computer
style" horizontal memory dumps that 
conserve both paper and time (to pro
duce' as well as to read), has built-in 
tape checksums, reduces the length of 
load tapes by a factor of five, and 
more. ,MIKE runs inside three 1702A 
PROM'S (same as Intel size), and is sup
plied on a program load tape a~ong 
with source code and user's manual for 
$475. APPLIED COMPUTING, DEVICES, 
INC., Terre Haute, Ind. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 253 ON READER CARD 

Tape Utility Program 
The Boolean Tape Utility Program 
enables IBM DOS installations to per
form operations on magnetic tape files, 
ranging from relatively easy copy op
erations to complex search, dump, 
copy, sequence, and reposition ma
nipulations controlled with Boolean 
statements containing AND, OR, and NOT 
conditions. As distributed, core re
quirements are approximately 32K 
bytes. For smaller partitions, one or 
both 110 blocks can be reduced from 
the present 10,000 byte size. Com
mands are entered through the system 
console. The prQgram is priced at 
$150, which includes a 15-day free 
trial, one-year maintenance agreement, 
and the source code of the assembler 
language product. INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS, New 
Orleans, La. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 254 ON READER CARD 

(Continued on page 160) 
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Look to MARK IV, the leader. 

o 
o (' no 0 [J 
~U:lru'(Gu'uV~2J~~CG8 ~~~(G , 
MARI( IV Systems company~ B 

July, 1974 

North American Headquarters 
MARK IV Systems Co. 
21050 Vanowen Street 
Canoga Park, California 91304 
Telephone (213) 887-9121 

Offices: 
• Chicago (312) 648-0280 
• Dallas (214) 233-6861 
• New York (201) 488-2700 
• Washington D.C. (301) 770-5951 
• Toronto, Canada (416) 493-9716 

CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 

International Offices 
Informatics S.A. 
18 Rue Camille Martin 
1203 Geneve, Suisse 
Telephone 022/45 22 00 
London • Paris • Copenhagen 
Rome • Dusseldorf • Mannheim 

and 
Computer Applications Co., Ltd. 

2~3-1. Hitotsubashi, Shogakukan Bldg; 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
Telephone 263-7241' . 
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software & services 
Text Retrieval chronic problems with ambitious sys-
The CONTEXT information retrieval tems of this kind has always been that 
system appears to be the most user- users had to have a pretty good idea of 
oriented product developed for textual the location of specific materials in 
management to date. One of the order to retrieve them, and so users 
~----~------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

!~~~ix REQUEST. PLEASE ROOT WORD 
ADMIN~ VARIATION 1 

!DMINISTRATION ------
.Department of Education 
Act. of. by Mini ster of 
Education 

.schools or classes. of. 
regulations for 

. Teachers' Superannuation 
Act. payment of expenses 
of 

1 OPT 3 

2 OPT 12(1)#1 

3 TSP 15(1) VARIATION 2 
ADMINISTRATIVE ;.........---------. 

.agreements for 4 ADM 35b:SSC 45a 
.-'VARIATION 3 

ADMINISTRATOR (see under Business Administrator)"""""'-

TO DISPLAY TYPE NONE. ALL OR SOME AND THE DESIRED REFERENCES 
*SOME 
2 -----_____ 2ND ITEM TO 
$ BE PRINTED OUT 
OPT 12 1 1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

beh!~ f-!~~ ~~b{~~\~~r~~:l P~~V~~!O~~e~~e~~~t s~~;~;~o~n i~hat PRINTOUT 0 
Council. the Minister may make regulations with respect to / 0 
schools or classes established under The Public Schools Act. 
The Se arate Schools Act. The SchoolsAdm1n1s'fi'"atTOri"l\Ct~ 
The econ ary Schools and Boards I!.f. Educat10n Act. or this Act. 
or any predecessor of any of such Acts. and with respect to 
all other schools supported in whole or in part by public money. 

o 
o 
o 

1. :~ ~~~e~~!:~~ i ~~~~~~;; organization. admini stration 0 

o 
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software 
spotlight 

had to -code the identification symbols. 
Not so with CONTEXT, however; the 
system needs no coding (we're told) to 
use it, opening up its use to unsophisti
cated computer users. 

CONTEXT'S developers suggest using 
their firm's time-sharing service as an 
easy entree to the system, especially if 
the size ,of the data base is relatively 
small. Optical readers or IBM MTST 

stations would probably be the most 
common method of building the data 
base. There are two basic search tech
niques that can then be applied againsi 
the data base: index and conditional. 
The index search allows the user to see 
if a particular word or symbol occurs 
in the text. If it does, the system lists all 
l,Qcations in the text where the word is 
used and allows you to print out or 
display one or as many of these text 
locations as required. In addition, a 
root word can be specified, and all 
variations of the root will be listed, 
along with their locations. If two or 
more words are entered that specify an 
idea, a situation or a concept, the sys
tem automatically indicates all loca
tions in the text where these words 
occur in close proximity to each other. 
This' technique can look for a set of 
specified conditions, such as A and B 
or C not D. All updating of the files is 
handled automatically. 

CONTEXT is designed to handle as 
many terminals as a particular com
puter system can accommodate. Con
sidering that the vendor is claiming 
that three hours of connect time using 
the system for complex Boolean 
searches used only 57 seconds of cpu 
time on an IBM 370 system, response 
times for CONTEXT should be good. An 
additional feature of the system is its 
built-in security measures, allowing us-
ers to restrict the use of entire files and 
various levels ,of text within those files, 
as well as the entire system. CONTEXT 

will not even acknowledge the presence 
of restricted text to an unauthorized 
user-which seems like the way to do 
things. 

Versions of CONTEXT are currently 
available for all IBM 360 and 370 sys
tems, DEC'S PDP-10, and most Bur
roughs systems. The memory require
ments range from 67-110 bytes ( or 
equivalent) , depending upon which 
modules are loaded. The CONTEXT sys
tem sells f,Qr $50K, or rents for $lKI 
month with a $2501 month mainte
nance charge. BASE, INC., New York; 
N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 250 ON READER CARD 

Documentation Generator 
A program that NCR has used to gener
ate the software documentation for its 
program products are now available to 



I/O by the numbers. 
" At a figure " 
you can work with. 

The Digi 
Digidata. The TRW OEM series 
90QO is a universal digital terminal 
for any system requiring rapid, . 
reliable communication of numeric 
data. It'sversatile, small and 
field proven. 
. ". Use alpha terminals or any 
other peripherals only where you 
need them in your system. With 
Digidata; you won't have to pay 
the alpha penalty where you don't 
need it. Even the most complex 
Digidata model is inexpensive, 
and OEM pricing is even less. 
Fully buffered, the standard four 

July, 1974 

digit display m~delis only'$308. 
I nterface and control 

products arealso available from 
TRW.' See how we can get you 
into the system you need 'for the 
price you want. Please .write for 
the Digidata Literature Package. 
WeVe got your number.. .' 

TRW DATA 'SYSTEMS; OEM 
Marketing, 12911 Simms Avenue, 
Hawthorne, California 90250 
(213) 535-3891 

. , . 

TRW/]AiJ,rsYST~M$ " 
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308. 
r~---~------~~--~~, 

TRW DATA SYSTEMS ' , . " 
OEM Marketing , 'r 
12911 Simms Avenue I 

, Hawthorne, California 90250 I" 

Please send me the DigidataOEM ,r' 
Series 9000 Literature Package. ' ,.J 
Name ________ _ 

Title ,---__ .,.--_~ _ _:__ ___ 

·1 
I 

.1 , 
Company ___ _:__---...:..-" .:1, 

Address-----~_:__---'·<>l 
'::1 

-~--'------'-~-----,-'- . '., 
, Phone '" .. , 

L...; _____ ...;.._.:...._.....;~: __ ~·.....;_J.' 

16,1, . 



· ,,~ 
_, . . Software and 

,~ Com~uting Systems 
Engineers 

Boeing Aerospace Company has immediate openings in the beautiful Pacific Northwest 
for professionals experienced in: 
Projed Management 
Responsibility for the preliminary design and development of Real Time systems, 
including architectur~ ond software requirements. 
Computing Systems Development 
Analysis, definition, and design of computer systems and software requirements, 
hardware I software trodes, and architectural requirements. 
Software Design and Implementation 
Design of Real Time operational software. Development of supp~rt and simulation 
software for Real Time applications and for executive system software. 
Software/Computing Systems Test 
Development of test concepts, requirements, and procedures for debugging, iesting, 
and integration. Includes software design. . 

A BSEE, BS in Computer Science, or comparable experience, and U.S. citizen
ship are required. 

Please send your l resume to The Boeing Company, P. O. Box 3707-MCU, Seattle, WA 98124. 

An equal opportunity employer. 

1.I111:1~L; 
Getting people together. 
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ACCOUNTING COMPUTER DIVISION 

Because life in Wichita is not one long traffic jam, people have time 
for themselves and to be with their families. They play 18 holes of 
golf after work on long summer evenings .. . ice skate in winter ... fish 
in spring.;. hunt in the fall. Kansas has unsurpassed upland game 
bird hunting, and more than 70,000 lakes and ponds for a variety of 
sport fishing. 
Let us tell you the full story of Wichita, Clean Air Kansas, and the em
ploYl7lent opportunities at NCR's Accounting Computer Division ... 
where everybody is somebody! 

ENGINEERS: 
- Minicomputers -Business Systems-Circuit Design-Commu
nications- Logic Design - Systems Formulation - Systems 
Architecture - Design Automation - Analog Circuit Design 
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS: 
- Minicomputer Operating Systems - Communications - File 
Management - Assemblers - Compilers 
MICROPROGRAMMERS: 
- S-LangLJages - Emulators - Virtual Memory - Minicomputer 
Architecture 

Send a complete resume, including present and ex
pected salary, to NCR, Accountin'g Computer 
Division, Industrial Relations Department, P. O. Box 
1297AS, Wichita, Kansas 67201. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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software' 
& services 
users of its Century series systems. 
DDCUMAT scans source program' state
ments and generates descriptive docu
mentation on special printed forms. 
Because DDCUMAT develops each docu
ment in the same manner, using stan- ' 
dard symbols, the programs can be 
transferred to magnetic media relative
ly easily. Having the document in stor
age allows for easy access and updat
ing. This provides interim documenta
tion until final program specifications 
are completed, and does away with 
retyping entire pages when text inserts 
are required. 

The program is available in two lev
els. Stage I is based on the NCR docu
mentation standard manual and gener
ates standard format documents, 
whereas Stage II allows free-flow nar
rative text, text justification, and par
ameterized tables. This version permits 
programmers to tailor the format of 
the computer output to his Dr her par
ticular requirements. Stage I has an 
annual license fee of $375, or a month
ly rental of $35, while Stage II costs 
$650 annually or $60/ month. The 
documentation generators are also 
available packaged with a flowchart 
generation program, and as such are 
called DDCUFLDW. NCR CDRP., Dayton, 
Ohio. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 255 ON READER CARD 

DOS Enhancements 
This vendor's Extended Disc Operating 
System (EDDS) hardly resembles the 
IBM DDS on which it was originally 
based two years a,go, and the an
nouncement of automatic job schedul
ing and execution capabilities move it 
a step further away. For all the 
changes made to DDS, however, this 
firm is still claiming 100% compatibil
ity with IBM distributed programs, and 
all user-written programs operate with
out modification. 

PISCES is the name of the automatic 
job scheduling capability, which has 
been integrated into the system's nu
cleus so as to. eliminate overhead as 
much as possible. Jobs are automatical
ly scheduled and executed in any of 
EDDS'S six partitions without operator 
intervention. PISCES is also concerned 
with optimum use of the system~s 
hardware resourCes, so the $40/ month 
charge could conceivably pay for itself 
within days. The scheduling is based 
on user-specified job and partition 
classifications. THE CDMPUTER SDFT

WARE CD., Richmond, Va. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 257 ON READER CARD 0 
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Most corporate managers - from 
presidents to department heads 
- have only a dim idea of the 
real potential of information sys
tems. Only a vague notion of 
what the EDP manager can do to 
create new and useful informa
tion systems. 
INFO 74 will change all that .•. 

INFO 74 will give the corporate 
manager a real understanding of 
the practical applications of ad
vanced information systems-in 
manufacturing, retailing, banking, 
insurance, hospitals, government, 
marketing, personnel, and ad
ministrative services. 

INFO 74 will show the corpo
rate manager how to work with 
the EDP manager in creating and 
implementing new systems and 
vice versa. INFO 74 will increase 
the stature of the EDP manager by 
giving him the opportunity to work 

directly with top management. 
Over 200 top companies will be 

at INFO 74. The entire range of 
machines, equipment, services 
and supplies used in modern infor
mation systems will be on exhibit. 

INFO 74 will be a "how-to" 
show. An exposition that will 
help educate corporate managers 
on the vast potential of informa
tion systems, show them how 
their present systems can be 
expanded to increase efficiency 
and boost the bottom line. 
Don't miss the conference 

The concurrent INFO 74 Con
ference will present 76 compre
hensive and intensive sessions, 61 
for both corporate and EDP 
managers and 15 specifically for 
EDP managers. In the corporate 
sessions, the speakers, all leading 
experts in their fields, will stress 
the practical approach to using 

information systems as an every
day tool. The EDP program will 
feature managerial sessions as 
well as presentations on the latest 
technological advances in infor
mation systems. 

Don't miss INFO 74. Don't let 
your boss miss it. 

For complete information, registration 
cards and conference programs, mail cou
pon or write direct to: 

Clapp & Poliak, Inc. 
Exposition Management 
245 Park Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10017 
D Please send __ registration cards 

for me and my associates. 
D Please send __ Conference 

Programs. 

Name ____ _ 

Title 

Company _______ _ 

Street ________ _ 

City 
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'EvenWebster's 
Knows About 
mUEST 
QUEST (kwest). it. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest. 

QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The 
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely 
in the computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment 
fees, interviewing .and relocation expenses. Quest is known for. its 
deep personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an indi
vidual with individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 
6 years of experience in EDPrecruiting (additionally, staff members 
have direct hands-on experience in programming, systems, hard
ware 'sales, etc.) 4. Quest is presently searching for degreed. pro
grammers ·and analysts (commercial, scientific, systems software) 
for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings In 
over 700 U.S: towns and cities. 5. Methodology - see Questsystem. 

QUESTSYSTEM. (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with a man what he 
would like to be doing In light of what he has been doing. 2. Ana
lyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job 
marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff 
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing 
the job candidate to his prospective employers by providing com
plete details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use 

. of evpryone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers 
are extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, com
p~nsation and opportunities (and relates those to the initially stated 
Objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of 
professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their 
past dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you . 

. For additional information on this subject; please inqUire directly 
to Quest Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be 
responded to immediately and In confidence). 

IQI ~:~~:!~~~'-~~~~1~2~4!~B@ 
Baltimore: (301) 265-1177· Philade/ohia:"(215) 667-3322 
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,ENGINEERS 
PROGRAMMERS 

FOR THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO WANT TO WORK 
AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF TECHNOLOGY ALONG 
WITH A SEASONED TEAM WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
REPUTATION, GACHAS SOME UNUSUALLY INTER
ESTING; LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES IN .REAL 
TIME DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS. 

Weapon System Trainers & Simulators 
Math Modeling, Flight and Tactics Systems 
Real Time Programming 
Testing, Field Installation and Service 

Parallel Processing Applications 
Radar~ Sonar andElint Signal Processing 
Tracking and Prediction 
Mapping and Other Data Handling 

Applications 
Special ArchiteCture for New Applications 
Language Development 

Guidance & Control 
Math Modeling of Correlation Systems 
Simulation 
Prediction and Synthesis 

PLEASE WRITE: 
.. Mr.J.G. Evans, Coordinator 

Technical and Scientific Personnel 

""GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
. Akron,. Ohio 44315 

AN .. EQUAi. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY~R M/F 

.164 . 

PROGRAMMERS 

systems 
des/,nels 

Ground floor opportunity designing and implementing a 
large scale multi-programmed operating system~ F.or 
some, an overseas assignment .is a r.ealpossibility. 
These pOSitions demand a degree (or equivalent exper
ience) and a minimum of 3 years of experience in de
signing operating systems, executive routines or man
agement infprmation systems, or conducting systems 
integration. Experience with military tactical data sys
tems desirable. 

Please forward resume along with current salary to: 

rn 
Litton 

J. L. ALDERSON 

LITTON DATA SYSTEMS 
P.o. Box 7601 R.H 
Van Nuys, Ca. 91409 

equal opportunity employer mIt 
"""""", ,##",#"#~""##""####",,,,,,, 
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EDP opportunities 
they couldn't resist. 
They were compete'nt, professional, adequate
ly paid ... yet, they were still concerned about 
their careers. 

They came to Romac to discuss their 
futures ... in total confidence. We listened. 
Conducted in-depth screening. Next, we 
matched the right people to the appropriate 
fee paid opportunity. 

Many of Romac's opportunities develop 
through our effective inter-office system ... 
a network of partners from Portland to Atlanta. 

ROMAC .. bringing the "rightpeople" together 
in Data Processing, Accounting and Banking. 

BOHAC 
& ASSOCI ATES/Personnel Consultants 

Contact ROMAC & Associates, 200 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA., 
02167 (617)969-4010 for immediate transmission to our network of 
Partners in: Portland, Hartford, New Haven, Stamford, Rhode Island, 
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Chestnut Hill, Ma., Boston, Washington, 
D.C., Charlotte and Atlanta. Or write or call direct. . 
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ACADEMIC SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
PENN STATE'S SYSTEM/370 Model 165 was upgraded 

to a Model 168 in December 1973. This computer is the hub 
of a network now supporting 30 remote batch installations 
plus conversational RJE, time-sharing, and graphics terminals. 
The system has processed over 11,000 jobs in a peak day, a 
throughput rate achieved only after skillful tuning, modifica
tion, and development of systems programs. 

OUR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING GROUP must be aug
mented in preparation for a major conversion from MVT/ 
HASP to VS2/JES2, during which we expect to develop fur
ther enhancements to the services supported. Appointments 
will be offered at faculty level ranks, and persons hired will 
be expected to participate in assessing requirements, pro
posing solutions, developing specifications, programming, 
testing, documenting, and maintaining of systems programs. 

APPLICANTS should have an advanced degree in Com
puter Science or related field and must have demonstrated 
fluency in assembler language programming and a sound 
knowledge of operating system organization and principles. 
Send resume including education, professional experience, 
and salary history to Dr. Donald T. Laird, Director, Compu
tation Center, 229 Computer Building, University Park, Pa. 
16802. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANAL Y$TS 

Serving Northeast, Southeast and Midwest U.S. 

RSVP will provide free employment 
counselling and develop and selec
tively distribute your resume. 

Our openings include scientific and 
commercial applications, telecommu
nications, control systems, software 
development and systems program
ming utilizing most languages, com
puters and operating systems. We 
also serve engineering and market

ing personnel in the computer field. 

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location 
restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models, 
operating systems and languages) to anyone of our offices. Or 
check the reader service card for a free sample resume and typical 
job descriptions. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents and will guarantee our best ef
forts in a professional and ethical manner to all qualified appli
cants. Our client companies pay all of our fees. 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall, 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 (609) 667-4488 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., Suite 104, Towle Bldg., 1777 Walton 
Road, Blue Bell, Penna., 19422 (215) 643-5550 

• RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M., 1651 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 
22101 (703) 790-5166 

RSVP SERVICES 
Employment Agency for Compvter Professionals 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
BULLETIN 

Cadillac Associates represents the nation's largest and most re
spected professional placement service. Our close relationship with 
the nation's finest firms generates continuous career opportunity 
information and allows us to confidentially present your qualifica
tions to those at "decision.making" levels. 

Our bulletin, published quarterly, listing available opportunities in 
the Systems &'Data Processing field is available free of charge and 
will be mailed to your home upon your request. 

For. your free bulletin, without any obligation, circle reader service 
card #115. Please USE' HOME ADDRESS ONLYI 

CONFIDENTIAL 
PLACEMENT SERVICE, 

If you desire immediate assistance in locating an opportunHy con
sistent with your objectives (professional/financial/geographic), 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY. A member of our staff of SYSTEMS & 
EDP SPECIALISTS will reach you by telephone to discuss your 
objectives and how we might help you satisfy them .. A resume, 
or some details of background, w.ill be appreciated. 

Remember: Our client firms are located from coast to coast and 
assume all expenses (agency fee, interviewing & relocation). 

E. W. MOORE 
Executive Vice President 

CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC.* 
32 West Randolph st. Chicago, III. 6060,1 

Financial 6-9400 

*"Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Anywhere 
Else in The World." 
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Systems 
Development 
The Data Systems Division of this diversified Fortune 
250 manufacturing firm is seeking competent Data 
Processing professionals with management potential. 

Our environment: ' 

370/165 MVT 3 Megabyte computer 
Nationwide RJE and TSO network 
Real time systems 
Advanced data base technology 
Structured Programming 
PLlI, COBOL, ALC 
Corporatewide systems development 
Generalized systems for accounting manufacturing 

and distribution 
A growing and profitable computer services business 

Salaries will be commensurate with work experience and 
potential as indicated by past accomplishments. Ability 
to communicate a must. Please send resume or letter 
stating work experience, educatjon and salary history 
to Mr. J. A. Podawiltz. 

A. o. SMITH 
CORPORATION 

Box 584 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

~m 
a Century Forward 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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The Natio'nal Association of Securities 
Dealers asked us to determine if their new 
automated over,.the-counter quotation 
system (NASDAQ) would work and meet ' 
s'pecifications before going on-line. 

We proved it would by employing unique 
computational programs and algorithms 
developed.bY'our own staff. The fact is, 
NASDAQ has performed virtually trouble
free since itbegan operating in early 1971. 

, We've als'o performed growth and reli-
, ability studies for the system. Plus economic 
studies that have uncovered ways to reduce 
operating costs by more thEm 20%. 

We're able to solve many large and small 
scale network problems that are normally 
unsolvable. And we do many things besides 
proving out a system before it goes on-line. 
For instance, we design totally new data 
communications systems. Redesign existing 
ones. Analyze ways to optimize response 
time, reliability and traffic during network 
growth, while minimizing costs. And that's 
only part of it. 

We have the know-how to help you solve 
a present or future problem without selling 
yourself short. Let's discuss it. Write or call 
us collect today. Network Analysis Corpora
tion, Beechwood, Old Tappan Road, 
Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542, (516) 671-9580. 

166, 

NETWORK ANALYSIS CORPORATION 
Beechwood, Old Tappan Road, 

Gle,.,Gove, NY 11542 (516) 671-9580 
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. If YOU calit 
decide whether 

to buy an 
application 
package or 

design your own, 
you don't 
have to. 

Martin Marietta Modular Application 
Systems (MAS) will fit as if they were 
designed for you. But the cost will be 
significantly lower, and the implemen
tation ti me much shorter. 

MAS have six basic applications: 
inventory; cost and manufacturing 
control; order processing; financial 
accounting; and business planning. 
More than 400 implementations have 
demonstrated their quality. 

Let us tell you more about them. 
Write: Mike King, Martin Marietta Data 
Systems, National Sales Office, 
401 Washington Ave., Towson, Md. 
21204. 

MARTIN MARIETTA 
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Th is forum is offered for 

L k ho's readers who want to express 00 W their opinion on any aspect of information 
. processing. Your ~ontributions are invited. 

into 10Yi-cost the "'orum graphics!, II 

Adage, always out front in quality, now brings 
you the Adage/400 ... today's lowest-cost full 
capability graphics system with character, vector, 
and refreshed CRT. 

The Adage/400 is the best system ever. Thanks 
to its digital MSI, LSI microprocessor controller, 
you get: an extensive graphics command set ... 
increased speed (0.75 in.! fLsec for lines and 
6.5 fLsec for characters) ... reduced host com
puter load ... built-in microdiagnostics for greater 
reliability and maintainability. 

Plug the Adage/ 400 into your computer for as 
little as $42.9K. Color CRT, large digitizer, and 
hard-copy unit are available as options. 

For a total system, there's the Adage/300: 
the Adage processor plus Adage/400 graphics. 
It outperforms the big Adage/1 00, but costs less. 

In hardware, software, applications, operations, 
and service ... whether it's CAD/CAM, simulation, 
or any other graphics application, talk to us. 
Phone, write, or use the Re'aders Service Card. 

No one knows Computer Graphics like Adage. 

a[!Ja!!J1::! 
Adage, Incorporated 
1079 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
Telephone (617) 783-1100 
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IBM'S 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
MONOPOLY 
IBM currently monopolizes the development and support of 
IBM operating systems. This monopoly, which started almost 
10 years ago, has played continuous havoc with IBM 3601-
370 users. Operating systems are almost unanimously 
viewed as being the most critical element of any computer 
system: they permanently occupy large portions of mem
ory; they are responsible for all 110 queueing, scheduling, 
device allocation, and resultant computer throughput; they 
are responsible for the support (or non-support) of all 
peripheral devices; and they control memory allocation, 
multiprogramming and, in the case of virtual memory, page 
accessing and allocation. Application programs are de
pendent on the unique resources of operating systems; when 
the resources are changed or support is discontinued, the 
user is at the mercy of the operating system's developers 
and supporters. 

In 1970, the operating systems were the one piece of 
software that IBM chose not to unbundle. Was it an act of 
kindness? IBM doesn't charge its customers for DOS, 

Dos/vsl, OS/MFT, OS/MVT, os/vsl, os/vs2 or vM/370 and 
surely IBM wants to increase its revenue. They cha~ge for 

IBM 360/370 OPERATING SYSTEHS 

FAMILY TREE 

PLAN I 1964-1965 

1966 

1968-1969 

REALITY _1973-1974 

PLAN , 1976-1977 ? 

compilers, sorts, data management packages, and other 
pieces of system software (all of which have competition). 
Why wouldn't IBM want to increase its revenue by charging 
for operating systems? 

IBM doesn't charge for them simply because it is signifi
cantly more profitable in the long run to lock customers into 
inefficient operating systems and lock out competition. 
After being trapped, the computer user "lamb" is strategical
ly led to the next generation of IBM operating systems. 360 
users have no choice but to move to the 370 line, because 
new devices are supported only on the 370 operating sys
tems. 370 DOS and os users are led to vs operating systems 
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because support of the current operating systems is discon
tinued. "Functionally stabilized" is IBM'S way of telling users 
it will no "longer improve on DOS, OS/MFT, and OS/MvT-a 
slow death no matter how you look at it. 

Competition does not happen spontaneously-especially 
in the area of operating systems. Sure, some software com
panies can "pick up the crumbs"and try to sell support and 
enhancements to IBM'S ~'free" operating systems. But the 
harm is already done-there is no effective or economical 
way for a would-be competitor to break into the field. New 
operating systems· are beiJ?g planned and most users won't 
stay with current "free" operating systems if they have to 
buy support from some non-IBM firm. Besides; soon there 
will be that new IBM state-of-the-art free operating system 
and it'll solve all of those problems of the past ... Wanna 
bet? " 

Competition and antitrust laws made IBM cut the price of 
its peripherals and memories. But there is no operating 
system software competition so far, because the monopoly 
has not yet beeri challenged. " 

Consider this hypothetical situation: in 1964 IBM an
nounced the 360 at an average cost of $10,000 per month; 
IBM also announced an operating system software package 
at· $1,000 per month. With IBM predicting sales of 20,000 
computers, and third party leasers predicting 10-year life 
spans for 360 computers, the total 10-year revenue for the 
360 hardware line was predicted to be $24 billion. During 
the same 1965-1975 period, the operating system software 
package market alone was predicted to be $2.4 billion. By 
1967, three software companies had developed compatible 
operating systems to sell for $750 per month; they were 
compatible, operat~d in half the space, and provided faster 
throughput. IBM responded by announcing a new version of' 
the operating system. The wheels of competition keep turn':' 
ing, and the needs of the user community-as well as those 
of the industry-are served. . 

But look at what we have in 1974: IBM locking in its 
. customers with free vs operating systems and IBM users 
facing obsolescence of their 360 hardware and current 
operating systems, and no competition in sight. It's all going 
to happen again, two to five years from now, with IBM'S 
new, and as yet unannounced, "Q" operating system. Where 
is the Justice Department and where are the voices of the 
users? IBM'S 360/370 line of computers was successful ill 
spite of its inefficient and error-prone operating system. 
Talk about the need for conservation and improved produc
tivity! It would be an interesting exercise fo.r an economist 
to calculate the resources that have been wasted because of 
the marginal operating system software that IBM has pro
duced and supported over the past 10 years. 

In defense of its position in the TELEX case, * IBM recently 
stated that antitrust laws exist "Because through competi!. 
tive battles resulting in innovation and price reductions, the 
consumer benefits." But, IBM, may I ask one simple ques
tion: how do you propose that those "competitive battles" 
in the field of operating systems be waged with only one side 
willing to fight? It st(l1 may not be too late to introduce 
competition into the next generation of operating systems, 
but time is running out. 

There's no technological reason why IBM can't unbundle 
their operating systems; CDC has announced that they will 
charge for their operating systems. Obviously, free operat
ing system software is merely a marketing decision and 
unless IBM is pressured into changing its policies, things will 
remain, unfortunately, the same. 

-Martin A. Goetz 
Mr. Goetz is a vice presideht of Applied Data Research, 
and director of its Software Products Div. Past president 
of the Software Industry Assoc. and of ADAPSO, he is 

the holder of the first U.S. software patent. 

-Brief of International Business Machines Corp. presented at the U.S. 
Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit, Feb. 7, 1974, p. ·45. 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC GOLDTOP® BATTERIES 
••• THE MAINTENANCE-FREE POWER SOURCE 

FOR LONG LIFE DEPENDABILITY IN YOUR 
STANDBY POWER APPLICATION 

In addition to maintenance-free dependability and long life, 
Goldtop rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries offer you: 
• Convenient small size for mounting anywhere in any position. " 

Ideal for those hard-to-get-to applications. 
• High temperature capability for hot ambient locations. 
• High current discharge capability. This small battery does a 
. big job. 
• A sealed battery to eliminate venting of corrosive gases. 
• Simple constant current charging. No voltage cutoff circuitry 

required; 
These are just a few reasons why you should put a heart of 

gold into your next standby power system. For more Information 
circle the reader service card,o;- write General Electric Company, 
Section 452-05, Schenectady, N. Y. 12345 
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We know 
the ropes 

In Financial and EDP Occupations. 

Assuring you the right 
person for the job and the 
right job for the person. 

We have specialized in 
Financial and Data Processing 
employment for over a quarter 
of a century, and frankly, 
we're good at it. 

World's largest Financial & EDP 
Personnel Specialists 

Alexandria, Va.; 5001 Seminary Road .... (703) 931·3600 
Allentown, Hotel Traylor Bldg ......... (215) 439·1506 
Atlanta, 3379 Peachtree Road N.E. . .... (404) 233·2416 
Baltimore, The Quadrangle-Cross Keys ... (301) 323·7770 
Boston, 140 Federal St. ............ (617) 423·6440 
Charlotte, 480(E.lndependence Blvd .... (704) 535·3370 
Chicago, 333 N. Michigan Ave ......... (312) 782·6930 
Cincinnati, 606 Terrace Hilton ........ (513) 621·7711 
Cleveland, 1367 E. 6th St. ........... (216) 621·0670 
Dallas, 2001 Bryan Tower ........... (214) 742·9171 
Denver, 1612 Court Place " ......... (303) 244·2925 
Detroit, 670 Honeywell Center, Southfield. (313) 559·1212 
Hartford, 111 Pearl St. ............. (203) 278·7170 
Houston, 1200 Central Nat'! Bank Bldg .... (713) 228·0056 
Indianapolis,9 North Illinois St. ....... (317) 636·5441 
Kansas City, Mo., 127 West 10th St. ..... (816) 4744583 
lancaster, Pa., 8 North Queen St. ....... 1717) 299·5621 
long Island, 420 Jericho Turnpike, Jericho .1516) 822·8080 
los Angeles, 3600 Wilshire Blvd ........ 1213) 386·6805 
louisville, 680 South 4th St. .......... (502) 589·6657 
Memphis, 12 S. Main St. ........... (901) 523·8950 
Miami, 1190 N.E. 163 St.:No. Miami Beach. (305) 947·0684 
Milwaukee, 777 East Wisconsin Ave ...... (414) 271·9380 
Minneapolis, 80 South 8th St. ......... (612) 336·8636 
Newark, 1180 Raymond Blvd .......... (201) 623·3661 
New Vork, 330 Madison Ave .......... (212) 986·1300 
Omaha, 7101 Mercy Road ........... (402) 397·8107 
Orange, Cal., 500 South Main St. .. " ... (714) 8354103 
Philadelphia, 2 Penn Center Plaza ....... (215) 5684580 
Phoenix, 1517 Del Webb TowneHouse ... (602) 279·1688 
Pittsburgh, Gateway Towers ......... 1412) 471·5946 
Portland, Dr., 610 S.W. Alder Si ........ (503) 222·9778 
Providence, 400 Turks Head Bldg ....... (401) 274·8700 
St.louis, 7733 Forsyth Blvd., Clayton ... 1314) 727·1535 
San Francisco, lllPine St. ......... 1415) 434·1900 
San Jose, 675 North Firsi St. ......... 1408) 293·9040 
Seattle, 1215 Fourth Ave ............ (206) 624·9000 
Stamford, Ct., 111 Prospect St. ........ (203) 3254158 
Tampa, 1311 N. Westshore Blvd ........ 1813) 8764191 
Washington, D.C., 7316 Wisconsin N.W .... (301) 652·1960 
Wilmington, 1102 West St. ........... (302) 652·3244 

london, England, 17 Finsbury Square .... 01·6384394 
Toronto, Canada, 15 Toronto St. ....... (416) 868,1314 
Vancouver, B.C., 535 Thurlow St. ...... (604) 688·7726 
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Advertising Offices 

Sales Manager and Vice President 
John Brennan: Greenwich, Ct. 06830 

'35 Mason St. (203) 661-5400 
Cable: DATAMATION, 
Greenwich, Connecticut 

Eastern District Managers 
A. Treat Walker, 
Warren A. Tibbetts: Greenwich, Ct. 06830 
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New England District. Manager & Vice President 
Warren A. Tibbetts: Manchesfer, N.H. 03104 

112W. Haven Rd. 
(603) 625-9498 

Midwest District Manager 
John M. Gleason: Chicago, III. 60606 

205W. Wacker Drive 
(312) 346-1026 

Western Manager and Senior Vice President 
Hamilton S. Styron: Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 

1801 S. La Cienega Blvd. 
(213) 559-5111 
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1801 S .. La Cienega Blvd. 
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Just out! 
1974 computer 
salary survey 
Yours free 

The next step 

Do you know how much money your 
colleagues made last year for doing 
the work you do? Do you know which 
computing skills are the most lucrative? 
Do you know how to get a better 
position? 

Source Edp does, And we'll share what 
we know with you. Our eighth annual 
salary survey and career planning 
guide, "The Next Step," compiles 
salary data received from the 11,000 
professionals who consulted us last 
year. We add to that advice developed 
over our twelve years of recruiting 
computer people: danger signals that 
mean you should start looking for a new 
position, mistakes to avoid. A periodic 
supplement lists positions currently 
available. 

Source Edp is the largest nationwide 
recruiting firm devoted exclusively 
to computer professionals. We print 
"The Next Step" as a service to people 
like you, Fill out the reader reply card, 
and we'll send you one absolutely free. 

Corporate headquarters: 
100 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 782-0857 

Regional offices 

Atlanta 
1 Corporate Square. 30329. (404) 634·5127 
Chicago 
100 S. Wacker Drove. 60606. (312) 782-0857 
903 Commerce Drive, Oak Brook Il60521, 
(312) 323·8980 
550 Frontage Road, Northfield Il60093. 
(312)446-8395 
Dallas 
7701 Stem mons Freeway. 75247. (214) 638·4080 
Detroit 
26555 Evergreen, 48076 
(313) 352-6520 
Houston 
4635 Southwest Freeway. 77027. (713) 626·8705 
Kansas City. MO 
20W Nonth Street. 64105. (816) 474·3393 
Los Angeles 
3550 W,lshire Boulevard. 90010. (213) 386·5500 
2081 Business Center Drive, IrVine CA 92664. 
(714) 833-1730 
Minneapolis 
801 Nicollet Mall. 55402. (612) 332·8735 
New York 
600 Third Avenue. 10016. (212) 682·1160 
Palo Alto 
525 Universoty Avenue. 94301, (415) 328·7155 
Philadelphia 
1700 Markel Street. 19103, (215) 665-1717 
San Francisco 
111 Pone Street. 94111. (415) 434-2410 
SI.Loul. 

~~'~n~~1800 source edp 
130 S. Bemiston Avenue. Clayton MO 631 05. <3 
2400 Morris Avenue. 07083. (201) 6bT-8700 
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Accogrip. Versatile. Effortless. 

I 

The only binder mechanism which 
requires no paper punching. You 

I can instantly, at the touch of a 
: finger, insert or remove (1) a single 
I sheet of paper, (2) 200 sheets of 
paper, (3) different sizes and kinds 

I of paper, single sheet or folded, 
(4) regular sheets and printout, 
intermixed or in batches, etc. If 
your basic need involves printout, 

Accodata Grip Binder. 

try our Accodata Grip binder. 
Accogrip and Accodata Grip are 
both avai lable in a wide range of 
attractive colors, sizes and 

materials from economical, 
genuine pressboard to 90 pt. 
Accohide*. Ask your Acco dealer 
or write for information. Accogrip. 
The versatile, punch less binder. 

~©©@ Innovators .. . by design 

UD1J 
ACC, 0 INTERNATIONAL INC. 
5150 N. Northwest Hwy. 
Chicago, Illinois 60630 

New York. los Angeles. Boston. Canada/England/Holland/ 
Mexico/Venezuela/EI Salvador/Jamaica/Japan/New Zealand 

*a chemical resin. 

.drc,'l 1::1.1.1118. P,.VV.j 
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serles~ 

Bven tbe IDOSt 
expensive ASR 
• IS very • • • Inexpensive. 

Just because you need big 
machine features, you don't have 
to pay big machine prices. 

Not when you've got some 
alternatives: the Teletype® 
model 38 series terminals. They 
offer a lot of features. For only 
a little money. 
, Standard equipment on all 
model 38 terminals is a 1 32-char
acter printing format on a 15-inch 

wide platen. Upper and lower 
case is also standard. So is 
two-color printing. 

Speed? 100 words per minute. 
If you need more-up to 2400 
wpm-the model 38 interfaces 
with the Teletype 4210 magnetic 
tape data terminal. 

There's more, too. Like 
plug-to-plug compatibility with 
the model 33. SO'you can update 
your system withou\ changing it. 

The new TeletYRe model 38 
series terminals. Where else can 
you get so much for so little? 

I t takes more than manu
facturing facilities to build the 

machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for computers and point-to-point 
communications. 

That's why we invented 
a new name for who we are and 
what we make. The computer
cations people. 

TELETYPE 

fH~ 

For more information about any Teletype product, write or call: TERMINAL CENTRAL; 
Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81N, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076. Phone 312/982·2500 
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